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european space agency

The European Space Agency was formed out of, and
took over the rights and obligatrons of, the two earlrer
European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organrsation for the Development and Construction of
Space Vehicle Launchers (ELDO) The l\.4ember States
are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, lreland, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom Canada
ic. a^^nor2iin^ ql.to

In the words of the Conventron: The purpose of the
Agency shall be to provide for and to promote, for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co operation among
European States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to their betng used
for scientific purposes and for operational space
dPP"udLrur rJ JyrLU, I rJ

(a) by elaborating and implementing a long-term
European space policy, by recommending space
objectives to the Member States, and by concerting
the polrcies of the I\,4ember States with respect to
other national and international organisations and
i nstitutrons;

(b) by elaborating and implementing activities and
programmes in the space field;

(c) by co-ordinating the European space programme
and natronal programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possible
into the European space programme, rn particular
as regards the development of applrcations
satellrtes;

(d) by elaborating and irnplementing the industrial
policy appropriate to rts programme and by
recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
l\,4ember States

The Agency rs directed by a Council composed of
representatives of lvlember States The Director General
is the chief executive of the Agency and its legal
representative

The ESA HEADOUARTERS are in Paris

The major establishments of ESA are:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Netherlands

THE EUBOPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Chairman of the Council: H Parr

Director General: A Rodota

agence spatiale europ6enne

L'Agence Spatiale Europdenne est lssue des deux
Oeanisations spat/a/es europdennes qui l'ont precddee

I'Organisatton eutopdenne de rccherches spatiales
(CERS/ et I'Oryantsation europdenne pour la mise au
point el la construction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux
(CECLES) - dont elle a repris les droits et obligations
Les Etats membrcs en sont: l'Allemagne, l'Autriche, la

Belgique, le Danemark, I'Espagne, la Finlande, la
France, l'lrlande, l'ltalie, la Norvege, /es Pays'8as, /e

Royaume-Unt, la Sudde et /a Sulsse Le Canada
beneficie d'un statut d'Etat cooperant

Se/on /es termes de la Convention: I'Agence a poul
mlsslon d'assurer et de ddvelopper. d des /rns
exclusivement pacifiques, la cooperation entre Etats
europ4ens dans /es domaines de la rccherche et de la

technologie spatiales et de leurs applicattons spara/es.
en vue de leur utilisation d des lins scientiftques et pour
des systdmes spatia u x o pd rati on nels d' ap p I tcatto ns :

(a) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre une politique
spatiale europdenne i long terme. en
recommandant aux Etats membres des oblectlfs en
matidre spatiale et en concertant /es pollrques des
Etats membres d l'egard d'autres organisations et
i nsti tutio ns n ation a les et i n te rn ation a les,

(b) en elabotant et en mettant en oeuvre des activitds et
des programmes dans le domaine spatral;

(c) en cootdonnant le programme spatlal europeen et
les programmes nationaux, et en intdgrant ces
derniers progressivement et aussl compldtement
que posslb/e dans le prcgramme spatial europden,
notamment en ce qui concerne le d'veloppement
de sate//ltes d' aD Dl icatio ns :

(d) en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre la polilique
industrielle appropriee d son programme et en
rccommandant aux Etats membres une Dolitioue
industtielle coh6rcnte

L'Agence est dtrigee par un Consetl, composd de
reprdsentants des Elats membres Le Directeur gdneral
est le fonctionnaie executif superieur de l'Agence et la
represente dans lous ses acles

Le S/EGE de l'Agence esl a Pans

Les principaux Etablissements de l'Agence sont

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE ET DE
T EC H N O LOG I E S PAT I ALES ESr EC), N oo rdw ij k,
Pays-Bas

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN D'OPERATIONS SPAI/ALES
( ESOC), Dar mstadt, Al le magne

ESRIN, Frascati, ltalie

Prestdent du Conseil: H Paft

Dffecteur general: A Rodotd
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Towards New Horizons

- The ESA Gouncil Meeting in Brussels

lntroduction
At the invitation of Mr Yvan Ylieff, the Belgian

Minister for Science Policy and Chairman of
ESA's Council at Ministerial Level, the most

recent meeting of the ESA Council took place

in Brussels on 23 and 24 June, Key agenda
items at this Meeting, which represented a
critical step in the preparations for the next full

Council Meeting at Ministerial Level, were the

discussions on greater coordination between
ESA and the European Community and the

starting of new ESA programmes in the fields of
launcher development, Earth observatton and

satellite navigation.

The Meeting was preceded by a ceremony to
mark the 25th Anniversary of the 1973
European Space Conference, which also took
place in Brussels, under the Chairmanship of
the then Belgian Minister for Scientific Policy,

Mr Charles Hanin, and which laid the
foundations for the formation of the European

Space Agency. During this celebration, the

Ministers present expressed their recognition of
the range and the extent of the achievements
of ESA's space programmes over the past 25

years and the Agency's successes in space
science, in satellite communications, in Earth

observation and with Ariane - successes that

have placed Europe among the World's leading
players in space. They also reaffirmed their
continuing loyalty to the future role of ESA as

the focal point for Europe's space efforts.

Decisions taken in Brussels
The first of the Resolutions to be adopted by

the June Council (ESA/C/CXXXVI/Res. 1) is a
reflection of the need to strengthen further the

synergy and increase the complementarity
between ESA and the European Community in

their respective spheres of competence in the
space domain, thereby enhancing the
efficiency of government investment in space
systems and technology for the benefit of
European users and industry. This Reso/ution

on the Reinforcement of the Synergy between
the European Space Agency and the European

Community had been endorsed a day earlier,

on22June, bythe European Union's Research

Ministers meeting in Luxembourg under the
chairmanship of John Battle, the UK Minister of
State for Science, Energy and lndustry. lt opens
a new era of cooperation between the two
organisations. lt calls for the further
strengthening of relations and encourages
more initiatives at strategic level for developing
a common vision, parlicularly in the fields of

telecommunications, navigation and Earth

observation, to enhance the effectiveness of
public investment in these programmes for the
benefit of both users and European industry.

In a second Resolution (ESA/C/C/JC0/I/Res.

2), Council sanctioned exceptional measures

that should allow the Agency to deal more

effectively with the ftnancial risks associated
with its programmes. In adopting this
Resolution on Modifications to the Financial

Regulations Required for the Purposes of
Settng Up an Accompaniment Fund, Ihe
Council also welcomed the measures taken by

the Director General to adapt the Agency to the
new realities, inviting him to continue to pursue

his efforts for increased efficiency in conduct-
ing Europe's space programmes and
strengthening support to European industry in

order to further enhance its world-wide
competitiveness and market share.

The third Resolution adopted in Brussels
(ES/C/CXXXVI/Res. 3) was the Resolution on

lmmediate Measures and Preparatory Sleps
towards the Council Meeting at Ministerial
Level Related to the AgencY's New
Programmes and its Evolution.

This Resolution contains five elements:

Chaoter l:

- Towards the establishment of an overall

European space policy, wherebY the
Delegations and the Director General will

strive jointly to formulate a coordinated
European Space Policy for presentation to
the next Council Meeting at Ministerial Level.



towards new horizons

Chapter ll:

- Evolution of the European Space
Agency, relating to the improvement of
ESA's overall efficiency in terms of improved
decision-making processes, further savings
in internal costs, the use of performance
indicators, and the containment of costs at
completion of new programmes.

Chapter lll:

- Efficient use of public resources in Europe,
covering the elaboration of guidelines for
reciprocal use of ESA and national facilities
for national and ESA programmes, and
enhancement of European expertise by
establishing conditions for mobility of staff
between national centres, ESA and other
institutions,

Chapter lV:

- Programmes of FSA, sanctioning the start
of four new activities in the areas of space
transportation, Earth observation and
satellite navigation, namely:
o the first step in the development of a

more powerful version of Ariane-5,

Ariane-S Plus, to ensure its continued
competitiveness on the international
launcher market

o the first step in preparing the development
of a small launcher known as VEGA

. the definition and start-up of activities
related to the Living Planet Programme in

Earth Observation
o the initiation of the first step of the Global

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS-2),
leading to the choice of the best system
and associated technology for a
European initiative in the context of a
qtrnnn Fr rrnntr2n nOOfdinatiOn.

Chapter V:

- Mandate of the Council Working Group for
the Preparation of the Council at Ministerial
Level, which invites the Council Working
Group to continue the preparations,
focusing its analysis on the areas
described in Chapters I to lV

The texts of the various Resolutions are
reproduced in full in the following pages. (Gesa
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Gefebration of 25th Anniversary of the
1973 European Space Conference

Panel Session focussing
on ESA's achievements,
including some of the
Delegates who had
attended the 1 973 European
Space Conference:
from left to right: Mr Yvan
Ylieff, Mr John Battle,
Mr Antonio RodotZt,
Mr Hugo Parr, Mr Michel
Bignier, Prof. Massimo
Trella, Mr Jan Stiernstedt,
Mr Peter Creola and
Mr Charles Hanin

Mr John Battle, UK Minister of State for Science, Energy
and Industry and Chairman of the European Union's
Research Council, addressing the assembled guests
and representatives of the media during the opening of
the 25th Anniversary Celebration, at the UGC Cinema in
Brussels

6
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Mr Michel Bignier (centre)
former Director of ESA's
Spacelab Programme,
discussing Spacelab's role
as a key to future European
and trans-Atlantic
cooperation

Rounding off of the
Panel Session by
Mr Charles Hanin, former
Belgian Minister of
Scientific Policy, and
Chairman of the
1 973 European Space
Conference
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Brussels Participants

Minister yvan ylieff, Chairman of the ESA Council at Ministerial Level, and Representatives of the ESA Member States who participated in
the Brussels 25th Anniversary Celebration, gathered in the foyer of the Hotel Metropole, with a model of Ariane-S as a backdrop
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The 136th Council Meeting in Session

The Brussels Council
Meeting in session in
the Salon Excelsior of the
Hotel Metrooole

From left to right:
Mr Daniel Sacotte,
ESAs Director of
Administration,
Mr Antonio Rodotd,
ESA'S Director General,
Mr Hugo Parr, Chairman of
ESA Council, and
Mr Karl-Egon Reuter, Head
of the ESA Cabinet
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RESOLUTION SIIR LE RENFORCEMENT DE II\ SYIIERGIE

ENTRE L'AGENCE SPATIALE EUROPEENNE ET II\ COMMIINAUIT

EUROPEEIYNE

(adopt6e le 23juin 199E)

Le Conseil de I'ASE.

W l'6volution de la recherche et de la technologie spatiales et de lzurs applica-

tions,

SOULIGNANT que les technologies spatiales ouwent de nouveaux march6s, ce

qui accroit la valzur Cconomique des activitds spatiales, tandis que letrrs inciden-

ces politiques, culturelles et sociales demzurent un facteur preponderant, et

RECONNAISSAIIT que lesdites technologies spatiales assurent le soutien des

politiques publiques concernant I'environnement, la soci&6 de l'information et les

transports et contribuent i la crdation de nouveaux gisements d'emplois et i une

meilleure qualit6 de vie,

CONSTATAII"T I'intensification de la concuffence internationale et la hdcessitC

de mettre I'industrie anropdenne sur un pied d'fualitd avec ses concurreits inter-

nationaux,

SOULIGNAI'IT les succds d6jd obtenus dans le domaine des scienceg des lan-

ceurs, des applications satellitaires et des vols habitds et RECONNAISSAI.IT les

progrds enregistr6s en matiire de cooperation entre differents acteurs de lEurope

spatiale, notarnment I'Agence spatiale zuropdenne (ASE), la Communautd zuro-

p6enne, les autorit6s spatiales nationales, l'industrie, la communaut6 scientifique

10



ESA/C/C)OOfiII/Res. I (Final)

RESOLUTION ON THE RDINX'ORCEMENT OF THN

SYNERGY BETWEEN THE EIIROPEAN SPACE AGENCT AND IEE
EIIROPEAN COMMUNITY

(Adopted on 23 June l99t)

The Council ofESA

HAVING REGARD to the evolution of space research and technology and their

applications,

STRESSING that space technologies are opening new markets, increasing the

economic value of space activities, while their political, ctrltural and social

implications remain a dominant factor; and RECOGNISING that such space

technologies are underpinning public policies towards the environment, the

information society and transport and contributing to the creation of new job

opportunities and to a better quality of life,

CONSIDERING the increasing international competition and the necessity to

place F.uropean industry on an equal footing compared to international

competitors,

STRF.SSING the achievements already made in the fields of science, launchers,

satellite applications and human spacetlight; and RECOGNISING the progress

alrurdy made in the cooperation bctween a number of difTerent actors in the

European space sector, in particular the European Space Agency (ESA), the

European Community, the national space authorities, industry, thc research
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ESA/C/CXXXWR6s. I (Final)

Page2

et les op6rateurs, ainsi que les avantages qui en d6coulent pour les utilisateurs

europ6ens et I'industrie europdenne,

RECONNAISSANT que ladite cooperation doit €tre fondde sur la compl6menta-

rit6 des interdts de I'ASE (qui est notamment charg6e d'6laborer et de mettre en

Guvre une politique spatiale europeenne d long terme, des activites et des pro-

grammes dans le domaine spatial et la politique industrielle adaptde d son pro-

gramme) et de ceux de la Communaut6 europ6enne (qui a des competences

juridiques, economiques et sociales ayant trait i la reglementation des march6s

li6s i I'espace) en ce qui concerne les politiques de la Communaut6 relatives i

I'environnement, aux transports et d la societe de I'information, dont la mise en

Guvre beneficiera de I'utilisation de systemes spatiaux,

ESTIMANT que cette coop6ration incitera I'industrie europ6enne d investir dans

les projets spatiaux ayant des perspectives commerciales,

pRENANT NOTE de la Comrnunication sur I'espace de la Commission euro-

peenne (COM(96)06t7-C4-0042197) et de la R6solution correspondante du Par-

lement europ6en en date du l3 janvier 1998, ainsi que de l'initiative prise par la

Commission d'elaborer des plairs d'action concrets dans certains secteurs spatiaux

et des Conclusions du Conseil de I'Union europ6enne des 22 septembte 1997,27

juin 1997 et l7 mars 1998 qui s'y rapportent,

RAppELANT la Resolution clu Conseil de I'ASE sidgeant au niveau ministeriel

du 20 octobre 1995 (ESA/C-N'I/CXXIIiRes 2 (final)),

VU la Position commune adoptde au sujet du cinquieme programme cadre, qui

assure la coordination des applications liees aux technologies spatiales au sein des

programmes specifi ques,

RAppELANT la cooperation fructueuse etablie au fil des ans entre I'ASE et la

Communaut6,

12



ESA/C/CDO(WRes I (Final)
Page 2

community and operators, and the benefits attached to it for European users and

European industry,

RECOGNISING that such cooperation should be based on the complementarity of

the interests of ESA (which is in particular responsible for elaborating and

implementing a long term European space policy, activities and programmes in

the space field and the industrial policy appropriate to its programme) and those

of the European Community (which has competences in legal, economic and

social fields which affect the regulation of space-related markets) with respect to

Community policies in environment, transport and the infbrmation society whose

implementation will benefit from the use of space systems,

BELIEVING that this co-operation will be a factor of encouragement to European

industry to invest in space endeavours with a commercial potential,

NOTING the Communication on Space of the European Commission

(COM(96)0617-C4-0042197) and the associated European Parliament's

Resolution dated 13 January 1998, the Commission's initiative to elaborate

concrete action plans in certain space sectors, and the related Conclusions of the

Council of the European Union of 22 September 1997, 27 June 1997 and

17 March 1998,

RECALLING the Resolution by the ESA Council at ministerial level on

20 October 1995 (ESATC-MICXXtrI/Res.2 (Final)),

HAVING REGARD to the Common Position on the Fifth Framework Programme

which provides for the co-ordination of space technology-related applications

within the specific progran:lmes,

RECALL{NG the fruitful cooperation developed over the years between ESA and

the Cornmunity,

13
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ESA/C/CXXXVI/Res. I Final)
Page 3

CONVAINCUS de la necessite de doter I'Europe d'une vision et d'un cadre de

r6f6rence communs permettant aux diff6rents acteurs du secteur spatial susvis6s

de coordonner leurs actions.

NOTANT qu'd I'occasion de la c6l6bration du vingt-cinquidme anniversaire de la

Confbrence spatiale europ6enne de 1973, qui a eu lieu le 23 juin 1998, les minis-

tres des Etats membres de I'ASE responsables des activitds spatiales ont souligne

I'importance que rev6t le renforcement de ia synergie entre I'ASE et la Commu-

naut6 europ6enne,

l. CONVIENT de la n6cessite de renforcer encore la synergie et d'accroitre la

compl6mentarit6 entre la Communaut6 europeenne et I'ASE dans le respect de

leurs comp6tences respectives afin d'am6liorer l'efficacit6 des investissements

publics dans les technologies et systemes spatiaux au ben6fice des utilisateurs,

de I'industrie et des politiques europ6ennes en la matiere ;

2. SOULIGNE que I'objectif ci-dessus sera activement poursuivi, notamment

dans le domaine des applications ben6ficiant des technologies et systemes spa-

tiaux pour lesquelles la Commission a etabli ou se propose d'6tablir un plan

d'action, d savoir les t6l6communications, la navigation et I'observation de la

Terre ;

3. CONVIENT, dans ces domaines, de prendre en compte, dans toute la mesure

du possible, les int6r6ts des Etats qui sont membres de la Communaut6 euro-

p6enne sans 6tre membres de I'ASE, d'inviter la Communaut6 europeenne d

faire de m6me vis-d-vis des Etats qui sont membres de I'ASE sans 6tre mem-

bres de la Communautd europ6enne et de mettre tout en Guvre pour que

lesdits Etats ne soient pas d6savantages par rapport d ceux qui sont membres

des deux organisations ;

t4
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I

CONVINCED oF the need to provide Europe with a common vision and

framework of reference on the basis of which the different actors involved in the

space sector referred to above will be able to coordinate their actions-

NOTING that at the occasion of the celebration of the twenty fifth anniversary of
the 1973 European Space Conference held on 23 June 1998, Ministers of ESA

Member States responsible for space activities have stressed the importance of
reinforcing the synergy between ESA and the European Cornmunity,

AGREES on the need to further strengthen the synergy and increase the

oomplementarity between the European community and ES{ in respect

of their respective competences, so as to enhance the efliciency of
government investments in space systems and technologies for the benefit

of the users, industry and reiated Eurcpean policies.

STRESSES that the above objeotive will be pursued actively, in partioular

in the fields of applications benefiting from space technologies and

systems where the commission has produced, or intends to produce, an

action plan, i.e. telecommunications, navigation and Earth observation.

AGREES to take into account in these areas to the maximum extent

possible the interests of the States which are Members of the European

community but not Members of ESA and to invite the European

Community to take reciprocal account of the interests of the States which

are Members of ESA but not Members of the European Community and to

make every effort to ensure that such States are not disadvantaged as

compared to States which are Members of both organisations.

2
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ESA/C/CXXXVI/R6s. I (Final)
Page 4

4. INVITE le Directeur g6n6ral d associer la Commission aux applications

spatiales pr6cit6es, i la d6finition et d la mise en @uvre des programmes et

activites de I'ASE et aux discussions avec les autres acteurs du secteur spatial

afin de tirer le meilleur part des activit6s conduites par I'ASE et la

Communaut6 en soutien des objectifs de tous les Etats membres dans le

domaine spatial.

5. ENCOURAGE le Directeur general d engager la mise en @uvre de mesures

pratiques visant d promouvoir la synergie entre les activites de I'ASE et de la

Communaut6 europeenne en dvitant les doublons inutiles et en mettant I'accent

sur les domaines specifiques d'applications pr6cit6s et INVITE le Directeur

g6n6ral d prendre des initiatives appropriees afin d'obtenir les decisions

n6cessaires du Conseil.

tb
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4. CALLS Ol.I the Director Ge,neral ts involve the Commiecion in ths cpace

applioations referred to above, in the definition and implementation of the

ESA progranmes and activities and in the dialogue with the other actors in

the space sector, so as to maximise the benefits of ESA and Community

activities in support of the objecives oJ all Member Stetes in the spaea

fields.

ENCOURAGES the Director General to start implemenfing practical

measures to promote synergy between the activities of the ESA and the

European Community while avoiding unnecessary duplicatioq fonrsing

on the specific fields of applications referred to above and CALLS ON the

Director General to take appropriate initiatives with a view to obtaining

necessary decisions from the Council.

17
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ESA/C/C)OOffI/Res. 2 (Final)

nfsor,urrox

SUR LES MODIXICATIONS A APBORTER AU RICT,N,UNXT

F'INANCIER EN vUE DE CONSTITUER UN FONDS

D'ACCOMPAGNEMENT

(adop6e le 24 juin 1998)

Le Conseil,

CONSTATAITIT que le systdme financier en vigueur d l'Agence peut induire une

certaine sous-consommation budg6taire d'ordre structurel,

DESIRETIX d'apporter les correctifs qui s'imposent pour limiter au maximum ce

phdnomdne,

Vu la proposition du Directeur Gdn6ral relative i la constitution d'un fonds

d'accompagnement (ESA/C(98)65, rev. l).

APPRECIANT les efforts d6ployes par le Directzur G6n6ral pour ameliorer la

gestion financidre de I'Agence au b6n6fice des Etats Membres,

VU la possibilitd d'am6liorer la planification des contributions qui r6sulterait de la

constitution d'un fonds d'accompagnement destind d la mise en place d'une

gestion centralis6e des risques budgetaires, respectant l'independance de chacun

des programme s facultatifs,

18



RESOLUTION

ON MODIXICATIONS TO THE FINANCIAL REGIIII\TIONS

REQUIRED FOR THE PTIRPOSES OF SETTING UP

AN ACCOMPANIMENT FUNI)

(adopaed on24 June 1998)

Council,

NOTING the propensity of the financial system currently operative at the Agency

to induce a certain structural underspending of budgets,

WISHING to take the corrective action necessary to limit that phenomenon as far

as possible,

FIAVING REGARD to the Director General's proposal to set up an

accompaniment fund (ESA/C(9S)65, rev. l),

APPRECIATING the efforts being made by the Director General to improve the

Agency's financial management for the benerrt of its Member states.

HAVfNG REGARD to the potential for improved planning of contributions that

would be created by an accompaniment fund serving to introduce centralised

management of budget risks, respecting the independence of each of the optional

programmes,
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l.

ESA/C/C)O(XVI/R6s. 2 (Final)
Page2

VU la recommandation formulee par le Comit6 administratif et financier lors de

sa r6union des 28 et29 mai 1998,

VU I'Article K.5.f et I'Annexe II d la Convention,

DECIDE de constituer, conformdment i la proposition du Directeur

g6neral pr6cit6e, un fonds d'accompagnement qui respecte pleinement les

regles regissant les programmes facultatifs et en particulier leur autonomie

juridique et budg6taire, garantissant ainsi la neutralit6 du fonds vis-d-vis

du co0t d achdvement de chacun des programmes facultatifs,

APPROUVE les modifications correspondantes du Reglement Financier

pr6sent6es en Annexe d la presente Resolution.

DECIDE que les credits inscrits au titre des disponibilit6s produites par la

gestion centralisee des risques sous le Grand-titre 9 des programmes

facultatifs des budgets 1999 et 2000 ne poutront faire I'objet d'un

d6blocage avant la fin de I'exercice budgetaire 2000, les crddits bloques

sous le Grand-titre 9 des programmes en 1999 6tant automatiquement

report6s sur I'exercice 2000.

LIMITE i deux ans la possibilite offerte par le systdme actuel de consentir

une avance d titre temporaire et DECIDE que les procddures feront I'objet

d'un r6examen approfondi d la fin d'une periode de deux ans.

FDG, au premier janvier 1999 la date d'entr6e en vigueur du fonds

d'accompagnement.

CHARGE le Directeur g6n6ral d'6laborer pour la prochaine session du

Conseil au niveau ministeriel une proposition visant i assurer une

meilleure adequation entre les demandes de budgets de I'ASE et les

besoins des programmes.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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HAVING REGARD to the recommendation made by the Administrative and

Finance Committee at its meeting of 28 and29 May 1998,

HAVING REGARD to Article )O.5.f of the Convention and Annex II thereto,

DECIDES to set up an accompaniment fund in accordance with the

Director General's above-mentioned proposal, fully respecting the rules

governing the optional programmes and in particular their legal and

budgetary autonomy, thus warranting the neutrality of the fund as far as

the cost at completion of each optional programme are concerned.

APPROVES the corresponding modifications to the Financial Regulations

as set out in the Annex to this Resolution.

DECIDES that the payment appropriations representing amounts made

available by centralised risk management under General Heading 9 in the

1999 and 2000 budgets for optional programmes may not be unblocked

before the end of the financial year 2000, those blocked under General

Heading 9 in the 1999 budgets being carried forward automatically to the

2000 budgets.

LIMITS to two years the possibility of a temporary advance which is

offered by the present system and DECIDES that at the end of a two-year

period a complete review of the procedures will be organized.

DECIDES that the accompaniment fund shall become operative on

I January 1999.

REQLIESTS the Director general to prepare for the next meeting of

Council at ministerial level a proposal aiming at better matching the

budget requests of ESA to the needs ofthe programmes.

3.

4.

5.

6
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Article 37

Fonds d'accompagnement

37lI Un fonds d'accompagnement mettant en @uvre une gestion centralis6e
des risques budg6taires pour les programmes facultatifs et n'ayant aucune
incidence sur leur co0t d achdvement est inscrit au budget de chaque
exercice financier, comme suit :

37ll.l Le fonds d'accompagnement comporte une fraction des credits de
paiement qui sont deduits des budgets des programmes facultatifs du fait
de I'incertitude de leur utilisation au cours de I'exercice. Cette fraction est
calcul6e en ddterminant un pourcentage corespondant d la probabilite
d'utilisation.

37/1.2 Les recettes de ce fonds d'accompagnement sont constitu6es par les
pr6levements effectues sur les budgets des programmes contributeurs et
font I'objet d'un suivi comptable par Etat participant et par programme.

3712 Le fonds d'accompagnement est approuv6 par le Conseil apres
recommandation par I'AFC.

37/3 Les credits de ce fonds sont bloqu6s. Les contributions sont appel6es
conform6ment d I'Article 25ll et les fonds sont g6r6s dans une tr6sorerie
distincte.

37/4 Dans le cas oit des credits additionnels et la tr6sorerie correspondante
sont n6cessaires i la poursuite d'un programme au cours de I'exercice,
I'AFC peut, sur proposition du Directeur g6n6ral, d6cider le d6blocage de
credits du fonds d'accompagnement et recommander leur transfert au
budget du programme ainsi que le transfert des fonds correspondants de
la trdsorerie distincte d la tr6sorerie g6n6rale. Ce transfert est alors
soumis d I'approbation du conseil ou du Conseil directeur de programme
comp6tent.

Les cr6dits additionnels transf6r6s au budget du programme concern6 ne
d6passeront pas le montant de la reduction initiale de ce budget.

Les int6r6ts regus seront credit6s au fonds d'accompagnement par ftat
participant et par programme.

aa

37ts
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37/1

37 /1.1

371r.2

37t2

3713

3714

Article 37

Accornpaniment Fund

An cent of
bud bein ng
thei shed ial
year as follows:

The accompaniment fund shall comprise a proportion of the

up.

The income of this accompanirnent fund shall consist of amounts
levied from the budgets of the contributing programmes and the
accounts recording it shall be monitored by participating State and
by programme.

The accompaniment fund shall be approved by council after
recomrnendation by the AFC.

The appropriations in the fund shall be blocked. contributions shall
be called up in accordance with Article 2sA and funds shall be
managed in a separate treasury.

If additional appropriations and the related treasury are necessary
for continuation of a programme during the financi al year the AFC
ffiay, on a proposal from the Director General, decide the
unblocking of appropriations from the accompaniment fund and

The additional appropriations transferred to the programme budget
concerned shall not exceed the amount by which that budger was
initially reduced.

Interest reseived shall be credited to the accompaniment fund per
pafticipating State per programme.

3715
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37/6 Les credits non utilis6s i la fin de I'exercice sont annul6s. En ce qui
concerne le solde, chaque Etat ddcidera i titre individuel de l'utilisation
qui sera faite de sa part.

3717 L'Exdcutif suit la situation du fonds d'accompagnement afin de garantir

le bon d6roulement et la neutrdit6 du systdme et remet i I'AFC un
rapport de situation de fin d'ann6e qui montre la situation de chaque Etat
par programme, c'est-i-dire les contributions vers6es au fonds diminudes

des contributions calcul6es sur la base des bardmes utilisds pour les

cr6dits de paiement additionnels qui sont transfer6s du fonds

d'accompagnement aux budgets. Ce rapport est approuv6 par I'AFC dans

le cadre de I'exercice de report. Au terme d'une periode de deux ans,

I'AFC procedera au r6examen approfondi des rezultats du systime et

remettra au Conseil, pour ddcision, ses conclusions et recommandations

quant d la poursuite du systdme.

37/8 A la fin d'un programme facultatifi, le total des montants vers6s au fonds

d'accompagnement sera 6gal au total des montants pr6lev6s sur ce fonds.
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37/6

3717

3718

Appropriations not used by the end of the financial year shall be
cancelled. As far as the balance is concerned, each State will
decide on an individual basis on the use of its share.

The Executive shall monitor the accompaniment fund in order to
guarantee the proper execution and the neutrality ofthe system and
provide the AFC with an end-of-year status report showing the
situation of each individual State per programme, i. e. contributions
paid into the fund less contributions for additional payment
appropriations transferred from the accompaniment fund to budgets
calculated according to the relevant scales. This report shall be

approved by the AFC in the framework of the carry-forward
exercise. After a two-year period of activity, the AFC will review
in depth the results of the system and will give to Council, for
decision, its conclusions and recommendations in view of the
continuation of the system.

At the end of an optional programme, the sum of the inputs made
to the accompaniment fund will be equal to the sum of its outputs.

25
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SUR LES MESURES A PNNNNRE DANS LIIMMfDIAT ET SUR LES

PREPARATIX'S A UNTTNN EN (EIryRE EN VIIE DE LA SESSION DU

CONSEIL AU NIVEAU MIMSTfNTBT,

RELATIT/E AIX NOIryEAIX PROGRAMMES ET A L'fVOLUTION DE

L'AGENCE

(edopt6e le 24juin 1998)

Le Conseil,

CONVAINCU que la pr6servation de la dynamique ndcessaire i la r6ussite de la

prochaine session du Conseil au niveau minist6riel appelle des mesures

immediates consistant d adapter I'ASE aux d6fis du futur et i lancer des

programmes ax6s sur le marche et les utilisateurs,

DETERMINE i appuyer pleinement I'action men6e par le Directeur gdndral pour

accroitre I'efficacit6 de I'Agence,

VIJ la R6solution sur le renforcement de la synergie entre I'Agence spatiale

europ6enne et la Communaut6 europeenne (ESA/C/CX)O(VI/R6s. l(Final)),

adoptee le 23 juin 199E,

zo
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RESOLUTION ON IMMEDIATE MEASITRES AND PREPARATORY

SITPS TOWARDS TEE COIINCIL MEETINGAT MINISTERIAL
LEVEL REII\TED TO TEE AGENCY'S NEW PROGRAMMES AND ITS

EVOLUTION

(adopted ol24 June 199E)

The Council,

CONVINCED that in order to maintain the momentum necessary for the success

of the next Council meeting at ministerial level, steps should be taken

immediately in adapting ESA to the future challenges and in initiating market and

user driven programmes,

DETERMINED to provide the Director General with full support in his efforts to
increase the efficiency of the Agency,

HAVING REGARD to the Resolution on the reinforcement of
between the European Space Agency and the European

(ESA/C/C)OfiVI/Res. l(Final)) adopted on23 June 1998,

the synergy

Community
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l.

l.

2.

Cheoitre premier

Vers l'6tablissement d'une politique spatide europ6enne d'ensemble

APPUIE le Directeur general dans les consultations qu'il mine aupris de la

Communautd europ6enne, des autorites spatiales nationales des Etats

membres, des utilisateurs, des opdrateurs et de I'industrie en we de proposer

au Conseil, lors de sa session au niveau minist6riel, une politique spatiale

europ6enne coordonn6e et la strat6gie conespondante, fondees zur la

Convention de I'ASE, de nature i garantir des perspectives int6ressantes i
I'ensemble des Etats membres, i r6pondre aux besoins des utilisateurs et i
mettre en place un programme de technologie bien harmonis6.

APPUIE le Directeur g6neral dans sa volont6 de sensibiliser davantage le

public aux bienfaits des activitds spatiales et d'attirer les jeunes vers ce type

d'activite.

Chapitre II
Evolution de I'Agence spatiale europ6enne

APPUIE le Directeur g6n6ral dans son action visant d adapter les mdthodes,

les proc6dures et la structure internes de I'Agence aux nouveaux d6fis ;

INI\4TE le Directeur general ir analyser de fagon plus approfondie et i
proposer, en tant que de besoin, des solutions de nature d am6liorer les

proc6dures budgetaires et I'efficacite des processus decisionnels ainsi que

les modifications d apporter en cons6quence d la structure interne de

I'Agence.

CHARGE le Directeur general de continuer i amdliorer I'efftcacitd interne

de I'Agence en realisant pendant la p6riode 1999-2001 des dconomies

suppldmentaires d'un montant total actuellement fix6 d 56 MECU

(c.e. mi-1998) sur le budget g6n6ral (activites de base) et les progmmmes
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l.

Chapter I
Towards the establishment of an overall European space poricy

SUPPORTS the Director General in his action of consulting the European

community, the national space authorities of Member States, users,

operators and industry with a view to propose to the Council at Ministerial

Level, a coordinated European space policy and corresponding strategy,

based on the ESA Convention, for ensuring attractive opportunities for all

Member States, for responding to user needs and for building up a well

harmonised technology programme.

SUPPORTS the Director General i:n rtir willingness to increase the public

awareness of space benefits and attract the young generation towards space

activities.

Chapter II
Evolution of,the European Space Agency

SUPPORTS the Director General in his action to adapt the Agency's

internal methods, procedures and structure to the new challenges;

INVITES the Director General to further analyse and propose, if and

where necessary means for improving the budgetary procedures and the

efficiency of decision making processes, as well as consequential changes

to the internal structure of the Agency.

INSTRUCTS the Director General to further improve the internal

efficiency of the Agency by achieving additional savings of an aggregate

amount of currently 56 MECU (mid-199s e.c.), for the period lggg-2ool,
in General Budget (basic activities) and optional programmes through a

decrease in internal costs without affecting essential activities,

2.

l.

2.
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facultatifs, par une r6duction des co0ts internes sans affecter les activites

essentielles.

INVITE le Directeur gdn6ral d continuer d'elaborer et d proposer d'ici la

session du Conseil d'octobre un petit nombre d'indicateurs de performance

de haut niveau associ6s chacun d des objectifs de fagon d assurer au

Conseil la transparence des progres accomplis en matidre d'efficacit6.

INSISTE pour que le Directeur g6n6ral propose d'ici fin 1998 des mesures

propres d maintenir le co0t d achevement des nouveaux programmes

facultatifs dans la limite des 100 % de I'enveloppe visee dans les

D6clarations respectives, tout en etant conscient du fait que les

modifications du contenu technique d'un programme ou les retards ou

modifications enregistr6s par un partenaire international dans sa part drun

programme men6 en cooperation peuvent appeler des mesures visant d

adapter le contenu technique du programme ou son enveloppe et ses

contributions fi nancidres.

Q!4Pi!re III
Utilisation efficace des ressources publiques en Europe

SOULIGNE I'importance d'utiliser efficacement les ressources publiques investies

dans les activit6s spatiales en Europe ; SE FELICITE des mesures deji prises i cet

egard par le Directeur general ; INVITE ce dernier i soumettre au Conseil, en

consultant comme il se doit I'ensemble des parties concern6es, des propositions '

- visant i ameliorer I'utilisation des installations et ressources publiques

existant en Europe, conformement aux principes figurant d I'Article VI de

la Convention, en elaborant des directives applicables d I'utilisation des

installations et ressources de I'ASE pour les programmes nationaux et des

installations et ressources nationales pour les programmes de I'ASE 
'
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INVITES the Director General to further develop and propose by the

October Council a small number of high-level performance indicators and

targets for each indicator in order to rnake effrciency improvements

transparent to Council.

INSISTS that measures are proposed by the Director General by the end of
1998 witlr a view of keeping the cost at completion of the new optional

programmes within the 100% of the envelope referred to in the respective

Declarations, conscious of the fact that modifications proposed in the

technical content of the programme, as well as delays, andlor

modifications incurred by an international partner in his portion of a

cooperative programme may call for measures to adapt the technical

content of the programme or the frnancial envelope and financial

contributions.

ChaBter l_I_I

Efficient use of public resources in Europe

LTNDERLINES the importance of an eflicient use of public resources for

space activities in Europe; WELCOMES the steps already taken by the

Director General in this respect; INVITES him in due consultation with all

parties involved to make proposals to the Council for.

a better use of existing public faeilities and resources in Europe, in line

with the policies defined in Article vtr of the convention, by elaborating

guidelines for the use of ESA facilities and resources for national

programmes and of national facilities and resources for ESA programmes;

enhancing the overall cornpetencies in Europe by defining the conditions

for increasing the mobility of staff of national Centres. ESA and other

entities.
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- visant d accroitre les competences d'ensemble de I'Europe en ddfinissant

les conditions propres i accroitre la mobilitd du personnel des centres

nationaur" de I'ASE et d'autres entites.

Chaoitre fV

Programmes de I'ASE

Lanceurs

SE FELICITE de la souscription et de I'entr6e en vigueur ce jour :

de la Declaration additionnelle relative au programme Ariane 5

Plus (ESA/PB-ARIANE/CL)Ofl/Dec.l (Final)) @tape l),

pr6voyant une sous-enveloppe financidre ferme de 135 MECU aux

conditions 6conomiques de 1997. I-e bareme de contributions ci-

apris rend compte des souscriptions regues ce jour :

Etat participant
Programme Ariane-S Plus

Etape I
%

Belgique

France

Allemagne

Itdie

Pays-Bas

Espagne

Suede

5,0

45,O

24,5"

[3,0]'
4,O

[3,0]'
3,0

TOTAL 81,5

Ce montant repres€nte rme contribution ferrne de 33,1 MECU atx c.e. de 1997

Montant d confumer dans un d€lai de I mois, d I'issue & proc€&res internes



Participating State
Ariane-S Plus Programme

Step I
%

tselgitim

Franoe

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Spain

Sweden

5.0

45.0

24.5"

[3.0] "

4.0

[3.0] "

3.0
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Chapter IV

Programmes of ESA

l. Launchers

WELCOMES the subscription and the entry into force on this day of the:

- Additional Declaration on the first step of the Ariane 5 Plus

programme (ESAiPB-ARIANE/CLXXI/Dec. I (Final)), with a fi rm

financial sub-envelope of 135 MECU at L997 econornic

conditions; the following table of contributions records the

subscriptions received today:

' Subject to confirmation following internal procedures, within a period of one month
This amount reflects a fixed contribution of 3 3 . I MECUs at 1997 economic conditions

33
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de la D6claration relative au programme de d6veloppement d'un

petit lanceur (ESA/PB-ARIANEiCLXXI/D6c. 2 (Final)) (Etape l),

pr6voyant une sous-enveloppe financidre ferme de 60 MECU aux

conditions 6conomiques de 1997. Le bareme de contributions ci-

aprds rend compte des souscriptions regues ce jour :

Etat participant
Programme de developpement

d'un petit lanceur (Etape l)
%

Belgique

France

Italie

Pays-Bas

Espagne

5,0

8,3

55,0

12,01

fz,of '

TOTAL 68,3

34

Montant d confirmer dans un d€lai de 1 mois, d I'issue de procedures internes
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Declaration on the first step of a Small Launcher Development

programme (ESA/PB-ARIANE/CLXXL/DeI.2 (Final)), with a fi rm

financial sub-envelope of 60 MECU at 1997 economic conditions.

The following table of contributions records the subscriptions

received today:

Participating State
Small Launcher Development

programme
Step I

%

Belgium

France

Italy

Netherlands

Spain

5.0

8.3

55.0

[2.0] "

[2.0]'

TOTAL 68.3

Subject to confirmation following internal procedures, within a period of one month

35
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2. Observation de la Terre

SE FELICITE de la souscription et de I'entr6e en vigueur ce jour de

I'extension de programme arr€t6e dans le cadre de la Declaration relative d

I'EOPP (ESAIPB-RSD(XXVIIDec. l, r6v. ll (Final)), qui pr6voit une

enveloppe financidre de 30 MECU aux conditions dconomiques de 1997

pour les ann6es 1999-2000 d titre de mesure transitoire visant ir defrnir et

lancer r6ellement le programme-enveloppe d'observation de la Terre. Le

bardme de contributions ci-aprds rend compte des souscriptions regues ce

jour.

Etat participant Extension
1999-2000

%

Danemark

Finlande

France

Allemagne

Italie

Pays-Bas

Norvege

Suede

Suisse

Royaume-Uni

Canada

l,o

l,l
12,5

20,0

12,7

3,8

l,o

2,7

4,0

[20,0]'

[1,7]'

TOTAL 58,8

Jb

Montant d conhrmer dans un ddlai de I mois, d I'issue de procfiures internes
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2. Earth Observation

WELCOMES the subscription and the entry into force on this day of the

programme extension within the EOPP Declaration (ESA/PB-

RS/XXXVI/Dec.I, Rev. ll (final)) covering 1999 and 2000 with a

financial envelope of 30 MECU at 1997 economic conditions as a

transitional measure for the definition and proper start-up of the Earth

Observation Envelope Programme. The following table of contributions

records the subscriptions received today:

Participating State
Extension

1999-2000

%

Denmark

Finland

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Norway

Sweden

Switzerland

United Kingdom

Canada

1.0

l.l
12.5

20.0

12.7

3.8

1.0

2.7

4.0

[20.0]'

[1 7]'

TOTAL 58.8

Subject to confirmation following internal procedures, within a period of one month
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3. Navigation

SE FELICITE de I'approbation par les Etats participant au programme

ARTES-9 des Appendices A9 et 89 revis6s figurant dans le document

ESA/JCB(98)26, r6v. l, ainsi que de la souscription et de I'entrde en

vigueur ce jour d'une sous-enveloppe financidre additionnelle visant i
financer les activit6s de l'6tape i du GNSS-2 afin de renforcer les activit6s

preparatoires conduisant au choix de la meilleure option possible pour une

contribution europ6enne au GNSS conform6ment au calendrier ddfini dans

le cadre de la politique correspondante de I'Union europ6enne. Le bardme

de contributions ci-apres rend compte des souscriptions reques ce jour .

Etat participant GNSS-2 @tape l)
MECU

Autriche

France

Allemagne

Italie

Pays-Bas

Norvdge

Espagne

Suede

Suisse

Royaume-Uni

Canada

0,2

6,0

9,5

7,r

0,2

0,2

3,0

1,5

1,5

[7,5]'
0,2

TOTAL 29,4

Montant d confirmer dans un delai de I mois, d I'issue de procedures internes
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Navigation

WELCOMES the approval by States parricipating in the ARTES 9
programme of the revised Appendices 49 and 89 contained in

document ESA/JCB(98)26, rev.l, as well as the subscription and entry

into force on this day of an additional financial sub-envelope to fund

activities of Step I of GNSS-2 in order to reinforce the preparatory

activities leading to the choice of the best option for a European

contribution to GNSS in accordance with the calendar defined in the

relevant European union policy. The following table of contributions

records the subscriptions received today.

Participating State
GNSS-2
Step I

MECU
Austria

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Norway

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

United Kingdom

Canada

0.2

6.0

9.5

7.1

0.2

0.2

3.0

1.5

1.5

[7 5]'
0.2

TOTAL 29.4

Subject to confirmation following internal procedures, within a period of one month
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4. SOULIGNE I'importance de respecter les 6quilibres appropries entre

I'ensemble des activites de I'ASE, d savoir I'equilibre entre science,

applications et infrastructures, l'6quilibre entre developpement, utilisation

et technologie et l'6quilibre entre les int6r6ts de chacun des Etats membres,

et SOULIGNE I'importance du programme scientifique et du programme

de technologie de base en tant qu'activites fondamentales de I'ASE.

SOULIGNE combien il est important pour les programmes futurs

d'apporter une r6ponse ad6quate aux besoins des utilisateurs, d'offrir d

chacun des Etats membres des avantages suffisamment int6ressants au

niveau des programmes de I'ASE, de faire le meilleur usage possible des

ressources tant publiques que priv6es disponibles en Europe pour les

investissements darts le secteur spatial et de tirer parti des systdmes de

cofinancement pr6voyant le partage des risques et des b6n6fices entre

partenaires en contrepartie d'un 6largissement des debouches

commerciaux.

SOULIGNE I'importance du rdle de I'industrie dans le domaine des

applications spatiales et INVITE le Directeur general i preciser

clairement, dans chacune des propositions de programme, le degr6 de

participation de I'industrie et la forme que cette participation prendra

(partenariat ou cofinancement, par exemple).

6

40
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I-INDERLINES the importance of the appropriate balances among the

overall activities of ES,\ namely the balance between science,

applications and infrastructure activities, the balance between

development, utilisation and technology activities and the balance between

the interests of each Member State, and STRESSES the importance of the

scientific and basic technology programmes as the foundation of ESA.

LTNDERLINES the importance for future programmes to provide an adequate

response to user needs, to ensure suffrciently attractive benefit to each

Member State in ESA programmes, to make best possible use of public

and private resources available in Europe for space investment and to take

benefit from co-funding schemes sharing risks and benefits among

partners in return for increased market opportunities.

UNDERLINES the importance of the role of industry in the field of space

applications and INVITES the Director General to clearly identify in each

programme proposal the participation of industry and the way in which

this is achieved e.g. through partnership, co-funding or other.

Chanter V

Mandate of the Council Working Group for the preparation of the Council at

lVlinisterial level

INVITES the Council Working group, within its mandate for preparing the

Council at Ministerial Level (ESA/C/CXXXII/Res.1 adopted on 21 October

1997), to focus its analysis on the following areas:

I . the better use of public resources for space activities in Europe;

2. the definition and implementation of a co-ordinated European space strategy;

3. the improvement of the decision making process;

5
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ESA/C/C)OO(VI/R6s. I (fi nal)
Page 9

Chaoitre V

Mandat du Groupe de travail du Conseil

charg6 de pr6parer la session du Conseil au niveau minist6riel

INVITE le Groupe de travail du Conseil, dans le cadre du mandat qui lui a ete

confi6 pour pr6parer la session du Conseil au niveau ministeriel (Resolution

ESA/C/CXXKI/R6s. 1, adopt6e le 21 octobre 1997), d centrer son analyse sur les

points suivants :

utilisation plus effrcace des ressources publiques investies dans les

activites spatiales en Europe ;

definition et mise en Guvre d'une strat6gie spatiale europ6enne

coordonnee;

am6lioration du processus decisionnel ;

6tat d'avancement de la mise en euvre de la Resolution sur la politique

industrielle de I'Agence, adoptee le 4 mars 1997, et evolution ultdrieure;

decisions de programmes et autres thdmes se rapportant d la session du

Conseil au niveau minist6riel.

I

2

J.

4.

5
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4. the progress achieved in the implementation of the Resolution on the

Furopean Space Agency's industrial policy adopted on 4 March lggT and its

further development;

5. programme decisions and other topics related to the council

Ministerial Level.
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Mr Yvan Ylieff, Belgian
Minister for Science PolicY
and host for the 1 36th
Meeting, invited the
Council Delegates and other
padicipants to a celebratory
Dinner on the evening of
23 June in the 'Centre Belge
de la Bande Dessin6e' in
Brussels

Mr Yvan Ylieff addressing
his assembled dinner guests
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towards new horizons

The Post-Council Press Conference

Following the highly
successful outcome of the
136th Council, Mr Yvan
Ylieff (centre), the Belgian
Minister for Science Policy,
Mr Hugo Parr (right),
Chairman of the ESA
Council, and Mr Antonio
Rodotir (left), ESA's Director
General, held a Press
Conference at the Hotel
Metropole, which was
attended by more than
40 representatives of the
international press,
television and other media
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With 30 years of space activities behind us. we can now look forward to the next millennium on far more solid

ground than the early pioneers At present, most space activities go from study phase to launch in about 10

years The near-future is therefore already accounted for, and the major options for the next 20 years are also

known But what about the decades beyond that and how will the world change over the next 50 years?

To identify a slrateg c vision for European space activities in the next century - one that will respond both to the

challenges and threats facing humanity in the future the ESA Councrl created a Long-Term Space Policy

committee (LSPC) in June 1gg3 The commitee's iask was to prepare a repo( on European space policy after

the year 2000

The LSpC chose to take a 5O-year perspective n order to go beyond the mere extrapolat on of current trends

vvhjle stll keeping n mind the present technolog cal and f nancial constraints The Committee analysed n depth

the ther.res that it deemed to be of rnpo(ance and collected the thoughts of recogn sed experts in relevant

00mains
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european astronaut corps

The Single European Astronaut Gorps

J. Feustel-Biiechl
ESA Director of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

H. Oser
Head of European Astronaut Centre, ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight
and Microgravity, EAC, Cologne, Germany

D. lsakeit
Coordination Office, ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The need for astronauts
Whereas robotic and telescience activities in

space are consrdered by most people as highly
justified, the rationale for sending astronauts
into space is often put into question by the
media and public opinion. However, sending
men and women to work on a soace station -be it the current Russian station Mir or the
imminent International Space Station - is not
an end in itself, but a response to clear and
obiective considerations.

The International Space Station will be used as a multi-disciplinary
research institute in space for fundamental and applied science, as a
test-bed for new technologies, a platform for the observation of the
Earth and the Universe, and as a stepping stone to further exploration
and exploitation of space by mankind. The permanent presence of a
crew on board will be one of its most important features. The first
crew members will be aboard shortly after the arrival of the Russian
Service Module, which means approximately eight months after the
first Station element is put into orbit.

The roles of the Station astronauts will cover system operations as
well as utilisation activities. In the system operations domain, the
astronauts will work, under the authority of the Station Commander,
with specific responsibilities not only for the systems provided by the
space agency by which they are employed, but also for other systems
across the whole Station. In the context of the utilisation activities,
they will conduct scientific and applications-oriented experiments on
board, with the active involvement of the experimenters concerned on
Earth, as far as the specific nature of each experiment allows.

Mankind owes the unique place that it
occupies among the living species on Earth to
two essential types of 'built-in tools': the
human brain and the human hand. lt is this
combination of high cognitive and manipulative
skills that has enabled man to continuously
improve his own living conditions and adapt
himself to external changes in the natural,
social and economic environment. No robot

offers a similar combination of high intelligence,
adaptability, mobility, dexterity and tactile skills.
These capabilities are of particular value when
it comes to activities which have never been
done before and for which no standard reaction
pattern can be conceived in advance.

The car industry and chemical plants are good
examples of areas where robotic systems can
perform well-defined routine tasks to support
man in his day-to-day work, or even take over
ceftain dangerous or monotonous activities.
Less visible are the considerable efforts
expended by human workers on the
preparation, maintenance and repair of these
robots. Moreover, robotic systems soon reach
their inherent limitations when it comes to
evaluating results and deciding what to do
next, particularly when confronted with new or
non-nominal situations.

An essential aspect of ground-based scientific
research is the ability to modify experiment
procedures, and even to reorient the line of
research, as a function of the results achieved
in earlier steps. This is all the more true for
space-based research tasks. The presence of
a crew onboard a space station allows us to
cope with unexpected hardware failures, to
change the technical configurations and
operational parameters of experiments, to carry
out manipulations that cannot be programmed
in advance, to react directly to intermediate
experimental results, and to cope intelligently
with any unforeseen or unforeseeable
behaviour, be it of the experiments or of the
subsystems of the space station itself. That is

why complex space systems, like the US
Space Shuttle, the European Spacelab, the
Russian space station Mir, and even the Hubble
Space Telescope, would be unthinkable
without at least the temporary presence of
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Figure 1. The first three ESA
astronauts selected in 1977:
from left to right: Ulf
Merbold, Claude Nicollier
and Wubbo Ockels

ESA is also negotiating with the other
lnternational Partners a number of additional
flight opportunities for European astronauts
before assembly of the whole Station is

complete. The goal here is to increase ESA's

operational experience in general, and to
establish a solid Astronaut Coros at the level

needed to meet the Agency's rights and
obligations in terms of operations and
utilisation. Consequently, the NASA/ESA
Memorandum of Understanding Enabling Early

Utilisation Opportunities of the lnternational
Space Station, signed on 18 March 1997,

astronauts. ln addition, the astronauts
themselves, who are regularly exchanged on a
^^^^^ ^+^+i^^ a{|n" ^ roaflrr qr rnn[r 
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subjects for studying human physiology in

space.

European astronauts for the International
Space Station
Europe is one of the five International Partners
in the cooperative International Space Station
Programme. According to the objectives of
international cooperation and the rules set forth
in the Intergovernmental Agreement (lGA) and
the NASA/ESA Memorandum of Under-
standing signed in Washington on 29 January
1998, ESA as the agency representing the
European International Partner, has the right to
provide personnel from the time it begins to
share common system operations respon-
sibilities. This means that ESA will provide one
astronaut for a three-month stay on board the
Station every 8 months (on average), after the
launch of the Columbus Laboratory. An ESA
astronaut will also participate in the in-orbit
assembly and system verification of the
Columbus Laboratory.

provides two Space Shuttle flight oppodunities
for ESA astronauts to be accommodated in the
Station programme prior to the in-orbit
assembly and verification of Columbus. A
further step in the preparation of European
astronauts for their future tasks will be ESA
astronaut Pedro Duque's flight on the STS-95
Shuttle mission, scheduled for launch in

October 1998.

In addition, the experience already gained by
European astronauts is being made available to
support the development of the various
elements of the European pafticipation in the
International Soace Station.

History and future of national and ESA
astronauts
For historrcal reasons, there has not so far been
a unified European approach to astronaut
recruitment and employment. ESA had
selected its first three astronauts (U. Merbold,
C. Nicollier, W. Ockels) in 1977 with a view to
their employment in the framework of
Spacelab, as part of the US Space Shuttle
programme. The ESA Astronaut Corps was
later significantly enlarged in 1992 in

oreoaration for the future missions related to
the Columbus and Hermes programmes.
When these programmes did not materialise, or
at least not to the extent expected, not only
was the size of the ESA Astronaut Corps
Irozen, but astronaut departures for personal

reasons were not compensated bv new
recruitment.

In parallel with the ESA Astronaut Corps, three
European countries - France, Germany and
Italy - had each built up an astronaut corps of
their own. In addition, astronauts from the
United Kingdom, Austria and Belgium have
also participated in manned space missions.

With no European manned space vehicles yet

available, all of these ESA and national
European astronauts have participated in
missions on either American (Space Shuttle) or
Soviet/Russian (Salyut and Mir) facilities ftable
1). Wrth the coming of the International Space
Station, the situation will change radically. On
the one hand, Europe as a full paftner in the
International Space Station Programme will,
with the Columbus Laboratory, be the owner o1

its own 'real estate' in space and will therefore
have its own rights to participate in Station
operations and utilisation, including astronaut
activities. On the other hand, the planned

ending of Spacelab and Mir operations leaves
limited opporlunities for additional mission
arrangements for astronauts outside the
framework of the International Space Station. lt

was for this reason that ESA, in December
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Table 1. European astronauts in space

Name

S. JAHN

J.-1, CHRETIEN

U MERBOLD

P BAUDRY

R. FURRER

E MESSERSCHMID

W. OCKELS

J.-L, CHRETIEN

H. SHARMAN

F. VIEHBOCK

U, MERBOLD

K, D, FLADE

D FRIMOUT

M TOGNINI

C. NICOLLIER

F. MALERBA

H, SCHLEGEL

H, U. WALTER

C NICOLLIER

J..P HAIGNERE

C, NICOLLIER

U N/ERBOLD

J -F, CLERVOY

T, REITER

U, GUIDONI

IV CHELI

C. NICOLLIER

C ANDRE-DESHAYS

J,-J. FAVIER

R, EWALD

J.-F CLERVOY

J.-L, CHRETIEN

L. EYHARTS

Mission Assignments:
M TOGNINI

P DUQUE

J,-P HAIGNERE

C. NICOLLIER

Space Agency

CNES

ESA

CNES

DFVLR

DFVLR

ESA

CNES

Juno Consortium

ASA

ESA

DLR

SPPS

CNES

ESA

ASI

DLR

DLR

ESA

CNES

ESA

ESA

ESA

ESA

ASI

ESA

ESA

CNES

CNES

DLF

ESA

CNES

CNES

CNES

ESA

CNES

ESA

Home Country
Germany

France

Germany

France

Germany

Germany

Netherlands

France

United Kingdom

Austria

Germany

Germany

Belgium

France

Switzerland

Italy

Germany

Germany

Switzerland

France

Switzerland

Germany

France

Germany

Italy

Italy

Switzerland

France

France

Germany

France

France

France

France

Spain

France

Switzerland

Mission Designation Year

Soyuz-31 1978

Salyut-7 1982

STS-9/Spacelab-1 1983

STS-18 1985

STS-22/Spacelab D-1 1985

STS-22/Spacelab D-1 1985

STS-22/Spacelab D-1 1985

Mi/AragaIz 19BB

Mrr/Juno 1991

Mir/Austromir 199.1

STS-42iSpacelab IML-1 1992

Mir/Mir-92 1992

STS-45/ATLAS-1 1992

Mir/Antares 1992

5T5-46/T55-1,Eureca-1 1992

5T5-46/T53-],Eureca-.1 1992

STS-SS/Spacelab D-2 1993

STS-SS/Spacelab D-2 1993

STS-SS/Spacelab D-2 1993

Mir/Altair 1993

5T5-61/Hubbleservicing 1993

Mir/Euromir-94 1994

STS-66/Atlas-3 1994

Mir/Euromir-95 1995

STS-75/TSS-1R 1996

STS-75/TSS-1R 1996

STS-7SiTSS-]R .1996

Mir/Cassiopeia 1996

STS-78/LMS-1 1996

Mu/Mi-97 1997

STS-84 to Mir 1997

5T5-86 to Mir 1997

Mir/Pegase 1998

STS-93

STS-95

Mir-99

STS-1 04

1 998

1 998

1 999

2000

1997, launched an initiative to revisit the
existing European astronaut policy and to
adaot it to the reouirements and constraints of
the International Space Station era.

European mission opportunities and
astronaut needs
The starting point for the elaboration of a new
astronaut policy was the analysis of the
expected missions for European astronauts.
On the basis of the olanned involvement of ESA
astronauts in the International Soace Station
operations and utilisation scenario, and the
existing bilateral arrangements between
European national agencies and NASA or RKA
for missions by national astronauts, the number
of expected mission opportunities for European
(from ESA Member State) astronauts has been
evaluated (Fig. 2).

In the context of the International Soace
Station, more mission-specialist and onboard-
engineer positions will become available.
Especially during the assembly and initial
utilisation phase, covering the period between
end-1998 and end-2002 when only a limited
number of utilisation flights appear in the launch
manifest, system operations are expected to
have priority over scientific missions, thus
requiring a higher mission-specialist or
onboard-engineer profile.

The basic duties for the European astronauts
during this early period are to prepare for and to
participate in space flights and to accompany
the development programme for the European
contribution to the International Space Station.
This will lead to a deep involvement through
collateral duties, providing familiarisation with
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Figure 2. Summary of
European mission
opportunities

the programme on the one hand, and support
to the engineering teams on the other.

The following potential European missions have
therefore been identified for the period from
mid-1 998 until end-2002:

- 1998: 2 missions:
. P Duque on STS-95
. M. Tognini on STS-93

- 1999: 3 missions:
. J.-F. Clervoy on assembly flight 4-A
. J.-P Haignere on Mir-99
. C. Nicollier on the Hubble Space

Telescope servicing mission

- 1999-2002: 1O missions:
. 4 flights by European astronauts as

Shuttle Mission Specialists
. ESA mission (to be confirmed) in the

context of the European Robotic Arm (ERA)
. 2 ESA Early Utilisation Flights
r 2 Shr rttle flicrhts fnr ASI astronauts in the

framework of the NASA/ASI arrangements
on the MPLM

o 1 ESA mission for activation of the
Columbus Laboratory.

This tally results in a total of 15 ESA and
national missions, but other potential missions
can also be expected in the same period.

For the period after the Columbus Laboratory's
arrival at the Station, i.e. the period of Europe's
own utilisation rights, from 2003 until 2013,
consolidation of the ESA and national mission
opportunities leads to:

- 16 ESA missions for utilisation of the
Columbus Laboratory

- I Shuttle mission in 2003 - 2OO4 for an
ASI astronaut

- 3 missions for ASI astronauts to the Station
from 2005 onwards within the framework of
the MPLM arrangements

- a number of Shuttle missions for European
newcomer astronauts to prepare for Space
Station missions; the exact number depends
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on recruitment plans in the period after the
Columbus launch, but a first estimate is 8 to
lO missions in the period 2003 - 2013.

A grand total 28 to 30 ESA and national
mission oooortunities are therefore to be
expected in this period. Taking all realistic
mission oooortunities from 1998 to 2013 into
account, this results in approximalely 44
mission oppodunities for European astronauts
over the next 15 years. lf one then takes into
account the need for back-up astronauts for
each of these missions, together with the
necessary training and preparation time, these
44 missions would require a total of 26
astronauts to be available by 2000, if the
distinction between ESA and national
astronauts were to be maintained.

The integration of all European astronauts into
a single Astronaut Corps, and the resulting
rationalisation of the mission assignments, will

allow the same number of missions to be
conducted with just 16 astronauts. This
assumes an average of 3 European astronaut
missions per year, whereby each astronaut has
a flight opportunity approximately every 3
years. After 2000, provided there is a stable
mission frequency, natural astronaut attrition
will have to be compensated for with an

average of two new recruits every two years,

thereby allowing appropriate crew rotation
in terms of skills, ages and national
considerations.

The benefits of a single European
Astronaut Corps
The financial savings from having a single
European Astronaut Corps result not only from
the smaller number of astronauts reouired to

conduct the European missions identified, but
also from the associated reductions in

management and support personnel and the
more efficient use of facilities.

Each International Partner is responsible not
only for the training of its own astronauts, but of
all astronauts - i.e. including the astronauts
from the other International Partners - on the
facilities which they contribute to the Space
Station. For Europe, this means the Columbus
Laboratory, the Automated Transfer Vehicle
(AW) and the European Station payloads.
Simulators and training mock-ups for these
elements will have to be maintained for the
duration of the programme and put under
configuration control. Often, they will have to be
reconfigured for the next mission increment.
One single pool of such facilities will therefore
lead to greater efficiency and considerable cost
savings. A single Astronaut Corps, with a
common home base at the European Astronaut
Centre (EAC) in Cologne, will henceforth ensure
cost-efficient basic and mission-specific training
on the European Station elements (Fig. 3).

This pooling of resources is equally valid in less-
visible areas too, such as the medical
operations support. To be integrated as a
certified crew surgeon in the International
Soace Station ooerations involves extensive
training and proficiency maintenance,
supported by dedicated biomedical engineers.
In practice, the various space-medicine
organisations in Europe are already actively
working together to share resources. However,
only long-standing contact between the crew
surgeons and the astronauts can guarantee a
relationship based on mutual trust, and this can
only be achieved by both groups working

Figure 3. The European
Astronaut Corps
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together at the same home base. The same is

true for the Crew InterJace Coordinators and
support engineers, for whom extensive contact
with the astronauts is equally impoftant.

A oinaln hnmn F non alqn nrnrrirjoc a ciahlon oll lglv I lvl I lE uooE qrov vr vvruEo q oLouru

environment for the astronauts' families and
encourages a more uniform level of European
astronaut background, proficiency and
expeflence.

Money-wise, the pooling of resources will save
several million Euros per year. compared with
iho nr rrroni ovnonriiir rroc hrr trSA anel tho

national agencies for maintaining their separate
astronaut teams. In addition, the fact that
Europe will speak with one voice to the other
International Partners when negotiating
astronaut assignments. and the associated
costs, must not be underestimated.

The reporl proposed to'

- ao+ rn an inionraiod einalo Fr rrnnoan

Astronaut Corps. managed by ESA

- establish the common home base for the
European Astronaut Corps at ESAs
tr',r^^^-n Ao{rnna"t Contro in CnlnnnaLUIVPVqI I nOLlVl lqur vur rLru il r vurvvr rut

Germany (Fig. 4).

- develop a plan for discontinuation of the
national astronaut programmes and the
termination of new recruitment at national
tevel

- complete the integration of national
astronauts into the single European
Astronaut Corps by mid-2000

- maximise the use of all of the infrastructure
and mission opportunities available through
ESA

- provide possibilities for utilising astronauts
frnm iho Fr rrnnoan A o+rnnar r+ /'\nrnn {aril vr | | il rs Lurv|'Jsor I nJLtut tduL vut PJ tul

national missions

- establish a regular selection plan for
astronauts which enables the adequate
representation of all ESA Member States.

This would have numerous benefits for Europe:

increased cost efficiency
improved long-term career prospects for the
ASITONAUIS

improved flight oppoft unities
better implementation of a coherent
astronaut mission-assignment policy among
the International Padners
improved European coordination of
astronaut activities
availability of the national astronauts for
national programmes
a hetter Fr rronean balance within the
n ^+"^^^,,+ r\^.^^nDU Vt tquL vut frD.

Following the endorsement of this approach by
the ESA Manned Space Programme Board in
February 1998, the ESA Council in March 1998
approved the Resolution on the Build-up of a
Single European Astronaut Corps and adopted
the relevant revised policy on European
astronauts. In the meantime, the build-up of the
European Astronaut Corps has begun.

The implementation of the single
European Astronaut Corps
ESA is proceeding with the integration of
national astronauts meetinq the followina
criteria:

- age limit of 50 years at the time of
recruitment, in order to allow an active
career in ESA of at least 10 years

- compliance with ESA medical criteria
consistent with the rules aoolicable to
International Space Station cooperation.

Figure 4. The European
Astronaut Centre (EAC),
near Cologne, in Germany

The ESA initiative for a single European
Astronaut Corps
To starl the process ot revisiting the existing
European Astronaut Policy and seeking more
economic and efficient use of available
resources, ESA's Director General launched an

initiative, together with the Heads of
Delegations representing the relevant national
agencies - ASI (l). CNES (F), and DLR (D) - in

December 1997. A small working group, led by
ESA's Director of N/anned Spaceflight and
Microgravity, with representatives from ASl,
CNES, DLR and ESA, was convened several
times in January and February 1998. lt
sr rhmittecl a renort to the Directors General of
the four Agencies, presenting an analysis of the
Fr rrnnoan roant trnoa 2nA n n"nnaoal {n" anLurvl.Juurr ruovuruuo dllu q l.JlwpuJol lul dll

agreement between ESA and the national
agencres.
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ESA is limiting this first recruitment exercise,
which began in May 1998, to 7 astronauts from
France, Germany and ltaly:

- two from France: one French astronaut,
J.-F Clervoy, is already in the ESA Corps

- two from Germany: one German astronaut,
T. Reiter, is presently in the ESA Corps, but
on temporary leave for military duties

- three from ltaly: there are presently no ltalian
astronauts in the ESA Coros.

In addition, ESA intends to select one
astronaut, and possibly a second, from other
countries in the 1998 to 2O0O time frame flable
2) , based on a reduced short-list established
during the 1992 recruitment exercise. Three
astronauts from countries others than France.

Table 2. Nominal recruitment alan for the
ESA Astronaut Corps

1998 1999 2000

solution, a European Astronaut Corps member
can be seconded to the national organisation
from the start of mission-specific training until
the end of post-flight activities. In the case of a
specific arrangement, the astronaut would
continue to be fully embedded in the ESA
structure, but the planning and execution of the
mission would rest with the national authorities.
Depending on the astronaut's profile, activities
such as involvement in national public-relations
events or sitting on national boards or advisory
groups, etc. could also fall into this category.

Conclusions
The 44 astronaut missions which have been
identified as necessary between 1998 and
2013 to suooort ESA and national activities will
mean an average of three astronaut mission
opportunities per year. The fact that the total of
1 6 astronauts needed to suooort these
missions will now be concentrated within a
single European Astronaut Corps, with the
European Astronaut Centre (EAC) in Cologne-
Porz (D) as their common home base, will
ensure efficient future use of ESA and national
capabilities in Europe, in terms of human
resources, facilities and infrastructure. The
decision to pursue this revised astronaut policy
and to form the single European Astronaut
Corps must therefore be seen as a very positive
example of the forward-looking space
integration process that is currently taking
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Germany or ltaly are presently in the ESA
Corps: P. Duque from Spain, C. Fuglesang
from Sweden and C. Nicollier from Switzerland.

In the period 1999 - 2000, when the integration
process has to be completed, the remaining
national astronauts, provided they meet the
medical criteria, will be progressively integrated
into the Corps, leading to a total of 16
astronaulS.

Beyond 2000, the normal ESA procedure will

apply for further astronaut selections,
maintaining a fair balance within the Corps.

National missions
National astronaut missions can be of great
importance for the promotion of space
activities in a specific country, and it is therefore
important to establish a modus operandi
between the new unified astronaut policy and
national needs. National missions are usually
based on bilateral agreements between the
respective country and the mission-opportunity
provider, such as the existing arrangement
between NASA and ASI on the MPLM, and the
Russian and CNES Mir-99 mission.

One possibility is the secondment of astronauts
from the single European Astronaut Corps to
the respective national organisation, or the
concluding of a specific arrangement between
the national organisation and ESA. In the first

Figure 5. Astronauts Pedro
Duoue and Christer
Fuglesang in training at
EAC

olace at the Eurooean level. @esa
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Space Transport Systems for the 21st
Century *

F. Engstr<lm
Director of Launchers. ESA, Paris

Space: a new environment
Contrary to the often expressed view that
"there is nothing in space", this near-Earth
space environment is of great interest. The
following are just a few of its features:

- lt is vast, as its volume extends beyond the
orbit of the Moon. Within this volume, and
once we have surmounted the initial hurdle
of reaching low Earth orbit, we can move at
will with relative ease; in fact with much
greater ease than when we want to move
around on the surface of the Earth.

- lt has unlimited and unconstrained access to
the full power emitted by the Sun.

I was recently asked to talk about "Space Transport Systems for the
21st Century" and my problem was to link this with the theme of the
forum, namely "Mobility on Earth". I began by suggesting that "space
transport" is an extension of "Mobility on Earth". Indeed, even when in
space, we remain captives of the Earth's gravitational field, if we
exclude the very few space flights that go beyond our planet's sphere
of influence.

In addition, ESA's space activities are largely oriented towards our
planet: we observe the Earth from space, we communicate on Earth
via space, and we return the results of our scientific probing of the
Universe to Earth. Moreover, all of our space activities are prepared on
Earth, and any funds we spend on space are spent on Earth. We also
evolve in and learn about using and exploiting our near-Earth space
environment from here on Earth.

whole Universe can be probed with
unlimited clarity. Space offers a new
perspective, which can shape mankind's
view of itself, its role and its destiny.

Now that I have made my point about how
interesting the space environment is, you might
also ask whether we, as a species, should
appropriate this environment, which is also very
hostile to life because of its vacuum, its
radiation, and its extreme thermal gradients?
Well, it is interesting to observe that nearly
every domain on planet Eairh is occupied by
life, in the form of viruses, bacteria, plants and
animals. Today, we humans already occupy a
much larger ecological domain than the one
naturally suited to us. Indeed, our expansion on
this planet has been due not so much to our
natural adaptability, but to our intellect and
dexterity, which allow us to cloth and protect
our bodies from heat or cold, to extend our
range through animal-based or mechanical
means of transport, and to recreate cosy
conditions even in areas naturally hostile to our
presence. In fact, we have expanded our living

environment through technology, and I would
suggest that there is a very direct link between
our technological capabilities and the
environments that we can penetrate, exploit
and eventually occupy.

As far as space is concerned, we are still at the
stage of the early pioneers of the Wild West,
with early commercial underlakings and the
first settlements on the horizon. However,
because space completely surrounds the Earth
and is accessible from anywhere on our planet,

its exploitation and colonisation will not be the
act of people from a single continent as was
the case for the American West, but will be a
task for the whole of humanity.

The key to the new environment: access to
space, the expendable rocket launch
vehicle
So, if I am convinced that space will become
part of daily life on our planet, how come that

. Based on an invited

lecture given at "Forum

Engelberg", in

Switzerland, on 27 March

1 998

- lt is free from the crushing force of gravity, so
that in space we can build gigantic
structures that would be unthinkable on
Eadh.

- lts oerfect and infinite vacuum allows
contamination-free fabrication processes.

- lt is the perfect black-body heat sink and the
ideal environment in which to apply the
advances of superconductivity.

We can surely find other unique features, but
most impoftantly:

- lt is the vantage point from which our planet

can be observed in its entirety, from which
global correlations become obvious, and the
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we do not yet have colonies in Earth orbit or on
the Moon? What are we waiting for? Well, we
are still waiting for the right transportation
system, and I will try to outline the scope of the
0ro0tem.

Although it is deceptively close, the only way
we can imagine today of reaching near-Earth
space and staying in it is to place ourselves in

orbit around Eadh. This requires imparting a
speed of almost B km/s to a body at least
100 km above the surface, for which we
currently rely on launchers powered by
chemical rocket propulsion. The latter
generates the thrust required to accelerate the
launch vehicle by ejecting a stream of gaseous
matter as fast as possible. The most practical
solution with the highest performance is
provided by the combustion of hydrogen with
oxygen. However, both of the propellants must
be carried onboard the launcher (usually in
liquid form), unlike a car engine, for instance,
which can draw its oxygen from our planet's
atmosohere.

As a result, the mass fraction of propellants
required onboard such a launcher is much
closer to 1 than it is for transport systems on
Ear1h. lf we take Europe's state-of-the-art
Adane-S launcher (Fig. 1) as an example, its
total take-off mass is, grosso modo, 735 tons.
Of these, 7 tons are the payload to be carried
into geostationary transfer orbit (conesponding
to about 20 tons into low Earth orbit), 643 tons
are the propellants needed, and only 85 tons
are made up by the tanks that contain the
propellants, the rocket engines to produce the
required thrust, the avionics to guide the
launcher, and all of the other elements that
constitute a complete launch vehicle. This
hardware is discarded once the propellants
have been ejected, and Ariane-S is therefore
classed as an "exoendable launcher". For each
launch. a comolete new vehicle must be
constructed, assembled and launched, at a
cost of some 140 million ECU.

This is still a high price for putting a few tons of
payload into Eadh orbit, but it was even more
expensive in the past. As a result, incursions
into space remain the preserve of an elite of
astronauts and screntists and of high-value
satellites and probes; today's commercial
applications of space are primarily still those
that deal in the flow of information and not of
material goods.

How come exoendable launchers are not
cheaper? lt is mainly because they are
complicated machines that must work under
very high stress levels and meet very exacting
safety requirements. As a result, the margin

between success and failure is very narrow and
launchers still fail from time to time, often for
seemingly trivial reasons or due to minor
oversights.

lf we now look to commercial aviation, a large
aircraft such as an Airbus 340 costs about as
much to ourchase as an Ariane-S launcher.
However, the aircraft is capable of logging
many thousands of flying hours with
extraordinary safety. lts fuel load represents
only 30% of its take-off mass and is an easy to
handle petroleum product. lts dry mass is a
comfortable 50% oI the take-off mass, and its
engines can run for thousands of hours without
a major rebuild.

Clearly, today there is no technical or
operational commonality between an aircraft
and a rocket launcher. lt is therefore hardly
surprising that their markets and their
marketing logic have so little in common.

The future imperative for access to space:
reduce the cost!
The question now then is whether aviation and
space, which today seemingly have so little in

common, could or should come together more
closely in the future. There are two trends that
might lead to a possible convergence in the
longer term: one is the desire to reduce the
cost of access to space, and the other is the
search for higher speeds in aviation in order to
reduce journey times.

As regards the need for reducing the cost of
access to space, the main argument of its
proponents is that, with the present cost of

Figure 1. Lift-off of the
second Ariane-5 test flight
from the El-A-3 launch
complex at the Guiana
Soace Centre on
30 October 1 997
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Figure 2. An ESA Future
Launching System (FLS)
studied, by Aerospatiale

leading a team of European
companies, in the early

1980s. The reusable first
stage would fly back to the

launch base, whilst the
second stage would be

expendable
(coudesy of Aerospatiale)
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launching with expendable launchers,
applications of space will never blossom
horrnnrl thneo nf t^.lr\, ^^rl +ha+ nnnan ra,illuuyvr ru il rvru vr Lvvqy dl lU Ll IOL DPqUE VVlll

remain a restricted market. lf, however, the cost
nf annoqq l^ an2.a nnr rlrl ho lnrarorori hrr a

factor of 10, or 100 or 1000, then many more
rrses of sn2ce - most of them still to be
discovered or invented - might become
possible and the market revenue from
commercial space activities might reach what
now seem impossib e orders of magnitude.

In fact, however, the situation is not that clear-
cut between the claimed presently excessive
Li^a ^^^+^ ^^! +a^ -^ -uch claimed need for so|tgt I UUJLJ dr ru Lr ru dJ r l

much lower costs in the future. In reality, space
is already a very profitable and dynamic market,
as evidenced by the recent boom in

communications satellites for network
applications. In such applications. which will

generate turnovers of many billions of dollars,
the launch costs represent a very minor
element. Nevertheless, there has been fierce
competition between the launch providers to
win these launch orders, with success
dependent on competitive pricing. Even a slight
cost advantage is therefore already very
impoftant, but we will not have to wait for the
hoped for orders of magnitude cost reductions
before seeing impressively large space markets.

At ESA, therefore, we are pursuing all promising
options for cost reduction. Presently, our two
main approaches are firstly to improve what we
have to the best of our ability, and secondly to
look into novel solutions within a reasonable
ionhnnlnnrr harizan

Our "improvement activities" are focussed on
nuduring our current operational expendable
launcher. Ariane-5. We already have an

approved Ariane-5 Evolution programme
running, and we are proposing an Ariane-S
performance-improvement programme known
as "Ariane-5 Plus". Both programmes are
aimed at keeping pace with the evolving market
needs and reducing the cost per kilogramme of
payload put into orbit.

These Ariane-5 improvements. whilst impodant
to maintain a competitive edge in the current
and near-term launcher market, will not change
tho nrocani lrr rnnh nno*o Frv a laraa fan+arLl f 9 Plgo9r rL rour rur I vvolo wy a lal9v lquLwl.

Today's expendable launchers have effectively
reached a technology plateau in terms of
technical implementation and cost per flight.
Novel solutions are required if we are to reduce
the cost of access to space by an order of
magnitude or more and I will now briefly
review some of the possibilities, before outlining
what ESA has been and will be doing in this
conlexl.

Reusable launchers with rocket propulsion
The first option that comes to mind is that of
reusing a launcher instead of discarding it after
one mission. In the traditional view, such a
vehicle would accelerate to orbital velocity, eject
its navloacl re-enter tho :tmnsnhcrc :t nrhital

speed (28 000 km/h, or about Mach 25).

dissipate its kinetic energy in working against
drag, and land near the launch base, where it
would then be prepared for its next flight. Such
a single-stage reusable launcher must therefore
carry sufficient propellant to achieve orbital
speed with rocket propulsion, and must be
resilient enough to survive a full re-entry from
Mach 25 intact. In short, structures and engines
that are expended today must instead survive a

controlled re-entry and remain healthy enough
to be reused many times.

This is a very difficult technical problem, the
implications of which are neverlheless being
investigated world-wide. The most advanced
work is being done in the USA, in the form of
the Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) programme.
which includes the X33 as an Advanced
Technology Demonstrator to determine whether
or not the technologies needed to build a cost-
effective operational RLV are available.

Air-breathing propulsion
launchers

for reusable

Rocket propulsion requires such high propellant
mass fractions that a more oerformant
technology needs to be found. The most
obvious option is to use atmospheric oxygen for
propulsion into orbit, instead of carrying the
oxygen inside the launcher. Since the launcher's
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task is to achieve its terminal speed in vacuum,
some form of rocket propulsion will always be
required and the air-breathing propulsion
option would help to achieve the highest
possible speed in the atmosphere, before
exiting it with rocket propulsion.

However, orbital speed is a very high target
compared with present aircraft speeds. Millions
of us fly at Mach 0.9 in commercial jets,

thousands fly at Mach 2 when in Concorde,
and just a select few get to fly at Mach 3.5+ in

the world's fastest military aircraft. These
speeds are minimal compared with the Mach
25 that must be achieved to stay in orbit.
Limiting the contribution of air-breathing
propulsion to only the lower Mach numbers as
is possible today is therefore not really helpful in

making a reusable launcher more feasible.

Novel air-breathing propulsion systems able to
reach speeds in the Mach 6 to 12+ range must
therefore be defined and developed. Assuming
that these efforts meet with success, one can
imagine that these systems might also find
application in global high-speed aviation.

Atmospheric oxygen collection for reusable
launchers
Another possible solution is that of collecting
the oxygen required for the rocket-ascent
propulsion directly from the atmosphere. This
would allow the launcher to take off with
reduced weight, loaded only with liquid
hydrogen, and then to extract the oxygen that
it needs from the Earth's atmosohere. Once the
required amount has been collected, the
launcher would switch over to rocket
propulsion and accelerate to orbital speed.

Staging for reusable launchers
All of today's launchers have several stages,
allowing them to jettison structural mass as
soon as the orooellant that it contains has been
consumed and the thrust from its engines
exploited. The launcher then becomes lighter
and the remaining rocket engines have a

smaller mass to accelerate. Staging is currently
the most efficient means of accessing space
with rocket propulsion and it might therefore be
of interest to apply staging in reusable
launchers also.

For example, the first stage could be a rocket
propulsion stage that accelerates the second
(upper) stage to about Mach 6. The second
stage then fires its engines until orbital velocity,
while the first stage dives back into the
atmosphere, decelerates to subsonic speed
and flies back on turbojets to its launch base,
where it can be reused. This aooroach
introduces some additional ooerational

nnmnlovitrr hr rt tho nrnhlom nf ror rqo iq

simplified.

We can also imagine a scenario in which the
first stage reaches orbital altitude, but its
velocity is short of orbital, and so it ejects its
upper stage with payload and immediately re-

enters the atmosphere to land again at its
launch base after having made one circuit
around the Earth, or at a base down range of
the launch site.

With staging, we are also free to implement
expendable or reusable second stages. When
the second stage is expended, we are relieved
of the problem of re-entry and we can have a
more robust second stage with a higher
payload capability than if it were reusable.

Many technical solutions and combinations
thereof can be visualised and are possible.
However, the fundamental question is, and will
remain, will the chosen technology or system
be able to reduce the cost of access to soace
by one or two orders of magnitude?

Staging also opens up options for
implementing air-breathing propulsion for
space launching in an elegant manner. For
example, a TSTO (two stage to orbit) launcher
of which the first stage is air-breathing allows
one to separate the air-breathing and the
rocket-propulsion cycles. Also, the high-speed
propulsion system developed for the air-
breathing first stage could well be of interest to
the global aviation community.

ESAs approach to lowering launch costs
in the longer term
I would like to turn now specifically to what has
been done so far in ESA on launcher reusability,
and our plans for the future. Reusable
launchers are feasible technically, but it is has
yet to be proved that they are economic. For
many years, we have had a very small level of
study activity on reusable launchers. In the early
1980s, we concluded that only partial
reusability would make economic sense in the
foreseeable future (Fig. 2). We also concluded
at that time that the next generation of
European launcher, Ariane-S - the
development programme for which began in

the mid-1980s - should be exoendable but
optimised for cost efficiency.

In the late-1980s and early 1990s, we
investigated whether the Ariane-s architecture
would be suitable for reusability, by replacing
the two solid boosters with reusable liouid-
propellant boosters. We concluded, however,
that this aooroach would not be cost-effective
in practice (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. An ESA Reusable
Rocket Launcher (RRL),

studied by Aerospatiale in
the early 1990s, with a

reusable first stage powered
by the Russian RD1 70 liquid

oxygen/kerosene engine
(coudesy of Aerospatiale)

Figure 4. An ESA Winged
Launcher Conf iguration

(WLC) studied, by DASA
leading a team of European

companies, in the late
1 980s. lt has a supersonic

combustion ramjet air-
breathing propulsion system

(courtesy of British
Aerospace)
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At around the same time. the USA was
undertak f g the National Aerospace P ane
(NASP) programme, ard we tr ed to
understand whether the air breathing approach
proposed for NASP was cred ble We found
ths not to be an option for Europe (Fg 4) On

th s same occas on, we also brought the Un ted
Kingdom's Hoto and Germany s Sanger
proponents together in order to assess the
respect ve merits of these two approaches lt
turned out that neitner was optimum, as the
rocoonlir,o e,rn.ho lChiLeCL_teS had been
se/ecled somewhal premal-rp\ wl;ouI havng
evnlnred a I noss h p rlternatr,es,

We aso knew that answers regarding the true
potential of reusability w ll never be obta ned
lror n endess rheoretrcal studies, b-t wll corre

from practical work on n.raster ng the new
rechnologies needed Tierefore. n pa'allel wilh
these study activties, we have proposed, at
each Council Meel ng ar lVinsterial Leve snce
the meeting in Rome in January 1985, the
imp ementation of a dedicated programme to
exp ore wheLAe' the tectrnologica performance
l^',^1. ^^^.]^...] far lo' rn^[p6 rp qrhilili, e nr rle] hoI-VUIJ UUUUU IUI IdUI IUI IU / \ UUIU UI

achieved This fina ly ed to the nvest gative
programme FESTIP (Future European Space
Transportation Investigations Programme)
coming into effect in February .1 994

FESTIP was in tia ly approved for a f rst slice of
three years (1 994 1 996) to cover concept
def inition and technology work For the
concepL de'i^itio^ wor(, we set ou'seves the
goa of being prepared for a decision on the
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possible development of a first-generation
reusable launcher in 2005. We wanted to
establish which reusable-launcher concepts
might be feasible with the technologies that
could be developed by then. We first
concluded that air-breathing propulsion could
only be envisaged to the extent that its
technology was not too ambitious with respect
to the overall state of the arl in aviation. We
then defined single- (Fig. 5) and two-stage (Fig.

6) to orbit reusable rocket launchers, which are
either fully reused or their main pafts at least are
recovered for reuse. We concluded that
recurrent launch costs could be reduced by a
factor of 3 with respect to expendable
launchers, but at the price of a significant
investment in advanced technologies, mainly in

the field of materials, structures and reusable
rocket orooulsion.

The FESTIP first slice was supplemented by the
1997-1998 extension, which will conclude the
investigative work. Beyond 1998, ESA
proposes the execution of a dedicated Future
Launchers Technologies Programme (FLTP),

which will draw upon the full competence of the
European launcher industry. One imporlant
feature of the FLTP will be our orooosal to
design, build and fly a European Experimental
Test Vehicle (FiS. 7), which will provide
European industry with its first hands-on
experience in practical launcher stage reuse
operations. The large jumps in technology and
gaps in experience between Ariane and any
first-generation reusable launcher make such a
learning phase a prerequisite. Only when we
have learned the basics of reuse, will we trulv

Figure 5a. An ESA Single-
Stage-to-Orbit Reusable
Rocket Launcher studied in
the context of FESTIP, by
DASA leading a team of
European companies, and
designed for vertical take-
off and landing

Figure 5b. An ESA Single-
Stage-to-Orbit Reusable
Rocket Launcher studied in
the context of FESTIP, by
DASA leading a team of
European companies, anc
designed as a lifting body
for vertical take-off and
horizontal landingIII
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Figure 7. The European
Experimental Test Vehicle
(EXW) studied in the
context of FESTIB by DASA
leading a team of European
companies. The version
shown is designed for
vertical take-off and
horizontal landing

be ready to decide whether or not to apply that
knowledge to operational developments.

The long term: synergy between access to
space and global aviation?
It is likely that launcher reusability develop-
ments will also significantly influence the way in

which global aviation is viewed in the future.
Work on the so-called "high-speed commercial
transporl", which aims to reduce the travel
times for global flights by a straightforward
extrapolation of subsonic aviation, has been in

progress for some considerable time. However,
supersonic cruising flight poses rapidly
increasing thermal problems as the speed
increases, and the sonic-boom problem still
makes approval of supersonic flight over
populated land masses unlikely.

The alternative that could emerge thanks to
reusable launchers is that of reaching an
antipodean point on Earth in one hop through
space, referred to as a "boost glide". lt relies on
the fact that one could fully load a reusable
launcher with orooellant and have it reach
orbital velocity, or load less propellant but more
payload and have it hop halfway around the
planet. To be fully effective, such a form of
global travel would call for chemical propulsion
with higher performance than pure rocket
propulsion, but propulsive perlormance levels
less than those already achieved by today's
turbojets for subsonic transport would already
be more than adequate.

Finally, since we seem to be performance-
limited by chemical propulsion, are there
alternatives? In fact, the only other possible

near-term solution for reaction orooulsion is

that of nuclear thermal propulsion, in which a
fission reactor (gigawatt class) is used to heat
the working fluid. Although such a solution
might be of use on the Moon, for instance, and
would be ideal for rapid planetary-transfer
missions, it seems unlikely that Europe would
undeftake such a development in earnest in the
near term unless there were very compelling
reasons for doing so.

Gonclusion
I would like to conclude with a statement of
faith. Within our present technology horizon,
we know along which lines we must proceed in

order to make access to space cheaper, more
flexible and safer than it is today. The progress
that can be expected is significant enough for
the work to be undeftaken. Since a successful
outcome is likely, but not yet certain and
therefore not commercially attractive, we will
still be dependent on dedicated short-term
funding from far-sighted Governments in order
to make progress. I believe that the proposed
ESA Future Launchers Technologies
Programme (FLTP) is a step in the right
direction in this respect and will contribute to
unleashing the true potential of space, to the
long-term benefit of Europe, its citizens and its
Industry. @esa
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Au-deld de la Terre

Les missions scientifiques de
lAgence spatiale europ6enne (ESA)

de Nigel Calder

'Au-delit de notre ciel teintd de bleu par l'atmosphdre
terrestre s'etend I'Univers, ce vide spatial noir ponctu1 de
plandtes, d'6toiles et de galaxies. C'esf le royaume des
chercheurs spatiaux.'

Nigel Calder, 6crivain trds connu en Grande-Bretagne pour
la qualite de ses 6crits scientifiques, brosse ici un tableau
complet et vivant du programme de recherche spatiale de
I'ESA, en nous donnant un avant-go0t des projets que
l'Agence compte mettre en oeuvre au XXle sidcle.

La vigueur et la diversit6 de cette recherche s'imposent au
lecteur Au-deld de la Terre prbsente douze missions

diff6rentes, en mettant l'accent sur les raisons humaines et
scientifiques quisous-tendent l'immense travaila la cle de la

recherche spatiale. La description proprement dite des missions est accompagn6e de d6tails techniques
apparaissant sous forme de tableaux et d'illustrations.

Cet ouvrage traite principalement du programme scientifique actuel de l'Agence : Horizon 2000. Les quatre
grandes missions dites pierres angulaires - Soho et Cluster, XMM, Rosetta, First - ainsi que les diff6rentes
missions de taille moyenne y sont expos6es. La premiere partie du document porte sur les engins spatiaux
charg6s d'explorer les environs de la Terre, le Soleil et d'autres destinations du systeme solaire, la deuxidme 6tant
consacr6e aux t6lescopes d'astronomie sur orbite terrestre. Dans l'un et l'autre cas, l'auteur donne un apergu du
contexte historioue et international dans leouel s'inscrivent les mrssions.

La troisidme partie du document projette le lecteur dans la deuxidme d6cennie du XXle sidcle et traite plus
particulierement des trois grandes missions du programme Horizon 2000 Plus de l'ESA, qui couvre la periode
2006-2016. Explorer la myst6rieuse plandte Mercure, exploiter les avantages de I'interf6rom6trie pour atteindre un

deg16 de pr6cision inegale dans le domaine de l'observation astronomique, partir d la recherche des ondes
gravitationnelles - tels sont les trois projets majeurs de I'Agence pour cette periode, conciliant les n6cessit6s de la
planification d long terme et le caractdre imprdvisible de la recherche.

Document disponible
auprds de: Prix:ESA/Division des Publications

ESTEC

Postbus 299
2200 AG Noordwijk
Pays-Bas

Fax : (31)71.565.5433

35 florins
(ou I'equivalent dans une
autre monnaie, d r6gler soit
en espdces soit par chdque
libelle a I'ordre de
'ESA Publications Divisions')
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a different project-procurement approach

A Different Approach to Project
Procurement

G. P. Whitcomb & J.C. Gredland
Scientific Projects Depaftment, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Background
The European science community is, in the
main, a strong supporter of the ESA Science
Programme and recognises its value and its
ability to launch and operate World-class
scientific missions. ln recent years, however,
there has been increasing concern that space
missions take too long to implement and
generally are too expensive. More tangibly, the
budget for missions has been decreasing to a
level at which missions of high scientific value
are becoming more and more difficult to
support, unless cheaper procurement
approaches are identified and adopted. Other
factors such as the emergence of a small-
mission culture, advances in lightweight
technology and the improved ability of
European manufacturers in general to provide
cheaper hardware, offer the possibility of
cheaper missions if the management approach
that was used until recentlv is modified.

This article introduces the projects that are described in the following
two articles in this ESA Bulletin, namely the Mars Express and the
SMART-1 missions. Both are test cases for new approaches in
technology development and project management which are being
introduced into ESAs Science Programme. The overall aim is to
reduce the cost of missions, but at the same time maintain the high
scientific quality that has been achieved in past.

The new challenge for the Science Programme,
therefore, in seeking a new and more innovative
approach, is to launch missions at least as
often as in the past, whilst remaining within the
decreasing budget envelope and whilst
maintaining the record of excellence that ESA
has established as a World leader in space
scrence.

Gonsiderations
The first question is: "How can missions be
made cheaper?"
"Cheapness". being a comparative term,
imnlioe fhat lhoro ic 2n annontod .^ai,, |,v,,vv svvvP(vv

reference. However, the scientific satellite

business tends to be of a "one-off" nature, with
the same type of satellite rarely being flown
twice, making direct comparisons difficult.
Comparison with NASA or other space agency
missions is another option, but this approach is

not without its pitfalls, due to the quite different
accounting procedures used by other
organisations. Such comparisons tend
therefore to be subiective and at best
rmprecrse.

Experience has shown that, rather than trying
to define an absolute reference, the best means
of achieving value for money is first to identify
the cost-driving elements of a particular
mission. Appropriate management procedures
can then be aoolied to minimise both the
baseline cost and the risk of cost increases due
to changes in these elements. This is the
approach that has historically been taken within
the ESA Science Programme. The question
now is whether, in order to satisfy today's
demands, this approach can be improved to
give cheaper missions than hitherto? The
answer may be yes, if the spacecraft can be
develooed over a shorter time scale and at a
lower management cost by accepting a higher
degree of risk.

Achieving shorter time scales
A shorter overall develooment time is oossible
if, before the main development is started, the
design architecture for the project is already
well established, the hardware elements and
software are readily available, and no changes
to payload or mission requirements are allowed
after contract signature. The down side is that
the Agency becomes less flexible in response
to requests for change brought about by
changing requirements, scientific or otherwise.

Technology preparedness is a key item. Pre-
development of the correct technology
simplifies the design process, and it ensures
that the hardware/software elements that will

be needed are indeed available and well
understood, thereby reducing the risk of time-
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consuming changes being required at a late
stage. However, technology preparation
involves more than just showing that a given
technology is feasible. To be useful, it has to be
available exactly when needed. The current
dilemma is that technology development
requires time and funding. Funding is not
normally released until project approval, which
means that new technology, until now, has
been developed from the feasibility to the flight-
readiness stage during the actual project
development. This process inevitably introduces
the risk of an increase in the overall project
cost, as large teams are employed on the
pro;ect, so any delay due to late technology
availability translates directly into an increase in
overall cost,

To break this cycle of events, the new approach
foresees key technologies being developed to
flight standard in advance of mission approval.
This implies that the requisite technology is

identified in advance and the necessary funds
allocated to the development effort. lt also
means that a mission would not be aooroved
unless the technology is available. The down
side here is that funds could be soent on
technology for a mission which may eventually
not be selected, but the amount involved would
be small compared to the potential costs
associated with project over-runs. The
technology needs will be identified via system
studies of projects that have been identified by
the scientific communitv as oood candidates
for future missions.

Achieving lower management costs
This aspect is perhaps the most controversial.
The aim is firstly to compress the project-
selection process from its current five-year
cycle (average) to less than two years; and
secondly to constrain the design and
development phases to less than five years,
giving a mission concept-to-launch time of
some seven years. This is to be compared with
the 11 years that has sometimes been the case
for past missions. Also, more responsibility will

be delegated to industry, thereby reducing the
cost associated with management interactions
between the Agency and the Contractors.

A number of key considerations must be
addressed if this aooroach is to be successful.

Firstly, one must be more critical when
coloctinn nrniootq nartinr rlarlri ae far ae

proposed time scales are concerned, i.e.- Can
the proposed instruments actually be
developed and delivered in time?
- Are the scientific soecifications well defined

and properly framed?

- Are all of the technolooies needed actuallv
available?

- Can the project be well enough defined for
ceiling-price contracts with industry to be
aoolied?

Such considerations imply a subtle change in
mission assessment criteria. In the oast. the
value of the science was usually the overriding
determinant in the choice of a mission, and so
mission ideas from all disciplines of space
science could be proposed for assessment and
eventual selection. Now the feasibility of
implementing a prolect within strict time and
cost constraints will have more weighting in the
selection. This means that although a good
scientific return remains essential, the choice of
project is essentially limited to those missions
that can be imolemented within a short time
period. The traditional calls for mission
proposals will be more focussed than hitherto,
with preference being given to proposals that
can be clearly shown to meet the imposed time
and cost constraints. This implies that the
essential hardware elements already exist,
either via another prolect development or from
a pre-development activity such as the SMART
missions (see accompanying article).

Secondly, more responsibility must be given to
Industry, so that ceiling-price contracts can be
agreed, with the Contractor taking
responsibility for the interface management of
the science payload elements of the mission.
Giving more responsibility to lndustry means
taking more risk on the Agency side, as there
will be less visibility of the Contractor's work.
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The Mars Express Mission Concept
- A New Management Approach
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Space Science Depaftment, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
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Introduction
In 1997 ESA's Space Science Advisory
Committee (SSAC) confirmed the importance
of Europe being involved in the exploration of
Mars. The Committee therefore recommended
that a Mars mission should be launched during
the 2003 opportunity, as this is the most
efficient launch window in 19 years due to the
favourable celestial positions of Earth and
Mars. Another good launch opportunity will not
occur until 2009, which would be much too late
to satisfy the community's needs. An original
scientific contribution from a mission with such
a limited budget would be unlikely after the
probable return of Martian rock and soil
samples in 2OO7.

Mars Express, planned to be the first 'flexible mission' in the revised
ESA Long-Term Scientific Programme, is based on a fast
implementation scenario and will be launched towards Mars in June
2003 by a Soyuz/Fregat launcher. The mission is cost-capped at
150 MECU and will be submitted for approval by ESAs Science
Programme Committee in November 1998. lts payload has already
been selected and European industry will submit bids for the design
and development phases (Phases-B/C and D) at the beginning of
September 1998.

The spacecraft will carry a payload of seven instruments for remote
observation of the red planet, four of which are based on
developments in ESA Member States for the ill-fated Russian Mars-96
mission. There is also a possibility to carry a 60 kg lander, provided the
financing needed for its development can be borne by the sponsoring
scientific institutions.

ESA's aim is to implement a top-class mission at a much lower cost
than hitherto achieved. Savings will be made by reusing, as far as
possible, equipment from other missions, compressing the
implementation schedule from mission approval to launch to less than
four years, by adopting a new working relationship with industry, and
by providing a direct interface between the scientific community and
industry.

In mid-1997 a Science Definition Team (SDT),

composed of European experts in Mars
science, was set up with the task of defining a
baseline mission scenario together with a moder
payload. An enhanced mission scenario was
also defined in case surface stations would
be made available in resoonse to an
Announcement of Opportunity. In order to
alleviate the cost burden to the Member States.
the SDT recommended a model payload whose
science objectives could be partially fulfilled by
instruments that had been develooed for the
unsuccessful Russian Mars-96 mission.
However, new instruments would also be
considered if funding and technical readiness
were guaranteed.

ESA's advisory bodies, having completed an
analysis of the international opportunities for the
exploration of Mars, recommended involvement
in the exploration of the red planet, up to a
ceiling of 150 MECU. This budget would allow
the Agency to procure, launch, and operate a
Mars Orbiter over two calendar years. Recently,
ESA was asked to consider an extension of the
mission to four calendar years (i.e. about two
Maftian years) in order to offer data-relay
services during the 2005 - 2OOZ period, when
other European and American missions could
place landers on the Martian sudace. This
extension is currently considered to be part of
the baseline mission desiqn.

The main goal of the Mars Express mission is

to study the planet's atmosphere, surface and
subsurface via co-ordinated measurements
Specific obiectives of the mission are:

global high-resolution photo-geology at 1O m
resolLrtion

global spatial high-resolution mineralogical
mapping of the Martian surface at 100 m
resolution
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- global atmospheric circulation and high-
resolution mapping of atmospheric
composition

- subsurface structures at km-scale down to
permafrost

- surface/atmosphere interaction, and

- the interaction of the atmosphere with the
interplanetary medium.

Mission scenario
The loss of the Russian Mars-96 mission and
the potential discovery of much earlier
biochemical activity on the red planet, meant
that ESA could not wait too long before
pursuing a Mars mission. Mars Express was
conceived to provide European scientists with
the chance to participate in the current
international Mars exoloration effort with a
high-profile mission at a very modest cost
(150 MECU for the entire programme). The
spacecraft parameters, launcher capability and
the celestial constellation of Mars and Earth
lead to a launch window opening on 1 June
2OO3 and closing 11 days later. The launch will
be performed by a Soyuz/Fregat launcher from
Baikonur in Kazakhstan. ESOC will conduct the
operations using the ESA ground station in

Pefth (Aus.).

The mission was conceived as an orbiter
observing the lvartian surface from a polar
orbit, with a pericentre of 300 km and an
apocentre of 6800 km. Originally, up to four
landers comolemented the orbiter mission with
in-situ exploration of Mars, specifically
addressing the planet's internal structure,
surface chemical/mineralogical composition,
and to identify possible signatures of life. Due to
financial constraints within some Member
States, it was concluded that landers should be
deferred to the next launch opportunity in

2005, ESA has, however, instructed the
industrial contractors to retain the possibility of
carrying one lander weighing a maximum of
60 kg. At the time of the writing, new
developments suggest that it may be
conceivable to finance and build such a
lightweight lander in Europe. The ltalian Space
Agency (ASl) has offered to provide the data-
relay system for lander/orbiter communications.
The efforts by the International Mars
Exploration Working Group will allow the same
data-relay system to be used for other landers
on Mars.

The Mars Express spacecraft will carry the
following complement of instruments:

- High Resolution Stereo Colour Camera
- HRSC (G. Neukum, Principal Investigator)

- Atmospheric Planetary Fourier Spectrometer
- PFS (V. Formisano, Pl)

- Visible and Near-lnfrared Mapping
Spectrometer - OMEGA (J.P Bibring, Pl)

- Atmospheric UV Spectrometer - SPICAM
UV (J.L. Bertaux, Pl)

- Subsurface Soundinq Altimeter - SSRA
(G. Picardi, Pl)

- Analyser of Space Plasmas and Energetic
NeutralAtoms - ASPERA (R. Lundin, Pl)

- Radio-Science Investigation RSI
(M. Paetzold, Pl)

Payload financing is a national task and
shortage of resources led to a payload
complement being driven by the desire of
national funding authorities to give priority to
the re-flight of instruments originally developed
for Mars-96. Despite this limitation, there will
also be new instruments onboard.

Management aspects
The decreasing frequency of scientific satellite
launches and the balance of missions among
the scientific communities led the ESA
Directorate of Scientific Programmes to revise
its long-term programme. Mars Express is

therefore the first of a new breed of missions in

which the concepts of "cheaper" and "faster"
are rigorously applied. A new management
style will also be introduced for the Mars
Express project. The internal ESA team will be
much smaller than hitherto, with key tasks such
as the management of the interfaces with the
scientific instrument teams, the technical
interface to the launch authorities, and the test-
facility procurement being delegated to the
prime contractor.

The industrial contract awarded will cover
design through to launch under frxed-price or
cost-ceiling conditions.

lnterface between industry and Principal
lnvestigators (Pls)
One of the new features of the Mars Express
mission will be the management by industry of
the interfaces between spacecraft and
scientific instruments. Traditionally, ESA has
always provided a group of payload engineers
to act as the rnterlocutor for the instrument
teams in all aspects of a technical nature and
for passing relevant information to industry. As
part of the drive for increased efficiency, the
Agency will hand over this task to industry and
thus restrict itself to monitoring the progress of
instrument development. ESA will, however,
retain control over all scientific issues arising
during the development and test programme,
and will define the flight-operations plan for the
payload. Industry will take responsibility for the
timely delivery of all payload elements and will
also ensure that the allocated payload
resources are respected. This new approach
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Figure 1. The information
flow between instrument

proposers, industry and ESA
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changes that iave a cost impact erthe' on
industry or on the instrument teams wil have to
be negotiated between the two pad es

Study phase and payload selection
Following the mission's initial approval by the
Science P"ogranme Committee, an irrtensive
phase ol preparatory work for the
Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for the
qcicntif ic inricct natinns and for the rnduStrial

study activities was undertaken, during which
the feasibility of the projecL was also
established. I he industrial st;dy phase
effcr:livchr s'ar.ler^i in October 1997 with the
release of the Invitation of Tender (lTT) for a six
month study contract. The ITT only contained
top-level requ,rements and it was intentionarly
lcFl lo inr-lr rqtr\/ To cl:hnr3fg the deta'led miSSiOn
rloqinn Fnr rr hir-1e rnroro ronoirranl hri tho Anonnv

and the technica kick-off meetings w th
Dornier. Matra-Marconi and Alenia, Iogether
wirh Aerospatiale. took place in late January
and early February 1998,

The AO for the scientific instruments was
issued 'n December 1997. with replies d-e on
24 February 1998. ESA received a total of
twenty-nine proposals tor orbiter. lander and
comb,ned landetorbiter invesL'gations.
Qorionioan nrnnnqalq cnnnornpnl l\/l:rc Fynracc

orbiter invesIigations proper. whi e three

submissions dea t with complete lander
proposals including a oreferred set of scientific
investigations. Eight proposals were made for
instrumentation to be accommodated on a

lander, and one for wave propagation between
one or more landers and the orbiter.
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payload as recommended oy the Science
Definition Team. Their designs were then further
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the AO from the scientific community were
received. A tormal review cycle was initiated.
with inoustry lully involved in the analysis of the
cniantifin nrnnnqalq

To maintain confidentiality among the three
industrial contractors. a procedure for the
exchange of information and data was
conceived whereby interactions between
payload selecLron committee, industrral
contractors and scientific community were
enabled without breaching the confidentiality
requiremen[ (Fig t). The rarional for setting up
dialogues as shown was driven by the need to
select the payload within about eight weeks To

minimise the time and resources needed to

9/10 March 1998

30/31 March 1998

6 April 1998

2Bl29 April 1998
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freeze the instrument configuration, the Pl
teams needed greater knowledge of the
capabilities and limitations of the spacecraft
platform selected. Close liaison between
project personnel and the Pl institutes was
essential to achieve this in the earlv ohases of
the prolect.

Industry and ESA insrsted on confidentiality and
did not permit design details to be passed from
one contractor to another. The flow of
information between contractors and the Peer
Review Group was always channelled via ESA.
Three iteration loops were executed during
which the Peer Review Committee identified
either specific questions to industry or preferred
sets of payload elements; industry assessed
the feasibility of these preferred sets against
their spacecraft concept. For better
understanding of the instruments, industry
could also raise questions, which were passed
via ESA to the respective proposers. The
responses by the instrument teams were also
handled via the Agency. In both cases, the
questions and answers (more than 800) were
screened and recommendations for
harmonising the process were made by ESA
wherever necessary. Only after confirmation by
the Solar System Working Group of the
recommended payload composition did ESA
allow industry to contact directly the Pls of the
seven instruments, which at that time had still
to be recommended to the Science
Programme Committee for final endorsement.

Schedule
The schedule is constrained by the fixed launch
date, demanding both an early proof of
concept and an early starl to flight-model

production in order to allow ample time for
testlng and verifying the spacecraft's
performance. This approach imposes relatively
early delivery dates for the payload elements.

Figure 2 shows the outline plan for spacecraft
procurement, from now until its launch in June
2003. Despite the very compressed schedule,
all milestones to date have been met. The
industrial study activities were concluded with
final presentations in the second half of May,
while the Science Programme Committee
endorsed the selection of the instruments on
28 May 1998. The project schedule dictated
this date in order to allow industry to include
the final payload in preparing their bids for
Phases-B/C/D, due for submission to ESA in

early September 1998. The preparatory work
for the release of the ITT for the spacecraft
development phase at the end of June is
proceeding according to schedule. Following
submission of the bids, it is expected that the
Prime Contractor's selection will be confirmed
in January 1999 at the latest.

Early lessons learnt
There is a certain risk associated with selecting
the scientific payload whilst mission definition
by industry is still in progress. The
confidentiality of the scientific and industrial
activities makes it difficult to negotiate with or
pass information to the scientific community.
The refinement of the mission design can,
however, lead to the modification of major
mission parameters and it must be ensured
that the scientific prooosals submitted remain
valid. An example of the sort of problem that
can occur, and its resolution, are described
0etow.

Figure 2. Master schedule
for the Mars Express project

STUDY PHASE
SPC Approval of Study
IPC Approval
ITT Phase
Industrial Contracts
Prepare SPC Paper
SPC Approval of Project

AO PHASE
Prepare AO +SMP
SPC
AO lssue
Response Due
Evaluate
Prepare SPC paper

Prepare IPC Paper
IPC
Phase B
Phase C/D/E
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The industrial studies concluded that the initial

estimates for the overall payload mass, number
of landers and selected orbits, had to be

revised whilst the scientific community was still

working on their competitive instrument
orooosals. The ITT that was released in

October 1997 had specified the following
payload and orbital requirements:

- 12O kg of orbiter payload

- up to four landers with a total mass not
exceeding 120 kg

- provision of attachment hardware and
orbiter/lander data-relay services

- orbit: 300 km by 8300 km, inclination
122.6". oeriod 5.7 h.

In December 1997, rt was decided for scientific
reasons to increase the total lander mass

allocation to 180 kg, with 30 kg of lander

support hardware on the spacecraft. The extra
mass was supposed to be recovered by

changing the apocentre height of the fina

mission orbit. The revised mass allocation and

orbital parameters were then as follows:

- 12O kg of orbiter payload

- up to four landers with a total mass not

exceeding 180 kg

- 30 kg of attachment/release hardware and

orbiter/lander data-relay services

- orbit: 300 km by 13 100 km, inclination 90o,

period 8.5 h.

The AO for the scientific investigations was
based on these new assumotions. Soon after

its release, however, three major problems
were rdentified:

- The three industrial contractors
demonstrated that carrying a total of
330 kg of payload and lander-related
hardware at launch was unrealistic unless

a more oowerful launcher than the
baselined Soyuz/Fregat could be used.

- Radio-communications studies performed

independently by ESTEC and NASA, revealed

that the orbit with a 13 1OO km apogee was
extremely unsatisfactory as far as the number
of contacts with the landers on Mars, their
duration and the amount of transmitted data
were concerneo.

- During the Mars Express proposers
briefing meeting, held on 16 January 1998
at ESTEC, it became clear that a ground-
penetrating radar must use wavelengths that
would not penetrate the Marlian dayside
ionosphere, and would therefore have to be
ooerated on the anti-sunward side of the
planet (where there is no ionosphere) in
order to detect subsurface water. Neither of
the orbits specified above provide acceptable
coverage of the night side of Mars.

There was thus a significant problem with the
lift-off mass and, at the same time, a strong
desire to lower the apocentre of the baseline

orbit to resolve the previous two problems,

which would reouire even more onboard fuel.

lmmediate advice was sought from the Science
Definition Team. In line with the scientific
recommendations of the Peer Review
Committee and the financial resources
available in the Member States, the followtng
payload constraints were then established:

- 1 13 kg of orbiter payload

- possibility to carry one lander weighing a

maximum of 60 kg

- 15 kg of hardware to include data-relay
services and dedicated antennas, inter-

experiment harness, instrument purging

equipment and other hardware specifically
required by some instruments

- orbit: 300 km by 6800 km, inclination 90o,
period 4.6 h.

This new orbit meets the needs of the high-

resolution spectroscopic camera and ground-
penetrating radar, and the radio-
communication requirements for the European

and NASA-provided landers on Mars in 2005.

Outlook
Industry is currently preparing its fixed-price
bids for Phases-B/C/D, which have to be
submitted to the Agency at the beginning of
Seotember 1998. Re-confirmation of the Mars
Express mission by ESAs Science Programme
Committee will be sought in November 1998.

Following this, the contract proposal for the
selected Prime Contractor will be submitted to
the Agency's Industrial Policy Committee (lPC)

for approval. Phase-B will start in February
1999 and will nominally last until November
1999. Phase-C/D will commence in January
2000 and last until the end of 2002. Spacecraft
delivery at that point will complete the industria,

activities. lt is left to industry to confirm these
dates in their orooosal. A shorter Phase-B and
an earlier start to Phase-C/D is conceivable if

this was found to be advantageous from a
technical or cost point of view.

The launch campaign is planned to last from

April to end-May 2003, with the nominal 11-

day launch window opening on 1 June 2003.

Conclusion
The complete industrial mission design for
Mars Express, up to the level of a pre-Phase-B
study, as well as the entire payload-selection
process from release of the AO to confirmation
of the selection by the SPC, has been
completed in less than seven months. At the
time of the instrument selection and
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Figure 3. Comparison of the
implementations of Cluster,
as part of the first
Cornerstone mission, and
Mars Express in running
years

Phase A and Pre-Phase B

endorsement by the SPC, the industrial study
was already consolidated and industry starled
to prepare their firm fixed-price offers for
Phases-B/C/D.

For the first time, industry has analysed all the
proposals submitted in response to the AO and
assisted ESA and the Peer Review Committee
with their evaluation. The scientific payload has
been chosen prior to finalisation of the
spacecraft and, more specifically, before the
spacecraft/instrument interfaces had been
defined. At first glance this appears risky, but in

reality this approach has been shown to lead to
a significantly reduced time interval between
the start of mission definition and the stad of
Phase-8.
The stringent cost limitations for all elements of
the mission can only be met by implementing a
rigorous design-to-cost approach, with
extensive re-use of existing items. The Prime
Contractor is therefore likely to choose
subsystems and units from ongoing spacecraft
programmes, such as Rosetta, XMM and
national programmes. A similar philosophy also
applies for the mission operations at ESOC.
Rigorous cost control is being applied in

developing the ground segment for Rosetta,
which will be launched only about five months
before Mars Express. Compatibility, and if
possible even commonality, between the two
systems could therefore be a fertile source of
economic savings.

The Pl teams' strength in the management and
engineering of the instruments is determining
the speed at which development problems can
be solved. Such ability is directly linked with the

level of up-front funding available during the
early definition of the instruments. This aspect
has been taken into account during the
selection of the payload.

The time interval from the issue of the Mars
Express AO in December 1998 to launch is

comparable to that for the Giotto project, which
took five years from AO issue to the launch. A
comparison with the schedule for Cluster is
given in Figure 3, where it can be seen that the
impact of both the compression and tight
scheduling of activities on the overall project
duration for Mars Express is dramatic. @esa
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The SMART-I Mission

G.D. Racca and G.P. Whitcomb
Scientific Projects Depaftment, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

B.H. Foing
Space Science Deparlment, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
SMART-1 is the first of the Small Missions for
Advanced Research in Technology within ESAs
Mandatory Scientific Programme (Fig. 1). These
missions have been introduced by the Agency

The SMART-1 mission, to be launched at the end of 2001, is intended
to demonstrate innovative and key technologies for deep-space
scientific missions. lts use, for example, of solar electric propulsion as
its primary drive mechanism will be a first for Europe and is essential
in paving the way for future ESA projects with large velocity
requirements, such as the Mercury Cornerstone mission. SMART-I
will also be a test case for a new approach in terms of implementation
strategy and spacecraft procurement for the ESA Science
Programme.

The total life-cost budget allocated to SMART-1 is 50 MEGU. This
budget constraint imposes use of a cheap launch option, such as an
Ariane-S auxiliary payload launch into a standard GTO or a Rockot
escape-trajectory launch. This in turn limits the planetary bodies that
can be reached within a given short (1.5 - 2 yearl overall mission
lifetime, which do, however, include the Moon and Earth-crossing
asteroids or comets.

The mission is presently under Phase-B definition by the Swedish
Space Corporation. The funding of the mission is being used to
compensate Sweden and Switzerland for the deficits in their industrial
returns. The mission is expected to be funded partly by France and the
United Kingdom, which presently have an industrial-return surplus.
The Directorate of Industrial Matters and Technology Programmes, via
the Technology Research Programme, and the Directorate of
Scientific Programmes would provide the remainder of the funding,
within agreed limits. The mission would thus effectively be a
partnership between ESA and the padicipating Member States.

Engine

as one of the strategic elements for
reintroducing balance and flexibility into the
Horizons 2000 Science Plan. They constitute
a preparatory technology-development
programme focusing on items identified as
critical to the success of the Cornerstone
missions, including flight demonstrations where
deemed appropriate. The scientific importance
of the SMART-1 mission therefore resides
mainly in its preparatory nature for upcoming
scientific missions, and in particular for those
missions that will benefit from primary electric
propulsion and deep-space communications.

The importance of Solar Electric Primary
Propulsion (SEPP), i.e. electric propulsion fed
by Sun-generated electrical power and used as
the spacecraft's main propulsion system, has
been well-recognised in several past studies,
including the Mercury Cornerstone study (to

enable a low-circular-orbit mission). Earlier
studies of the Solar Corona Probe and Solar
Stereo missions had also identified SEPP as
being of primary importance. Astronomy
interferometric missions like the lR

Interferometer Cornerstone and LISA might
also benefit from the timelv develooment of
^, ,^h ^ +^^1,.^^l^^.,DUU| | O LsWr rr rwrwvy.

SMART-1 will therefore demonstrate the use of
SEPP on a small mission representative of
future deep-space scientific mission, with the
emphasis on the common system aspects,
rather than the choice of a particular engine,
which is more mission-specific. Several other

Table 1 . Typical specific impulse (lsp) and thrust levels for satellite on-board propulsion systems

Typical Chemical Propulsion Electric Propulsion

Solid Boost Motor Hydraxine mono-prop. Hydraxine bi-prop. PPS-1350 RIT-I0 UK-l0

lsp [s] 29O

Thrust [N] 50000

220

0.5 to 400

300

4to6000
1 600

0.070

3000 3200

o.o20 0.020
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Figure 1. Artist's impression
of the SMART-1 spacecraft

technologies a(e planned to be tested,
including some of the candidate technologies
that pave the way for approved Horizon 2000
scientific missions and others that are more
general in nature (e.9. Li-C batteries, Ka-band,
cascade solar cells, etc.) and would be useful
for a wider range of future missions.

Being part of the Science Programme, it is also
important that SMART-1 should achieve a

valuable scientific return. An Announcement oi
Oppoftunity has therefore been issued for
scientific instruments to be flown on this
mission with a view to: (i) directly demonstrating
the adequacy of the technology for science,
and (ii) providing the scientific community with
an early possibility for scientific investigation.

Mission overview
The low overall mission budget for SMART-1

means that a low-cost launch is reouired. An

ohvior rs Fr rronean choice is therefore
accommodation on an Ariane-S as an auxiliary
passenger. This, however, limits the spacecraft
mass to BO kg in the case of the ASAP-V
platform for micro-piggybacking, or about 350
kg for a Cyclade configuration. In both cases
the spacecraft would be delivered into a
standard Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO)

(perigee altitude 620 km, apogee altitude
35 946 km, inclination 7o, argument of perigee
178", longitude of descending node 10" W).

Another alternative would be direct injection
into an escape orbit by a small launcher such
as the DASA/Khrunichev Rockot, which can
deliver a 1900 kg payload into a 200 km x
200 km Low Earth Orbit (LEO). From there a
suitable solid-rocket-motor upper stage can
accelerate a 350-400 kg spacecraft onto a
naral-.nlin {rnia6f667 frnm tho trerth'c|'JOI AUVIIU EDUOpU Ll AjUvLvr y il vr rr Lr ru Lqr Lr I o

gravitational influence (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Comparison of
impulsive (a and b) and low-

thrust ( c ) orbit-transfer
trajectories

a. Hohmann transfer

b. Bi-elliptical transfer

c. Low-thrust trajectory

Figure 3. GTO escape
spirals with (left) and

without (right) coast arcs

Second half of
elliptic transfer

With these two launch options, two types of
planetary bodies generally classified as Near-
Eafth Objects (NEO)can be reached:the Moon
and Earth-crossing asteroids or comets. Three
missinn ontinnq have thefefofe been
considered for the preliminary assessment of
the SMART-1 mission:

- A mission whose trajectory is bound to the
Earth-Moon system. This includes
missions to the Moon, with weak capture
in an elliptical lunar orbit. Alternatively
Earth-Moon system tours can be
conceived involving flybys or rendezvous
with the Moon or the equilateral t4/L5
Lagrangian points. The allowable payload

mass varies from 10 to 20 kg and the
minimum mission lifetime from 250 to 450
days.

- A flyby to an NEO, either an asteroid or
a comet. This mission can be oerformed
with an Ariane-S launch to GTO as an

auxiliary passenger. The payload mass is

limited to maximum of 10kg and the
minimum mission lifetime exceeds 2.5 years.

- An NEO rendezvous mission using a

dedicated launcher like Eurockot. The
expected payload mass, depending on
the chosen asteroids and launch date, rs

approximately 2Okg, with some limited
growth possibility. The minimum mission
lifetime is about 1 .5 years and varies
greatly according to the target.

A cruise phase during which the electric-
propulsion engine is not operated is a feature of
all of the above mission categories. The length
of these cruise phases, lasting from 100 days
to 1 year. depends strongly on the mission
option and target selected.

Lunar mission from GTO
An important difference between the Rockot
and Ariane-S GTO launch strategies is the
escape strategy. For the Rockot option, there is

.300000300000 L
-400000
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sufficient mass available to allow an injection

into lunar transfer using an additional boost
stage. For the Ariane case, the spacecraft must
spiral out, propelled by its SEPP thrust,
spending a considerable time in the Eadh's

radiation belts. Solar arrays are very sensitive to
damage from such radiation, which would
result in a progressive degradation in SEPP
performance, This solar-array degradation has

therefore been modelled and coupled to the

mission-analysis tralectory-optimisation soft ware
to provide direct information on the SEPP
power available for a given trajectory. Typical

GTO escape trajectories are shown in Figure 3.

The desired final lunar orbit is a polar 10OO km
x 10000 km elliptical orbit with its pericentre
located at one of the poles. The optimisation of
a low-thrust transfer trajectory connecting the
GTO to such a lunar orbit is a difficult problem.
Although several authors have tackled it and
partially solved it for particular cases. no
general optimisation procedure is yet available.

ln the framework of the SMART-I mission

analysis, the problem has been tackled in

several ways and the work is still in progress.

The preliminary results indicate that the spiral
out from GTO can be performed with either
tangential or circumferential thrusting. The
plane change for a year-long launch window
can be accommodated by means of out-of-
plane thrust. The introduction of coast arcs
improves the trajectory for the engine with
higher thrust. The capture in the lunar orbit is

performed by passing in the vicinity of the
cislunar L1 Lagrangian point. The low
acceleration (in the order of 1x1O-a ms-2)

causes some problems with the capture ano
stability of the initial lunar orbit. Some results of
the trajectory calculations are shown in Table 2

and a sample trajectory in Figure 4.

Asteroid mlsslons from GTO
NEO flyby and rendezvous have been studied
starting from a GTO. First the escape spiral has

to be performed, similar to that of the previous

lunar transfer trajectory. In this case, however,
the optimisation aims at minimising the fuel

whilst maximising the orbital energy and no

conditions for the lunar capture need to be set

The time required to achieve a parabolic

escape varies between 230 and 450 days,

depending on the type of engine and the thrust
strategy used.

The target NEO has been selected from a

Catalogue (ftp.lowell.edu) providing osculating
elements of 35 065 asteroids at epoch
September 1997, with launch assumed to take
place in November 2001 . Several trajectories
have been computed with classical Pontryagin-

Table 2. Lunar mission trajectory performance

7

AV

Fuel

Payload mass

Time of flight

SPT-1 OO

3.6 km/s

64 kg (estimated)

10 kg

250 days

UK-10 or RIT-10

4.5 km/s

33 kg

24 kg

450 days

Figure 4. Lunar transfer
trajectory in inertial
coordinate system

0.

2

J

5

6
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type optimisation techniques, including a partial

optimisation of the switching strategy. The
results have shown that: (i) no asteroid
rendezvous is feasible; (ii) just a few asteroids
(1996 X827, 1993 BX3, 1989 ML, etc.) and

comets ftempel-2, Haneda-Campos) can be
reached, but only with high specific impulses
(>3000 s); (iii) the flyby velocity is of the order of
1O km/s for the comets and 2-4 km/s for the
asteroids; (iv) the minimum time of flight is of
the order of 3 years. These results seem to
discourage the choice of such a mission
option.
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Target

Orpheus

1989 UQ

1989 ML

1993 HA

1 997 XF1 1

1 997 XFl 1

Launch date

29-01-2002

18-05-2002

25-07-2002

02-10-2002

09-08-2001

29-07-2003

Asteroid missions from direct injection
Clearly, an asteroid rendezvous mission offers
the most promising scientific results. lt also
involves all of the typical features of a fully-
fledged deep-space mission. The direct-
injection launch option has been consioereo
primarily for these reasons.

A mass at escape of 350 kg, with an optimised
escape velocity and 20o/o gravity loss, is

assumed for a launch date stafting from
November 2001. With these assumptions and
using the high-specific-impulse engine
(>2000s), many rendezvous opporlunities with
asteroids can be identified fl-able 3). The "killer
asteroid" 1997 XF1 1 , for example, can be
reached almost every year. This, however, is
not the most favourable mission scenario.

Table 3. NEO rendezvous trajectory performance

The main problem with the asteroid missions
investigated so far is the large distance from
Earth at which the rendezvous takes olace - uo
to 2 AU - placing high demands on the deep-
space link. The mission-analysis effort is
therefore continuing, seeking closer targets.

Science and technology objectives

Science objectives and model payload
We have seen that the bodies that could be
explored in the course of this mission are Near-
Eafth Object(s) (NEO) and/or the Moon. The
Moon is one of the oldest bodies of the Solar
System and so, besides its own evolution, it
has also recorded the first "footprints" of the
Solar System's history. lts scientific study can
therefore improve our understanding of the
evolution of the Solar System, terrestrial
planets, and the Earth-Moon system as weli as
of the Moon itself.

The NEOs form the present population of
potential Earth impactors. Their exploration can
provide insight into the physical nature of the
bodies that have dominated our olanet's
cratering record since 4 Gyr and have
apparently had an important impact on its
biological evolution. lt is generally agreed that
there are two sources for these ephemeral
bodies: (a) collisional fragments of main-belt
asteroids delivered by efficient eccentricity
pumping, due to resonances with Jupiter
and Saturn, into Earth-approaching orbits; and
(b) cometary nuclei surviving long past their
active lifetime as inert objects, either devolatilized
or covered by a surface crust of refractory
material.

Some typical planetary-science goals, and the
types of instruments on SMART-1 which could
address them, are summarised in Table 4.
Depending on the parlicular mission scenario
chosen, the payload mass is between 10 and
25 kg. lmportant science - for instance
involving astrophysical observations - can also
be carried out during the mission's cruise
phase, as indicated in Table 5.

Instruments

UV camera

Visible and UV cameras

X-ray spectro-imager

Sub-mm receiver

Launch mass Time of flight Payload mass

[ks] fdays] tksl

Planotrnr Qnianno

lvlass and gravimetry

Coarse volume

and density

Rotational properties

Coarse imaging/albedo

Geology and morphology
Sfcron manninn /

topography

Mineralogy

Geochemistry

Planetary environment

42

14

43

25

6

I

Instruments

Flyby tracking

Micro-cameras

Cameras

Narrow FOV imager

High-resolution camera

High-resolution camera

lR mapper

X-ray spectro-imager

Wide FOV and UV imager

321

320

302

317

310

327

442

416

409

518

1 063

994

Table 4. Planetary science and instrumentation

Table 5. Cruise science and instrumentation

Cruise Science

Earth magnetospheric auroral imaging and geo-coronal emissions

Sky large field imaging

Monitor of variability of selected cosmic X-ray sources
(AGN's, cataclysmic variables, active binaries)

Molecular line observation in selected bands (e.9. 02 at 60 GHz)
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Science payload selection
Following issue of the Announcement of
Opportunity (AO) for SMART-1's scientific
payload on 6 March 1998, ESA received
fourteen orooosals for instrument-based
scientific investigations from European Principal
Investigator (Pl) teams, providing excellent
coverage of the science and technology
objectives described in the AO. In addition,
three proposals and ideas for support science
investigations involving no hardware were also
received. The Agency established an independent
Science Payload Peer Review Committee to
assess the proposals and its recommendations
have subsequently been endorsed by the ESA
Advisory Groups - Solar System Working
Group, Astronomy Working Group and Space
Science Advisory Committee - and by the
Science Programme Committee (SPC).

Evaluation criteria
The Science Payload Peer Review Committee
rated the proposals according to the following
criteria, as indicated in the AO:

- Science, technical, programmatic compati-
bility with SMART-1.

- Value for future Cornerstone missions (for

example, mission to Mercury, deep-space
astronomy missions).

- Support to technology demonstration and
environment characterisation for the SEPP
mtsston.

- Originality of science/technology with
regard to current and planned missions.

- Relevance for mission scenario and
nrnnnqod tlrnot

- Demonstrated technological feasibility,
reliability, readiness and development
status of the orooosed instrumentation.

- Competence and experience of the team
in all relevant areas (science, management,
space technology, proposed techniques,
software development and technology, etc.).

- Adequacy of funding, manpower, management,
schedule.

- Communication, oublic outreach and
education aspects.

The Committee also set the following pdodties

for the mission:

o Rendezvous with Near-Earth Obiects after
Lunar Gravitv Assist Flyby

The NEOs recommended, in order of interest.
are Comet Asteroid Transition Objects and C-
type asteroids, which are believed to represent
the final phase in the evolution of dying comets
and may constitute up to 40% of NEOs.
Besides their interest for cometary and early
Solar System understanding, they represent a

class of objects that pose specific hazards to

the Eafth. They are indeed of low density and
loosely bound, so that they could be split
during close encounters with our planet,
increasing the likelihood of later Earth impacts.
It is important to characterise the internal and
sudace chemical and physical inhomogeneity
of these objects. Other rocky or more rigid
asteroids are, however, also of interest as they
could reoresent the seeds from which the inner
olanets have accreted.

Target objects for rendezvous have been
identified for a launch in 2001-2002 and a
decision will be taken after an exhaustive
search and optimisation effort. The lunar gravity

assist might allow an enhanced payload and a

shofter cruise phase, as well as an opportunity
for a lunar polar science flyby. This would, for
instance, allow one to pursue the remote
exploration of permanently dark polar areas as
possible ice reservoirs, and to validate some
scientific results from the Lunar Prosoector
mission. High-resolution mapping of the crater-
rim areas that are almost permanently sunlit is

also of interest in the context of future lunar
landings and outposts.

. Lunar Near-Polar Orbit

This option would allow an orbit with 1000 km
perilune and 10 000 km apolune, thereby
providing an additional lunar-science
contribution to the flyby. The lowering of the
orbit would cost significant fuel, but the high-
resolution instruments would orovide better
data even from 1000 km perilune. The mission
could then address several topical problems,

such as: the accretional orocesses that led to
the formation of the planets; the origin of the
Earth-Moon system; the dichotomy between
the far- and near-sides; the relatively long-term
activity and the thermal and/or dynamic
orocesses resoonsible for this volcanic and
tectonic activity; and the external processes on
the surface (impact craters, erosion and regolith
formation, deposition of ice and volatiles).

The recommended science payload is

comoatible with both the asteroid and the lunar
mission scenarios, the final choice depending
on the choice of launcher and the resources
available from the soacecraft. Both scenarios
would provide extended periods for cruise-
science astronomy observations.

The science model payload
A core science payload has been identified and
is summarised in Table 6. lt includes a multi-
camera system with integrated electronics.
The high-resolution GEMINI optics can provide

14 m definition at 1000 km or 0.4 m at 25 km
(typical NEO rendezvous distance), fulfilling the
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Table 6. Sclence model pavload-

lnstrument Mass [kg] Comment CornerstoneSolarSystem Astronomy

X

X

X

fY

XX

)X

GEMINI : high res. optics 2.3 Wide FOV replaced by AMIE X

No scan unit, no electronics

SAGA control electronics and DPU )C(

Only 20' FOV shared DPU XX

Uses S/C X-Ka transponder XXX

Reduced boom to 0.5 m XX

20 cm focal length, 1-2 CCD X

Combined with S/C antenna XX

Sl : light optics 40
Common SAGA electronics 2 4

AMIE WAC O.B

RSIS O

SPEDE 0.5

IXS light 3.4

SMOG

mission goals for both lunar and NEO science.
It reuses a detector already being developed for
Rosetta. The AMIE wide-field instrument uses a
micro-camera system and includes a miniature
data-processing unit that is of major interest for
future missions. The Sl visible near-infrared
spectral imager will help in mapping mineral
distributions on the targets. The electronics for
these three channels will be integrated into a
single package known as SAGA (SI-AMIE-
GEMINI Assembly) sharing common
subsystems. This not only has the advantage of
reducing mass, but also paves the way for the
integration and miniaturisation of the
electronics required for future missions.

An lmaging X-ray Spectrometer (lXS) will
provide X-ray images with energy discrimi-
nation, allowing mapping of the major elements
on the target surfaces. lt will also provide an
opportunity for X-ray astronomy during the
cruise phase, pafticularly temporal monitoring
of X-ray sources in stellar clusters and Active
Galactic Nuclei. lt builds on the develooment
effort for XMM's X-ray CCDs, and also serves to
oreoare for future Cornerstone missions.

A Radio Science Investigation (RSIS) using a
planned technology X-Ka radio link permrts the
mass, moment of inertia and internal density
distribution of the asteroid to be measured. lt
should also provide improved measurements of
relativistic space-time curvature.

The lightweight Spacecraft Potential, Electron
and Dust Experiment (SPEDE) will both
characterise the plasma environment around
the spacecraft and also provide useful scientific
oaTa.

The SMOG instrument is designed to detect
and map galactic molecular oxygen with
unprecedented sensitivity. lt will also serve as a

technological demonstration ahead of the
FIRST and Planck scientific missions.

This model scientific payload is currently being
verified in terms of soacecraft-resource and
financial viability. Depending on the outcome,
as well as on the technology payload allocation
(see below), other potential scientific payload
items have been earmarked, such as a Lyman-
Alpha and UV mapper for measuring lunar or
asteroid outgassing as well as astronomical
observations, or additional micro-cameras on
pointing micro-turrets.

The technology model payload
The SMART-1 payload willalso include bus and
instrument technology payloads, again
selected during the design phase via an AO
that was issued in April 1998. The technology
proposals received by the 5 June deadline are
described below. The electric orooulsion
system, however, was not part of the AO, and
will be procured via a competitive Invitation to
Tender (lTT).

Electric propulsion
The most important technology to be flown on
SMART-1 is the Solar Electric Primary
Propulsion (SEPP) system demonstration.
Today, Europe already has a large inventory of
electric thrusters either under development or
already at the qualification stage, primarily for
telecommunications spacecraft applications.
Several of them are candidates for use as
primary propulsion thrusters for deep-space
missions the size of SMART-1 , including the so-
called stationary-plasma, radio-frequency-
ionisation and electron-bombardment-
ionisation types.

Stationary Plasma Thrusters are a family of
electric propulsion engines belonging to the
category of "Hall-effect Thrusters" (Fig. 5).

XXX

XX

)()c(

XX

XX

XX

XX

3.3

- The number of X's is an indication of each instrument's potential contribution to the future Cornerstones oI

Horizons 2000 and to the Solar Svstem and Astronomical sciences
-.FP= Fundamental Physics
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External
Coil Thruster Gase

Toroidal
Discharge
Chamber

Internal
Coil

Xenon Flow

Anode Gas
Distributor

Electrons from an external cathode enter a
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anode. On their way to the anode, the electrons
encounter a radial magnetic field created
between inner and outer coils, causing
cyclotron motion around the magnetic field
lines. Collisions between drifting electrons and
xenon propellant create the plasma. The ions
created are then accelerated by the negative
potential existing near the exit of the chamber
due to the Hall effect. The external cathode
acts also as a neutraliser, injecling electrons
into the thrust beam to maintain zero-charge
equilibrium both in the beam and on the
spacecralt. The PPS1350 has an exit diameter
of 100 mm and provides a nominal thrust of
70 mN at 1640 s specific impulse (lsp) and
1350 W of nominal input power. This type of

Accelerated
lon Beam(+)

Electrons from the cathode

Cathode/Neutraliser

Figure 5. Schematic of a
Stationary Plasma Thruster

Figure 6. Schematic of a
Badio-frequency lonisation
Thruster (RlT)

thruster, which can also work at reduced
power, has already completed 7000 h of cyclic-
operation qualification (corresponding to a total
impulse of 2x106 Ns).

Radio-frequency lonisation Thrusters (Fig. 6) fall
into the category of ion engines. The xenon
propellant flows inside a ceramic discharge
chamber through the extraction anode, which
also serves as a gas distributor. The discharge
chamber itself is surrounded by an induction
coil connected to a radio-frequency (RF)

generator. Free electrons within the xenon gas
collect energy from the RF-induced electric
field and ionise the neutral propellant atoms via
inelastic collisions. The discharge is ignited by
the injection of electrons from the neutraliser.
Thrust is generated by the acceleration of ions

Thruster Case

Anode

\
Xenon Flow \

Accelerated
Neutral
Beam

Discharge
Chamber

Static l&

Plasma lft

RF Coil

Neutraliser
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Figure 7. Schematic of an
Electron Bombardment

lonisation Thruster

in the electrostatic f eld aoolied to an extraction
system consisting of the extraction anode and
three grids. The negative potential of these
grids accelerates the positive ions out of the
n+a+ia nlnoma A nn' '{ralicor iniociq olontrnncJLALIU pldJl I lo. n I lvuLl uilour il TJUULo uruuLr vr ro

into the beam to maintain its zero-charge
equilibrium and that of the spacecraft. The
RIT-10 has an exit diameter of 1OO mm and
provides a maximum (modulatable) thrust of
23 mN at 3060 s lsp for an input power of
700 W. The thruster is presently being qualified

for 15 000 h of cyclic operation (corresponding
to a total impulse of 1xlOo N)at 15 mN.

Electron Bombardment lonisation Thrusters
(Fig. 7) also belong to the ion-engine category.
In this case the xenon propellant flows inside a
^^-^-i^ li^^A^-^^ ^A^,_k^- +h.^,,^h ^ ^^^uur dr | ilu urJur rdr 9u ur rdr I ruur u il uuvr I q vqD
distributor. Free electrons produced by a

cathode inside the chamber are attracted by an

anode pole at the end of the chamber and flow
along magnetic field lines created by a number
of electromagnetic coils surrounding the
chamber. Along this path, the electrons hit the
orooellant atoms and ionise them, Thrust is

generated by the acceleration of the ions in the
electrostatic field aoolied to an extraction
system consisting of the extraction anode and
three grids. The negative potential of the grids
accelerates the positive ions out of the static
plasma. A neutraliser injects electrons into the
beam to maintain zero-charge equilibrium in the
beam and on the spacecraft. The UK-10 has
an exit diameter of 100 mm and the current
version provides a maximum (modulatable)

thrust of 23 mN at 3400 s lso for an inout
power of 700 W.

Technology Announcement of Opportunity
Within the scope of the present AO for
technology items. the following categories of

Technology Experiments were considered:
- Key spacecraft technologies, which shall be

nrimo nnnqiitr rantq n{ tl-rn nnananral+ ^" aI
l.Jr [ | ru uvr roLrLuur rLo Ul Ll lU JpdUUUl dlL Ul Ul
nnn n{ i+n or rA -\ /.tame An avamnlo nfvl lE vl ILD Duu-JyDtur rro. nr I unqr I rl.Jru vl

such a technology item could be the Lithium-
Cqrhnn haiforrr rrqonj ---J as sote power source
during eclipse and not backed-up by any
conventional type of battery. An example of
a nnmnloto q5246nra{* ' 'ni+ "anliaaA ao aq uwr I rlJrgL9 olJqwgvldlL ul llL luallJvu aD 4

technology experiment could be a deep-
space TT&C package, including an VKa-
band transponder and antennas. if fully
supporting all telemetry of the scientific
data.

- Technology for science and technology
experiments/instruments ancillary to or in
ar rnn^rt nf tho 6iqoian anA nf i+o nrimnouvvvr r vr Lr ru | | iloDlul I ql lu vl ILD |Jl ll I lv

objective (demonstration of SEPP). Examples
of items falling into this category could be
the InP MMIC front-end of the millimetre-
wave radiometer. or a plasma-diagnostic
package for characterising the solar electric
propulsion environment.

- Technology experiments for spacecraft
units, which are complements of on-board
technology items to be operated as
experiments, i.e. in parallel with a spacecraft
rnit/n:rf roaliqad With a COnVentiOnal

technology. One such example could be a
novel type of gyro, operated in parallel with
the nominal ACS device, to characterise and
compare its in-flight performance, or a small
technology experiment such as a miniature
laser altimeter supporting autonomous
planetary navigation.
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Spacecraft procurement and management

Spacecraft design
The three-axis-stabilised soacecraft has been
preliminarily designed for accommodation on
Ariane-S (Cyclade configuration) or within the
Eurockot fairing. This requirement strongly
constrains the geometric envelope to a cylinder
2,4 m in diameter and 1.0 m high, making the
size of the solar panels a critical spacecraft
design parameter. The maximum power
available therefore ranges from 1300 W with
GaAs/Ge cells, to 1500 W with GalnP/GaAs/Ge
cells. The solar panels rotate to provide
continuous tracking of the Sun during the
mission, whilst also allowing rotation
perpendicular to the solar vector to cover all

thrust directions. Lithium-Carbon batteries will
be used. A data-handling and attitude-control
system based on that of the Odin spacecraft is

foreseen. Star sensors will provide attitude
information. Fibre-optic gyros or accelerometer
packages are also foreseen for safe modes and
rate damping. The actuators will be reaction
wheels and mono-propellant hydrazine
thrusters, in addition to the two-axis gimbals of
the SEPP The communication system is based
on an S-band transponder supporting
packetised command and telemetry. A X,X-Ka
band transponder is also foreseen as a
technology experiment, together with a TWT
high-power amplifier. In the case of the NEO
mission, the communication subsystem would
be based on an S/S-X or X,X-band deeo-soace
transponder and high-gain antennas. The
platform's dry mass ranges between 250 and
290 kg, depending on the type of engine
chosen and the degree of redundancy
imolemented. The amount of xenon fuel
needed, and consequently the payload mass
available, strongly depends on which mission is
chosen. However, the maximum expected fuel

load is 70 kg, and an upper limit of 20 kg for
oavload has been set.

Management approach
To achieve the mission objectives set, within
the strict budgetary constraints and given the
obligations of the ESA Scientific Programme, a
project management plan has been devised
based on the following guidelines:

- Full uo-front ESA involvement in the
design phase in an integrated team with
the prime contractor, in order to ensure
that the design fulfils the mission
requirements and scientific and
technology payload-selection criteria.

- Minimum ESA involvement during the
clcvelonment nhase in non-critical
activities, but with the delegation to the
prime contractor allowing ESA full visibility.

- ESA involvement as the supplier of critical
technologies.

- Full down-stream ESA involvement in the
critical mission ooerations and in the
assessment of the technoloqical results.

This new management approach is aimed at
maximising the use of the existing technical
expeftise, whilst reducing the management
overhead, maintaining a high product standard
and controlling the associated risks.
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lmproving Rosetta's Return-Link Margins

G.P. Galzolari & E. Vassallo
ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational Support, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

S. Benedetto & G. Montorsi
Politecnico di Torino, Turin, ltalv

Introduction
Rosetta will be ESA's most demanding mission
to date in terms of its ground-station
requirements (Fig, 1). In order to be able to
support the mission using the Agency's own
facilities, development of the first ESA deep-
soace antenna. to be sited at Perth in Western

The Rosetta mission is designed to study in-situ a cometary nucleus'
environment and its evolution in the inner Solar System. To be
launched in January 2003 by an Ariane-S, Rosetta will rendezvous with
Gomet P/Wirtanen in 201 1, after one Mars- and two Earth-gravity
assists, and two asteroid fly-bys. The near-comet operations, which
are scheduled to last about 1.5 years, will require a minimum return-
link telemetry data rate of 5 kbiVs to meet the scientific goals, with
about 14 hours of daily coverage.

Rosetta will operate in the frequency bands allocated by the Geneva-
based lnternational Telecommunications Union (lTU) to deep-space
missions operating 2 million kilometres or more from Earth. These
bands enjoy stringent protection requirements, making them virtually
free of radio-frequency interference from other services. Moreover,
the limited number of such missions makes it acceptable to adopt
coding and modulation schemes that are optimum for power-limited
as opposed to bandwidth-limited systems. This adicle describes the
efforts currently being made to optimise Rosetta's communications
capabilities in this respect.

Artist's impression of the Rosetta mission
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Australia, has been initiated (Fig. 2). Despite the
high performance of such a state-of-the-art
antenna - with its diameter of 34 m,
cryogenically cooled low-noise amplifiers, and
receivers with bandwidths as narrow as 0.3 Hz,
^+^ +h^ -^+,,-^ r:^r, marqins needed foroLU. 

- 
Lt tu I utut I t-[t In

Rosetta can only just be satisfied, with little
contingency for performance degradation
during a mission with a nominal lifetime of
about 11 years, operating some 5.8 AU from
Earth. In extreme situations in which only
Rosetta's Low-Gain Antenna (LGA) can be
used, even low-rate telemetry cannot be
supported using existing systems.

In 1993, a new signal-coding concept known
as 'turbo coding'- was introduced by Berrou et
al. lt attracted much attention by promising
greatly improved communications performance
as close as 0.5 dB to the Shannon limit, which
represents the theoretical optimum. Following
regulatory discussions at the May 1996
Meeting of the Consultative Committee for
Space Data Systems (CCSDS), ESA decided
to place a study contract with the
Communications Group at Politecnico di Torino
to investigate the technique further. One aspect
of interest stemmed from the fact that the end-
nrndr rnt iq tho ronoirrod frame inStead Of the
received bit. lt was therefore decided to
investigate whether the Frame Error Rate (FER)

performance would be as good as the Bit Error
Rate (BER) performances being cited in the
turbo-code-related papers appearing in the
literature at the time. The real goal was to
develop design criteria aimed at finding turbo
codes. with gains about 1.5 dB (at an FER =
1xlO-") higher than that of the CCSDS standard
concatenated code adooted as the baseline for
Rosetta.

Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of coding for
space applications. lt shows how, from the first
missions of 1958 until the end of this century,
higher coding gains have brought increasing
decoding complexity, and how turbo codes

- Turbo code: licence France T6l6com & T6lediffusion
de France
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offer the prospect of high gains with still

moderate complexity. The concatenated code
currently baselined for all ESA and NASA
missions was first used in 1981 on Voyager,
while the first ESA mission to use it was Giotto,
launched in 1985. lt is currently being used for
ESA's Cluster-ll and is presently also baselined
for Rosetta. The convolutional code used on
ESA's recent ISO mission was first flown on
Voyager in 1977. lt can be seen that these
codes lay on a straight line in the complexity
versus gain domain. Large deviations from this
line were necessary due to the problems with
the Galileo antenna. The so-called long
constraint length (14, 1/4) convolutional code
needed for the Galileo missions is shown to

produce an extra margin of 2 dB over the
concatenated code at the exoense of a three
orders of magnitude increase in complexityl
The turbo codes considered here are
potentially on the straight line again, yet achieve
better performance than the Galileo codes and
closely approach the theoretical limit predicted
by Shannon.

The Rosetta telecommunications
As is customary with deep-space missions,
Rosetta's down-link modulation scheme will be
binary PCM/PSK/PM- on a square-wave
subcarrier. The CCSDS-recommended coding
scheme is the concatenated Reed-Solomon
(255,223) and convolutional (rate 1/2, 64

Figure 1. Rosetta mission-
activities chart

. PCM / PSK / PM = Pulse-

Code Modulation / Phase-

Shift Keying / Phase

Modulation

Figure 2. The Rosetta
ground-station network
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BER=10-6 (14,1/4)+RSx4

1989 Galileo
(15,1/4)+RS

1997 Cassini
(15,1/6)+RS

Codes
designed for

BER=5x10-3

|-^tntt Voyaser

\ 
(t,il2)\o

'1969 Mariner

1968 Q,112)
1958 Explorer

(uncoded)

Figure 3. Historical evolution of coding for deep-
sDace mtsstons
(Courtesy of NASA/JPL; Copyright JPUCaltech)
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Turbo Encoding

A turbo code, which functionally is a Parallel Concatenated
Convolutional Code (PCCC for shorl), is formed by two
convolutional encoders and one interleaver (Fig. 5). The
information sequence u enters the first encoder C1, which
generates the coded sequence xl. At the same time. u is
permutated by the interleaver into a new sequence uP which
is successively encoded by the second encoder C2. giving
rise to the coded sequence x2. The code sequence x of the
PCCC code CP is obtained through the concatenation of the
two encoded sequences xl and x2. Designing a PCCC
involves optimising the two convolutional encoders and the
interleaver.

To be compatible with one of the existing frame lengths
allowed by the current standard concatenated coding
scheme, the interleaver length N was chosen equal to 8920
bits, corresponding to 5 input words of a (255,223) Reed-
Solomon code with 8 bits per symbol (N=8920=5.223.8).
The development efforl has therefore been decoupled into
two separate design stages, the first optimising the two
convolutional encoders, and the second seekinq a suitable
interleaver with length N=8920

To pedorm the first step. the presence of an 'average'

interleaver. called the'uniform' interleaver has been
assumed, so that the two convolutional encooers can De

optimised as those offering the best pedormance averaged
rnrilh raqnont in tho rrrhnl^ alroo nf inlnzlnrlnrnvv .r I ruo|\JuuL Lv Lr ru vvr rvlE ulooo ul ll lLEl lgovElJ,

Figure 4. Frame Error Rate (FER) performances ol
the various CCSDS codes

The optimisation has been performed for PCCCs with rates
oI 1/2,2/5, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/6, and upper bounds to the
Frame Error Rate (FER) have been evaluated in the presence
of the uniform interleaver. Figure 6 shows the FER
performance for different nterleaver lengths and numbers of
states (and therefore complexity) of the convolutional
encoders, Figure 7 only shows the performance of the
selected 16-state turbo code versus Eg/No (signal-to-noise
ratio) for three different interleaver lengths (and therefore
frame lengths). Looking at these figures, an FER of better
than 10 

* 
is obtained by the CCSDS standard at Eg/No=2.92

dB, ano better than 1O ' ar E6/No 2.88 dB. Both the rale 1/2

and 1/6 turbo codes achieve a gain with respect to both ER

specifications. However, the gain at FER=10 " appears t be
marginal, and this can be attributed to the relatively poor
performance of the uniform interleaver.

Having optimised the two convolutional encoders, the
intedeaver has been designed using the so-called 'spread-

interleaver'approach, which leads to an interleaver
permutation whose integer values are chosen randomly,
although this imposes a constraint on the minimum
separation of two consecutive interleaver positions

Figure 8 shows as an example the simulated results and the
extrapolated curve for the rate 1/6 PCCC obtained by
concatenatrng a 16-state. rale 1/4 optimal systematic.
recursive convolutional encoder with a rale 1/2 encoder
nhlaincd frnm thc nntimal 16-State rate 1/3 encnder hv| / u vr rvvvv. vy

eliminating the systematic bit. The curves show a frame error
probability of around 4.4x10 - at -0.2 dB.

34567
Coding Gain, dB

8 I 10 11 12
BETTER ------------->
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states) code, for which both ESA and NASA
have coders and decoders available off-the-
shelf. With a Reed-Solomon code interleaving
depth of 5, the Rosetta Frame Error Fate is met
when the bit signal-to-noise ratio (SNR = Eg/Ns)
is greater Ihan 2.62 dB. The performance of this
code is shown in Figure 4, where it (indicated as
VD+R-S) is comoared with the uncoded Phase-
Shift Keying (PSK), the Reed-Solomon (R-S)and
the convolutional (VD) performance. The coding
rate, currently seIIo 1/2.28, could be reduced to
1/6 without problems. Thanks to the coherency
between symbol clock and subcarrier frequency,
the ESA ground-station demodulators achieve
symbol synchronisation down to SNR values
much lower than required for concatenated
decoding and could therefore accommodate
coding schemes with lower rates without
needing to redesign the demodulation chain.

The coding improvements
Extracting extra dBs of gain from the Perth
antenna is not possible without incurring major
costs, as its specifications are state-ofthe-art
for a 34-m antenna. Increasing its diameter
beyond 34 m would require a completely
new design and double the cost. Enlarging
Rosetta's on-board High-Gain Antenna (HGA)

or increasing its transmit power is also
not viable, and moreover would not help
in emergency situations where the HGA
cannot be used. The development efforts have
therefore been focused on potential
improvements in the coding area, and turbo
coding in particular for its promise of
approaching the theoretical maximum gain
obtainable (the Shannon limit). The details are
given in the accompanying panel.

1 o-a

S ro'

10*

Figure 5. The turbo-encoding concept

Rate=1/6 16 states CCs, N=2048,4096, 8192
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Figure 6. FER versus E6lNo bounds for proposed rate'l/2 turbo
codes

Rate 1/6 PCCC. N=8920. '16-state CCs
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Figure 8. Simulated FER versus EblNo curves for 16-state rate
1/6 turbo code and spread interleaver (N=8920)
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Figure 9. A typical onboard
telemetry and telecommand

data-processing approach
for an ESA spacecraft

Code Rate

1/2
2/5
1/3
1/4
1/6

lmprovement [dB] a
@ FER = 10- @ FER = 10"
1.7 *1.2
2.O - 1.6
2.3 - 2.O

2.5 - 2.O

2.7 - 2.O

The extensive simulation results suggest the
following conclusions:
- With respect to the CCSDS performance

goal, the use of parallel concatenated codes
yields a significant saving in Eg/No for both
frame error probabilities considered (10 -

and 1O ").

- For. the higher frame error probability, i.e.

1O 
-, the expected gain ranges from 1.7 dB

(for the rale 1/2 code) up Io 2.7 dB (for the
rate 1/6 code). Note that these coding gains
have been obtained by simulating the
iterative very reliable.

- For the lower value of frame error probabilitv,

i.e. 10-6, the expected gain ranges from l.Z
dB (for the rate 1/2 code) up to 2.0 dB (for
the rate 1/3 code). Decreasing the code rate
does not seem to yield improvements in this
case. These coding gains have been
obtained through a semi-analytical extension
technique, which implies maximum
likelihood decoding, and must therefore be
considered good approximations of those
obtainable with the iterative decoding algorithm.

The coding gains of the proposed 16-state
Parallel Concatenated Convolutional Codes
(PCCCs) over the present 64-state CCSDS
standard are summarised in Table 1 for various
code rates and for the two reoresentative
values of FER, i.e. 10a and 106. These gains
are based on the turbo encoders orooosed for
CCSDS adoption (with the exception of rale 2/5).

Table 1. Estimated improvement comaared
with current CCSDS concatenated coding
<r'homo (R..rl-.9nlnJngz and 64-Statet' rvvv vv,v

convol utional encoder)

- The sensitivity of peformance to the phase
jitter due to the carrier recovery scheme of a
nr:ctinal rocoivor haS been meaSUfed in

terms of bit error probability degradation. lt
has been verified that a carrier-to-noise ratio
of 17 dB in the carrier recovery loop (the same
as required by the present standard) is sufficient
to guarantee a degradation below 0.1 dB in

Eg/l\o, for both rate 1/2 and rale 1/6 codes.

The outlook for Rosetta
CCSDS standard concatenated encoding is

the baseline for Rosetta and will be
implemented on board with the usual ESA
data-processing approach based on dedicated
hardware, as shown in Figure 9. Since the
frame-length values proposed in the turbo-
code option of the CCSDS Channel Coding
Recommendation (undergoing Agency review)

correspond to those allowed for Reed-
Solomon encoding, it will be possible to retain
the current upper-layer implementations
unaltered, still using the standard ASICs for on-
board frame generation.

As the data rates needed for Rosetta are
comparatively low, the turbo encoding can be
implemented in software and used only when
required to achieve the necessary link margins.
The uncoded frames would always be
generated by the VCN/ ASIC, be encoded by
software routines, augmented by the addition
of the required synchronisation markers, and
then sent to the 'transmitter'. The only foreseen
impact of turbo coding on Rosetta's on-board
telecommunications system is that a different
symbol rate has to be accommodated by the
transponder's modulator, unless the
information bit rate is properly adjusted.

Since the turbo routines are orooosed for
software implementation, different coding
schemes (potentially even closer to the Shannon
limit) could be loaded onto the spacecraft by
ground commands during the 1 1-year mission,
for use as required. As the existing ground-
station demodulation chains are also comoatible
with the proposed codes, only replacement or
augmentation of the existing decoders and
frame synchronisers would be required. lt is

therefore believed that this choice is the most
cost-effective solution for increasing Rosetta's
return-link margins by as much as 2.7 dB.
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Looking Back at ISO Operations
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Introduction
ISO consisted essentially of a large cryostat
which contained at launch about 2300 litres of
superfluid helium to maintain the Ritchey-
Chretien telescope, the scientific instruments
and the optical baffles at temperatures of
2 - 8K. The telescope had a 60-cm diameter
primary mirror. A three-axis stabilisation system
provided a pointing accuracy at the arc-
second level. ISO's sophisticated instrument
complement, built by international consortia of

The Infrared Space Observatory (lSO), the world's first true orbiting
infrared observatory was switched off in May 1998, long after the
expiry date foreseen in the specifications for the mission. Instead of
the required 18 months, the highly-successful in-orbit operations of
this excellent satellite continued for more than 28 months leading to
an extensive database of observations which will be providing
astronomical surprises for years to come. This article looks back at
the way operations were conducted.

permitting access to the Orion region of the
sky, which was not visible during the nominal
mission. All instruments worked very well and
returned vast quantities of high quality data.
The many scientific highlights of ISO include:
the detection of water on Titan, on the giant
planets, around young and old stars and in

distant galaxies; peering into the cradles of star
formation; elucidation of the nature of the
mysterious power sources energising some of
the most luminous galaxies; and peeking back
in time to gather clues to the formation and
early evolution of galaxies.

Following exhaustion of the liquid helium
supply, a number of technological tests, aimed
at gathering data to benefit future missions,
were carried out. The satellite was then
switched off on 16 May 1998.

Operational concept
The operational concept of ISO was driven by
several constraints: severe sky coverage
limitations due to pointing constraints on the
spacecraft, the complexity of the scientific
instruments, and the necessity to conduct
many short observations under ground station
coverage (no onboard data or command
storage for instrument operations). The overall
pace of operations and the individual
observations in a single programme being
widely separated in time meant that 'observers'
were not present during the execution of their
observations. Thus, ISO was operated in a
service observing mode with each day's
operations planned in detail up to three weeks
ahead in time.

This concept drove the design of the ground
segment, which consisted of the Spacecraft
Control Centre (SCC) and the Science
Operations Centre (SOC), both co-located at
ESAs Villafranca premises near Madrid, Spain
and two ground stations. ESA provided one
ground station, located in Villafranca. The
second ground station, located at Goldstone,

More details about lSO, its
instruments and its early
scientific results may be found
in articles in ESA Bulletin
numbers 84 and 86 The
project information is also
available via the ISO V\WW
server at:
http://www.iso vilspa esa es/

scientific institutes and industries, consisted of
an imaging photo-polarimeter (ISOPHOT), a
camera (ISOCAM), a Short Wavelength
Spectrometer (SWS) and a Long Wavelength
Spectrometer (LWS). Together the instruments
provided a variety of spectral and spatial
resolutions across the wide wavelength range
of 2 - 240 microns. ISO was placed into a
highly-elliptical orbit on 17 November 1995 by
an Ariane-4 launcher. The launch and early
operations phase was planned and controlled
by ESAs main Operations Centre, ESOC. Once
the spacecraft status had been checked out,
and the perigee-raising manoeuvre was
executed, the operations were transferred to
ESA's Satellite Tracking Station in Villafranca,
Spain (Vilspa).

In orbit, all satellite systems performed superbly
with the pointing accuracies being up to ten
times better than specifications and with the
liquid helium coolant lasting until B April 1998,
nearly 30% longer than specified, not only
leading to more observations but also
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California, was contributed by the Nationa
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

Additional resources, enabling ISO to be
operated for a longer period per day, were
supplied by the Institute of Space and
Astronautical Science (ISAS), Japan. Together,
both tracking stations provided approximately
22 hours/day of real-time support. Figure 1

gives an overview of the main elements of the
ISO Control Centre.

The SCC team, within the Directorate of
Technical and Operational Support (D/TOS)

was resoonsible for the conduct and control of
the flight operations for lSO, and had ful

responsibility for spacecraft health and safety,

including that of the scientific instruments. The
SOC team, within the Directorate of Science
(D/SC|), was responsible for the operations of
the scientific instruments, including observing
programmes, and data reduction and distribution.

Gommunity support
ISO - as an observatory - was open to the
astronomical community including expert and
non-expert users. The community support task
was to facilitate scientifically-effective use of
ISO and included handling all requests for
observing time as well as providing concise and
up-to-date information.

Approximately 45o/o of ISO's time was reserved
for those parties contributing to the
development and operation of the scientific
instruments and the overall facility, namely: the
instrument teams; the Mission Scientists; the
scientific staff of the SOC; and ESA's
international partners in the mission, NASA and
ISAS. Definition and coordination of these
guaranteed-time observations started some
eight years before launch. In addition to its

scientific value, this early starl was important
both to help define observing modes and also
to be able to publish 'worked examples' to the
community with the pre-launch call for
0ro00sars.

The remaining more than half of ISO's
observing time was distributed to the general

community via the traditional method of
proposals and peer review. One 'Call for
Observing Proposals' was issued pre-launch
(April 1994) and one post-launch (August
1996). Over 15OO proposals, requesting almost
four times more observing tlme than available,
were received in response to these Calls. Some
4Oo/o of the orooosals arrived in the last 24
hours before the deadlines. All orooosals were
evaluated scientifically by an 'Observing Time
Allocation Committee' consisting of
approximately 35 external scientists, supported
by members of the Science Operations Centre

(SOC) for technical evaluations. The necessary
flexibility for follow-up observations during the
mission was provided by discretionary time
proposals, with over 150 proposals being
received, of which 4O/o were in the last four
months of the mission. Despite being very
manpower intensive over relatively short
periods of time, the proposal process worked
very welr.

Successful 'orooosers' then moved on to the
next phase of the process. Here they had to
enter full details of their observations into the
SOC's databases. Prior to launch, this typically
involved a visit of around a week to a soecific
data-entry centre set up in ESTEC (for US

observers, a similar centre was operated at
IPAC). The Eurooean centre at ESTEC was co-
located with the Science Operations Centre
during its development phase, prior to moving
to Spain. The Infrared Processing and Analysis
Center (IPAC) was designated by NASA as the
suppod centre for US ISO observers. Over 500
astronomers visited ESTEC in the first six
months of 1995 and were assisted by resident
astronomers and technical assistants in

finalising and entering their observational
programmes. Post-launch as experience and
confidence grew, visits were almost completely
replaced by remote logins across the Internet.

During the in-orbit operations, observers were
permitted to tune up their programmes - via
lnternet communications with the Science
Operations Centre - to take full advantage of
results from orevious observations and of
improving knowledge of how best to use ihe
instruments. The facility was widely used, with

- averaged across the entire set of
observations - each programme being
uodated around three times. Because scientific
judgement often had to be involved, checking
that updated observations did not duplicate
existing ones was a very labour-intensive task,

Prior to launch, user documentation (such as
observers' manuals, data reduction manuals,
information notes, etc.) was mainly paper-

based. However, during the operations, this
completely switched to being Web-based. The
ISO WVWV site opened in 1994 and had over
1 million hits (from non-ESA machines) during
operations. lt rapidly became the essential way
of communicating with observers. The site was
continually upgraded, e.g. with the addition of
galleries of science results and of tools for
detailed monitoring of execution of observing
programmes.

By its nature, community support is a labour-
intensive and open-ended task and will always
be limited by available resources. On lSO, it
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worked very well; however, looking back, one

would have liked to have been more proactive

in getting even more information out to the
community.

Science operations
ISO science operations were organised almost
as a factory 'production line'. The starting point

was the databases into which observers had

entered all the details required to implement
their observations in service mode. Each

observation was technically validated and then

loaded into the so-called Mission Data Base
(MDB), which at the end of the mission
included more than 40 000 observations.

The next step was to generate a long-term
plan, showing when and how the most
scientifically-important observations could be
implemented. This was particularly important in

the case of a mission like ISO with a short
lifetime and with only a limited part of the sky

accessible at any given time. A coarse pre-

scheduling of the next three months was made
This process was extremely time- and
resource-consuming and never worked quite

as expected since one was dealing with a
'moving target'. In other words, the flexibility

offered to the observers to optimise their
observing programmes meant that the input
changed faster than the plan. This flexibility was
necessary and greatly enhanced the scientific
return. However, extensive and complex
manual work was required to enable ISO to
successfully execute nearly 98% of the highest
priority observations. Similar missions in the
future should be able to generate a

representative long-term plan within a few days

with minimal human intervention.

Next in the production line came the detailed
planning of each day's observations to the level

of instrument commands at a granularity of
1 second of time. The goal here was to
minimise slew and dead time, and generate

efficient schedules while preserving the
scientific content (i.e. carrying out the high
priority observations). The system worked very

successfully and produced schedules with an

average efficiency of 92%, where efficiency is

defined as the ratio of the time the satellite was
accumulating scientific data to the available

science time. In fact, the actual efficiency
achieved can be considered to be even higher

since nearly two-thirds of the time for slewing
between targets was used to gather
serendipitous data at previously-unsurveyed
infrared wavelengths with the photometer, and
since the camera and Long Wavelength
Spectrometer collected data in parallel modes
when the observer had specified use of another
instrument. Part of the trick was to do

'overbooking'. In other words, the mission

database was filled up so that it always
contained about twice as many observations
as could be accommodated during the
remaining ISO lifetime. In essence, short lower-
grade observations were used to fill in gaps

between high-grade ones.

The SOC monitored the instruments in real

time as the observations were executed
automatically, but had the capability to
intervene manually if necessary. There were few
instrument anomalies; typical interventions
were, for example, the 'closing' of the camera if
a bright target entered its field of view. This was
required to avoid saturation and its long-lasting
effect on the detectors.

The final steps in the production line involved

the processing, quality control, archiving and

finally the distribution of the data on CD-ROMs.
From an operational point of view, the
processing and archiving of the data worked
flawlessly. Over 10 000 CD-ROMs were
distributed to observers. The processing

algorithms and calibration were initially far from
perfect and, in fact, improvements will continue
for the coming years. However, within one year

of launch, an ISO-dedicated issue of
Astronomy and Astrophysics containing nearly

100 scientific papers, had been published.
Given the inherent complexity of the
instruments and in particular of the behaviour
of the lR detectors, this is a significant
achievement.

One of the major factors in the successful
operation of ISO's sophisticated instruments
was the assignment to each of an 'lnstrument
Dedicated Team' (lDT) of experts at Villafranca.

The teams' responsibilities included: the overall
maintenance of the instruments (including the
real-time monitoring software and procedures);

the calibration; and the design and much of the
coding and testing of the data processing
algorithms. Other experts, back at the Principal
lnvestigator institutes, worked in close
cooperation with the SOC's Instrument
Dedicated Teams. These teams were crucial in

making instrument operations run smoothly by
rapidly diagnosing and fixing anomalies, by
optimising the observing modes and by getting
the instruments properly calibrated.

Much of the necessary complexity of science
ooeration was embedded in the over one
million lines of code of the SOC software. More
than 1700 Software Problem Reports (SPR)

were responded to and over 250 System
Change Requests and Extra Wishes (SCREW
imolemented in the course of the mission. This
comes on top of the -1000 SPRs and -100



SCREWs implemented pre-launch, during and
after the period of integration, tests and
simulations. All of the SOC's software
maintenance team had been involved in the
development of the SOC software before
launch. Such breadth and depth of experience
turned out to be a major factor in the success
of ISO science operations.

The SOC benefited greatly from having a,,

functions (e.9. from establishing observing
programmes to data distribution; from system
design to software maintenance) integrated
into the one centre as this streamlineo
intedaces and improved communications. For
the same reasons, the co-location with the
Spacecraft Control Centre was also verv
beneficial.

Another key factor was the extensive period of
end-to-end tests and simulations through
which the entire ground segment software and
procedures were exercised prior to launch.
Not only was this essential in uncovering bugs
not found by lower level tests, but it also
ensured that the whole SOC was fully trained
and operational at launch. In particular, the ful
58 days of the Performance Verification phase
had been scheduled and validated on the
software simulator prior to launch. This
permitted that, 2.5 months after launch exactly
as planned, the routine phase could start with
over two-thirds of the observing modes fully
commissioned and readv for use bv the
scientific community.

The Spacecraft Control Gentre (SCC)
The Launch and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP) was
supported directly from the Operations Contro
Centre at ESOC, Darmstadt; all subsequent
operations were successfully supported from
the SCC. The mission phases were as follows:

- Launch and Early Orbit Phase:
17 Io 20 November 1995

- Satellite Commissioning Phase:
21 November to 8 December 1995

- Pefformance Verification Phase:
9 December 1995 to 3 February 1996

- Routine Mission Phase:
4 February 1996 to 8 April 1998

- Operations Run-Down Phase:
9 April to 16 May 1998

Given the large number of relatively short
observations, operations had to be carried out
in an automated way. Stading from manual use
of the Flight Operations Plan and associated
procedures, operations were gracefully
automated during the commissioning phase to
use, by the end of this phase, a fully pre-
programmed Central Command Schedule
(CCS), reflecting the output product of the

Mission Planning Phase 1 (SOC) and of the
Mission Planning Phase 2 (SCC). This schedute
contained all platform and payload commands.
On average, some 10 OOO commands had to
be uplinked to the spacecraft every day.
Therefore, only minimum operator intervention
was required for spacecraft and instrumenr
operatrons.

The CCS contained dedicated 'windows'
during which either spacecraft or science
operations could be scheduled. Additionally,
'event designators' and 'keywords' were
defined that triggered certain commano
operations to be inseded in those windows
when required. A skeleton schedule for a
revolution (orbit) is shown in Figure 2. fhe
baseline approach during routine operations
was that all four instruments were activated
and de-activated automatically by the
schedule, irrespective of whether a particular
instrument was scheduled for use in that orbit
or not.

To optimise the time available for scientific
observations, spacecraft operations ano
instrument activation and de-activation were
placed along an orbit in such a way that they
did not use science time (defined as the time
the satellite spent outside the main parts of the
van Allen belts, i.e. above an altitude of
approximately 40 O0O km). Interleaved manual
commanding was, in principle, only required to
suppod ranging, ground station handover, and
a few specific operations of the Attitude and
Orbit Control Subsystem. The schedule offered
'hold', 'resume' and 'shift' functions in order to
recover from, and to minimise the impact of.
spacecraft, instrument or ground segment
anomalies. When required, recovery from
problems was initiated following the relevant
Flight Control Procedures (FCPs) and
Contingency Recovery Procedures (CRPs) of
the Flight Operations Plan. lt is worth noting
that approximately 1000 FCPs and 5OO CRPs
had been written and validated with the
platform simulator before rauncn.

During pre-launch testing, it was already
realised that the command schedule was highly
susceptible to ground-segment problems
because of the very high scientific instrument
command rate. In the event of problems, e.g.
when commands could not be verified due to
loss of telemetry, the schedule was suspended.
In the worst case, a short drop in telemetry
could cause the loss of a scientific observation
of several hours' duration.

Throughout the in-orbit operations, a wide
variety of efforts were successfully undertaken
by the SCC to prevent or minimise the loss of
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Figure 2. Skeleton schedule
for ISO activities along an
orbit, showing activities from
acquisition of signal (AOS) at
Vilspa to loss of signal (LOS)
from the Goldstone DSS-27
antenna. Times are given in
hours and minutes since
perigee passage, and the
duration of an activity is
shown in brackets. Science
observations started with the
opening of the observation
window (OBS OPEN) about
4h after perigee passage and
continued-wtthashott
break at the time of
handover from Vilspa to
Goldstone - until
OBS CLOSE nearly 21 h after
perigee passage. The
instruments were activated
and de-activated during
specific windows (ACTIV
and DEACTIV), which also
contained instrument
calibration and trend analysis
activities. PPL and PPM refer
to a programmed pointing
mode for autonomous
pointings to an uplinked list
of safe attitudes. During
the ACAL window, various
spacecraft attitude
calibrations were carried out.
Depending on the planned
observing programme, the
reaction wheels (RWL) had to
be brased at various times
during the day's operations

science Major improvements inc uded the
implementation of an automatic telemetry I nk

re-configuration on the ISO Ded cated Control
System, which reduced the mpact of te emetry

drops considerably, Tbe mplementation of the
Hipparcos/Tycho Guide Star Catalogue n the

Flight Dynamics System (FDS) contrlbuted
greatly in solving the guide star acqu sition
problerrs encountered eady ln the mission, ln a

loint efforl between the SOC and the SCC. a
new observing mode was implen]ented for the

Long Wavelength Spectrometer, enabl ng it to
gather sc ence data even when not schedu ed

as the 'prime instrument

Another improvement. which made a major

contribution to the science output, was tne

reduction of the satell te's abso ute point ng

error from 4 arcsec during the commission ng

phase to the I arcsec eve in the routlne phase,

especaly since the system specif cation was
< 11 7 arcsec,

The ISO M ssion Control System (see Fig 3)

performed all aspects connected with the

operatlons and safety of the spacecraft.
including safety monitor ng of the sclentific

instruments The hardware of the control
system cons sted essentially of two VAX 4600
redundart Spacecraft Monitor ng and Contro
computers (ISOBT/ISODV), s x associated Sun

SPARC-2O workstalions. associated spacecrafT

control software, and the miss on planning

system software as far as Misslon Planning

Phase 2 was concerned, The system was
designated as the ISO Dedicated Control
System (IDCS) Ihe FDS consisted of a set of
five Sun workstations and dedicated software
These systems were networked on a part a ly

redundant OPSLAN to prevent single point

fai ures and solated the SCC from tbe outside
word,

Two redundant m cro-VAX 3100-76 computers
formed the Operational Data Server system
(ODS I l2) Ihe ODS constituted the intedace
between the spacecraft contro system of the
SCC and that of the SOC as far as sc ence real

time data reception n the form of Telemetry

Distribution Forrrats (TDF) was concerned The

atter contained not on y telecommand history

data, but also specia y provided der ved
te emetry paran-reters These parameters were

utilised within the SOC for instrument monitoring

and contro purposes, using the Real Time
Techn cal Assessment (RTA) and Qu ck-Look
Analysis (QLA) software, which ran on the four
instrument workstat ons (one ded cated per

instrument), The ODS was also the interface

b,etween the Mission Planning Phase 1 (N/PPI)

of the SOC and that of the SCC (MPP2) for
interchanging nrisslon p anning fi es
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Furthermore, the ODS provided the short
histo.y a.chive or the science tele.netry and
a.chived TDfs onto opt'cal disr<s for access
f rom tne SOC Science Data Processing
system. The network intedace provided the
connectvity of the IDCS with the ground
stations lhrough the Integrareo Switching
System (lSS), as part of the OPSNET. Suppor.t
functions were provided for: Spacecraft
Performance Evaluation (SPEVAL), required
Lo determine all aspects of spacecraft
pedormance which could impact the life of the
nission and mission eff'crency: and spacecraft
on-board software maintenance for the AOCS,
STR and the OBDH. Communications Services
were provided to interface with the ground
stations, and with ESOC for ranging and orbit-
related activit es Two spacecraft hybrid
sim.lators were orovided to supporl a variety of
tasks, such as testing and validating
procedures, AOCS on-board software
maintenance and vaiidation, and spacecraft
anomaly investigation.

Extended mission
One very significant achievement was the
mission extensron beyond September/OcLober

'997. During this time. ISO's orbiral geomerry
was such that it underwent eclipses of
exceptionally long duration. Additionally, during
eady September, marginal violations of the
Earth constraint on the pointing direction could
not be avoided for some minutes each day as
ISO went through perigee Since the spacecraft
was required to be operaLed beyond design
specifrcaLions with respecr [o power. Sun ano
Eadh constraints, it was necessary to develop
and implemenI a new operarions st.ategy.
which deviated considerably from the well-
nrn\/on rnr rtino-nh:eo anorqiinnq .^n.o^i ln

addition to the above, there was a strong
requirement from the scientific community to
observe lhe Orion ano Lhe Taurus regions ol the
sky, which became visible to ISO during this
period for the first time in the mission.

During the period 7 September to 7 October
1997, when eclipses reached a maximum of
166.5 mjnutes. i.e more than twice as ong as
the baseline design or 80 .ninutes. the power or
the two batLeries had to be preserved by
switch ng off non essentia units, by restricting
scientific pointings to one observation during
ec ipse, and by restricting the use of the

Ranging Dala

Figure 3. The ISO Mission
Control System

Load RAM Dump RAM
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TDF DATA
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instruments to two out of four during the peak
eclipse period. To ensure proper pointing
stability in eclipse, a second 'roll star' was used
by the Star Tracker. This star, some 2' away
from the guide star, was used to control the
gyro drift with respect to the satellite x-axis and
hence the telescope boresight, At the same
time, the Earth warning and forbidden regions
had to be violated, since no constraint-free
corridor was left around perigee. This was
crucial for the Attitude and Orbit Control
Subsystem (AOCS) and therefore for the
telescope pointings around perigee. In order to
reduce the impact of the penetration into the
Eadh-constraint region, the Sun constraint had
to be relaxed.

All of the above required disabling most of the
autonomous fallback functions of the AOCS
and On-Board Data Handling Subsystems, i.e.

the satellite was safeguarded by relying on
ground control only. Both on-board batteries
showed excellent performance with less than
expected depth of discharge and reached full

charge each revolution. The effect of violating
the Earth constraints was less than oredicted.
The telescope upper baffle temperatures
increased by just under 4 K, returning to
nominal temperatures within 45 minutes
thereafter. The AOCS pointing performance
was very stable and hence scientific
observations performed during eclrpses did not
suffer from any degradation in pointing. The
period passed uneventfully and routine
ooerations continued until the helium was
deoleted on 8 Aoril 1998.

After helium depletion
After depletion of the liquid helium supply, an

extensive 'technology test programme' was
carried out with the soacecraft. lnterleaved with
these technical tests were observations using
the shortest wavelength detectors of the Short
Wavelength Spectrometer instrument to extend
a stellar spectral classification scheme to the
infrared. Various software and hardware
systems that, due to the superb performance
of the spacecraft, did not have to be used
during the operational phase were subjected to
detailed tests, Results from these tests will

benefit future ESA missions, e.g. XMM and
Integral, which use some of the same
components, such as the Star Trackers guiding
fho qnanonrafi

Operations summary
Operations ran very smoothly from the start.
They were well served by a superb spacecraft,
working much better than specified, and by
robust instruments which, in general, suffered
only a few anomalies of a relatively minor
nature. All elements of the ground segment

also performed excellently, leading to an overall
system availability during routine-phase
operation of 98.3% of the time scheduled for
science. Taking into account all possible
reasons for failure, only 4%o of observations
were lost.

Very few anomalies occurred with the
spacecraft and the instruments. The largest
single spacecraft anomaly occurred in May
1996, when a sequence of on-board events led

to the Earth entering ISO's field of view for
about 2 minutes. No damage was done to the
satellite and full science operations were
resumed within 36 hours. On the instrument
side, the main anomalies were periodic
increases in noise for some of the detectors of
the photometer and some positioning
difficulties with an exchange wheel of the Long
Wavelength Spectrometer. Scientific usage of
the instruments was temporarily interrupted
while solutions were determined, tested and
implemented.

During the routine operations phase, some
50 000 pointing requests (slews) were
executed in order to carry out over 31 000
observations (including astronomical calibration
observations). In total, over 26 450 science
observations were carried out successfully for
nearly 600 observers in over 1000 separate
research programmes. About 4OO hours of
science observations were carried out per
month, with an average of 41 observations per
day but ranging from 6 to 238. The average
observation duration was 24 minutes, with the
shortest single observation having had a

duration of 36 secs (a camera calibration) and
the longest single observation having been
nearly 8 hours on Titan. Figures 4 and 5 give
information covering the relative usages of the
different instruments and observing modes.

Organisation
The SCC was led by the Spacecraft Operations
Manager and, throughout the routine
operations phase, there were 28.3 staff in post
(Fis. 6).

The SOC was organised into two teams: the
science team, led by the Project Scientist,
which was responsible for community support
and for setting the overall policy for the
SOC; and the operations team, led by the
Science Operations Manager, which was
responsible for instrument operations and the
SOC infrastructure. On average during the
routine phase, the SOC had 92 members
(Fig. 7).

Future scientific activities
A collaborative effort, coordinated by the ESA
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ISO Data Centre at Villafranca in Spain, is

already underway to maximise the scientific
return of the mission by facilitating effective and
widespread exploitation of the data and by
preparing the best possible final archive to
leave as ISO's legacy. This effort is expected to
last until the end of 2001 and includes
deepening the understanding of the
performance of the instruments and the
satellite, improving the data processing and
suppofting the general community in the usage
of ISO data products. The first homogeneously-
processed archive of ISO data will open via the
WWW in autumn 1998.

The centres involved in this effort are:

- ISO Data Centre at Vilspa in Spain

- Five Specialist National Data Centres (NDC):
. French ISO Centres, SAp/Saclay and

IAS/Orsay, France
. ISOPHOT Data Centre at MPIA in Germany
. Dutch ISO Data Analysis Centre at SRON

in the Netherlands
. ISO Spectrometer Data Centre at MPE in

Germany
. UK ISO Data Centre at RAL in the United

Kingdom

- ISO Support Centre at IPAC in the United
States.

Figure 4. Relative usage of
the four ISO instruments by
(a) time and (b) number of
observations.
(CAM = Camera; PHT =
Photometer; SWS = Short
Wavelength Spectrometer;
LWS = Long Wavelength
Spectrometer)

Figure 5. Usage of the
different observing modes
of the four ISO instruments
by time (green) and number
of observations (red)
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VILLAFRANCA

Flight Dynamics
Engineers

Software Maintenance
(rDcs/oDs/sPEvAL)

Mission Planning
Engineers

Figure 6. Organisation of the ISO Spacecraft Control Centre (SCC), showing routine phase staffing levels

10 5 7 5

Figure 7. Organisation of ISO Science Operations Centre (SOC), showing average staffing levels during the routine operations phase
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quality data, exploitation of which has barely
started. Doubtless, over the coming years,
many more ISO provided astronomical
surprises await usl @esa

Figure 9. The ISO
Spacecraft Gontrol Room

Figure 10. The ISO
Instrument Control Room

The ESA ISO Data Centre is responsible for
the archive, the general off-line processing
('pipeline') software and supporting the general
European user community. The National Data
Centres (NDCs) are responsible for detailed
instrument-specific software and expertise,
including the provision of software modules for
the pipeline, and for supporting their local and
national user communities. IPAC is responsible
for supporting the US user community.

Conclusions
ISO was an outstanding technical, scientific
and operational success. Operations were
conducted effectively and efficiently by the
teams of the Spacecraft Control Centre and the
Science Operations Centre. co-located in
Villafranca, Spain. The satellite commissioning
and performance verification phases were
carried out as planned, enabling the scientific
data gathering phase to start on time with a
well-understood satellite. There was very little
down time, with overall system availability in the
routine phase being above 98%. Taking into
account all possible reasons for failure, only 4o/o

of observations were lost and at least some of
these will be recovered during the post
operational phase. The timelining system for
the observations yielded an average scheduling
efficiency ot g2%.

All of this was made possible by the
professionalism, competence, dedication and
sheer hard work of all personnel involved in the
preparation. testing and execution of this
challenging but highly rewarding mission.
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Introduction
Thirty years ago, the objective of the space
sector was to be in space. Now, the main drive
is to use space, to sell it, and to profit from it.

The space sector is currently in the transition
phase from being funded mostly by the public
sector to raising funds from private
shareholders; from being a purely research-
oriented activity to a commercial venture with
such successful aoolications as satellite
television, satellite navigation and satellite-
based mobile communications. This state of
transition creates unrest, since structures are
transformed, alliances modified, users become
customers and their requirements change and
have to be satisfied quickly.

In a competitive global environment, the space sector has to target
part of its R&D towards service-oriented missions where the specific
characteristics of space-based systems can be of advantage. Several
markets have been analysed, and a preliminary design study
performed for two of the most promising missions for the future in
terms of returns and appeal to users. The studies have shown that the
predominant space-segment architectures will be satellites as large
as the launchers alloq relatively small activity-oriented spacecraft,
and satellite constellations. An impodant finding is that, to capture a
significant share of the corresponding markets, the space-segment
costs have to be reduced to less than 1/5 of current Gosts, which is not
possible with existing technological solutions and production
methods. Technology development thus lies at the foundation of
successful future space systems, as it is perceived as the way to
reduce life-cycle cost and time-to-market and to provide increased
pedormances per unit of cosVmass/volume/power. Applied research
must be encouraged in Europe, and ESA needs to foster those
developments directly applicable to space and to provide
opportunities for their demonstration in orbit.

The space sector begins to fall under the
strong influence of market forces. That market
is formed by investors and customers for
whom space is just another means of providing
a certain type of service. What interests them
are the services, their costs and quality, rather
than the means used to provide those services.
The space sector therefore has to fight for its
place in competition with other industrial
sectors capable of supplying alternative
solutions for the provision of the same, or at
least very similar services. Space-based
systems are also increasingly forming just a
part of much larger systems, where space's
role varies in significance depending on the
particular application. The main advantage of
spacecraft is their location in orbit and, as
history shows, the highest location has
strategic rmpodance due to its wider areal
coverage, be it for communications, observa-
tion or navigation.

In what follows, the discussion revolves around
market-oriented services that have a soace
infrastructure as a major component. Life-cycle
costs, compared to those of alternative
solutions, are the main reason for commercial
companies to include or exclude space-based
systems in their production processes. Current
technologies and manufacturing methods
common to the space industry result in very
high life-cycle, end-to-end costs, which results
in a limited number of competitive niches for
the soace sector,

Under ESA's General Studies Programme, a
study on 'Future Satellite Concepts,
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Architectures, Technologies and Service
Capabilities' was performed by Alenia Spazio,
in cooperation with ESYS and MDA, to analyse
the main future markets in which space could
intervene, the roles that space could play, and
the conditions for playing those roles.

Services
The market study paft of the above analysis
covered satellite communications, Earth
observation and navigation, and also
considered several other minor markets. lts
main findings can be summarised as follows:

Satellite com muni cation s
The demand for satellite services is estimated
to grow from 10 billion ECU in 1990, to over 30
billion ECU per year by the year 2OOO, with
demand almost doubling every five years. Many
of the satellite services driving groMh are the
result of commercial pressures to complement
fibre-optic cable. The current demand for
satellite communications is about 2% of the
world-wide demand for communications.
Although a niche sector, satellite communi-
cations represent a substantial market. The

service with highest demand is currently direct-
to-home television. lts groMh will continue but,
world-wide, by 2005 it is expected to share
leadership with mobile satellite and bandwidth-
on-demand services.

For future satellite-based services, the price to
the end user should be reduced by a factor of
5 to 10, while maintaining or improving the
quality of service. All current types of service
would benefit significantly from those price

reductions. In a number of cases, they would
enable satellite services to begin to compete
directly with terrestrial-based services.
Conceptually, all current services could be
achieved through the deployment of
broadband systems which 'leapfrog' present

capabilities. The three distinct types of
broadband services identified as targets are:

mobile asymmetric (10 kbps up, 10 Mbps
down), mobile two-way (over 100 kbps both
ways), fixed/semi-fixed two-way (about 100
Mbps both ways). The addressable market for
such services is estimated to be at least in the
range of up to 5 billion ECU/year, based on
terminal orices of 500 to 1000 ECU and tariffs
commensurate with current telephonv.

Satellites are ideally suited to linking
organisations in rural or remote regions to the
information highway. Satellite technology
provides the capability for fully mobile, personal

broadband services.

Earlh Observation
The world-wide revenue from soace-based

Earth-observation (value-added) products in

1995 was about 600 MECU, with about 2OO

MECU going to European suppliers. Of those,
only 60 MECU were satellite raw-data sales
(the European share being 17 MECU). Demand
in the year 2000 is expected to increase by
about 15% compared with 1995. The Earth-
observation market is therefore still very small
comoared to the communications market and
most of its revenues go to value-adding
providers. From the number of planned
missions, there seems to be a latent mass
market, but it has to be noted that a majority of
applications are not commercially viable in a
strict sense: they would provide data of public
interest and thus would be based on public

funding (environmental research, climate
change, disaster monitoring, support to peace-
keeping operations).

The transition to full operation and mass-
market applications will callfor radical changes
in the supply of data compared to today's
situation. The value of the data is inversely
proportional to its age and its spatial/spectral
resolution. Prerequisites are a high revisit
frequency and affordable, near-real-time and
easy-to-access data-distribution services.
These could be satisfied by a constellation of
soecialised Earth-observation satellites linked
to the high-speed communications
infrastructure (ground- and space-based)
which is becoming available. Most Earth-
observation services can be addressed with
such an architecture, whereby the number of
satellites and their sensor types increase as
a function of the market's develooment.
Assuming a price structure and characteristics
appropriate to the user's needs, the
addressable market could be of the order of
1 Io 2.5 billion ECU/year, as a rough order of
magnitude. Prime markets would be digital
mapping (for GlS, mobile services, cars),
followed by resources monitoring, all-weather
mapping, and disaster detection.

The 'Report of the ESA Ad-hoc lndustrial
Working Group on Earth Observation',
nronarod hrr Fr rrncnano nrnvirloq avJ

comparable analysis, namely:

The European Eafth-observation market is
fragmented and unstructured, dominated by
public-sector users, with a strategic value that
should be duly considered, and is being
captured by non-European providers. Data
distribution has to be improved, since it has not
achieved the levels expected; this demands a
restructuring of the sector.

Navigation
The Global Positioning System (GPS) has
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generated a market of around US$ 20 billion,
with an investment in satellites, their launch,
ground segments and operations of about US$
3 billion. The current market is about 1.6 billion
ECU/year, with GPS finding application in an

increasing number of areas, including satellite
orbit and attitude reconstitution. The core of the
market consists of user terminals and value-
added services such as differential corrections
or oosition data, The existence of GPS and
Glonass limits the possibilities for a new
dedicated commercial service. Nevertheless, a
European alternative of regional scope, with
enhanced capabilities, would be facilitated by
future satellite technologies and architectures.
The greatest opportunities seem to lie in the
user segment.

Other markets
Materials processing, waste disposal in space,
Earth-crossing asteroid monitoring and
deflection, and space tourism are among other
possible commercial services. They may
represent lucrative opportunities at some point
in the future. Exploiting these opportunities
requires a radically more reliable and cheaper
means of accessing space, with cost
reductions of several orders of maonitude.

Goncepts
For most of the services discussed above, the
space-related infrastructure amounts to less

than 15o/o of the total investment, with the
major expenditure corresponding to value-
adding activities (extraction of specific
information from the data, W programmes,
etc.) and the user segment (hand-held
terminals, navigation devices for the car, etc.). lt
may be said that leverage has been high in
those areas where space has created new
markets, their value being over 6 times larger
than the related space investments.

Further reduction in the costs of, and increased
performance of the space segment and its

related (ground-) infrastructure is essential to
generate revenues in the future, whether by
expanding existing markets or by opening up
new ones. The final products have to be
competitively priced and turnaround times
must be short.

To participate in space ventures, commercial
investors require a high rate of return, to
compensate them for the high risks and long
waiting times associated with many space
prolects (the net present value of a series of
cash-flows is dependent not only on the cost of
capital, but also on its distribution over time).
Users also demand increases in performance
before accepting space-based services and
products (e.9. most users still prefer a small

cellular telephone to a larger Inmarsat terminal,
even though the former has poorer coverage).

Absolute cost is the factor that must be most
improved to make a service economically
attractive. Space-based service providers need
high ratios between performance and cost,
resulting in cost/benefit ratios comparable to or
better than those for similar ground-based
services. Today, the spacecraft is the most
expensive component in most space-based
systems (user segment excluded), followed by
the launcher and launch services (20 to 50% of
the total cost), ground segment and operations
(up to 15%) and management and technical
support. The spacecraft is an industrial cost
and in new projects around 30% of it

corresponds to engineering, followed by
development hardware, management, AIV
support equipment, and product assurance.
The cost of the actual flight model in a new
project could be as low as 15%. This means
that costs are reduced dramatically when a
design is reused, and the recurrent unit cost
may be as low as 2Oo/o of that of the prototype.
Looking within the platform itself, the attitude
and orbit control system (AOCS) is the most
expensive subsystem in all modern spacecraft.
Next come the power system and solar arrays
(with strong differences between projects), the
structure, on-board data handling and harness,
reaction control, thermal, and command and
control fff&C) systems. Payload costs vary
widely, depending on the application, degree of
maturity, etc., and may exceed those of the
platform if new developments are required
(such as for Earth-observation instruments).

One of the basic requirements that a
competitive product must satisfy is to be on the
market at the right time. For space to compete
with the ground, reductions in development
and deployment times are a must. All
parameters specifying the merit of a
commercial initiatrve (e.9. net present value,
internal rate of return, actualised payback)
include a time element in their definition, as
cash-flow distributions over time (payments
and income profiles). On the one hand,
revenues from space come very late with
respect to those in other sectors. On the other
hand, innovation cycles for new products and
key technologies are becoming ever shorter.

Since a satellite does not provide services (and
thus generate income) until after it has been
commissioned in orbit, timing is a critical factor
to be addressed. From idea to commissioning,
the satellite and its associated infrastructure are
solely incurring costs. Therefore, the shorter
this time soan. the lower the overall costs
(including the financial charges for the capital
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raised). Time is not only important financially,
but also strategically: changes happen fast, as
has already been seen with microprocessors (a

new generation every three years) and mobile
telephony (very fast growth, and the transition
from analogue to digital), and is currently
happening for satellite TV with the rapid
introduction of digital direct-to-home
broadcasting. The space sector therefore has
to develop fast-reaction capabilities and has to
be adaptable to the non-space world, if it is not
to be left behind.

European industry has well-recognised
experience in the space segment, and has also
had extraordinary successes in the user
segment (e,9, home terminals for satellite W,
GSM telephony). Space industry, alone or
through partnerships, should strive to increase
its involvement in this segment, given its
strategic and commercial importance. The
space agencies and regulators should be more
concerned about the end users. their demands
and evolution.

As far as the launch segment is concerned,
Europe has Ariane and its Kourou launch base,
which are optimal for launches into
geostationary orbit, but less so for polar orbits
or orbits with high inclinations. As a result, no
satellite-constellation launches have yet been
contracted to Arianesoace.

Europe is one of the largest and more
developed world markets, with both a
population and a Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) greater than those of the USA. lt
therefore has an important role to play in

regulatory matters in that, for example,
authorisation to use allocated freouencies over
European territory is a European prerogative.

This exolains the interest of some American
initiatives in adding European industries as
partners, in the hope of thereby obtaining
licences to operate their services over Europe.

Architectures
The main trends in space-based architectures,
for services where the soace sector is more
active, are currently the following:

- constellations of satellites, mostly in low
Eafth orbit but also in medium-altitude
orbits, for services where the distance to
the user cannot be large and coverage
must be frequent or permanent (mobile

communications, operational Earth
observation); the global performance of
the system is spread amongst the
constellation's satellites, which may
become smaller

- big satellites, as large as the launcher allows,

mostly in geostationary orbit, where it is

economically interesting to concentrate as
much as possible of the system
performance into just a few satellites
(communications, low-resolution but
permanent Earth observation)

- small satellites for activity-specific missions,
built around a primary instrument or task
(science, demonstrators).

There are several considerations that can help
us to understand better the possible evolutions
of these system architectures:

- The communications demand is in a
permanent state of growth. In order to
satisfy this ever-increasing market,
terrestrial-based systems are constantly
improving their capabilities and
performances by means of equipment and
architecture upgrades. Satellites could easily
find a role in this global scenario, but space
alone cannot become 'a global service': even

under the most optimistic hypothesis, it

would be difficult to achieve a penetration
of more than 5% into the global
communications market by the year 2010,
basically for technical reasons.

- The Earth-observation market, to achieve
significant growth, requires a very short
turnaround between the user request and
image delivery, which implies not only that
the EO constellation must be able to access
any point on Earth very quickly (maximum of
6 h revisit period), but also the ability to
transmit the data to ground, process it, and
deliver the final product to the user within
that oeriod.

From the above, we can conclude that space-
based infrastructures will rather form a part of
the global architecture in which the user,
ground and space segments play their own
specific but integrated roles.

Successful constellations will define future
space-equipment standards, with their
manufacturers influencing, and probably
dominating, the subsystem and equipment
markets. Although not large enough to be
considered mass markets in the sense of the
automotive or consumer electronics sectors,
constellations are exoected to become the
paradigm for space utilisation and exploitation,
and to be part of the key to reducing the cost
of space hardware. Constellations represent a
quantum leap in the way space-based systems
are conceived, and require adaptation of
processes, technologies and sectorial
structures for their successful manufacture,
deployment in space and exploitation.

Constellations, and their future functional
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expansion tnto networks, are certainly
becoming the new model for commerciar
space systems for navigation (GPS, Glonass),
mobile telephony (Globalstar and tridium), and
many other planned telecommunications-type
applications. Since a large number of satellites
have to be deployed before the parlicular
service can start, it is essential to reduce the
production and deployment times, during
which huge amounts of capital are tied up and
interest payments are accruing. The lsland
Integration approach - already being used for
Globalstar allows the simultaneous
assembly, integration and verification (AlV) of
several satellites, each of which is in a differenr
AIV phase (corresponding to a particular
'lsland') at a given moment. This approach
requires a higher initial investment than
traditional approaches, to build the larger
integration facilities needed and to duplicate
the necessary test equipment.

In the framework of the Alenia Spazio, ESyS
and MDA study, mentioned above, two
services, one related to telecommunications
and one to Earth observation (see the
accompanying panel for details), were
analysed. Alenia performed a preliminary
design of the missions required to provide the
respective services operationally with the
quality levels demanded. State of the art
technologies (as per 1997) and current
manufacturing (design, assembly, integration,
verification) methods were used in both cases,
resulting in high space-segment costs and long
manufacturing times, incompatible with
commercial success.

After an evaluation of demands and trends
in applied research for space-related
technologies, a second design study was
performed assuming that a number of new
technologies ftable 1) would be availabte in the
required time frame. Shorter production times,
together with increased performances per unit
mass/volume/power, resulted in reasonable
spacecraft and financially feasible missions.

The main conclusion is that several new
technologies have to be developed, together
with new AIV methods, and must reach
maturity for space-based services to become
commercially viable. Even so, the market share
that can be captured by space in the most
dynamic sectors would be minor (although
important in terms of volume of funds).

Methods: reducing the time to market
Spacecraft manufacture is a highly specialised
and labour-intensive task. lt is expected that in
the future extensive use will be made of
recurrent equipment. The methods adopted in

its design and production will influence the
time-to-market of any space-based system:

Project management
Cost and schedule reductions can be achieved
by adapting the way in which the space-system
development effort is managed, in terms for
instance of the organisation of the project
team, the documentation management and
information technologies used in support of
that team, and the manner of interaction with
the subcontractors and suppliers. Potential
reductions in Life-Cycle Costs (LCC) and
schedule may be found among methods that:
- reduce the number of team members
- simplify the activitres to be performed during

the programme life cycle
- reduce and simplify the interfaces between

the various activities and/or groups
- simplify the procurement and integration of

parts and equipment.

Two factors that need to be considered
carefully in sizing the team are: (a) the ability to
solve problems in minimum time, and (b) the
ability to do so at minimum cost.

Sysfem engineering
This area involves several disciplines that are
needed during the lifetime of a space system
development. Their impact on LCC and
schedule may be very strong. System-
engineering activities cover all aspects of a
project, from the definition of missiorr
requirements to in-orbit operations, passing
through requirements definition at
subsystem/equipment level, methods for
verifying that the requirements are met
assembly, integration and verification (AlV) and
testing, and the launch campaign. The AIV
approach selected for series production is very
important for commercial systems based on
constellations of satellites, which reoresent a
new challenge for the space industry.

Technologies: increasing performances
Advances in technology are important for the
payload, the platform and the user/ground
segment. In addition to improvements in the
fields directly related to the technology, they
may have lateral impacts by affecting other
disciplines, equipment and subsystems. This is
the case for structural ultralights, which are very
strong and stiff materials that allow one to
reduce the structure's mass, but which
simultaneously affect the requirements
definition (due to the higher margins allowed),
the design (simpler analysis due to the high
margins), and the verification process
(simplification and reduction in the number of
tests due to higher design margins). Today's
technology allows one to achieve with small
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Examples of Future Service Capabilities

Most of the concepts and approaches described in the

accompanying article were considered in modelling two space-

based services to be deployed in the 2010 - 2015 time frame, when

all of the necessary technologies ffable 1) are expected to be

available and consolidated. The two 'model services' analvsed were:

A MULTIPURPOSE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE (Figure 1)

Based on large satellites in geostationary orbit and supporting

mobile, fixed/semi-fixed terminals with several media products, the

mission would consist of full-duplex services to low-cost user

terminals providing:

- low data rates up to 384 kbps accessible by 'palmtop'

terminals

- medium data rates, in the 2 Mbps range, accessible by 'laptop'

terminals

- high data rates up to 1.2 Gbps accessible by 'fixed' terminals.

Six satellites would be necessary to provide a global service with the

availability required, each with a mass of 7000 kg. Each of these

satellites would be comparable in pedormance to three of today's

satellites in the 3500 kg and 14 kW class.

The revenues have been estimated on the assumption that the

maximum number of users per day per satellite matches the

maximum capability of the satellites (in terms of number of channels)

at the end of the last year. For each service type, a utilisation price

and rate (hours/day) is assumed (optimistic scenario) and then the

price and rate of use are reduced by a factor of 2 (revenue per user

reduced by 4) (pessimistic scenario). The resulting market

penetration would not exceed 2%o (6 million palmtop, 2600 desktop

users)

Figure 2 summarises the most important results in terms of

cumulative costs and revenues (optimistic and pessimistic cases).

They show that the proposed communications service, sized and

costed on the basis of current parameters and methods is not

commercially viable (except by raising the fees charged to the users,

which results in the service not being competitive with ground-

based services). A service designed around emerging technologies,

however, appears very profitable, so that even with a very low

market penetration, it is possible to generate profits with rates

comparable to those of currently planned ground-based services.

Satellite applications for global purposes will not be possible unless

several hundred 7 ton/7o kW satellites are deployed in geostationary

orbit and integrated into global information systems.

Optimised use of future large geostationary satellites could be

achieved in the framework of 'fixed desktop services', for second-

level customers such as Internet-like service providers, or for private

Intranets with geographically sparsely distributed users. With

satellites resources fully dedicated to these kinds of customers

(palmtop and laptop users could be served by other space-based

services like LEO or MEO constellations, thereby reducing delay

problems), a market penetration of more than 5% could be

achieved. Satellites could then compete directly with terrestrial

services, especially for small organisations who need limited or only

occasional access to high-speed networks, and for developing

nations on the verge of significant economic expansion. In both

cases, there is a window of opportunity for satellite services to

secure a significant market share before the competing terrestrial

services become available. Once affordable terrestrial services are in

place, it is difficult to displace them, except by providing radically

better services. The fixed Gbos service could displace terrestrial

services for certain users.

For palmtop and laptop services, the main competitor is likely to be

terrestrial Local Multi-point Distribution Systems (LMDS). A different

type of competitor could be stratospheric-airship systems, such as

the proposed Sky Station. However, neither the LMDS nor airship

systems seem to be able to provide a complete solution, thereby still

leaving room for satellite services.

AN EARTH-OBSERVATION SERVICE (Figure 3 )

With near-real-time and global access and an all-weather capability,

this service would be based on a small constellation of satellites in

low Earlh orbit, with six in a near-noon 280 km-high orbit having an

optical payload, and twelve with a microwave (SAR) payload, six of

them in a near-noon and six in a dawn-dusk orbit of 410 km altitude.

The high-level mission requirements are:

- all-weather and day-and-night observing capability (microwave)

- high spatial resolution, -0.5 m for optical and -1 m for

mtcrowave

- multispectral capability

- global access time shoder than 8 hours for end users.

Employing current technologies, each satellite would have a mass of

around 1 650 kg and a power demand of up to 1 000 W Technologies

under development would allow similar performances to be

achieved with satellites weighing around 230 kg and with power

demands of approx. 800 W (microwave payload).

The analysis has shown that the addressable market is between

4000 and 13 000 MECU by the year 2010; assuming that 50%

(conservative assumption) of it is captured by non-space

approaches such as air-based systems, and the other 50% is

shared by 3 competitors, by 2010 the revenues would be in the

range of 600 to 2000 million ECU/year. Figure 4 shows the

cumulative costs assuming infrastructures based on current and on

future technologies and methods, together with the cumulative

revenues for the worst- and best-case scenarios.

It can be seen that:

- in economic terms, the difference between an availability of

50% (no spare satellite in orbit) or g5 o/o (with in-orbit spares) is

not significant, so that the latter should be taken as the baseline

- the Earth-observation infrastructure sized and costed on the

basis of current technologies and methods is not commercially

viable, except under the most optimistic assumptions, and even

then with low rates of return

- the expected future technologies and methods would result in

space systems generating an internal rate of return ranging

between 25 and 70%o, depending on the market assumptions
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satellites performances that were considered At satellite level, improving the benefits
exceptional for any satellite just a few years derivable from a space-based service means
ago. increasing both the payload capabilities and the

corresponding platform pedormances, which
Commercial comparisons are usually based on are directly related to lifetime, simplicity of
cost/benefit ratios, whilst in the public sector operation, electrical power availaore,
cost/utility or cost/performance criteria are processing power, etc. To reduce costs, the
often preferred. To reduce total life-cycle costs, volume, mass and power requirements of the
technologies need to be developed which can overall satellite, and hence those of rts
increase the performance-to-cost ratio in as individual equipment items, have to be
many areas as possible. reduced. High priority should therefore be given

Table 1 . Technologies for commercial space seryices

Space Segment (platform and payloads) o Mechanical Systems (antennae, solar panels)

' Propulsion and Power - Micro/nano-Technologies and Micro-electro/mechanical Systems

- Smad Structures (antenna reflectors)

Electric propulsion - Large Aperture Antennas

- Ultra-light Antenna Reflectors
Solar Generators: - Electron Beam Curinq

- Thin GaAs/Ge Solar Cells (mass saving)

- Multi-Junction GaAs Solar Cells, Indium Phosphide Solar Cells . Optical Equipment

- Concentrators for GaAs/GaSb Solar Cells and Solar Arrays

- Lightweight Solar Anays (cells on flexible Kapton substrate and - Cryo-Coolers
inflatable Torus solar array) - Focal-Plane Equipment

- Micromachined Blue-Red Reflective Cover Glasses (increased

solar cell efficiency) Ground and User Segment

Power Storage: . Telecommunications

- Nickel-Metal-Hydride BatteryCells

- NaS Battery Cells User terminals:

- Miniaturisation
Power Control: - Handwriting/SpeechA/ision Recognition, Pen-Based Interfaces,

- Peak-Power Tracking Power Control Integrated Voice and e-mail

- Direct Energy Transfer (use of processor and software) - Nomadic Computing

- Integration in Networks and Communications with Other
. Thermal Control Computers

- Two-phase Mechanically Pumped Loops, Capillary Pumped Tenestrial Networks:
Loops - Modulation and Access Schemes

- Advanced Radiators (variable radiating area) - Security

- Heat Pumps - ISDN, ATM, Network Integration and Protocols to Incorporate

- Integrated Spacecraft Thermal Bus the Space Segment

- High-Speed Infrastructures
. Microwave and Telecommunication Eouioment

. Earth Observation

- High Power Amplifiers (SSPA, MPM, TWIA)

- 3D-VLS|, 3D-MC|V, MlVlC, MHCM Cataloguing/Archiving:

- Rain Fading Compensation Techniques - Multi-database Management Systems

- High-Temperature Superconductors - Metadata Standards and Cataloques

- Ku/Ka Band Technologies for Receivers, Down-conveders
(low noise amplifiers,..,) Automated Information Extraction:

- Multi-Beam Antenna - Distributed Object Based Computing

- Optical Technologies for Beam Forming Networks, Switching - Object Based Geographic Information Standards

- Qualitative Reasonino Svstems
. On-Board Processing and Data Compression

Automated Order Handling:

- Data-Compression Techniques - Order Entry

- Processors: general purpose and telecommunications payload - Processing and Product Distribution
management - Data Acquisition Planning
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to technologies that reduce such requirements
whilst still maintaining or even improving upon
the performances delivered (e.g. micro/nano-
technologies, deployable/ inflatable structures
for large apertures) and that improve the
electrical power generation and storage
capabilities, on-board computational power,
payload performances, autonomy, etc.

At the user and ground-segment level,
technologies for data compression,
communication standards for integration of
terrestrial and space networks, nomadic
computing and automated information
extraction will be needed to maximise user
access and minimise operating costs. User and
ground segments must be developed to
support the role of the target market, and to
provide seamless access to both space-based
and terrestrial service providers.

Table 1 lists technologies that need to be
developed to make the telecommunications
and Earth-observation services discussed
above commercially viable. Other lists have also
been drawn up based on different criteria.
Eurospace, for example, has proposed 10
major technology areas which Europe should
develop to increase its worldwide
competitiveness. ESA's Basic Technology
Research and Development Programme
(1997 - 1999) is structured along 13 major
technology axes, plus 16 specific and
complementary axes, and it is oriented to
generate innovative ideas in supporting
industry and ESA programmes. Other ESA
programmes include application-specific
research (e.9. ASTE for telecommunications,
FLTP for launchers, SSU for the Space Station).

Recommendations
Europe has to look for specific sectors in space

- in line with its goals and commensurate with
its capabilities - in which it could excel. The
space sector has to concentrate on those
activities where it has the ootential to orevail
over solutions provided by other means. The
European space sector needs to establish
long-term strategic alliances of world
proportions. The maturity already reached by
European markets in most growth sectors
means that the furlher growth potential is small
compared to that in other geographical areas
still under development. Europe therefore has
to look not only to its own internal markets, but
must also seek to expand in other directions
and geographical areas, focussing on activities
with high potential for attracting paying users.

New technologies are the key to long-term
competitiveness. Technology development is

essential to achieve the cost and time-to-

market reductions and performance increases
characteristic of other competitive sectors.
Common-interest technologies are being
developed by non-space groups and space
industry can profit from these developments
(micro/nano-technologies, electronics, proces-
sors). The space sector must establish
alliances with complementary sectors, with the
objective of sharing technologies, and also
foster the development of space-specific
technologies and technologies oriented
towards the solution of space-specific
problems, so that total integrated solutions are
available on time and at viable cost.

Europe's level of achievement in basic research
is high. Unfortunately, transfer to industrial
applications is slow, to the advantage of other
geopolitical regions that are more aware of the
market implications of that transfer. Applied
research has to be encouraged in Europe and
a technology harmonisation process urgently
needs to be initiated, with ESA promoting
developments directly applicable to space.
More effective coordination is needed between
ESA, the national agencies, European instit-
utions and industry to minimise redundancies
and overlaps and achieve efficient utilisation of
the scarce resources devoted to space. Priority
should be given to lines of research where
significant increases in performance per unit
cost/mass/volume/oower can be foreseen.
Lines where only minor improvements are to be
expected should be abandoned, unless they
require only minor levels of resources to
accomplish the goals and the inherent
development risk is minimal.

The presence of European space industry in

the world has to be fostered, and measures
contributing to the development of a
competitive Europe supported. A global end-
to-end approach to technology research and
development, open and attentive to the
changing world situation and demands, should
be adopted. The short- and medium-term
imporlance of marketing has to be exploited.
Industry has to be encouraged to be more
innovative, to invest more heavily in research
and development, to accept risk, and to enter
the free market competition. @esa
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Ultra-lightweight C/SIC Mirrors and
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U. Papenburg
Industrie Anlagen Betriebsgesellschaft mbH, Ottobrunn, Germany

lntroduction
Several different SiC-type ceramic
manufacturing processes have been developed
around world in recent years, usually in seeking
to develop structures and components that
provide: high stiffness at low mass, high
thermo-mechanical stability, and high isotropy.
Due, however, to the inherent brittleness of SiC
ceramics and their tendency to shrink during
processing, hardware made of SiC is limited to
a low structural complexity, relatively large wall

Silicon-carbide (SiC) ceramic mirrors and structures are becoming
increasingly important for lightweight opto-mechanical systems that
must work in adverse environments. At DSS and IABG, a special form
of SiC ceramic (C/SiC) has been developed under ESA contract which
offers exceptional design freedom, due to its reduced brittleness and
negligible volume shrinkage during processing. This new material has
already been used to produce ultra-lightweight mirrors and monolithic
reference structures for eventual space application.

thicknesses and open-back structures. In

seeking to overcome these deficiencies, ESA
initiated the develooment of a new material
called C/S|C. lts unique manufacturing process
enables one to realise:

- extremely complex three-dimensional
STTUCTUTES

wall thicknesses of less than 1 mm
open- and closed-back structures for
lightweight mirrors.

The manufacturing process is simple and
strarghtforward and makes use of standard
milling, turning and drilling. The size of the
structures and mirrors that can be
manufactured is limited (to 3 m x 3 m x 4 m)

only by the scale of currently available
production facilities.

Material properties
The new C/S|C material actuallv resulted from

an extensive study of available materials
undertaken within the Phase-A study of the
Meteosat Second Generation SEVIRI
instrument, and a dedicated development effort
within the Ultra-Lightweight Scanning Mirror
(ULSM) project. lts main features and
advantages are as follows:

- Very broad operating temperature range
(4 to 1570 K 

,

- Low specific density (2.7O g/cm")

- High stiffness (238 GPa) and strength
(210 MPa)

Low coefficient of thermal exoansion (CTE:

2.Ox1O 
6K 1 at room temoerature, and

near zero below 150 K)

High thermal conductivity (- 1?5 WmK)
Electrically conductive (2 x 1O' Ohm.m)
lsotropic characteristics of CTE, thermal
conductivity. mechanical properties, etc.
Very high chemical and corrosion resistance
No ageing or creep deformation under
SITESS

- No porosity

- Fast and low-cost machining

- Short manufacturing times

- Considerable flexibility in structural design

- Ultra-lightweight capability (small wall
thickness and complex stiffeners).

One of the material's most advantageous
features for space-borne opto-mechanical
instruments is the combination of high stiffness,
low CTE and good thermal and electrical
conductivity, in contrast to classical optical
materials ftable 1). This advantage is even
stronger at cryogenic temperatures, where the
CTE of C/S|C is low, but its thermal conductivity
is still high.

The manufacturing process
The raw material used is a standard porous
C/C rigid felt, which is made from short,
randomly oriented (isotropic) carbon fibres



ultra-lightweight mirrors and structures

Table 1. lC's thermal properlies compared with those of other materials

CTE @ RT

Thermal conductivity
Specific heat
Young's Modulus
Steadv-state thermal r-listortion

Dynamical thermal djstortion

(Fig.1). The latter are molded with phenolic
resins at high pressures to form a type of
carbon-fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) blank,
which can be produced in various sizes. During
a pyrolisation/carbonisation heat treatment at
up to 1000'C, the phenolic matrix reacts with
the carbon matrix (C/C-felt). The resulting so
called "green body is then sufficiently rigid for
milling to vidually any shape

Milling
As demonstrated in the ULSM mirror
programme, very complex structures can be
cut from a single green body by standard
computer controlled milling (Fig. 2). Ribs of
I mm or even less can be milled with a
standard tolerance of +O.l mm This is one of
the most significant advantages of this new
material, as it drastically reduces the forming
costs and enables Lhe manufacture of truly
ultra-lightweight mirrors, reflectors and
structures. lt can also be machined to form
struts or tubes without the need to machine
supporl structures in another material.

lnfiltration
The milled green-body structure is then
mounted in a high temperature furnace and
heated under vacuum to temperatures at which
the metallic silicon changes into the liquid
phase (about 1400"C). the liquid silicon reacts
with the carbon matrix and the sudace of the
carbon fibres to form a silicon-carbide matrix in
a cnnversinn nroccss The amOunts of carbon
and silicon have to be carefully apportioned to

nrcvpnt a chcmical rcer:tion betWeen the SiliCOn

and the reinforcing carbon fibres, and so IABG
has developed an optimised infiltration process
rnrith nror-iqo ..\mnr rtor COntrOl fOr ditfefent-vv, | ,vu LU

sized chambers. The largest facility can
process mirrors of up to 3 m diameter, or large
structures up to 3 m in diameter and 4 m long
(Fig 3).

Grinding and polishing
The infiltrated mirror blank is ground to the
required surface figure. As the carbon-fibre

Figure 1. REM
microphotograph of the
green-body chopped fibre
material

Figure 2. Milling operations
on the 80 cm x 50 cm
ULSM blank

Figure 3. The infiltration
facility at IABG in
Ottobrunn (D)

Units
0, 106Kr
k WmK
c J/kg K

E GPa
E l4s.

E k/( c)

C/SiC
2.O

125
700
270

1 6875
24.1

Zerodur
0.05
1.64
821
90.6
1248
1.52

Be l-7OA

11

194
1820
289

1 693
2.8
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0

Figure 4. ULSM optical test
mirror before and after ion-

beam polishing

Figure 5. Lightweight
closed-back structure with a

diameter of 45 cm, made
from six pieces joined in the

green-body state and
infiltrated to a single unit

content contributes to the micro-roughness of
the surface, applications at near-infrared, visible
and X-ray wavelengths require a polished
cladding layer which acts as the optical
surface.

Several coating materials and deposition
technioues have been tested. The most
promising candidates are monolayer chemical-
vapour-deposition (CVD) SiC and directly
bonded glass. Plasma-vapour-deposition
(PVD) Si surfaces are also currently being
evaluated. ln selecting the most suitable
cladding material. the thermal expansion
coefficient matching, allowable thermally
induced sudace error and machinability have all

to be taken into account. The differential
thermal expansion, the Young's modulus of the
surface coating and the coating thickness have
to be optimised to keep bi-metallic bending
effects in the mirror to a minimum.

Although the CVD-S|C coating on the mirror
blank is a qood candidate in terms of material

\

property matching, it is difficult to achieve a
high optical quality due to the maierials
exceptional hardness. Too high a pressure on
the polishing tool causes a "print through"
effect, whilst insufficient pressure increases
polishing times and the optical performance
remains limited. lt can, however, be improved
by introducing an additional ion-beam polishing

step.

lon-beam polishing
After polishing the mirror by classical means,
the optical surface is locally treated by plasma
etching to reduce the local errors in surface
figure and achieve high optical performance.
This process was developed by the Institut fur
OberflAchen-Modifikation in Leipzig for the 440
mm-diameter optical test mirror for the ULSM
programme. Figure 4 shows the interferograms
before and after the ion-beam treatment. The
mirror's rms surface figure error was improved
from 123 to 39 nm.

Joining technology
The C/S|C material has another big advantage
which is not required in the normal
manufacturing process, but which is of
considerable benefit for larger mirrors and
complex monolithic structures, namely the
possibility to join sub-components in the green-

body stage to form the final structure. This
joining technology allows one to manufacture
monolithic mirrors and structures larger than
the available green-body C/C felts. lt also
makes it possible to assemble lightweight
mirrors with closed back structures (Fig. 5), and
comolete instrument structures.

The joining process starts with the gluing of the
nroan-hn|rr nerfa trqin^ ^ onaniol nhnminol
vr eur I uvuy |'Jqr Lo uoil lv o DPEUlql ur rvl I lluql

adhesive, developed at IABG, before Si-
infiltration. During the subsequent Si-infiltration,
the resin reacts to carbon so that a C/C-
material is generated which has the same

11L
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narcont2np nf r-:rhnn fibfes and Cafbon matfiX.
as well aS the same porosity. as tne rigrd
carbon felt used. The infiltration process and
the reaction with the liquid silicon leads to a
monolithic structure which has the same
percentage of the three materral constituents
(carbon fibres, SiC- and Si-matrix), and thereby
the same mechanical and thermal properties as
the bulk C/SiC ceramic composite rtsell. This is
ideal for, for example, athermal telescopes with
mirrors and structures with the same thermo
mechanical properties.

C/SiC applications
ULSM
The C/S|C malerial was selected as candidate
material for the Ultra-Lightweight Scanning
Mirror (ULSM) of the SEVIRI instrument on the
Meteosat Second Generation (IVSG)

spacecraft. This mirror has to fulfil very stringent
thermo-mechanical-stiffness and optical-
quality requirements yet still have an ultra-low
mass. Operating in a geostationary orbit on a
spacecraft rotating at t00 rpm. rt is exposed to
both to the heat of the Sun and the intense cold
of space and. due to its 45o inclination to Lhe

spin axis, to a maximum mechanical loading of
3.2 g at the mirror tips. acting in opposiLe
directions.

The mechanical desigr ot the elliptical ULSM
and one of the polished mirror blanks are
shown in Figure 6 The mirror's backing
structure contains square pockets 40 mm
across. The individual ribs are only 1.2 mm
thick, with each containing a large cutout for
structural efficiency and Lo improve the mirror's
thermal propedies. especially under vacuum
conditions,

The CVD-SiC surface coating has been
qr rccaqqfr rllrr annlior] rnr.l lh^ antinal o' ''-{n^^ruuusroruily q|\Jpilgu or ru Lt tE vpltuot Jut touu
polished to a specification of 60 nm rms
surface form error and less than 2 nm rms
surface micro-roughness. There was no
measurable performance degradation after
assembly with the isostatic mounts and the
CFRP frame (Fig. 7). The ULSM mirror has
since undergone mechanical and long-term
thermal-cycling load tests, as well as extreme
temperature tests. without showing any
deformatron of the optical surface. Radiation-
hardness tests on the bulk material and the
reflective coating were also performed
successfully using a small test mirror.

Figure 7 . Interferogram of the assembled
B0 cm x 50 cm ULSM
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Figure 6. Design and hardware of the 80 cm x 50 cm Ultra Lightweight Scanning
Mirror (ULSM), which weighs just 7 kg
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Figure B. Rear of the 63 cm
parabolic mirror for the

ATLID application

Figure 9. Large verification
structure for the SEVIRI

thermal-stability test; the
monolithic ceramic structure

is 150 cm in diameter and
200 cm high

ATLID
Another example of highly efficient structural
design is the ATLID (Atmospheric Lidar
Experiment) parabolic mirror (F 0.9, aperture
63 cm). In the stitfening structure (Fig. 8), all

unnecessary material has been removed in a
trade-off between stiffness and mass, including

triangular grid pattern with a rim thickness of
only 1 mm and with internal cutouts is among
the most complex ceramic structures of such
size ever built. The mirror has been designed to
have a first eigenfrequency of over 400H2 and
a structural safety margin of 3.9 at 60 g static
roao.

After fine machining and lapping to 8 micron
rms accuracy, the mirror surface was coated
with a 150 micron CVD-S|C layer. Sample
polishing tests have shown good homogeneity
and that a sudace micro-roughness of less

than I nm rms can be achieved. The mirror
exhibited no change in radius of curvature after
tho C\/D c^Atind Thc "ss built' mass of the
mirror is just 6.2 kg.

Three-dimensional structures
The excellent "joinability" of the C/S|C material
allows individually machined parts and
structural elements to be combined to form
complex 3D structure. The designer can
therefore manufacture a ceramic telescope or
instrument structures to final dimensions in the
green-body state and then "infiltrate" them to
form an integral ceramic component. C/S|C
nntinal .^mn^non+a Can be USed invvL|vu|vv|||vv||v||LU

combination with C/SiC structures to build
athermal opticd systems.

In addition, monolithic ceramic truss structures
with better stiffness and thermo-mechanical
properties than conventional all-aluminium or
beryllium-type structures can be realised.
Figure 9 shows such a large monolithic all-

C/S|C reference structure which is currently
being manufactured.

Gonclusion
A process has been successtully developed
that allows C/S|C ceramic materials to be used
to manufacture highly complex, lightweight,
high-stiffness mirrors and structures with
excellent dimensional stability. C/S|C reflectors
can be manufactured from a single piece of
green-body or, for larger reflectors up to 3 m in
diameter, as separate segments which are then
joined whllst in the green-body state. This novel
approach also allows one to realise closed-
back designs. which result in improved
stru ctu ral eff iciency. Different pol ishable su rface
coatings have also been developed for specific
applications. which range from scanning
mirrors to large telescope reflectors. Last but
not least, this all-ceramic instrument
technology delivers consistently high optical
performance over a very wide temperature
range. @esa
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ATLID: The Technology Development
Programme for ESAs Satellite-borne
Atmospheric Lidar

A.E. Marini
Mechanical Systems Division, ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational
Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
An Atmospheric Lidar is an active instrument
for profiling the structure of the atmosphere.
Other types of lidar (acronym from Light
Detection and Ranging) also exist - Doppler
wind lidars, lidars to trace the concentration of
chemical constituents, Raman lidars, etc. -but all of them work on the same orinciole. A
lidar sends a laser beam into the atmosohere
and collects and analyses the returned
radiation (equivalent to the "echo" in a radar
system), which is retro-diffused (back-

The idea of deploying a lidar system on an Earth-orbiting satellite
stems from the need for continuously providing profiles of our
atmosphereis structure with high resolution and global coverage.
Interest in this information for climatology, meteorology and the
atmospheric sciences in general is huge. Areas of application range
from the determination of global warming and greenhouse effects, to
monitoring the transport and accumulation of pollutants in the
different atmospheric regions (such as the recent fires in Southeast
Asia), to the assessment of the largely unknown micro-physical
properties and the structural dynamics of the atmosphere itself.

scattered) by the molecules and the particles
present in the atmospheric volume being
probed. This returned light signal is collected by
the instrument optics (typically a telescope) and
detected, i.e. transformed in an electrical
signal, by an opto-electronic receiver. In an
Atmospheric (or back-scatter) Lidar, the signal
is then sampled and processed to retrieve its
intensity profile. The signal intensity is
proportional to the back-scattering coefficient
of the probed atmospheric volume, which in

turn is a function of the density and type of
particulates present. In this way, the
concentration of the scattering media -whether aerosol, molecules or dust - can be
measured.

Moreover, the retrieved information is

intrinsically range-resolved, i.e. it is recorded as
a function of the distance of the lidar from the
target. In fact there is a one-to-one relationship

between the time of flight of the light signal (the

time that elapses between the emission of the
laser pulse and the detection of the return
"echo") and the location of the atmospheric
sample which has back-scattered the light. lf

we consider a light pulse which travels through
the atmosohere. each section of the
atmosphere traversed by the pulse retro-
diffuses a small portion of the light signal. The
lidar receiver sequentially collects all of these
contributions, which form an intensity-
modulated pulse of longer duration than the
transmitted one. By measuring the overall time-
of-flight of the pulse and by "slicing" the pulse

and assigning to each portion its own time of
retrieval, the distance-resolved profile of the
atmosoheric oath can be reconstructed.

For satellite-based measurements, the lidar
instrument shoots its laser oulse to the Earth
and the return signal contains samples
"originatrng from" different regions of the
atmosphere. Knowing the satellite's orbital
height and the direction of travel of the laser
pulse, one can retrieve a height-resolved profile

of the atmosphere. These profiles contain
valuable information about atmospheric
features of interest, such as the density of
particulates or pollutants, the structure of (thin)

clouds or banks of aerosols, and possibly the
concentration of air molecules. The resolution
of the profile will be determined by the "timing"
capability (the processing sampling bandwidth)
of the detection system

The lidar instrument consists of a laser source
which generates the light pulses that probe the
atmosphere, a telescope and optics to collect
the back-scattered radiation, and a receiver
which converts the light echo into an electrical
signal. The direction of the outgoing path is co-
aligned with the bore sight of the receiving
telescope. lf there is a need to probe many
different regions of the atmosphere, a scanning
mechanism can be added to steer both the
telescope and the laser transmission axes in
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Earth

Figure 1. Schematic of the
operating principle of a

spaceborne lidar. The pulse
sent to the atmosphere is

back-scattered and the
instrument collects and
analyses the radiation,

retrieving the profile of the
measured parameters

Figure 2. Full-scale mockup
of the ATLID instrument

layout resulting from the
design study (courtesy of

MMS-F)

. See "Laser-Based Remote

Sensing from Space", by

E. Armandillo and H-P Lutz,

in ESA Bulletin No. 66,

May 1991

11 4

the reouired direction. In a satellite-based lidar
instrument, other units are added to support
the operation: a thermal-control system to
extract the heat generated by the laser, a
counter-inertia flywheel to compensate for the
torque induced by the scanner. and a star-
sensor to assist in the retrieval of the exact
direction of the laser measuring path (Fig. 1).

Atmosphere

Back-scatted
srgnal

ATLID: the European Atmospheric Lidar
For more than a decade, ESA has been
conducting studies and technology
development efforts to evaluate the usefulness
of lidars for remote sensing of the Earth's
atmosohere from soace*. These studies
culminated in the definition of an Atmospheric
Lidar concept known as ATLID, suitable for
accommodation on the Agency's Envisat satellite.

ATLID is designed primarily to provide satellite
measurements of cloud-top height both day
and night. lt is also capable of measuring the
heights of cloud bottoms for thin clouds and
the extent of the Planetary Boundary Layer

(PBL) and of aerosol banks. These atmospheric
features can be measured to an altitude of
20 km with a 50 m resolution in height and an

accuracy of t 1OO m (3 o). In order to provide

3-D mapping of atmospheric features, the
ATLID telescooe is scanned transverse to the
spacecraft's flight direction. The scan angle of
t 23.5 deg at an orbital height of 800 km
results in a swath width on the ground of 700
km. With a footprint 140 m in diameter, and
operating at 100 pulses per second. the
instrument can obtain more than 100
measurements within a 1OO x 1OO km' area.

ATLID is based on a pulsed diode-laser-
pumped solid-state (Nd:YAG) laser, which
delivers high-energy pulses in the near-infrared
(at a wavelength of 1064 nm). The back-
scattered light is collected by a lightweight
60 cm-diameter telescooe. mounted on a

single-axis scanning mechanism, which also
provides the co-alignment of the outgoing and
incoming light beams. The incoming radiation is

filtered against the background light and sent to
a receiver based on a high-sensitivity avalanche
photo-diode. The torque generated by the
scanning mechanism is compensated by a
flywheel and the pointing is assisted by a star-
sensor and fine-tuned by a so-called "lag-angle
compensating mechanism". This device
introduces corrections to the deviations that
the beam suffers due to the scanning and
spacecraft motions during the time of flight of
the pulse. The variety of atmospheric targets
which ATLID is called upon to measure requires
a versatile electronic processing chain, able to
handle signals with a large dynamic range.

As mentioned above, the present instrument
design (FiS. 2) was tailored to its
accommodation on the Envisat remote-sensinq

Telescope

Star-sensor

Contra-rotative
inertia. fly-wheel

Laser head
\..

Focal Plane
assembly
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platform. As a result of the workshop held in

Granada (Spain) in 1995 for the assessment of
the nine candidate Earth Explorer missions,
recommendations were made to include an

Atmospheric Lidar in the model payload of the
Earlh Explorer - Earth Radiation Mission, to
provide height-resolved cloud-aerosol and
planetary-boundary-layer height information for
assimilation into a general Earth radiative
model. A non-scanning ATLID design is
presently proposed for the Earth Radiation
mission, for which a different spacecraft
conceot is foreseen. The elimination of the
scanning feature is dictated primarily by the
need to achieve the best possible synergy
between ATLID and the cloud radar, which is

part of the satellite's basic instrument package.

The ATLID technology development
programme
The study of the complete instrument was
followed - starting in 1994 - by an extensive
breadboarding programme. The instrument
breadboards and assemblies realised in this
programme were then tested to verify their
functionality and also their compliance with
environmental requirements. This activity was
largely completed by the end of 1996, by which
time most of the breadboard units had been
tested and delivered.

The complexity and multi-disciplinary nature of
the development work called for a joint effolr by
ESA, industry and several specialised
institutions in the Member States. The ATLID

development programme was therefore
structured like a small project, with a team of
exoerts drawn from the Directorate of Technical
and Operational Support working in close
consultation with Earth Science Division and
Earth Observation Preparatory Programme
Division staff. The industrial consortium, led by
Matra Marconi Space France, rncluded 25
companies from 1O different ESA Member
States and Canada.

Funding distribution in ATLID
Technology programme

The development programme was financed
through joint contributions from the ESA Basic
Technology Research Programme [RP), the
General Support Technology Programme
(GSTP) and the Earth-Observation Preparatory
Programme (EOPP), totalling about 7 MECU
(Fis. 3).

In view of the mission oooortunities now
foreseen within the Earth Explorer Programme,
the scope of the ATLID Technology
Development Programme has been enlarged
to include the demonstration and early
validation of the technologies for all key units
and sub-systems. lt is in fact recognised that
ATLID is a very complex instrument relying on a
variety of advanced technologies, ranging from
high-energy laser sources to narrow-band
optical filters, high-sensitivity detectors, large
heat-lift thermal-control systems, lightweight
optics and precise scanning mechanisms. With
such a large and complex class of instrument,
it is imperative not only to test the individual
units, but also the sub-systems and their
interfaces if one is to realistically assess the
technology's readiness for such a satellite
mission. The effort spent in analysing and
testing the critical technologies and sub-
system interfaces at an early stage will result in

lower costs during the subsequent instrument
development phases and hence in overall cost
savrngs.

The ATLID sub-systems verification activity
foreseen within the GSTP Programme (total

envelope 3 MECU) focuses on the integration
and testing of the laser head with the laser-
diode power supply, the Q-switch and the
thermal-control assembly, on the end-to-end
verification of the detection process, and on the
full integration and testing of the telescope and
the optics.

Technical results to date
The technology-development activities so far

Figure 3. The ATLID funding
shares, and geographical
distribution of the
technology-development
activities

Geographical Distri bution of ATLI D breadboard activities
Spain
4-6Y"

7.9%

Switzerland
O.3/" Austria
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Figure 4. The ATLID laser
head, with the heat-

exchanger plate of the laser
diodes visible in the

foreground

have been concentrated on the critical units of
the three key sub-systems:

- Ihe transmitting sub-system, composed of
the laser head assembly, the laser thermal-
control assembly and the beam-shaping
opilcs

- Ihe receiving sub-system, including the
scanned lightweight telescope, the optical
bench with the filter and the receiver

- Ihe pointing/scanning sub-system, including
the lag-angle compensating mechanism, the
scanning mechanism with the contra-
rotating inedia flywheel, and the star sensor.

Several of the critical technologies/units have
already been breadboarded and tested.
including the transmitter laser, laser Q-switch,
laser diode power supply, thermal control,
narrow-band filters and the optical coatings,
detection chain, lightweight telescope and
scanning mechanism.

The transmitter laser for ATLID is a 10-W diode-
pumped Nd:YAG laser operating at a

wavelength of 1.064 micron, which emits laser
pulses with energies up to 100 mJ and lasting
20 ns, with a 100 Hz pulse repetition frequency
(Fig. 4). The laser head is pumped by high-
energy pulsed laser diodes and emits a beam
of good spatial quality and high pulse stability
with an electrical-to-optical efficiency
(conversion ratio from prime power to laser
radiation) oI 6.5%. The generated heat of about
100 W is transferred to the thermal-control
system by means of a conductance plate. The

laser diodes are driven by a high-current pulsed
power supply, which has also been
breadboarded. The unit, which was tested in

vacuum and with different thermal cycles,
achieves 7 4o/o etficiency

Another key element of the laser head, the laser
Q-switch, is presently being breadboarded. lt
triggers the build-up and release of the laser
pulse and consists of an electro-optic crystal,
whose non-linear optical properties are
modulated by a high-voltage pulse. Due to the
very high energy flux of the laser beam, the Q-
switch is subject to optical damage and
therefore both accurate screening of the
electro-optic crystal and a high-quality surface
coating are required in order to produce a high-
reliability device suitable for prolonged
ooeration in soace.

As already indicated, heat removal from the
laser head is another key issue for prolonged
operation of the laser transmitter. A high
thermal load has to be dissipated under the
extreme temperature conditions in orbit, A
capillary-pumped two-phase loop has been
selected for its high heat-lift capability and
absence of moving parts. The fluid (ammonia)

in the loop changes phase when in contact with
the conductive olate to which the diodes are

thermally coupled. The vapour expands via the
ducts to the radiator, mounted on the satellite's
anti-sunward face, where it returns to the liquid
phase. The fluid is pumped by capillary effect
through a sintered nickel wick and the fluid level

is maintained constant throughout the whole
range of thermal loads and operating cycle by
a reservoir (Figs. 5a,b). The breadboard,
including the large radiator assembly, has been
submitted to both vibration and thermal-
vacuum testing and the capillary pump was
shown to still operate successfully even under
1 g conditions (i.e. when pumping against
gravrty).

The back-scattered radiation is collected by a
60 cm lightweight Cassegrain telescope,
weighing less than 1O kg. The primary mirror is
realised in C-S|C (Fig. 6), coated with a 100
micron SiC vapour-deposited layer, and
supported by a non-hygroscopic CFRP
structure. The large primary C-S|C minor has
already been breadboarded and polished to
specification (surface roughness < 20 nm p-v)

and the next step will be integration of the
^,,^.^ll +^l^^^^^^vvvr oil LvrvDvvpv.

The telescope is mounted on a single-axis
scanning mechanism (Fig. 7). suspended
between two liquid-lubricated bearings,
designed for a lifetime of 1.8 x 1O' cycles. The
scanning-induced torque is compensated by a

ilo
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a

Figure 5. The laser thermal-control system: (a) evaporator/reservoir
assembly with the ducts, ready for vibration testing; (b) overall
breadboard assembly ready for thermal-vacuum testing

b

contra rotating flywheel, The scan-mechanism
breadboard includes the motor and bearing
roonmAl', rnA rn anl ia2l onnnrjor fnr annlooDDVI I rUry qr ru ol I uPLruur ur ruvuur rur qr rvrc

restitution and monitoring. the electronic
controller. the flywheel. and a locking device for
tho tolpqcnno dr rrinn laUnCh. The OVerall SCanL||vLv|vvvvvvvv||||v|v

assembly, with a dummy mass for the
ialoqcnna haq qr rceaqqfr rllrr naqqorl itc

vibrational and thermal-vacuum testing. The
bearings have also successfully compleled an

extended life-test in vacuum.

Focal-plane optics direct the incoming photons
to the detection chain via an ultra-narrow-
bandwidth filter for rejecting the background
light originated by Earth albedo. The
breadboarded filter is a Fabry-Perot device
(Fig 8), which has been shown to transmit up
to 63 % of the return signal within a bandwidth
as narrow as 0.21 nm. A Lyot filter was also
breadboarded. but it proved less robust in

meeting the accuracy and stability
requirements.

Figure 6. The ATLID telescope's C-S|C lightweight primary mirror
(rear side)

Figure 7. The scan mechanism, with the optical encoder in the
foreground
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Figure 8. The hybrid front-
end detector module of the

ATLID receiver

The ATLID receiver consists of a detection
module and a post-detection electronic chain.
The detection module is based on a silicon
APD. DC-couoled to a low-noise trans-
impedance amplifier, integrated in a hybrid
circuit. The latter has already been built to flight
standard and provides an exceptionally low
level of noise current. In order to oerform the
twin roles of cloud-top-height and aerosol-
density measurement, the post-detection
electronics is split into two parallel chains. The
peak detection chain deals with high-intensity
and sharp signals like those coming from the
tops of thick clouds, and basically operates on
a logarithmic amplifier. The radiometric chain is

a high-gain high-linearity electronic assembly,
able to trace minimum variations in the signal
even at very low intensities, such as occur in
the profiles generated by thin clouds or aerosol
layers. The measured pedormances of the
ATLID detection chain, in both day- and night-
time operation, are outstanding: the measured
signal-to-noise ratio meets - and more often
exceeds - specification for all atmospheric
targets, and the timing capabilities ensure a

vertical resolution of 40 m, in a measurement
range reaching to 25 km altitude.

On the basis of the architecture selected and
the breadboard results. the estimated mass
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and power consumption of the complete ATLID

instrument are 240 kg and 450 W, respectively.

The future of ATLID
As repoded above, all of the key units have
been successfully breadboarded and tested
against their functional - and in most cases
already also against their environmental -
requirements. Although the focus has been on
meeting functional requirements, the design
standard of the units has permitted a
substantial verification of the engineering
performance against vacuum operation,
temperature range and thermal cycling and
random/sine vibrations and shocks. The
availability of units of this standard will make the
develooment and oualification of the future
flight unit much more straightforward and
efficient.

After subsystem integration and testing,
following the programme of work planned for
the years 1998 - 2000, the ATLID subsystem
concepts and the maturity of the technology
will be proven, in readiness for exploitation in

the context of the Earth Explorer Earth-
Radiation Mission.

All breadboarded models and units will then be
available for further experimentation, either for
further laboratory tests of specific lidar
functions or to be assembled in a ground-
based (or airborne) lidar model for supporting
campaigns, ground-truth validation of other
lidar missions and - possibly - for
refurbishment and utilisation in fliqht tests.

Aside from the hardware heritage, the ATLID
Technology Development Programme is
providing a valuable return in terms of the
day-by-day learning process, generating
experience that can be exploited for other
future technology developments. The ATLID

work has also been a valid test-bench for the
method of approaching the conception and
initial development of complex innovative
instruments like lidars. Rather than committing
the R&D on single critical technologies to
isolated specialists, a multi-disciplinary
approach has been pursued to exploit
throughout the synergies between the
development of both the units and the
sub-system, typical of a mature project
envrronment.

The ATLID Programme can be seen as a
successful R&D experience that has exploited
the synergies between several different
domains of space instrumentation technology
in order to pave the way for the first European
Lidar in space. @esa
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ESACOM: The ESA Gommunications
Network

S. Zatti, M. Incollingo, G. Krdll* & M. Boele**
Network Planning and Engineering Unit, Informatics Department,
ESA Directorate of Administration, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

lntroduction
In accordance with the Agency's strategy
regarding procurement of information services,
ESACOM is based on an infrastructure offered
by means of industrial contracts. Such
contracts specify all services to be pedormed,
the sites to be connected, the protocols to be
supported, and all relevant service
performance parameters. The delivery of the
service parameters as specified in the contract
is guaranteed on the basis of a Service-Level
Agreement between the Agency and the
industrial provider. Appropriate tools are
provided to monitor the performance of the
services and whenever necessary to initiate
actions to restore service in the event of

The goal of the ESA Informatics Department with respect to
communications is to provide the Agency with efficient and reliable
networking services to meet the users' evolving requirements at the
best market conditions. lt fulfils its mandate by offering a baseline for
networking services targeted at the whole Agency, although
networking support for spacecraft operations is not part of the
Department's responsibilities. The general-purpose network
engineered and operated by the Department is called "ESAGOM". This
article describes both the network and its basic service philosophy, as
well as its potential role in a future ESA Corporate Highway.

failures. This approach corresponds to modern
established industry practice whereby a
company concentrates its activities on its core
businesses and leaves to industrial partners the
provision of enabling services. The success of
this aooroach is based on how well an

intrinsically stable and static arrangement like a
contract can capture the services expected by
the customer and their dynamic evolution. The
experience of the customer's staff responsible
for the establishment and the maintenance of
the arrangement, as well as the experience of
the provider's staff responsible for its provision,

are key to this success.

The experience gathered so far by ESA in its
industrial padnerships has shown that the
aooroach is feasible and can be used to
successfully fulfil most networking
requirements of a modern high-tech distributed
organisation. The outsourced wide-area
networks Data Dissemination Network (DDN)

and Level 3 ESANet have been operating for
almost three years with satisfactory
performance. The expected cost reductions
with respect to in-house provision have been
achieved. The flexibility afforded by this
annrnanh nnaF lno fha anrp nnrnnratoaPPlv4ul I El l4ulvD rr ru uvru vvr pvr qLg

Internal Organisation

Within the Informatics Department's Infrastructure Division, ADM-IT, responsible for the whole
computing infrastructure, ADM-lTR, based in ESRIN, has the responsibility for the operations and
the security of the ESA wide-area networks, as well as for the ESRIN Local Area Network. LANs
at the other Establishments are operated by the respective infrastructure sections. The
responsibility for network planning and engineering on an ESA-wide basis rests with the ESA
Network Planning and Engineering Unit (ADM-lTN), which:

- Endeavours to be the centre of competence and expertise for networking in ESA.

- Continuously monitors the technology evolution.

- Defines the road map for the evolution of ESA networks, accommodating future user
requirements.

- Procures the best services from industry at the best market conditions.

- Consults with projects on their telecommunications requirements and tailors the network
infrastructure to satisfy them.

- Conducts studies to assess new conceots.. Based at ESOC

"- Based at ESTEC
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requirements. as well as any project-specilic
connectivity requirements arising within ESA, to
be catered for, with the beneficial effects of cost
reductions deriving from synergy, avoidance of
duplication, and economies of scale.

The network
ESACON/ has a core (Fig. 11 that caters to the
general-purpose data-networking requirements
of the Agency by providing the following
^^^,i^^^ ^il h^^^i ^^ the Tcp/lp communi_
cations protocol:

- Local Area Network services

- Wide-area data connectivity:
r Interconnections between ESA

Establishments and sites where the
Agency has a permanent presence, such
as the ESA ground stations (Redu,
Vilspa), Brussels, Cologne, Washington,
Moscow, Kourou, and Toulouse

o Access to public networks: Internet.
Public Switched Telephone Network
(PSTN), Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDN). provided at all sites
via different local providers.

- Protection and security according to ESA
poilcy.

- Operation and monitoring of the above.

or computer rooms) can be associated to a
different logical community, a virtual LAN,
according to criteria like security (traffic
isolation) and performance (traffic optimisation).
The same cabling system can also be used to
support telephone connections or special high-
speed connections.

W i de-area co n nectiv ity
The wide-area data connectivity of ESACOM
between ESA sites and stable project padners
is provided by means of an outsourcing
contract. where DDN, ESANet, and Level 3
have converged. The industrial tele-
communications service provider. BT, offers
connectivity all the way to the Customer
Premises via dedicated routers used as Points
of Presence (POP), connected via access lines
to thc no2roet nnint nf tho nrnrridor'a .^ro
network. The outsourced network is under the
constant control and monitoring of the provider.
ESA itself also monitors the status of the
outsourced services, interacting with the
provider to ensure that the service parameters
are constantly met.

The model sketched in Figure I is instantiated
in the five major ESA sites to provide wide-area
connectivity via the commercial frame-relay
network service offered by BT, CFRS (Concerl
Frame Relay Services), and via the external
Public Networks. The dotted line in the figure
indicates the boundary between the
contractual responsibility of the providers and
that of ESA (other network nodes follow a
simpler model, without public networks).

Esrange
Ki runa

Telespazio

"ttEsRl

Maspalomas

: LAN Switching
:-.1j Infrastructure

(Structured Cabling
and active equipment)

Iillil
Servers

Figure 1. The ESACOM
model

"T11t'r1""'''1l tI I l' - "
Clients Project-specific

conneclrons

Additional communications services can be
offered by ESACOM to cater to project-
specific requirements, as described below.

Local Area Network serylces
The Local Area Networks (LANs) at all main
sites are organised according to a uniform
criterion of structured cabling and LAN
switching that allows optimal performance and
maximum flexibility. Each wall outlet (in offices

Other ESA sites
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Permanent Virtual Circuits pair-wise-
connecting all major ESA sites constitute the
ESACOIV Virtual Private Network (VPN),

realising a global ESA Intranet. ESA present
and future Corporate Applications will all be
suppoded by this network. Several other nodes
of the network correspond to locations that are
involved with ESA in the framework of a
padicular project, e.g. ERS or Envisat. as
described below. The full structure of the
ESACON/ wide-area network, with the circuits
interconnecting ESA sites and their partners, is

shown in Figure 2.

Basic connectivity to the Internet for all ESA
users at all ESA sites is considered part of the
core network services. Internet is a
fundamental business tool for dynamic access
to information and to support both traditional
and innovative types of human interaction.
Internet is also fundamental, on the other hand,
to making ESA's information and services
generally accessible to the World. This implies
that standard naming structures, levels of
protection. and a fair share oI the link capacity.
are available without distinction to all users of
the ESA corporate network.

The four ESA Establishments and Vilspa are
connected to the respective national academic
Internet Service Providers. The national
networks, in turn, are interconnected via a high-

Amsterdam

Ottawa

speed international European backbone called
TEN-34, which also provides a high-speed link
to the United States.

A basic policy requirement is that no Internet
traffic in any direction shall burden the Intranet
links. To this end, major sites are visible to the
Internet via their own national connection. As
an exception to that requirement, minor ESA
sites are attached to the major ones via secure
tunnels, so that their Internet access will occur
via one of the national connections described
above.

A Remote Access Service to travelling or
home-based users is provided via the Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), the
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), or a
corporate account with a commercial Internet
Service Provider, as appropriate. The same
infrastructure also provides connectivity from
ESA sites to remote users on public networks
(dial-out).

Access to public networks is granted in all
cases via the site's LAN and an external routing
function, subject to the constraints of the
security policy described later. Direct
connectivity of a user's PC or work station
located within any ESA premises to any public
networks is not allowed, as this would bypass
the whole security infrastructure,

ESA Washington ESA Houston

ESTEC

lfremer

Cluestel

ESA Brussels

Tromsoe

Figure 2. ESACOM wide-
area connectivity
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Customers Ethernet LAN
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Customer DTE
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ISDN Backup @

ESA Moscow-./64k_ 'SUP/IKI

MET Office

Gatineau

Satellite Station
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Figure 3. The ESA network
security architecture

Network security
The ESA network infrastructure is subdivided
from a security point of view into four network
domains, as shown in Figure 3: the "External

Networks", the " ESA External Services
Networks", the " ESA Internal Services
Networks" and the "ESA Restricted Networks".

At the boundary between the second and the
third domain, as well as between the third and
fnr rrth qenr rritv fecililica COntrOl all traffiC. lt iS

not possible for a single bit of information to
enter or leave the ESA Internal Services
Networks or the ESA Restricted Networks
without passing through these facilities.

h\ternal Nel$0rls

Each security facility comprises a set of
mechanisms, implemented via one or more

hardware components, that are individually

tailored to handle the connectivity required

within the scope of the involved classes. The

mechanlsms themselves are not static. They

are established on the basis of available
technology, the scope of the user
requirements. and the overall ESA security and

access polrcy.

- External Networks are networks supplied
or owned by off-site industrial partners.

national space agencies. or scientific
institutes, national or international
research networks and networks of
lnternet Service Providers as well as the
Global Internet. Telephone networks used

for data exchange, whether analogue
(PSTN) or digital (ISDN). operated by any

PTT or private provider, are also treated as

External Networks.

ESA External Services Networks are ESA

networks that allow unrestricted access
to and from the External Networks, in

particular from the Global Internet.
Connection to the ESA External Services
Networks is foreseen for Information
Servers that present the Agency to the
World. For example, the ESA External
World-Wide Web (WWW) Servers and
ESA Public File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

Scnrers ero nlar:ed nn the ESA Externals, v v,uvvv v'

Services Networks.

ESA Internal Services Networks include
networks for the support of Software
Development and those for the support of
the Agency's Office Automation System.

Software development users may typically
need to access the ESA External Servtces
Networks or External Networks, due to the
frequent use of external contract support
for software development and exchange
of data with other space agencies and

scientific institutes. Office Automation
users typically need a high degree of
connectivity to the outside world to
support mail and data exchange with
external bodies, in a controlled manner
given the sensitivity of the data exchanged.

- ESA Restricted Networks allow access
only to selected subsets of the ESA user

community. They offer additional security
mecnanrsms protecting agarnst

unauthorised access from the ESA Internal

Services Networks. Typical examples of ESA

Restricted Networks are those that
support the Agency's Financial and
Personnel Management Systems The
Mission Support Networks are

implemented as ESA Restricted
Networks. These networks support the
mission-control systems and access ts

therefore restricted to a minimum and
extremely carefully controlled.

The ESA Network Security Architecture
described above is implemented by means of
ESA Firewalls (Fig. 4), which strike a balance
hotrnropn oncn 2c.css frOm and tO the External

Networks and the ESA External Services
Networks and the security requirement of the
ESA internal communications. The ESA

Firewalls control all traffic crossing this
boundary on the basis of the principle that
anything that is not explicitly permitted is

denied. lt rs not possible for any traffic to enter
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or leave the ESA Internal Services Networks
from or to the ESA External Services or External
Networks, without passing through the ESA

Firewalls and being positively authenticated or
permitted. All accesses, successful and
unsuccessful, are logged.

O perations an d mo n ito ri n g
The wide-area portion of ESACOM is operated
from ESRIN by means of an industrial
operations contract that provides monitoring,
reporting, and management of the front-end
onr rinmont Tho trSAQQM NetwOrk COntrOl

Room is shown in Fgure 5. The LANs are
maintained and operated by the respective
Establishments' infrastructure sections. The
industrial contracl. by also covering the WAN
interfaces at all sites and their consistency.
ensures smooth interactions with the
respective sites' LANs. This function has
proved invaluable in keeping the outsourcing
firm constantly focused on the provision of an
:cr:ontahlp sonrica lavol.uvvv v Luv,v

The outsourced network is monitored by the
same ESA industrial contract via an off-the-
shelf network management tool that is used
also to monitor the site's LANs (Fig. 6). This tool
is able to browse, in real time, the operational
and statistical data contained in the network
provider's equipment at any site (local and

l

Figure 5. The ESACOM Network Control Room

" i:i;:"
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ilitilil'l
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Figure 4. An ESA firewall providing high-level security
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Figure 6. The ESACOM
network management tool

remote) of the network; the network operators
can thus check the status of the network at any
time and produce any statistics that they or the
customer may require to check on the quality

or the availability of the contracted service,
such as the fulfilment of an internal service-level
agreement.

Meeting project-specif ic networking
requirements
In addition to the core services described
above. ESACON/ caters to specific project
networking requirements based on the same
core infrastructure, by providing customers
with:

- network engineering efforts and consulting

- additional communication links directly
rcl:tcr^l to the nroicctg

- dedicated LAN connectivity throughout a
site

- networking equipment at project-specific
locations

- ISDN and PSTN on-demand connections
A^Ai^^+^/.{ +r nr rhlic natrrrnrkc fo n- UUUIUdLUU dUUUJJ tU l.Juuilu I ruLvvvr r\o \w.V.
Internet)
^',+-^ ^^^, '-iL ' a--anaa*:n*a /a

- E Lr d JUUUTLy Or rdr rvur rYr rLJ \u.v. ouusDJ

control lists)

- prqect-specific operations and mdntenance
(e.9. round-the-clock supporl).

Far ovamnla addifinnal cnmnnnontq tn

suppod specific project requirements can be
easily and econorrically added to the basic
building blocks of the outsourced WAN. The

way in which the service is structured within the
outsourcing contract allows for modification of
the scnricc n2ramAtcrs and Of the hafdWafe
structures on demand, in order to cope with
changes in requirements. A typical example
would be a project 'equiring additional lP

^^^^^i+\ / lh +tai^ ^^^^ +ho qnoo| nf tha ncnoqqUdVdUlty. ll I tlllJ UdJU. llru ovuvv vr Lr ru qvuuoo

line can be increased and additional viftual
circuits can be contracted. The capacity of
such circuits can also be appropriately
modif ied, whereas any desired service
a,,nitnF,iti+,, l^,a anhiarror.l hrr e^dinnqvoilouilrLy uor I uE 4ur [uvEu uy quuil rv

redundancy to the routers' configuration and
requiring the access lines to be backed up with
ISDN.

Additional requirements for Internet
connectivity may also arise from specific
projects, for which the basrc access provided
as part of core services may not be satisfactory
in terms of link capacity. response times,
ser:r rritv nr c\/cn locatiOn Of the COnnectiOn.vvvv' 'ry

Qr rnh ronrriramontq 6an Fn nalnraoonal F',uuvr I ruvuil ur I rur rro uql I uv quul vDDvu uy

contracting a dedicated link to the Internet
with the appropriate capacity with a

telecommunications services provider, to be
used exclusively by the requesting project.

although this service would be available at any
location within the requesting site via the
normal LAN connections. The provider of such
service may or may not be the same provider
as for ESACOM, according to the best market
conditions. One such example is at ESRIN,
where an Internet connection with quaranteed

tz+
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bandwidth has recently been contracted for
Earth Observation public data servers and the
ESA Home Pages.

Whenever a modification to the current networn
set-up is requested, as in the above examples,
the new services can be gracefully
accommodated on top of the current set-up. In

those situations where a component of the
core infrastructure already exists, the price
increase is only marginal. This proves how the
synergy with an existing infrastructure may
benefit the users, compared with makeshift
procurement of the services directly from the
industry by each specific project.

The evolution of ESACOM
The stated aim of the Informatics Department is
to provide efficient and reliable networking
services to all of ESA according to the users'
evolving requirements. The latter must be
constantly monitored and validated against the
latest technological offerings in order to fine-
tune the available resources.

Two apparently contradictory drivers are
influencing the evolution of the Agency's
communications infrastructure today: the need
to keep the lT and communications budget in
line with the down-sizing of the Agency's overal,
expenditures and, pulling in the other direction,
the steadily increasing demand for network
bandwidth and performance as new network
computing paradigms emerge to support ESA's
business processes.

The objective of the ESACOM evolution is to
respond to both of these categories of
requirement with the realisation and continuous
optimisation of a network infrastructure, the
ESA Information Highway:

- ensuring the minimum cost per unit of
traffic exchanged, while offering fully
satisfactory communications services to its
USETS

- integrating all the different communications
services and therefore capable of exploiting
to the maximum extent possible the
synergy effects of such integration.

ESA is by nature a distributed organisation with
a strong need to improve the efficiency of its
operations. This can be achieved especially
through the enhancement of its internal and
external information exchange capabilities. One
possible scenario is the realisation of working
environments where the prolect activity is not
constrained by the physical location of its
resources (staff, knowledge base, support
facilities, partners) inside and even outside the
Agency. This presupposes the adoption of a
networked enterprise organisational model

based on the presence of an efficient and
flexible communications infrastructure.

On a general-purpose network like ESACOM, it
is reasonable to expect the existence of
different classes of traffic that may come up
with different, more or less stringenl,
performance requirements. For example, the
interactive traffic of a financial aoolication like
AWARDS (strict real-time requirement of the
financial officer sitting in front of a screen
waiting for a response) may require a higher
priority than an offline file-transfer application
that can be launched in background. These
requirements imply the prioritisation of traffic
travelling on the same circuit, or of traffic on
different circuits travelling from the same source
to the same destination. Modern routing
protocols supporting link prioritisation and
resource reservation are being explored and
acquired to that end.

The distributed computrng applications (like the
official ESA office automation system Lotus
Notes, AWARDS, WWVV), the newly emerging
tools for computer-supported co-operative
work, including desktop video/voice
conferencing, and the potential shift towards a
fully fledge network computing scenario pose
additional challenges to the network
infrastructure. The extra reouirements wil
appear not only in terms of the pure increase in
data transmission capacity, but also in terms of
the ability to support different services with
different Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees
(like bandwidth, delay, priority, etc.).

Today, different networks are supporting
different wide-area services in ESA: ESACOM
as it stands today for data communications
based on a frame-relay Vrrtual Private Network
PPN), a recently implemented ISDN-based
Virtual Private Network for voice telephony
between ESA sites, public ISDN for H.320
video conferencing between ESA sites and with
external partners, and the public lnternet for
generic data communications with external
partners.

As a first step in the integration of services, the
frame-relay network will be enhanced with QoS
provision; in this way, in addition to data
applications, lP-based desktop voice/video
conferencing applications will also be
supported (now standardised in the ITU H.323
framework). lP-based telephony will be
introduced for pilot users in order to evaluate its
pedormance and usability.

In the longer term, the consolidation of all
services over a single infrastructure will be
realised, at a date depending on the maturity of

tzJ
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Other ESA sites

Commercial Wide.area
ATM Services network

ESA inter-site
data/voice/video

Boundary of responsibility
ESA-provider

ililil ilil11
Servers Clients

the technology and on the availability of
competitive offerings from the service
providers.

It can be anticipated that a single ESACOM
lnformation Highway will carry all the inter-site

data, voice, and video services, as portrayed in

Figure 7. This network will be based on lP and

ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) tech-
nologies. The Public ISDN (possibly, also PSTN)

connectivity will be kept for off-net voice and

video conferencing with external entities. The
public Internet will most likely also be offering

QoS guarantees (lnternet ll) and could be

exploited for additional services with external
padners and as back-up to the main ESACOM

wide-area connectivity.

In the preparatory phase, a number of
technologies and tools have to be investigated.

evaluated, and then put in place as the building
blocks of such an infrastructure. Examples are:

- new service offerings from the VPN
providers. especially those geared towards
service integration

- new compression and transport schemes
for voice and video

- tools for end-to-end QoS management,
enabling the establishment and monitoring
of different classes of service

- applications measuring resource utilisation

at user commurity/project level. to be used

for capacity planning and to enable the
implementation of charge-back schemes
(should this need arise).

LAN Switching
lnlrastructure
(Structural Cabling
and active equipment)

ililrr llllll llllll
Project-specific Desktopvoicefurdeo ISDN H320Videoconference
connections lP voice telephony ISDN Phone

lP video conferenctng

Front-end
LAN

Regarding the cost aspects, while maintaining

the classic financial objectives of maximising
the return on capital investment and reducing
ror:r rrrinn cynenseq a new cost mOdel for the
network should be put in place. This model

should enable the evaluation of the introduction
of new services and technologies into the

network as a business case, allowing a fair

comoarison between alternatives. This also
implies viewing the computing and networking
infrastructure more strategically; i.e. not only as

a support facility with certain associated costs,
but as an asset for improving ESA's efficiency

and effectiveness in the future.

Conclusion
This article has described the current
configuration and the expected evolution of
ESACON/, whilst also trying to capture the spirit

behind the endeavour. The main challenge now
is to accommodate present and future Agency-
wide networking requirements and show that
they can be fully satisfied in the most efftcient

and cost-effective manner by this infrastructure
and the evolution thereof. @esa
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The Project Test Bed and lts Application
to Future Missions

R. Franco & J. Miro
Modelling and Simulation Section, ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational
Supporl, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction
ln ESA projects, a number of different
simulation and test facilities have traditionally
been used in support of different activities like
mission analysis, design and development,
assembly, integration and verification (AlV) and
flight-operations preparation and training.
Simulation is used extensively in design
verification and operation preparation, but it is
also required for test benches involving real
flight-hardware elements. The Electrical Ground
Support Equipment (EGSE) is used to verify the
spacecraft's functionality whilst still on the
ground, by stimulating it with test signals/
procedures and analysing its responses.

This article presents the concept of the Project Test Bed (pTB) and its
application in support of two ESA missions - the PROBA (project for
On-Board Autonomy) technology mission and the Land Surface
Processes and Interactions Mission - during their early project
phases. As a multi-purpose simulation and verification platform, the
PTB includes a system simulator, an Electrical Ground Support
Equipment and Monitoring Gontrol System (EMCS) and reat flight
hardware like the on-board computer. lt therefore has the potential to
support systems-engineering activities throughout the spacecraft-
development life cycle and of being reused from one mission to
anothe6 as reported here.

Simulators are normally developed to support
specific tasks during the various phases of
spacecraft development. The different
simulation requirements at the different stages
and the often different responsibilities for
procurement mean that simulators still tend to
be developed in isolation and with little or no
reuse foreseen. Simulation in the early phases
is normally not carried forward to later phases,
and verification test benches often include their
own simulation systems. Simulators supporting
mission operations and training are developed
independently of those used during the
development. Flight operations procedures are
developed and tested using these simulators,
which in turn are not applied for validating the
test procedures.

The PTB concept
The PTB concept seeks to rationalise the
development of ground simulation and test
facilities within a space prolect and to minimise
duplication of efforl. The new approach consists
of establishing an infrastructure early rn the
protect, which can evolve and be adapted to the
needs of the different develooment and
verification tasks along the way.

The PTB is thus a space-engineering
development and test facility that, whilst
including specific components for a particular
project phase or mission, has a general design
such that it can be used across many prolect
phases and for different missions (Fig. 1).

The PTB is composed of three main elements
(Fig. 2):

- The real-time simulator, containing models of
the spacecraft hardware and environment.
At the start of the prolect the models are
fairly simple, but are able to provide an
overview of the complete mission to assist
with the systems-engineering tasks related
to mission and system definition.

- The EGSE and Monitoring Control System
(EMCS), consisting of telemetry, tele-
command and special command interfaces,
a master test processor and a suite of
test/operational procedures.

- A hardware emulation of the On-Board
Computer (OBC) running the flight software.

Some of the specific components may be
reusable for other projects depending on the
degree of similarity between the two missions.
At the beginning of the project, the system
prototype is composed mainly of the software
simulation and reusable components from
other projects, but in the later phases other
components can be added. In order to allow
the different components to be developed
independently and in parallel, it is important to
ensure an early and accurate definition of the
interfaces between PTB comoonents.
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Launch

PTB applications
A first version of the PTB concept. covering
only the simulation element. has been
developed at ESTEC for the PROBA (PRoject

for On Board Autonomy) mission and then
partially reused for the Land mission PTB
prototype. The purpose of such a simulation is

to support early project phases by providing:

- Mission simulation to monitor the
pedormances of the chosen platform and its
predefined control system, to verify in a

visual and intuitive way that the mission

requirements are fulfilled at system level, and

to identify feasible control strategies.

- System simulation to achieve a better
understanding of configuration options and

to support trade-offs at system level by
providing quantitative performance results

for drfferent spacecraft options.

The PROBA misslon
The PROBA mission (Fig. 3) is an ESA

Technology Demonstration Programme
conceived to prove the feasibility of a small and

low-cost mission optimistng operationar
autonomy. lt will therefore fly advanced
technologies which can contribute to enhanced
autonomy for satellite systems. The baseline

orbit for the 100 kg (approx.) spacecraft is Sun-

synchronous, with an altitude of 81 7 km and an

inclination of 98.7o. lts main scientific payload

will be the Compact High-Resolution lmaging

Spectrometer (CHRIS), The baseline satellite

attitude will be Earlh-pointing, with a roll and
pitch/yaw steering capability allowing BRDF
(Bi-Directional Reflectance Distribution
Function) images to be taken repeatedly of the
same Earlh scene. The ground station will be at

ESTEC, with the multtple user stations at a
variety of sites.

The Land mission
The Land Surface Processes and Interactions
mission (Fig. 4) is one of the proposed future
generation of Earlh-Explorer missions. lt is

dedicated to the study of land-surface
processes and interactions with the
atmosphere, including the energy and water
fluxes and the biomedical fluxes like
photosynthesis and plant respiration.

The mission features a single hyper-spectral
imaging instrument known as PRISM (Process

Research for Imaging Space Missions). The

mission calls for the acouisition of directional

measurements over a scene (site), thus
requiring across-track (roll) pointing
performances of + 30o and along-track (pitch)
pointing pedormances of + 60o, in order to
measure the BRDF of the observed site.

Mission
Definltion

Mission Mission
Development Readiness

Figure 1. Evolution of the Project Test Bed (PTB)

Figure 2. The PTB concept

Figure 3. The PROBA mission
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Pre-Phase-A analyses have demonstrated the
advantages of an instrument concept without a
pointing capability, accommodated on an agile
spacecraft allowing the required pointing to be
achieved with the platform itself. According to
the preliminary studies, the spacecraft will have
a mass of about 700 kg. lts configuration
features fixed solar arrays, and its baseline
attitude is Sun-pointing. lt will use yaw steering
in order to minimise image distortion due to the
pointing and the Eadh's rotation. The baseline
orbit is a Sun-synchronous polar orbit (97.8")

with an altitude of 670 km. The main ground
station is to be located at Kiruna, in Sweden.
and the options for 'local users' are also being
studied.

PTB prototype implementation
The PTB simulator has been designed with a
modular approach in mind such that in the later
phases of a project not only can additional
mission-specific software and hardware be
added to the PTB, but the existing subsystem
models can be independently upgraded with
minimal impact on the rest of the PTB.

The simulator contains models of the
qnanonraff jfq q1 1fiqq7o+nmo thn onannnra{*olJqvavrqrrt rro ouuoyJLUl llJ, tl lu DPouuul olt

environment and the ground segment. lts
purpose is to provide a virtual spacecraft and
environment in which to refine the mission

concepts and to assist system design and later

verification and validation, mission operations
and training. lts design must be flexible enough
to suppod changes in and the evolution of
performance requirements. In fact, the
simulator models the overall system (space and
ground) to such a level of detail that the mission

objectives can be demonstrated, with the
option of incorporating the actual flight
software.

Capabilities of the PTB Mission Simulator
- Uplinking of telecommands and downlinking of housekeeping data when the spacecraft is

in contact with the ground station

- Downlinking of user-requested images

- Maintenance of an event table containing the housekeeping history from the last ground-
station contact (Fig. 11)

- Computation and 3D display of spacecraft position, orbitaltrack, ground-station visibility

zones and transmitter and imager coverage

- Realistic geometric modelling of the spacecraft, overlaid with its body vectors as well as

Sun and Earth pointing vectors

- Simulation and 3D display of pointing manoeuvres required during the mission lifetime,

such as Earth-pointing and BRDF manoeuvres (Fig. 5)

- Computation and 2D display of an Earth map with spacecraft position, ground stations,

target images and image swath with zoom capability (Fig. 8)

- Simulation of electrical power generation and consumption

- On-board scheduling of image requests/downloads to the user station

Figure 4. The Land mission

Figure 5. BRDF imaging
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Figure 6. Simulator
architecture

Figure 7. Typical PTB user
interface

Simulator architecture
The simulator is based on the EuroSim real
time simulation environment, which suppods
model development and integration, simulation
execution and analysis of results The basic
components (Fig 6) of the PROBA and Land
mission PTBs are [he same, except for tre
spacecraf t graphical nodels and t.te
^^^.^+i^^^t ^^^^^-i^^upur dLrur rdr -uur rdt tu-.

The simulator's four main components are:

- lhe snacecraft models

- the environment models

- the ground-segment models

- the display

The spacecraft models implemented are:

- TT&C, which models the communications
link between the spacecraf t and the
ground station

- OBSW which models the telemetry and
telecommand handling, the control
laws and the autonomous payload-
management software (different models
for the two missions)

- POWER which models power generation
via body-mounted solar panels, battery
state of charge and loads during the
mrssron

AOCS, which mooels the sensors and
actuators

- Camera model.

The environment models are:

- the orbit model (PEM), developed by
ESOC, which supports Keplerian orbiLs
with first-order pefturbations, (terrestria
spherical mass distribution, residual
atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure
and Moon gravitational influence)

- the dynamics model, using a simple single
rrgid-body aporoximation of the spacecralt
SITUCIUTC.

The ground segment models are:

- estimation algorithms (tbd)

- prediction algorithms (tbd)

The dispiay capabilities of the PTB consist of a

3D lmage Generation System (lGS; Figs. 3 - 5),

2D map and telemetry/telecommand man/
machine interfaces (MMls) A typical PTB user
interface (FiS. 7) also includes the test
conductor MMI provided by EuroSim

Two commercial tools are used for the
graphical implementation: MultiGen and Vega.
Mult Gen is used to create new models and edit
existing ones, and Vega was employed to
animate tbe models A number of highly
detailed models were required, including a
texlure mapped Fadh. a textured spacecrafl
model and transmitter cones that can be
switched on and off. BRDF sequences are
shown in terms of past and present viewing
angles,

Vega has also been used to provide the
simulator user with different viewing options,
including a ground- or user-station view, tracer
view and overall view of the Earth and orbit

The 2D Map (Fig 8) consists of an Earth map,
displaying ground stations, target images, and
spacecraft posiLion. with the possibility of
zooming in on the computation of the image
swath to be taken by the instrument.

Three MMls - one for telecommanding [C)
and two for telemetry (TN/) - have been
deveioped using Xforms, a public-domain tool
kit. The IC MN/l (Fig 9) presents the user with
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a list of telecommands which can be selected
and stacked for later uploading. The
transmission of the spacecraft telemetry data is

handled in two different wavs:

when a link is established with the ground
station. the soacecraft transmits the
instantaneous housekeeping data, which is

displayed by the TM MMI (Fig.10)

when the spacecraft is not in contact with
the ground station, it stores a history of
major events, which it downloads when next

in contact with the station (Event MMI)
(Fig.11).

Further work
The analysis and implementation of the
interface between the PTB simulator and the
on-board computer is still in progress. The
development of a full PTB and its application in

the context of end-to-end validation and
operations preparation for a real mission is

foreseen as the next step. Application of the
PTB conceot to the SN/ART-1 mission
(described elsewhere in this Bulletin) is

presently being investigated via the
development of an appropriate prototype.

Gonclusions
The prototype version of the PTB implemented
for the PROBA and Land missions is proving to
be a useful tool. lt has been designed using a
modular approach, so that in the later phases

of a project not only is it possible to add
mission-specific software and hardware, but
also the existing subsystem models can be

independently upgraded with mtnimal impact
on the rest of the PTB. Although the two PTBs

developed so far are only prototypes for early
mission phases, they have served to
demonstrate clearly the validity and benefits ot

the concept of test-bed reusability across
projects. @esa

Figure 8 . The two-dimensional map

Figure 10. The telemetry fiM) man/machine interface (MMl)

Figure 9. The
telecommandins [fC)
man/machine interface
(MMr)

Figure 11. The event man/machine interface (MMl)
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The TEAMSAT Experience

M. Bandecchi,
Mission Control Systems Division, Directorate for Technical and Operational
Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Nethedands

W.J. Ockels
Electrical Engineering Deparlment, Directorate for Technical and Operational
Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

TEAMSAT was the first satellite delivered to orbit by the Ariane-S
launcher on its second qualification flight on 30 October 1997. The
name of this unusual project was derived from Technology, science
and Education experiments Added to Maqsat. The 350-kg satellite,
which was embedded in Ariane-S's upper instrumented test platform
Maqsat-H, carried five experiments provided by various European
universities.

The entire project, from the initial idea to the end-of-mission, lasted
exactly one year. The development, integration and testing were
executed at ESTEC in the record time of seven months. Spare parts
from previous projects were used to save time and reduce costs. The
fast, cheap and unusual implementation included the 'hands-on'
involvement of young graduate trainees, to exploit the project for
educational purposes. The short but intense mission provided
excellent scientific and technological results of relevance for future'
space missions.

This article provides an overview of the TEAMSAT project and explains
some peculiarities which resulted in a unique experience for all of the
participants.

The challenges related to the mechanical and electrical engineering,
the On-board Data-Handling System, and the Test and Operation
Control System are addressed by the other TEAMSAT articles in this
issue of the Bulletin.

Background
The second qualification launch of Ariane-S
(A502) originally included two instrumented
platforms, Maqsat-H (the upper passenger)
and Maqsat-B (the lower passenger), built by
Kayser-Threde (D) (Fig. 1). The role of the two
mock-ups was to represent in mass and
volume typical Ariane-S payloads, in order to
simulate a realistic launch and orbit injection.
Furthermore, they were equipped with sensors
to measure acceleration, vibration. acoustic
noise and shock at different locations during
the launch phases. Maqsat-B was to include a
specific bearing structure to launch the radio-
amateur satellite Amsat P3D.

Maqsat-H had to have a mass of 2300 kg and
a height of 5m, but most of its internal volume
was empty. lts mission would have terminated
once the data recorded on board during the
launch had been transmitted to ground, i.e.
shortly after separation from the launcher.
There was therefore space to install other
experiments which could have a longer mission
life. This consideration was discussed in the
ESA Council of 25 October 1996 and it was
decided that this opportunity should be
exploited 'for scientific and educational
purposes'.

The APEX office (of the ESA Directorate of
Launchers) asked ESTEC whether any
experiment was readily available to take
advantage of a free flight on board 4502. In a
matter of days, five interesting experiments
were proposed and offered for integration by
European universities and ESTEC itself. Four
experiments (AVS, Fipex, WS and ODD) were
potentially available, but needed to be adapted
to the specific mission. In addition, they
required collective mechanical and electrical
integration to form a self-contained spacecraft
(the 'TEAM' part). The fifth experiment (namely
the Young Engineers' Satellite - 'YES'),
proposed by a group of ESTEC Young
Graduate Trainees (YGTs) and stagiaires, was
actually a complete and independent tethered
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Figure 1. Cut-away view of
Ariane-502. The payload,
from top to bottom,
consisted of two platforms,
Maqsat-H and Maqsat-B.
TEAMSAT is installed
beneath Maqsat-H
(courtesy D. Ducros/ESA)

satellite pair to be deployed in Geostationary
Transfer Orbit (GTO). This, in itself, was an
ambitious and challenging prolect because at
that time only a conceptual design of the
satellite was available, although the tether
system did exist and had already been
demonstrated in previous space flights. YES
had to be newly developed as an integral parl
of TEAIVSAT, taking into account that it would
eventually be ejected with its counter-mass to
become a free-flying tethered pair.

To limit the impact of the presence of
TEAMSAT, the original design of Maqsat-H was
modified to reduce the mass by 350 kg and
assign this budget to TEAMSAT. A space
suitable for a last minute integration was
identified in the Maqsat-H lower cone: a
cylindrical envelope with a diameter of less than
I m and a height of max. 75 cm was available
and accessible through the separation ring.

The experiments
The five experiments offered by European
universities and ESTEC were:

- Autonomous Vision System (AVS) -

Technical University of Denmark. AVS is a
^+^v +,^^l/^v ^' /^+^m h^^^^ ^^ ^ nL^-^^J r dr - Lr dun ur JyJ LUt | | UdJUU ut I d vt tdt 9u
Coupled Device (CCD) camera and a central
unit that can automatically recognise specific
stars and determine the attitude of the host
spacecraft for navigational purposes. lts on-

IJJ
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board r-remory conta ns the mode of more
than I I OOO stars and constel ations The
AVS camera can also acquire images and
dent fy non-stellar oblects (such as
-ate liles). The system had al'eady bee"
flown on sounding rockets and it was in the
process of being upgraded for future
M SSIONS

Flux Probe Experrment (FIPEX) - Unlversity of
Stuttgart. FIPEX measures the ow
concentrations of atomic oxygen up to
altitudes of 1O0O kilometres Atomic oxygen
is known for its erosion effect and
degradation of optica surfaces on
spacecra*t in low fa'rh orbt, T^e oerrgep
passes ol the C I O o'fereo pat.c-ularly
favourable altitude profi es to study this
phenomenon. FIPEX had already been flown
on the TEXUS sound ng rocket The
configuration foreseen for the TEAN/SAT
mission included one e ecrro'-ric -r^it p u- 'vc
sensor units to be r^rounted around the
Maqsat cylinder
Vlsual Telemetry System (V MMS/
lM O/P VTS is a new on-board visua isa

rion Lechnology ior rronilo'inq spatec'aft
act vit es such as solar array dep oyment lt

was initial y desgned for Envsat and other
future ESA pro.lects This was ts f rst f ight
opportunity, TEAIvISAT hosted an exist ng

engineering mode cons sting of three
cameras and a master unit that provided
comp'essed. b-'fe'ed rrage seq-enLes.
The VTS cameras were positioned around
the Maqsat cone to capture image
sequences of eve^ts Thal o(crrred during
the launch phases, from the lettisoning o1

the fairing to the separation of the Spe tra
Later, during the mission, the system was

rmm-Al^l,.oimrnoq nf qrrrq thoI qpr w\-rr or I rr I rYU I u r o^! | uvvr

Sun and the election of YES from TEAMSAT.

- Orbiting Debris Device (ODD) Automatron
& lnformatics Department, FSIEC The
Maqsat H cy indrical body was painted with
a high contrast pattern (75% white and 25o/o

black) to support test and calibration ol
ground-based optical and radar stations in

f-rooc Ttre main goa of Lhese svslems is

Lo L'ack and idenLity space debris Before
becom ng operational they need to be
cal brated using reference objects with wel
defined characteristics, The contrasting
pa nt would a so al ow detection of the
rotation or tumbling of Maqsat H

fil
I
I

q, e!

-i\'

Members of the TEAMSAT
team in Kourou, during the

early Ariane-502 launch
preparations
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Additionally, sudace paint degradation will

be observed and studied in the coming
years.

- Vnr rna Fnninaar<' Qafallita /y'trq) - Taahniaql

UniversiLy of Delft. YES is a tree-tlying
sub-satellite that was intended to deploy a
35-km tether attached to an ineft counter-
mass (known as TORI), to study the
dvnamics of tethered satellites. The idea was
based on the thesis work of two students at
TU-Delft. lt was designed, assembled and
integrated in record time by young
graduates and stagiaires at ESTEC with the
support and assistance of ESTEC staff. A
GPS receiver was installed to evaluate the
use of GPS for navigation, especially above
the GPS satellite constellation, and provide

more information on tether dynamics. YES
also contained technology validation
experiments for measuring radiation,
acceleration and the solar angle. An on-
board main computer controlled the tether
experiment and the other on-board
instruments. This computer, known as
'JORIS' was entirely designed, assembled
and programmed by stagiaires as part
of their work/study programme at
ESTEC. A second computer. based

on commercial technology (PC104),
nrovidcr^l hack-rrn functions to the main
nnmnr rtar nnrl tha i.terfa6e tO a COmmefCialvv, | ,vu Lvl

camera (QuickCam) for the acquisition of
images during the YES ejection. In the event.
thc tclhcr dcnlovmcq{ had to be disabled as
a result of the Space Debris Committee
decision of June 1997. as explained later.

The constraints
The main nrrrnosc of 4502 remained the
qualification of the launcher, so the advantages
of a free flight were counterbalanced by the
constraints imposed by the qualification launch
TEAN/SAT had no influence on launch dates
and times. The main consequences of this
were a very tight development schedule and an

unexpectedly long launch campaign.

At the beginning of the project, the Ariane-5O2
launch was planned for 15 April 1997, which
would have left only 10 working weeks to
develop the entire system. This is normally the
time that is needed to select the industrial
paftner to perform the work. Furthermore, as
the TEAMSAT project had not been planned, it

was difficult to organise resources in such a
shod time.

The presence ofTEAMSAT could not endanger
nor interfere, in any way. with the A5O2 launch.
It was decided that TEAMSAT could not have
any direct mechanical contact with the
launcher, or electrical interface with either the
launcher or with Maqsat. From the mechanical
point of view, the solution was to design a box
providing guaranteed containment of all internal
parts under the most severe launch conditions.
The potential weak point was the YES release
a\/aiom Thie had tn ha docinnod tn maof ihavf vLv, | ,.

highest safety requirements, in particular with
regard to the pyro-cutter circuits and the bolts
holding the lid (and YES) to the box Flectrically
it meant that, once on the launcher, YES had to
be dormant (not powered) to avoid accidental
firing of the pyros due to commands or faults,
no matter how they occurred. Fufthermore, no
RF transmission and no live connection outside
the TEAMSAT box were allowed until after
Maqsat separation when the launch operations
were terminated. The only signal available to
TEAMSAT was given by a separation switch
that would open when Maqsat-H separated
from the launcher This signal was used to
'wake-up' YES and to re-synchronise the other
experiments. Unfodunately, other events which
occurred before separation, such as the fairing
jettisoning, could not be adequately monitored
hv tho \/TS cameras because of this lack ot
synchronisation between the launcher and
TEAN/SAT. Other safety aspects included the
integrity and reliability of the batteries.

tJc
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TEAMSAT underwent and oassed four safetv
revtews.

To avoid the impact of a possible TEAMSAT
late delivery, the Launcher Authority requested
the production of a 'dummy' model
mechanically representative of the spacecraft.
After the qualification programme, it could have
been used for launch should the flight model
not be completed on time. This actually
happened for Amsat P3D, which could not be
readied on time and was replaced at the last
moment by an equivalent 550-kg ballast mass
in Maosat-8.

The only viable solution was to make it an in-

house project and utilise the available trainee
workforce (Fig. 2) under the supervision of
ESTEC specialists. For all the contractual
activities and to adapt the experiments, ESA
allocated 600 kECU from the General Studies
budget. This amount corresponds to less than
1/1 Oth of the cost of a small satellite.

Those involved were very creative in finding
unused or spare equipment. Several parts
could be used (free of charge) from previous
projects since they always have spare critical
pafts or engineering models for test purposes.
At the end of a mission, these parts are
generally considered obsolete or too risky to be
reused for subsequent missions. But for us,
this was the only choice and we decided to
take the risk and the eouiomentl

After a good dusting off and testing, the
following equipment was considered
flightworthy:

three Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd) batteries,
manufactured in 1983 for ECS-2 and
preserved for several years at -8'C
two transponders from Olympus and Eureca
the pyrotechnic devices to release the lid
and eject YES, from the ERS programme
(their quality was not in question)

other small components, such as relays,
connectors, cables (these items had to be
adapted to suit specific purposes and
interfaces).

Paft of the ground equipment and software
was also re-used and adapted:

- the Checkout Terminal Equipment (COTE),

including battery conditioning, from the
Cluster mission

- the in-orbit Mission Control System based
on ESOC's SCOS-Il.

The experiments were generally available from
previous developments or missions and the
Principal Investigators (Pls) were eager to
exploit or to test them in a GTO orbit. The
project offered them a financial contribution to
adapt the mechanical and electrical interfaces
and, of course, the complete integration,
testing, ground infrastructure and operations.

Equipment that was not so readily available had
to be procured or developed. Fortunately, some
of the industrial partners and the ESTEC
research laboratories were glad to provide their
state-of-the-art developments or research items
in exchange for a unique opportunity to test,
demonstrate and/or validate their equipment in

a real mission. This was the case for:

trt

Figure 2. Two stagiaires
installing the electrical
harness on the TEAMSAT
Flight Model at ESTEC

The TEAMSAT flight model had already been
qualified when the international Steering
Committee for Space Debris gave its no-go
decision on the deployment of the YES
mission's 35-km long tether. The risk of its
remaining too long in the Ariane-s GTO before
re-entering the atmosphere was judged too
high. This risk was further increased by the
mandatory morning iaunch (4502 baseline)
which meant a less favourable effect of solar
pressure on the tether re-entry.

The approach
The tight schedule and the other constraints
did not permit a conventional approach. Since
the project was a last-minute flight opporlunity
not foreseen in any budgets, there was little
money available for parls, equipment and
man00wer.
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the Data-Handling Systems in which
recently developed chipsets were used to
design and build the telemetry ffM) and
telecommand (TC) systems for both
spacecraft
the TM and TC ground equipment loaned
by the development companies
the S-band antennas: three pairs were
procured for testing and to establish the
best combination. Two Eurooean industries
offered their latest developments against
some cost reimbursement and the results of
the tests and in-orbit behaviours. The third
pair (cross-dipole type) was designed, built
and donated by one of the radio amateurs of
the AMSAT organisation.

Another cost-saving factor was the
simplification of the system and related internal
and external interfaces, and of the mission.
Compatible with the objectives of the
experiments, the mission was planned to last
approximately five days to limit operating costs.
This was consistent with the available battery
power source without using solar arrays.

The real key to the success of TEAMSAT was
the human factor: the enthusiasm and the
motivation of many young engineers and the
experience, dedication and hard work of ESA
staff and technicians. This work force even
included some retired ESA staff members who
'came back' to share their expertise with the
new generation of engineers. There was a level

of 'hands-on' involvement not seen at ESTEC

since the time of soundinq rocketsl

The implementation
The design and development of the system and
of the operations had to be simple. Forlunately,
all the experiment objectives were compatible
with GTO and with the attitude provided by the
launcher, and hence it was decided to avoid the
implementation of an Attitude and Orbit Control
System. On-board thermal control was
reduced to the minimum: no active system was
implemented, only passive thermal protection,
Special thermal materials were applied on each
electronic device.

The model philosophy adopted included the
development of a Structural Model (StM) and
a Proto-Flight Model (PFM). The StM was the
reoresentative model used for mechanical
qualification of TEAMSAT and of the
Maqsat-H/TEAMSAT composite. lt then
hanamo iha dr rmm\/' ronr roqiorl in hallaetvv, |,, |,f

Maqsat, should the PFM not be delivered on
time. A closed aluminium box of octagonal
form (755 mm high and with a maximum
diameter of 944 mm) was designed to integrate
the electrical system, the experiments and the

ejection mechanism for YES. Two identical
'hnvcs' rnrcrc nrndr rcor^l; gpg tO COntain the StM
and one for the PFM,

ESTEC facilities were used to test the satellite,
in particular the 70 kN 'shaker' which exposed
first the StM (Jan.1997) and then the PFM
(May 1997) to the vibration conditions to be
experienced by the system during launch (Fig.

3). Due to budget and time limitations. the
testing pedormed was reduced to a minimum.
For instance, it was decided not to perform any
thermal/vacuum testing at system level. The
results of the tools for thermal modelling were
considered sufficient. One of the ESTEC

laboratories was adapted and equipped as an

integration and test hall. The same area was
later rearranged as the Experiment Control
Centre (ECC). In both cases nearly all of the
equipment was borrowed and subsequently
returned, so the actual cost to the project was
insignificant. The facilities for the system
mechanical and electrical integration and
testing, and experiment flight operations were
provided by ESTEC with the involvement of the
YGT's for the software customisation.

The design and manufacturing of the various
subsystems were highly interrelated, e.g. the
basic mechanical structure was designed and
then adaoted to accommodate the installation
of the thermal orotection and of the electdcal
harness. Ad-hoc solutions were found using a
nnnnr rrrani anninaorinn nnnrnnnh nnAuvr ruur rsr rL 9r rv[ rssr il rv aPPr vour I qr rw

Figure 3. TEAMSAT Proto-
Flight Model on the 70 kN
shaker in the ESTEC
vibration testing facility

t3l
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Figure 4. Integration of
TEAMSAT into the lower
cone of Maqsat-H in Kourou

documentaton was kept to a minimum. These
were nalural consequences of having an

integrated team in which each member could
directly {o low the evolution of the total design
and its implementation.

lhe mosl demanding experimenl was YtS, fo'
which only a conceptual design existed at the
beginning of the project. Particular care had to
be devoted to the design of the ejection
mechanism The bolts holding the lid to the box
had to be strong enough to withstand the static
-nz.{ ,n',^-mi^ l^-z1. ^f VtrS anel nf ihp oioniinnqr ru uyr rqr rrru rvduo vr I Lv ur ru v L U uJUULrvr I

springs during launch, whilst still being 'easy'to
cr rt fnr thc nrrro cr rtters at the moment of
election. The thrust for the election was
provided by four springs compressed inside tf-e
box

The mechanica design and manufacture was
performed in the ESTEC Mechanical
Workshop, relying heavily on the years of
experience and workmanship of the ESA
techniciars and enginee's The part,cipation of
the experiment Pls in the development effort at
ESTEC included the de/ivery and acceptance
testing of their equipment (flight and ground) by
the projecL (Feb 199/) Iollowed. a tew weeks
later. bv padicipation in the Integrated Sysl.em

Test.

At the end of June 1997 the flight and ground
systems were ready fo' shipment Lo lhe launch

site. On 15 July, the TEAMSAT launch
campaign was officially starled The experiment
sensors and the antennae for TEAM were
installed externally around the Maqsat H cone
Thn t\,4anorl ^nrraroel raiifh lerao qlrinc| | rv rvrol])or uvr rE vvo- uvvuruu vvrr I rqrvu ril rvo

of reflective aluminised kapton tape YFS was
covered with a thermal blanket to protecl il.

after ejection. Finally the TEAMSAT PFM with its

on-board experiments was interchanged with
the dummy and mated to Maqsat (Fig 4). From
this point on no further internal hardware
intervention was possible

The launch and operations
The main mission operatrons were conducted
from a dedicated Mission ControlCentre (MCC)

at FSOC and in close co-operaLion wilh Lhe

ECC in ESTEC. Two ground stations ensured
the link to the two spacecraft: Perlh (Australia)
and Kourou. Communication links were
established between lhe Furopean siles. MCC
and ECC with the EGSE in Kourou, This
allowed the mission control team, the sub-
system specialists and the Pls to monitor, and
in qnmo cacoq fo n fnr iho linal hnncl aharaa af

the batteries) to interact directly with the
cnannnraft rn-l +hn nvnpri6apfq in nroneralinn-PAUUUI Olt dl lu lllu u^p9r ilrrur rro ilrvruF/qr qLtur I

for the launch. Due to the limited travel budget
(further restricted by two previous interruptions
in the A5O2 launch campaign), only two
TEAMSAT engineers travelled back to Kourou
for the actual launch at the end of October
1997, Generous support was provided on the
l:rrnch qrto hv lho APtr\ 6ffi6g,

The final countdown for Ariane-502 staded
during the night of 29 October, nine hours
before the nominal lift off time Everyth ng
remained nominal for TEAMSAT and the
procedures ran smoothly throughout the
countdown including the recycling due to the
launch hold. Eight minutes before ignition, the
external power supply was disconnected and
the last telecommand was sent to WS to
initialise its internal t me line in order to take
pictures of the fairing eject on

, 
Pql
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The Ariane-SO2 Vulcain engine ignition
sequence began at 13h 43min 08s (Uf)
actual lift-off occurred 7.5 s later.

At Hg + 1690 s (some 28 min later), Maqsat-H
carrying TEAN/SAT was released into GTO. Due
to the launcher roll anomaly, not all of the
inyection parameters were as expected:

- ncrioce eltitr rr^lc' 525 km instead Of 58 1 km

- apogee altitude: 27 OOO km instead of 36 000 km
,. - -^i- inclination: / . /6" as specified

onin ra+n. almno+ zara i5qfa26l nf O 6 rnm- DPll I laLE. 4ll I lvDL 4El v il roLwou vr v.v r|\,r I r.

Due to the off-nominal orbit, Mission Control
and Ground Station staff had to exercise
emergency searcn anO commanO proceoures
to acquire and lock onto TEAM over the Perth
ground station. This delayed the down-linking
of the VTS camera data and activation of the
experiments by a few minutes.

The major consequences were that the new
orbit had a period of 7h 4Omin instead of
10h 30min. As the experiment activation and
operation periods depended on the spacecraft
orbital position, the mission had to run faster!
The mission timeline had to be replanned
immediately, and extensive ranging had to
hc norfnrmcr^l tn cqtablish the new Orbital
parameters and station tracking elements.
With no spin stabilisation and varying spacecraft
attitude, telemetry acquisition was not always
possible and, when acquired, the signal level

often dropped to a level where data was lost. By
tuning the space and ground segment
operations. it was possible to optimise the
experiment operations and the mission data.

The mission was rescued but with heavy
consequences on the power and thermal
conditions. The external thermal protection, for
instance, had been designed for a different
attitude, resulting in internal temperatures
dropping more quickly than expected.
Nevertheless, this confirmed the predictions of
the mathematical models. During the following
3 days of operations, the spacecraft provided a
wealth of exciting data.

The ejection of YES (Fig. 5) was performed
during the 8th orbit after the apogee pass on
2 November, O.22:2t UT. The ejection speed
was calculated as 1 .7 m/sec. Unfortunately, at
the time of ejection, the link to YES had already
been lost and so the event could not be
monitored as expected.

The TEAMSAT mission ended on 2 November,
at 10:3Oam EST when, after 3 days of intensive
operation, the energy in the batteries had been
consumed.

Results achieved

- AVS (Autonomous Vision System)
The on-board CCD camera took pictures
from various positions in orbit and
automatically recognised star constellations
and non-stellar objects (Fig. 6). In parlicular,

this system was actively used from the initial
phases of the mission to determine the (non-
nominal) attitude and orbit of the spacecraft
i^ a \/an/ hinh donrao nf annr rranri Tho A\/Q

has confirmed its high potential as a star-
tracker. This has enhanced its oosition as a
navigation instrument for future spacecraft. lt

will be used by the NASA Pluto-Kuiper
Express mission as the primary pointing
instrument during its interplanetary mission.

Figure 5. Artist's impression
of YES eiection

Figure 6. The AVS on-board
camera automatically
recognised star
constellations and non-
stellar objects (the object in
the centre appears very
bright due to its closeness)

(Ho)

The
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Figure 7. The FIPEX
conf iguration for TEAMSAT
included the electronic unit
(right) and the atomic
oxygen sensor units (left).
Five of these sensors
mounted around the Maqsat
cylinder measured the
atomic oxygen
concentration at different
orbital altitudes

Figure 8. This image
sequence, taken by one of
the VTS cameras 19, 29 and
64 seconds after seoaration
of Maqsat-H/TEAMSAT from
the launcher, shows the
(Ariane) Speltra
encapsulating Maqsat-B
and, in the background, the
African continent some
600 km below

FIPtrY /trlt tv Prnha Fvnc_..rJnment)
FIPEX (Fig. 7) achieved its objective of
measuring the concentration of atomic
oxygen at different orbital altitudes. The five

sensors acquired excellent data during five
pengee passes and even one apogee pass
(used for calibration purposes). The GTO
enabled FIPEX to obtain an atomic-oxygen
concentration vs. altitude profile which will
ho nf nraat rralrro in tho nror]intinn nf

v, vv,vL,v, I vl

oxidation effects (e.9. degradation of optical
sudaces) for future missions. The preliminary

results can be found on the
ESTEC/TEAN/SAT web site (http://www
no*nn non nll+^^m^^tn Tho enioniific roqr rltq.VDLVU EDq.l lll LEOI I lJdL/ /. | | ru ourur rLilru ruoutro

will appear in various publications of the IRS

University of Stuttgart. FIPEX has been
nlanned In he nno nf the instruments for the
Internatonal Space Station (lSS).

- YIS (,/isualTelemetry System)
The images acquired were spectacular,
particularly the sequence of the
Sneltra scnaratino from TEAMSAT with the

Earth in the background
(FiS.8). The mission

.,;,.r, t, confirmed the validity of
'' ,,ir;l,r,' the system and provided

';:1, : technical information with
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which to improve the VTS cameras and on-
board software The WS images acquired
during launch contained details useful for the
A.iane 5 qualifrcation analysis. Upgraded
WS camera modules will be used on future
missions, such as XMM, and possibly
Intenral anrl Clrrsler-ll. \,/JS has been
confirmed to fly on PROBA

Orbilrng Debris Device IODD)
This experiment is actually still in progress. A
few days after launch the ground-based
optica and radar instruments of various
inst tutes detected, tracked and took
pictures of tour objects in GTO lFigs 9a-c).
Thanks to their reflection patterns they could
be recognised as: Maqsat-H/TfAN/SAT,
YES, the 4502 Speltra and the A5O2 upper
stage with Maqsat-B, The observations will
continue throughout the coming years and
will allow the calibration of these ground
based instruments for the observation of
othcr ohiccls in cnar-g whOSe SizeS and
reflectivity are not known The observations
and measurements will also provide
information about the degradation of paint
and other materials in space.

Young Lngineers' Satellite (YES)

The ultimate goal of YES - to study the
qnoci:l :nd rrnavnlorgl behaviOur Of av| |vZ\vIv| \

tethered system in a highly elliptical orbit
was nol achieved due to the Space Debris
Committee decision. However, the mission

was executed as if it had been
nominal n order to qualily the system
and as a rehearsal to gain
experience for a possible tuture flight
opportunrty. YES was actually
ejected (as authorised by the
Committee) but the tether was not

1:\

(c)

Figures 9a-c. lllustrate the ODD experiment (courtesy University of Bern). Figure 9a
shows the tracking of YES and Maqsat-H perlormed by the 1 m Zimmerwald
telescope. The photo was taken from a distance of more than 20 000 km on
3 November 1997 (22:30 UT). The two stars appear blurred because they move more
slowly than the tracked objects YES and Maqsat-H, which could be recognised
thanks to their refectivity patterns shown in Figures 9b and 9c, respectively.
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deployed and the counter-balance mass
remained mated to TEAMSAT. Despite these
restrictions, the mission provided many useful

and interesting results (see http://www.delta-
utec.demon.nl) and, above all, served the
purpose of training several young engineers. The
success of the YES mission was enhanced by
the excellent oerformances of other on-board
experiments and instruments: the new
technology Scintillating Fibre Detector, the GPS
and the Sun-sensors.

From a technological point of view, TEAMSAT
provided a first in{light demonstration of such
newlv-develooed items as:

VTS and AVS: two imoortant instruments
with great potential for future missions
fully asynchronous ESA/CCSDS standard
packet telemetry [M) using the recently
develooed ESA chioset for TM transfer
frame generation

dynamic TM bandwidth allocation concept
implemented without the use of an on-board
computer
first-time reception of GPS signals above the
GPS satellite constellation (-6000 km)

- first flight of new scintillating fibre
detectors, together with other types for
comparative evaluation

- investigation of three different S-band
antenna technologies in combination with
oerformance orediction :

. quadrifilar helix antenna, for links in the
bands 100 MHz to 3 GHz to be flown on
Metop

. micro-strip (double tuned) patch

. cross-dipole.

Last. but not least. TEAMSAT contributed
significantly to the knowledge gained during the
4502 qualification flight

The educational achievements
TEAMSAT enabled Young Graduate Trainees

YGT's) and Spanish Trainees at ESTEC to gain

valuable experience in designing, building and
integrating a satellite and its payload. In total,
43 young engineers from these schemes, as
well as stagiaires from Dutch universities and
schools, were involved at various stages during
the project. Considerable spare-time effort was
required from ESTEC and ESOC staff to guide
them.

TEAMSAT the major evenfs

Event

ESA Council decision

Experiment proposals for Ariane-502 (APEX)

Financial support granted

Kick-off (750 kECU available)

DG decision for TEAMSAT on 4502

TEAMSAT/Maqsat-interface meeting

Internal oritical design review

Mid-term review

Structural model (Dummy) vibration test

Experiment delivery and acceptance testing

TEAM SAT/M aqsat Jit-check

TEAMSAT/Maqsat-composite vibr. test

TEAIVSAT flight-model qualification

Flight Readiness Review

Space Debris Steering Committee - YES review

Delivery acceptance (pre-shipment) review

Sensors shock test

Shipment flight and ground systems to Kourou

Starl TEAMSAT launch campaign

Integration into Maqsat-H

Launch campaign interruption (1 st)

TEAIV/YES Mission Operation meeting

POC

Launch campaign interruption (2nd)

Launch Readiness Review

Ariane-502 launch

TEAMSAT End-of-Mission

Place

ESA/HQ - Paris

ESTEC

ESA"iHQ - Paris

ESTEC

ESA,/HQ - Paris

CNES (Evny)

ESTEC

ESTEC

ESTEC

ESTEC

IABG - Munich

IABG - Munich

ESTEC

CNES - Evry (F)

ESA/HQ - Paris

ESTEC

Dassault Av (F)

ESTEC

Kourou

KOUTOU

KOUTOU

ESTEC

Kourou

Kourou

Kourou

Kourou

ESOC

Date

25 October 96

30 October 96

4 November 96

15 November 96

28 November 96

14 January 97

1 6 January 97

24 January 97

29-31 January 97

February 97

24-25 March 97

May 97

30 May 97

5-7 June 97

1 1 June 97

20 June 97

10-1 1 July 97

12 July 97

15 July 97

25 July 97

3 August 97

20 August 97

9 September 97

29 September 97

27-28 OcI 97

30 October 97

3 November 97
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TEAMSAT combined the experience of the 'old'
with the enthusiasm of the 'young', creating the
link for a natural transfer of know-how. The
validity of such training was further confirmed
by the fact that various European space
companies have since made job offers to many
of the young engineers.

Following the TEAMSAT experience, the two
Pls of the YES/Tether exoeriment have started
their own company (called Delta-Utec) in

Holland, acting as consultants for small space
missions and tethered svstems.

Conclusions
TEAMSAT largely achieved the scientific,
technological and educational objectives set for
it, often matching the most optimistic expectations,
in a very effective 'faster, cheaper' manner.
From the educational point of view, TEAMSAT
represented a unique'hands-on','end-to-end'
experience for many YGTs, trainees and
stagiaires. lt also provided a flight opportunity
for several ESA technologies developed in-
house and under industrial contracts.
TEAMSAT also gave several universities the
opportunity to fly experiments at very low cost.

From the operations and ground segment
points of view also, TEAMSAT was a successful
experience. In spite of its injection into a non-
nominal orbit, the mission was fully recovered
thanks to the orofessional intervention of the
ESOC and Ground Station oersonnel.

On the protect management side, the lack of
contractual or political pressure, coupled with
the short chain of command and the highly
integrated team, enabled fundamental
decisions to be made very quickly. The instant
access to the unique pool of expertise available
within ESA was a key factor in the project's
SUCCESS.
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mission by the on-board cameras, can be
found on the ESTEC/TEAMSAT web site at:

htto ://www. estec. esa. nllteamsaV

Information relating to YES and to the tether
experiment can be found on the Delta-Utec
home page at:

http://www.delta-utec.demon.nl @esa
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Engineering TEAMSAT

- From Goncept to Delivery

A. Bradford, F. Mtiller-Stute & B. Sarti
ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational Suppon, ESTEC,
Noordwiik. The Netherlands

Designing TEAMSAT
In the early phases of the TEAMSAT prolect,
much of the mechanical and soacecraft
configuration design work was carried out by
two Young Graduate Trainees fYGTs) workrng in

ESTEC's Mechanical Design Office and
Structural Design Section (A. Bradford and
A. Hedovist)

The role of the ESTEC Engineering Section in the design and
manufacture of TEAMSAT grew from the design phase, when only a
few individuals were involved, to the manufacture and assembly
phase, when almost all of the staff in the Section became involved in
the project.

concept model of a cone-mounted
option for the TEAMSAT box

144

The TEAMSAT Structural Model (StM) and
Proto-Flight Model (PFM) - along with the
Maqsat-H structure, for representation of the
TEAMSAT mechanical interfaces - were entirely
modelled using the CATIA 3D facility. The
resulting 'Master Model' rapidly became a
source of reference for most of the sub-system
designers and project representatives.

A very early system concept is shown in Figure 1 .

In this design, the TEAMSAT box is a hexagon,
the original concept before internal volumetric
requirements demanded a change to an
octagonal shape. The method of attachment to
Maqsat-H shown is also an early concept,
since at this stage attachment of TEAMSAT via
the lower cone was beino considered.

Detailed information on all of the existing
components (e.9. transponders, batteries, and
TEAM experiment master units) was gathered
to form a kind of central archive. Such
information was obviously vital to ensure that
the CATIA model was updated with the correct
mass and dimensional data for all the
components that were to make up the internal
design of the spacecraft. Additionally, new
components were first checked against the
Master Model in order to define a volume
envelope and a possible location in the
spacecraft. Fudher examples of the
advantages of building and maintaining an
accurate 3D model of the complete spacecraft
are as follows:

- The spacecraft rapidly became a very
complicated system and it was important
to model the system in three dimensions to
ensure that all components would fit
correctly.

- Vital simulations of the separation of the two
elements of the YES sub-satellite were
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possible using the model. This ensured that
changes and modifications would not
compromise the fact that YES would be
able to eject without damaging either of the
lWO SyStemS.

- The CATIA 3D software was extensively
used to manipulate the spacecraft
configuration to ensure that the mass
properties of the system remained
favourable, i.e. within the Ariane-5 given

limits, as new items were added to the
internal configuration. This software
automatically calculated mass properties
(centre of mass, mass moments of inertia

and principal axes of inertia) for the system
model. The mass properties defined and
calculated for the PFM ensured that these
could be matched when designing the
'Dummy' (Structural Model).

- For the design of new components,
especially at system level (e.9. OBDH
boxes, PCl04 computer unit), the CATIA
software facilitated'automatic derivation' ot
the detailed engineering drawings directly
from the 3D model.

Figures 2 - 4 show the CATIA 3D Master
Model of the system as well as a sub-system
assembly drawing generated directly from the
mooet.

Manufacture and testing of TEAMSAT
Due to the incredibly tight schedule for the
project, the design phase rapidly began to
overlap with the manufacturing phase.
Manufacture and testing of the Dummy was
required before the configuration of the PFM
was even finalised. At this point, the
involvement of the Engineering Section
increased dramatically. Although the
manufacture of the primary structure
(octagonal box, cover and lid) for both the
Dummy and the PFM was contracted out,
there was still significant preparation work to do
at ESTEC. The Mechanical Workshop staff was
charged with the manufacture of approximately
230 kg of dummy masses, which were low
cost, but mechanically fully represented the
spacecraft. As was the case with the project as

a whole, the work was required very quickly
and the experience of the workshop
technicians was evident as time constraints
were met. The staff's enthusiasm throughout
the proyect was reflected by their willingness to
work long hours (often evenings and
weekends) to get the job done on time.

While manufacture/assembly of the Dummy
was still in progress, work had already begun
on the building of custom-designed flight
model components with, once again,
Engineering Section involvement (Fig. 5). As

Experlmcrts

Structure

!! | r_[Er f{,

PyrotEchniE

Figure 2. Final CATIA Master Model of the TEAMSAT system, colour coded to
identify sub-system groups

Figure 3. Cutaway view (CATIA model) of TEAMSAT mounted in Maqsat-H, including
TEAMSAT cone-mounted sensors
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Figure 4. Production
assembly drawing of the

TEAM sub-system,
generated from the CATIA

system Master Model

Contribution of the ESTEC Engineering Section

Mechanical Design

- all primary & secondary structure elements (StN/ & PFM)

- internal configuration & layout

- OBDH mechanical enclosures

- PC104 computer unit mechanical enclosure

- 'JORIS' flight computer mechanical enclosure

- MGSE & test support hardware.

Mechanical Manufacture/ Production
- TEAN/ and YES structural support elements, including complete manufacture of TEAM

and YES secondary structure and ejection system support structure (mainly rivetted and
welded sheet-metal elements)

- manufacture of dummy masses for Structural Model

- significant modifications to spacecraft primary structure (to meet ever increasing fixation/
support requirements)

- production of aluminium machined enclosures for two complete OBDH units, 'JORIS'
flight computer, JANE power conversion unit, two 'Quick Cam' units

- production of over 50 small machined and turned parts, including elector system components,
pyrotechnic catchment devices

- production of many support platforms for sensors, including solar aspect sensors and
GPS antennas

- various MGSE elements

Electrical Manufactu re/ Production
- manufacture of complete flight harness for spacecraft
- flight-qualified soldedng of PCB boards & components for two OBDH units (two boards

per unit), JORIS flight computer, JANE power conversion unit, solar aspect Sensors

- refurbishment/ manufacture of GPS antennas and LNA assemblv
- manufacture of various semi-rioid RF cables

It can be seen from this list that many of the manufactured elements were produced with input
from both the Mechanical and Electrical Workshops, as the Engineering Section worked to
produce complete components, manufacturing both the metal enclosure and the electronic
elements.
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Mechanical Design Office:
Conceptual Design through to

Final Detailed Design and
Engineering Drawings

Planning & Workshop Management:
Supervision of Mechanical and Electrical Workshop Involvement

Mechanical Workshop:
Manufacture of Mechanical

Components

Electrical Design Office:
Assistance with Definition and Design of

Electrical Equipment and Harnessing

Workshop Annexe:
Manufacture of Thermal Blankets

ElectricalWorkshop &
Cleanroom:

Manufactu relAssembly of Electrical
Equipment & Harness

Figure 5. Progressive
involvement of the
Engineering Section
in TEAMSAT

time went on, the estimate of required
rrrnrkchnn er Inn^rl inCfeaSed and thg
manufacture of the PFM became a major
Fnninporinn Spctinn effOrt. The EleCtriCal
Workshop became involved during the
manufacture of the printed circuit boards
/PCRq\ fnr iho 6p_[6arl nnmnr r*nzo Anra\r vuo./ rvr Lr ru vr I vvqr u uul I lpuLEl D, uoLo-

handling systems and other small electrical
devices. The Mechanical Workshop began
work on the secondary structural elements.
and the manufacture of various boxes and
enclosures for the many custom-built electrical
devices included in the spacecraft.

The Mechanical Workshop consisted only of
ESA staff. The Electrical Workshop, however,
required additional outside help to support the
large number of tasks entrusted to it. This was
particularly the case fo. the manufacture of the
harness One ESA staff member was even
persuaded to come out of retirement to help
supervise the production of the harness. The
remainder of the harness work was done by
ihroo qtaniairoq 6p461 ljtnd aonnnialh, lar +AaLrilvu orqvrqruo. ruvr urLvw Yopvvrorry rvl Lr lv
nrninnt Thaon thrnn rrnr rnn onninoore \^/oroPrulEUL. | | |EOU Ll llEE yvur rv ur rvil r99r o vv9r I

given a truly 'hands on' training experience
whilst producing the flight-qualified harness. As
the harness was readied for integration on the
spacecraft, two of the three stagiaires began to
concentrate more on the spacecraft itself.
housed in the Erasmus Building High Bay at
ESTEC.

Throughout the manufacturing and assembly
phases of the project. there was close
cooperation between the Design Offices and
the Workshops. With time constraints as tight

as they were, this cooperation was vital. lt was
also helpful that the areas were in the same
vicinity. which fostered easier access and face-
to-face discussions concerning engineering
drawing details or the resolution of technical
discrepancies.

This interface was sometimes stretched to the
limit. Situations arose several times in which a
component was required very quickly, often
before a completed engineering drawing could
ho nrnrridorl ln thoco necoc iho l-locinn Offica

would release a preliminary drawing with only
the overall exterior dimensions. Once
manufacturing of the component was started,
more detailed drawings were provided in time
for the Workshop staff to complete the task.
This approach may not have been ideal, but it
did ensure that optimum use was made of all

TESOUTCCS.

Conclusions
fhis unique project showed how productive
r-lnqp r-n-nno12li.\n between the differentvvv, qL,v, I L

diqninlinoq ronroeontgl in the ESTEC
Engineering Section can be.

The on-site design and manufacturing capabilities
provided an essential contribution to the
success of TEAMSAT. @esa
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TEAMSAT's Data-Handling Systems

S. Habinc, D. Hardy*, P. Sinander & C. Smith
ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

lntroduction
The highly restricted budget dictated the use of
old flight spares and engineering models
wherever possible. Thus, for the RF link, we
used transponders from Olympus and Eureca.
However, size and lack of adaptability of other
parts such as a Central Data Management
Units made them unsuitable, so we opted to
design a new system from scratch. Not only did
the system have to be much smaller, but it also
had to accept the event-driven, asynchronous
experiment data outputs 'as is', since there
was no time to adapt the experiments or their
existing test and development systems.

Twenty-five weeks from project approval to the delivery of two
working, flightworthy spacecraft data-handling systems did not,
during the feasibility study seem possible to fulfil. However, due to
staff dedication combined with some calculated risk-taking and the
availability of the ESA Telemetry and Telecommand chipset, a working
data-handling system including ground segment was already available
six weeks prior to TEAMSAT's shipment to Kourou.

Fortunately, we had a small stock of Application
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASlCs) for building
on-board telemetry and telecommand core
systems compliant with the ESA subset of
the recommendations of the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS).

These standards support asynchronous data
delivery. The availability of this chipset and the
fact that the system built from it did not involve
a processor or software made the otheruvise

impossible task feasible.

Another advantage the telemetry/telecommand
(-[M/TC) chipset conferred was the 'Very high
speed integrated circuit Hardware Description
Language' (VHDL) models that came with it.

The use of VHDL enables devices and whole
systems to be designed and simulated down to
very fine detail, Models of other components
were already available, including the whole
ground segment, in sufficient detail to exercise
all the TM and TC protocols at an early
development stage. This was instrumental in
our successfully flying the data-handling

system 'straight off the drawing board' without
a prototype and with debugging restricted to
relatively minor user interface issues.

Another essential element was an in house
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) design
facility. There were two FPGAs in each
spacecraft, supporting TM and TC functions
respectively. They also controlled house-
keeping packet generation (including control
of the analogue subsystem) and provided
programmed delays for command pulses. The
FPGA design process also produced VHDL
models.

Data-handling system design features
Our requirement to accept user interfaces and
data structures 'as is' meant we had to orovide
a 'byte stream' rather than a packet service for
both up- and down-links. In effect, the data-
handling system provided a transparent path

between experiments and their respective test
and monitoring equipment. However,
ESA/CCSDS packet structures were used to
send the main power switching and
configuration commands, and carry the
platform housekeeping data. With no
recognisable packets, delimiting between users
was done by allocating different Virtual
Channels (VCs) and Multiplexer Access Points
(MAPs) on the TM and TC links, respectively.
This is not necessarily a strategy we would
advocate in other circumstances since VCs
and MAPs are intended to primarily delimit
different levels of service and/or address
redundant paths in the transport layer. A given
VC or MAP may then carry packets with
different sources and destinations, as identified
by the packet Application lDs, but with
compatible requirements for bandwidth and
latency. The ESA TM chipset was designed to
support simultaneous byte stream and packet
modes on different VCs.

We decided to include all the central power
switching and housekeeping functions in the
On-Board Data-Handling (OBDH) box, thereby
creatino one self-contained service unit for. SERCO BV The Netherlands
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characteristics:

Dimensions
Weight
Power

with the following

310 x 17Ox 11Omm3
2)ka
7 watts

The boxes were designed and manufactured in

the ESTEC Workshops and contained one TM
board and one TC board, each weighing about
450 g. They also contained relays, power
regulators modulation filters, thermistor
matching networks, etc. The housekeeping
system provided 32 single-bit digital channels
and 16 analogue channels with 8-bit resolution.
Configuration switching telecommands were
decoded by the Packet Telemetry Decoder
(PTD) and, after amplification, used to operate
the power-switching relays.

Self-adapting, asynchronous TM service
TM systems of earlier designs obliged users to
adapt their data production to a lock-step
regime imposed by the fixed-format TM
transfer frame. Although the frame generated
by the VCMI/CA chipset has a fixed size, its
internal format adapts itself dynamically to user
activity. This met the requirement to accept
user data as randomly occurring squirts of
various sizes or as fully asynchronous individual
bytes. The useful bandwidth available on the
TM link was 28 259 bits/sec (overheads
removed). The system shared this among
individual users such that each got a
guaranteed share (which could be re-specified
in flight), but any bandwidth not taken up by
one user would be offered to other users in
proportion to their guaranteed share. lf users
failed to exploit all the bandwidth offered, the
generator itself completed frames with filler.

The AVS star-finder experiment on TEAM is a
good example of a sporadic data producer. In

quiescent mode, it produced a small squirt of
housekeeping data from time to time, but when
an image was taken a more prolonged squirt
would be produced. The experiment had no
flow control, so the TM system had to accept
the data as it was produced aI 19.2 kbaud from
its PC-type asynchronous serial interface. lt
was guaranteed a share of the TM bandwidth
matching this peak requirement, but this was
only taken up occasionally due to the nature of
experiment operations. The FIPEX experiment,
also on board TEAM, was somewhat similar in
its data-oroduction characteristics.

The third TEAM experiment, the Visual
Telemetry System (VfS), produced small
amounts of housekeeping as a background
activity, but it also had a 128 Mbyte buffer for
video information. lts outout interface was flow-

Figure 1. TEAM telemetry board

PSK
Demodulator

PTD RAM

PTD ROM PTD ChiP

Figure 2. TEAM telecommand board

controlled so the VCA only accepted data
when there was space in the transfer frame.
This made it an ideal companion for AVS and
FIPEX, since it could soak up the substantial
bandwidths allocated to them but not used
most of the time. In effect, the flow control
applied by the TM system emptied the VTS
buffer as fast as the total link bandwidth and
current activities of the other users would allow.

In addition, we had platform housekeeping
data being produced in ESA/CCSDS packets
of fixed size and format every 4 sec. In that
case, bandwidth was used consistently
because of the constant data production rate.

Pulse Command
Drivers

FPGA Socket
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Figure 3. The TEAM
On-Board Data-Handling
System (OBDH)

up-link data

Optrcal link - pulse
commands tofirom YES

The housekeeping system was similar to a
classical ESA fixed-format approach. lt made
very inefficient use of the bandwidth it occupied
(constant values reoorted in successive
packets, etc.). However, the bandwidth in

question was only a small proportion of the
total, so the inefficiency could be tolerated in

the interests of simplicity.

The ground segment
The ground segment had to be ready in time to
support spacecraft integration and testing.
Additionally, everything concerned with
terrestrial- and space-link compatibility and
procedures had to be resolved with ESOC
during this period.

The transparent TC and TM links reduced the
work required to implement the ground
segment by ensuring that existing PO-based
exoeriment develooment sets and software
could be used for experiment control and
processing during testing and flight. In this way,

a comprehensive experiment control centre
was created at very low cost.

System performance and conclusions
TEAMSAT is the first ESA spacecraft to be
flown with TM and TC systems both fully
compatible with ESA/CCSDS standards, and
the first spacecraft to exploit the adaptive
asynchronous TM capabilities they support.
The performance and ease of use delighted
everybody. There is also no doubt that the
short, relatively trouble-free design and
construction phases resulted from the use of

Byte stream

Optrcal link to/from
"Joris" computer on YES

the TM and TC ASlCs, which implemented all

of the tricky core functions and protocols.

The failure of the YES TM transmitter to
command on after a routine short battery-
saving hibernation period towards the end of
the mission was the only blemish on an

otherwise faultless performance. The YES
transponder was an ex-Olympus engineering
model that was over 16 years old. lts use was
one of the many calculated risks we had to take.

Optical links between the two spacecraft before
separation enabled essential TC and TM of one
to be routed via the RF links of the other to
overcome the expected effect of antenna
pattern holes. One such link providing a
redundant TC oath via TEAM to YES was
discovered to be unreliable during testing and
could corrupt the intended command. By that
stage there was no time to correct it, so an extra
safety interlock was placed on the path by
removing such commands from the ESOC
database. In any case, given the pre-launch

official disabling of the Tether experiment, it was
no longer required. As a last-resort 'nothing-
to-lose' action, the safety interlock was
deliberately removed to make a final attempt to
switch on the YES transmitter towards the end
of the mission. The command corruption on that
occasion resulted in the premature ejection of
YES. At that time, all other principal objectives
having been achieved, this did not further
degrade the mission in any way other than to
deprive us of some pictures of the separation via

WS that we might otheruuise have had.
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The efficient, adaptive behaviour of the TM
system in accepting asynchronous, event-
driven inputs without involving a processor is of
particular note. lt is a mode of operation that,
considering it too complex, project groups and
industry have so f ar mostly avoided. lf
attempting to implement it in software, there is

probably some justification in this point of view.
However, in successfully flying such a system
'straight off the drawing board' after ultra-short
design and construction phases, we have
demonstrated that by using the TM ASICs such
misgivings are unfounded.

There was no mission reouirement for the
authentication process supported on the TC
chip, so it was not used. The only other
ESA/CCSDS capability not demonstrated in

flight was the COP-1 protocol. TEAMSAT was
tho firet trSA q624parof* *n o, rnnnr+ +hio
Lr ru ilroL LU^ o|\Juvuur or L tu DUPpul L Ll llD

capability, but there had been no time to verify
ground-station compatibility. However, its
functionality on board had already been verified
during integration and testing and its
effectiveness in flight had already been
demonstrated in 1994 by the low cost STRV-1 A
and B satellites built by DERA, UK. These used
an earlier prototype telecommand decoder chip,
very closely related to the one we used.

The TEAMSAT project has proved that a
spacecraft data-handling system of high
performance and guaranteed compliance with
standards can be designed and built quickly
and cheaply by using commercially available,
space-quality ASICs and supporting VHDL
models. These ASICs are mutually compatible,
come with all the complex protocols frozen into
their silicon, and so enable the radically new
system capabilities and standards they support
to be implemented with no risk. They are
outputs of an on-going ESTEC development
activity exploiting VLSI technology to reduce
costs and imorove oerformance within the
framework of the new ESA/CCSDS standards.
Currently, more than ten projects are already
committed to using them,
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ASIC Descriptions

All ASICs used latch-up-free, Silicon-On-Sapphire (SOS) technology have a
footprint of about B cm' and weigh about 15 g.

Telemetry AS/Cs

Virtual Channel Assembler (VCA): Assembles data into one of up to eight
VCs on the TM link (one VCA per VC). Applies flow control (optionally) to
match the data source oroduction rate to the bandwidth available to that
VC. Accepts data as ESA/CCSDS packets or byte stream.
TEAM used five VCAs and YES used four.

Virtual Channel Multiplexer MCM): Multiplexes outputs of up to eight VCAs
on to one TM link. An inflight-programmable Bandwidth Allocation Table
guarantees minimum portions to each VC. The VCM completes the transfer
frame header (spacecraft lD etc.). Also provides interfaces for the
Command Link Control Word (CLC\A/) from the TC decoder chip, and to the
Reed-Solomon and Convolutional Encoder chio.
Each spacecraft used one VCM.

Reed-Solomon Convolutional Encoder: The on-board segment of a forward
error detection and correction system providing a coding gain of about 7dB
on the link budget. lts use is optional, but a tight link budget for TEAMSAT
made it mandatory.

A complete TM frame generator core comprises one VCM, one VCA for
each VC and an optional Reed-Solomon and Convolutional Encoder chip.
Power (5V) is typically about 30 mW per chip, but depends mostly on clock
rate and output loading

Telecommand AS/Cs

PSK Demodulator: Demodulates the noisy PSK subcarrier from the TC
receiver and recovers the NRZ data, bit clock and a 'signal present'
indicator when the signal-to-noise ratio exceeds a predetermined value.
One chip was used on each of the two spacecraft. Belongs to the physical
layer and is not strictly part of the data-handling chipset,

Packet Telecommand Decoder: On-board segment of an ESA/CCSDS
compatible up-link providing error-free delivery of packets or arbitrary data
structures via uo to 62 addressable MAPs. Also hosts an authentication
check (not used for TEAMSAT), and a Command Pulse Distribution Unit
(CPDU) which decodes multiple bi-level commands delivered in a packet.

Power (5V) is typically about 30 mW per chip, but depends mostly on clock
rate and output loading

@esa Sources for more information.

Data-Handling System: TEAMSAT Website
http ://www. estec. esa. nllteamsat/

ASICs: TOS-ES Microelectronics Website
http ://www. estec. esa. nllwsmwww/

special mention.
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TEAMSAT's Low-Cost EGSE and Mission
Control Systems

M. Jones
Mission Control Systems Division, ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational
Support, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

B. Melton, M. Bandecchi
Mission Control Systems Division, ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational
Support, ESTEC, The Netherlands

lntroduction
Electrical Ground Suppolr Equipment is used
to check out spacecraft and payloads during
their develooment orior to launch. A Mission
Control System is used to monitor and control
the spacecraft and its payload after launch.
Traditionally the EGSE and MCS are separate
systems, but in the case of TEAMSAT the
baseline approach was to have a low-cost,
portable EGSVN/CS system, suitable for both
the TEAM and YES satellites. lt would be used
in Europe for satellite development and then
moved to Kourou to suooort launch and
mission operations. This philosophy was driven
primarily by the lack of resources (people, budget
and time), but also provided an opportunity to
test the principle of commonality across the
development and operational phases. This
article describes what happened in practice.

The decision to launch, on Ariane-5O2, a number of experiments on a
satellite developed by young engineers and students required new
approaches to the development of Electrical Ground Support
Equipment (EGSE) and the Mission GontrolSystem (MCS). This article
describes how the systems were implemented through the combined
activities of students, young engineers, experienced ESA staff and
industry, in a short time and at low cost.

The Electrical Ground Support Equipment
(EGSE)

Evaluation of the EGSEs available from
previous prolects showed that for a small
mission the resources needed to commission
and sustain any available equipment and
software far outweighed the advantages of
their availability, The only exception to this was
the battery conditioning and monitoring
equipment plus Check-Out Terminal
Equipment (COTE) already qualified for use with
Ariane-5 launches, which was generously
loaned by the Cluster project.

It was decided to adopt a more radical
approach and to base the EGSE on PCs

running Windows 95, using any available
prototypes for specialised interface needs. This
decision also allowed easy integration with the
experiment test equipment, which was already
PC based.

The minimum reouirements were that the EGSE
must:

- receive. separate. deliver and process
telemetry data

- command the spacecraft.

Moreover, the ESA packet telemetry and
telecommand standards had to be suooorled.
These standards are based on the
recommendations of the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS).

In fact, use of these standards was an
advantage, because of the availability of
industrial products to support them. The
company Satellite Services (SSBV) offered free
use of their prototype PC-based telemetry and
telecommand equipment in exchange for
technical feedback on its use; the company De

Lande Long offered its telecommand packet
preparation and transmission software, also
f roa nf nharna tn nnorato tho SSR\/

telecommand eouioment.

For processing of the telemetry data, a
software package offering packet telemetry
parameter calibration, display, graphical
representation and archiving was purchased
from Micro Scitech. This left only one problem
to solve: separation of the virtual telemetry
channels, their archiving and their distribution
to user PCs. For this no existing product was
available and the decision was taken to
develop this software in the EGSE laboratory at
ESTEC. lt was treated as an exercise in 'object-
oriented' development using the software
environment 'Delphi'. The result was a set of
basic software units which were used by
students to build their experiment software in
record time and with minimum trainino.
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The overall EGSE integration and testing was
done in the EGSE laboratory prior to its use
with the spacecraft. The resulting architecture
used both in spacecraft development at ESTEC
and for launch-site operations in Kourou is
shown in Figure 1.

As TEAMSAT comprised two satellites, TEAM
and YES, it was in fact necessary to have two
systems to perform testing if time was to be
used efficiently. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to acquire enough equipment to build
two systems. At times when parallel testing
was required, it proved possible to use the flight
operations equipment (SCOS, NCTRS and
NDIU described later in this article) as a second
command and display facility. This proved
invaluable in speeding up the testing process
and certainly contributed to having the
complete spacecraft integrated and delivered
on time to Kourou. Using the flight operations
equipment in this way was a good
demonstration of the potential for commonality
between the two domains,

Concerning cost, it was possible to build the
test system for 20 kECU and one man-year of
engineering effort. However, it must be
remembered that without the generous offers
of free use of eouioment and the use of EGSE

laboratory equipment this would not have been
possible.

The Experiment Gontrol Centre (ECC)
In the original baseline, the ECC was to be co-
located with the Mission Control Centre in

Kourou using the hardware and software of the
EGSE. Once again, economic considerations
dictated a change in policy which had

significant technical impact. Due to the high
cost of maintaining an operations team in

Kourou comprised of experimenters, young
graduates, ESA staff and contractor's
engineers, it was decided to re-locate the
experiment operations activity to ESTEC. This
eliminated the need for travel and subsistence
expenditure.

Since all EGSE was located at the Guiana
Space Centre (CSG), Kourou and was needed
for the launch campaign, it became necessary
to duplicate most of the EGSE, including the
experiment EGSE. The software was not a
oroblem. but twelve PCs were needed. This
time the office automation programme came to
the rescue with the loan of 12 new PCs which
were installed and commissioned in only 2 days
by ADM-lS staff. Reliable communications were
also needed between ESTEC and ESOC for
receipt of telemetry and transmission of
telecommand packets. This facility was also
designed, installed and tested by ESOC
personnel in record time. The whole ECC was
designed, built and tested in only 4 weeks, this
being the time available from the taking of the
decision until the planned launch date in late
Seotember.

The ECC consisted of two complete systems,
one for TEAM and one for YES. Each had
a virtual channel demultiplexer/archiver
connected to ESOC via ISDN. Serial data links
passed telemetry data to the PCs used for data
processing for each experiment. Some PCs
also had the capability to generate
telecommand data packets, which were then
forwarded to ESOC for transmission to the
soacecraft. Each soacecraft also had a
housekeeping display PC for monitoring of its
health.

VC separPc

TC serialisation PC

Battery
monilor
PC Figure 1. TEAMSAT EGSE

configuration
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A complete mission simulation consisting of a
graphical presentation of the Ariane-S launch
sequence followed by simulation of the
TEAN/SAT orbit was also provided in the ECC.
This proved to be extremely useful during the
mission operations, to visualise the spacecraft
orientation and to plan operations which could
only be carried out in specific pads of the orbit.
The simulation was supplied free of charge by
the company Silicon Worlds and ran on a

workstation provided by the Simulation Section
of ESTEC. The ECC is shown diaorammaticallv
in Figure 2,

The Mission GontrolSystem (MCS)
Following the princ ple of commonality, the
initial intention for the MCS was to re-use the
EGSE, including the experiment test equipment
which would be used for experiment monitoring
and control. This decision proved to be overly
simolistic when faced with the needs for
interfacing to an existing ground-station
network and providing additional services such
as ranging, orbit determination and operational
flinht-nrnnodr rro darralnnmonl Clneor

examination revealed that deviation from the
commonality principle in order to re-use the
Agency's existing facilities managed by ESOC
brought significant advantages - multiple
ground stations, a proven infrastructure and
most of all, support from teams with vast
experience and fully familiar with configuring,
operating and using them. This led to the
decision to use the ESA qround-station

network and the SCOS-ll Mission Control
System together with a core team from ESOC
to support the mission operations. The work to
prepare for operations is covered later in this
article.

MCS requirements
In terms of overall flight control, TEAMSAT
requrred:

- access to two ground stations to provide

adequate orbital coverage

- spacecraft control facilities

- flight dynamics suppod, in particular to
provide accurate orbit prediction for both
spacecraft, essential to plan the signal
acquisition by the ground stations; this
support was particulady important as the
two spacecraft were not provided with an

on-board attitude and orbit control capability

- mission planning support, to schedule
experiment operatlons, with emphasis on
power conservation

- transmission of the experiment telemetry
data to the ECC

- a mission control system providing the usual
capabilities needed by operations staff:
. spacecraft database setup
. telemetry receiver/packetiser
. raw data distribution, archiving and

retrieval
o telemetry processing, including at least

parameter extraction, parameter validity
checks and parameter engineering value
calculations

ISDN connections

TEAMSAT
Experiment

Control Centre

Figure 2. TEAMSAT
Experiment Control Centre
configuration
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. time correlation
o tolomatnr dienlerrc

. commanding. including preparation of
commands on a manual stack, uplinking,
verification, and maintenance of a

command history
. ranging-data acquisition and processing
. mission event logging (e.9. uplinking of a

TC).

In addition, there was a late requirement to
display images from one of the YES on-board
cameras,

Operations ground facilities approach
The following ground facilities were provided:

- ground stations: ESA ground stations at
Kourou (French Guiana)and Perth (Australia)

were used together with the ESA ground
station communications network (OPSNET)

- soacecraft control facilities

- flight dynamics support: based on ESOC
facilities and exoertise

- mission planning: no specific facilities
were developed, but a mission-planning
specialist (from the ERS-2 project)
performed the task using commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) tools (spreadsheet and
wor0 processor).

Selection of the operations control system
The time available was very short. When it was
decided to investigate an alternative to re-use
of the EGSE for operations, there was no
choice but to base the system on existing
facilities. In addition, it was known that the
hardware would have to be installed
successively at three sites: initially at ESOC,
then at ESTEC, and finally at Kourou. Thus,
equipment compactness and portability were
essential features. ESOC's older infrastructure,
SCOS-|, was considered unsuitable since it
was cumbersome to modify and configure and
in addition would have required a considerable
amount of expensive, and not particularly
portable, hardware.

In February 1997, ESOC's newest configurable
control system, SCOS-ll, was in use for one
mission - the SOHO monitoring and data
retrieval system, installed at NASA Goddard
Space Flight Centre (GSFC). lt was also being
prepared for two other missions, Meteosat-7
(launch and early orbit phase) and Huygens.
SCOS-ll subsequently supported both of these
missions very successfully, in September and
October 1997 respectively.

The SCOS-ll hardware architecture comprises
a network of Sun workstations, running the
Solaris 2.5 operating system. A key feature of
SCOS-Il is that it is scaleable, i.e. workstations

can be added according to the size and
demands of the mission being supported. For

instance, a mission control system can be
provided on a single workstation, the so-called
'SOOS-in-a-box' configuration. By contrast, the
operationally demanding Meteosat-7 launch
and early orbit operations (LEOP) used a

configuration of 26 workstations. The approach
for TEAM/YES was that of 'SOOS-in-a-box',
with essentially one Sun workstation (namely a

Sun/SPARC 1O) dedicated to each spacecraft.

Another recent development in ESOC's control
centre aooroach is the use of a standard 'front-
end' to the ground-station network. This 'front-
end', called the NCTRS (Network Control and
Telemetry Routing System), takes care of the
ground station network protocol (OSl, X.25)
and the specific interfaces to the various types
of equipment in the ground stations. The
control system uses the widely supported
TCP/lP protocol for its various interfaces,
including those to the NCTRS for telemetry,
telecommand and tracking data. The NCTRS
also runs on a Sun Solaris workstation, one of
which was used for each spacecraft. A
simplified block diagram of the overall control
and data-processing system for a single
spacecraft is shown in Figure 3.

Project-specific additions to SCOS-ll
As SCOS-ll provided most of the required
functions, it was necessary to make only small
additions to the system. These were in the
areas of:

- TM virtual channels and packetisation
handling

- TC packet protocol handling

- real-time experiment image displays.

SCOS-Il assumes it receives telemetry data in

the form of SCOS-Il packets, whereas the data
received from the ground station was in the
form of transfer frames containing virtual
channels. These in turn contain source
packets, A TM receiver/packetiser was
therefore develooed (based on an available
examole) to select virtual channels and convert
the transfer frames into SCOS-ll packets
(essentially the source packets, with a special
hoqrlor arlrlod\uvvvv/,

A problem for the MCS was that there was no
ground-station equipment available that
supported the TC packet protocol. The
equipment did in fact exist, but at the time it
had not been deployed at the stations, nor was
the necessary NCTRS interfacing supported.
The approach adopted was to write special
software to convert the TC packets generated
by SCOS-ll data units of the TC packet
protocol. The older generation (Mark ll) of
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Figure 3. Overall control and
data processing system

Table 1

Event

Analysis of requirements

Kick-off of implementation work

First version of basic control system

Initial installation in Kourou (4 workstations)

Completion of final installation in Kourou

Announcement of launch delay

Reintegration of Control Centre at ESOC, in Darmstadt, completed

Launch

End of mission

tco

telecommand equipment was then used in

'transoarent mode' to uo-link the command data.

A display of the data acquired by one of the
YES on-board cameras was developed using
the SCOS-ll data processing and 'mimics'

display capabilities. In SCOS-ll, 'mimics'
displays are normally used to present block
diagrams of spacecraft subsystems. A
mechanism was therefore devised to use them
to display camera data, with decompression
and display of the JPEG data triggered on
receipt of the data packets. Subsequent
images coming from the same camera
refreshed the image on the mimic display in real

time. This new approach could in fact become
a standard facility in control systems in cases
when on-board cameras are used for
spacecraft health monitoring.

MGS development
Key events of the MCS development are shown
in Table 1, highlighting the short lead times for
the successive deliveries of the control system.
For example, a usable basic version of the
control system was available only six weeks
after the start of the implementation.

Preparation was completed on 25 September,
five days before the expected launch date. At

Date ( in 1997)

End February

Mid March

End April

Mid July

Mid September

25 September

10 October

30 October

4 November

CLTU: Command Link Transmission Unit

VC: Virtual Channel

this point, a significant launch delay was
announced. To avoid the substantial costs of
keeping the operations team in Kourou, it was
decided to relocate the MCS at ESOC. This
posed the risk that the system could not be re-

integrated in time. Added to this was the
need to reconfigure and revalidate the
communications system which was, in the
event, done within a remarkably short time of
only eight days, taking advantage of the
experlise and infrastructure available at ESOC.
This resulted in the final operational
configuration shown in Figure 4. By the end of
the first week of October 1997, the sequence
of testing, simulations and dress rehearsal
could be repeated with the new set-up. The
whole ground system and operations team was
then fully prepared for the launch on 30
October and the subsequent five-dav mission.

Gost Aspects
Both EGSE and MCS were developed at low
cost. In the case of the MCS, just one-and-a-
half man-years, including software support to
operations, was expended. The equipment
was drawn from a pool of existing workstations
in ESOC.

Why was the low cost so low? The reasons
include the following:

- The necessary control system infrastructure
(SCOS-ll and NCTRS) was available to
satisfy the larger pad of the requirements
(some 95%). Furthermore, since little new
development was required, little
documentation was necessary. A key point
was that the SCOS-II/NCTRS technology
allowed rapid customisation, largely without
programming effort.

- The use of a small, highly-motivated team
with skills in the SCOS-ll and NCTRS
packages, working against a very
demanding schedule.
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YES TM
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EXPERIMENT CONTROL
CENTRE - ESTEC

MCSTTEAM MCSTYES TEAM YES

ruoililo*
MISSION CONTROL CENTRE. ESOC

Figure 4. Final ground
segment configuration

- Co-location of the team (both ESA and
contract staffl at ESOC. This permitted daily
and direct exchanges of information and
rapid reaction to changes and problems.
Moreover, mission and network operations
staff, and also the other ground segment
engineering disciplines (flight dynamics,
ground-station and communications
engineering) were also at ESOC, greatly
facilitating integration work.

In the case of the EGSE, the explanation is
similar. Use of existing products, some at no
cost, contributed significantly to the low cost.
Using experienced staff to guide students and
young engineers had both cost-saving and
educational benefits. lt should also be
remembered that testing was limited in

duration, due to the lack of available time, and
was manual in nature. As a consequence, no
test software had to be developed. Testing
relied upon written procedures and manual
checks from data displayed on PC screens.

Conclusions
TEAMSAT was a practical and successful
example of low-cost ground systems
implementation and operation. The analysis
shows that the low costs depended chiefly on
the availability of facilities (hardware and
software) which could do the job and the
necessary human resources with the right
expertise, organised in small, highly motivated
teams. lt is also imporlant to note that without
these resources, it would not have been
possible to provide ground systems in the short

time available. The availability of COTS
hardware and software oroducts was an
essential contributor to the proiect's success.

The indications are that significant cost
reductions in the provision of ground control
systems should be feasible by taking
advantage of COTS products and reusable
facilities like SCOS-Il. This is expected to bring
more choice and competitiveness to the supply
of ground systems for space projects. The
original baseline of a common EGSVMCS
turned out to be impractical because of
schedule and technical constraints. However,
the EGSE and MCS development teams still
worked closely together, giving a greater
understanding of commonality aspects. This
will contribute to future work for providing

single products to cover both areas.
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prog rammes & operations

Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation
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T6lescope spatial
Hubble (HST)

L'observatoire HST vient d'entamer sa

neuvidme annee en orbite. Son

exploitation se poursuit de manidre trds
efficace, sans probleme majeur. La

campagne d'observation a I'aide de
I'instrument NICMOS (camera dans le
proche infrarouge et spectromdtre d

objets multiples), au cours de laquelle on

a utilise le miroir secondaire du t1lescope
pour obtenir une mise au point optimale
A^ t^ ^^^4"^ ^a c ^ A+^-,- conduite avec
succes en janvier. Une deuxidme
campagne sera bient)t programm6e.

La IVASA envisage d'installer un

cryorefroidisseur m1canique au cours de
la prochaine mr.ssion de maintenance et

de r1paration (M&R), qui devrait permettre

d'augmenter la duree de vie de
I'instrument IV/CMOS avec toutefois des
annnail6c r6r'h ilac

Les pr6paratifs de la prochaine mission

M&R se poursuivent, malgre le report de
la date de lancement de decembre 1999
a mars-mai 2000 en raison de probldmes

li6s au calendier de la Navette.

L'ev1nement marquant de cette misston

sera le remplacement de Ia cam1ra pour
objets faiblement lumineux (FOC) de I'ESA
par la camera de technologie avancee
pour observattons astronomiques (ACS).

Le Centre europ6en de coordination du
telescope spatial (ECF) a ete tnvite a

parliciper a la mise au point du logiciel
d'1talonnage pour les modes prisme a

reseaux et polarimetrie de I'ACS.

Les negociations progressent en ce
qui concerne la prolongation du
m1morandum d' accord (MOU)

ESNNASA relatif au HST. La dernidre

reunion, qui a eu lieu les 21 et 22 avril, a

d6bouch6 sur l'6laboration d'un projet
d'accord, qui est actuellement examind
nnr la< Dircatinnq da l'tr.SA et de la NASA.yu.vo

R6sultats scientif iques marquants
Parmi les nombreux r6sultals scientifiques
marquants obtenus r1cemment, Hubble a

fourni de nouvelles images de l'ejectbn
de matidre r1sultant de I'explosion de la
supernova 1 9874. L'autodestruction de
cette etoile masslve a et6 observ5e pour
la premidre fois il y a environ 11 ans par
des astronomes utilisant des telescopes
basds a terre. La camera planetaire a

grand champ n" 2 (,UFPC 2)et le

spectrographe imageur du telescope

spatial Hubble (SI/S) ont montr1 que les

d6bris issus de I'explosion de Ia
supernova entrent en collision avec un

anneau de matidres pr6sent autour de
l'6tde en fin de vie. Cette collision
provoque l'illumination de la partie de
I'anneau qui s'etait constitu6 avant
I'explosion de I'etoile. Ce phenomdne a

permis aux chercheurs d'6tudier la

structure qui entoure Ia supernova et
d'6lucider certains aspecis relatifs aux
dernidres annees d'existence de I'etoile.

Ulysse

Le 17 avril, au terme d'un voyage de
p/us sept ans representant 3,8 milliards
de kilomdtres, U/ysse a decrit sa
premidre orbite autour du Soleil,

L'ensemble des sous-sysfemes et
exp5riences places a bord du satellite
continue de fonctionner de maniere
extr)mement satrsfarsanfe et la recente
campagne Ml DAS (etude multi -projets
avec alignement de sate//ites), is laquelle
ont parlicipe U/ysse, SOHO, ACE et
Wind, a 6t6 un grand succes et a
permis d'obtenir une couverture quasi
continue d haut d6bit sur une periode
de plusieurs semaines. Progressant
lentement vers le sud sur sa trajectoire
post-aph6lie, U/ysse traversera le plan
de l'ecliptique a la mi-mai, a une
distance de 5,4 unit6s astronomiques
du Soleil.

R6sultats scientif iques marquants
Aprds une periode de calme prolongee,

deux importantes eruptions solaires ont
eu lieu d intervalles rapproches debut
novembre. Ces phdnomdnes, qui ont
produit des pefturbations interplan1taires
significatives, ont fait |objet d'un ceftain
n o m b re d' 6tu des co m paratives

auxquelles ont pafticipe Ulysse et la flotte
des sate//ites evoluant e 1 UA, y compris
SOHO. Alors que la reponse a l'activite
solaire observee sur Terre se deroulait
selon un sch6ma relativement bien etabli,

tant en ce qui concerne les parlicules a

haute energie dmises par le Soleil a
grande vllesse que les perturbations

magnetiques, dont la vifesse de
propagation est p/us lente, les signatures
enregistr6es par Ulysse, qui ont et6
c/assdes en fonction de leur distance
radiale et de leur longitude par rapporl a
la Terre, etaient plus complexes. En

6tudiant ces ph6nomdnes en d6tail, on

espdre mieux comprendre la structure

globale des perturbations et leur influence
sur le transporl des parlicules. Les 1tudes
de ce type, conduites avec plusieurs

sate//ifes, joueront un r6le de plus en plus

imporlant dans I'analyse des donnees
d'Ulysse pendant le d6roulement du cycle
solatre.

Les chercheurs qui travaillent avec Ulysse

se sonf 1galement pench6s sur la
question beaucoup plus vaste du
confinement du rayonnement cosmique.
En mesurant avec une haute pr6cision la

composition isotopique de I'aluminium et
du chlore pr6sents dans le rayonnement
cosmique, le Professeur John Simpson et
son equipe travaillant sur l'experience
COSP/ V ont calcule que l'Age' du
rayonnement cosmique etait de 20
millions d'annees, ce qui implique que les
pafticules du rayonnement cosmique ont
pass6 une parl significative de leur dur6e
de vie dans le halo galactique d faible

densite.

Iel/es sont quelques-unes des
nombreuses decouveries qui ont ete
evoquees a I'occasion des dernidres

r6unions de l'1quipe scientifique d'Ulysse
et de la Soci6t6 europeenne de
geophysique.

Huygens

Cassini/Huygens a connu sa premidre
phase d'asslstance g rav itati o n nel I e

planetaire le 26 avril. Le vehicule spatial
est pass6 A I'altitude pr6vue de 284 km
au-dessus de la surface de Venus A 15 h

52 mn 14 s TU. Deux instruments
scientifiques ont ete mls sous tension lors

du survol de Vdnus : le radar pour un

essai de reflexion de signaux de bout en

bout d la sur-face de V6nus et /e sous-
systdme de d1tection d'ondes radio et
d'ondes de plasma afin de rechercher la

presence d' eclairs dans I' atmosphdre
venusienne. Les donnees enregistrees

lors du survol ont ete retransmrses vers /a

Terre une semaine plus tard et sont en
^^, ,.^ At^^^h,^^uvurJ u dr rdtynY.

Le deuxidme contrOle en orbite de la
sonde Huygens a ete execute le 27 mars
et /es r6sulfats de I'analyse preliminaire
nnf cfc nassds cn rc\il tc a I'ESOC le 17vuvvvv

avril. L'ensemble des sous-sysfdmes et
instruments de la sonde ont fonctionn1
correctement. On a constate cerlaines
inter-f6rences sur les deux r6cepteurs
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programmes & operations

Hubble Space
Telescope (HST)

The HST Observatory has recently
cnmnlptcr^l rtc anhlh vo:r n Ofbit,

Operations cont nue in a very efficient
manner, with no m4or problems The

Near Infrared Camera and Mu/t,-Object
Spectrometer (NICMOS) observing
campargn. d;r ng which the te escope s

secondary mirror was used to bring
Camera 3 into best focus, was carried ou1

^, ,^^^^^{, , t., i^ t^^, ,^^, /SUCCeSSILI ly In JanUary, A SeCOnO

campaign will be scheduled soon. NASA
is considerng instal ng a mechanica
nn,nnnarar r-.r, rrian +hn -^rt Maintenance
and Repair (M&R) mission, which could
extend the lifetime of the NICMOS

instrument, albeit with reduced
capabilities,

Prcnaratinns tor 1.tr .layt M&R misSion

are proceeding, although the launch date
has been moved back from December
1999 to March-May 2000 due to Shuttle
scheduling problems, The man mission
ovonl rnrill ho lho ranl:eprent Of the
ESA Faint Object Camera (FOC) by the
Advanced Camera for Surueys (ACS) The
ST European Coordination Facility (ECF)

has been asked to parl cipate in lhe
development of the calibratron sol-tware
for the grism (,e, grating-prism) and
po arimetry modes of the ACS

The negotiations for the extension of
the HST ESA/NASA Memorandum of
Understanding (IVOU) are progressing At
tf'e lasL neetrng on 2'-22 April. a drafl
agreement was prepared which is now
under discussion within the ESA and
NASA Executives.

Science highlights
Among the many recent scientific
highlights, Hubble contributed new views

of the expanding wave of materia from
the ovnlnqinn nl Sr rncr-ny3 l9B7A The
massve star's seli-destruclion was firsL

seen nearly 1 1 years ago by astronomers
using ground-based telescopes, Hubole s
\A/rele I iclr^l ann Panol:rv Camera2
(WFPC 2) and the Space Teescope
lmaging Spectrograph (STIS) have shown
th:l dphriq lrnm 'f-c cr .nefnova b,aSL ts

slamming into a ring of materal around
the dvinn slar Tho enllisigl lTgg

illuminated part of the ring, which had

been formed before the star exploded
The crash has allowed scientists to probe
the structure around the supernova and

to uncover new clues about the fnal
ve2rs nf 'hc nroocnrtnr st3;

Ulysses
On 17 April, after travelling for more than
seven yea's and cove'ing 3 B billio'
kilnmet.cs I l[,sscs cnmOleted iLS t,rSt

nrh t of thc Sr rn All qnacecraft

subsystems and exper ments cont nue to
perform extremely well, and the recent

N/IDAS (Mu1ti-project Invest gation During
Alignment of Spacecraft) campaig.r
invo ving Ulysses, SOHO, ACE and Wind
was vel sLccessful in obla ri.lg near-

continuous coverage at h gh bit rate over
a period o'several weeks. Movir-g slowly
souLhward on its post-apheion LrajecLory.

Utysses wi l s'est the eclipt c rr mio-May
at a distance of 5 4 astronomical units
from the Sun,

Science highlights
After an extended period of quiet solar
condit ons, two malor solar flares
ar-r-.rrerl in nr rick sr rcr:oggjgp gl flg
beginning of November. These events,
which produced significant interplanetary

disturbances. have been Lhe sublect of a
number of cornparative studies involving

Ulysses and the 'leet of spacecrafl al
I AU, including SOHO Although the
respolse to the sola. acl vily. borh in

the form o' energetic oart cles arriving
promptly from the Sun, and the more

slowly propagat ng magnetic
disturbances, followed relatively well-
established patterns at the Eadh, the
signatures at Ulysses, which was
separated in both radial distance and
longitude from Eadh, were more complex
Bv studying liese effecrs in detail. it is
hoped to gain a better undersrandrng ot
the clnhal s'n r.lrrro of lhg llgf .11$gn699

and their irfluence on oai'cle trar-spo.1.
Such multi spacec.aft stud es will play an

inc'easingly impodant role rr rhe analyss
^f I ll\ ,-^^- .-Jnt^ an ' l,a^ ^^l2r nrrnlo 

^arralnnc
Ul Vly)DY) UOLd qD tl lg )Ulur uyuru uuvurv|.Jr

Arother lopic addressed by U ysses
relalec In -he rrr rch l:rner SCa e Ss;e of
cosmrc-'3V con[inement, By measuring
the isotopic composition of cosmic-ray
aluminium and chlorine with h gh
precisron. P.of John Simpson and his co-
workers on the COSPIN experiment have
de.ved a cosnic .ay 'age or 20 Mv.

requiring that the cosmic ray partic es
spend a s gnrficanI fraction of the r i'elrrrre

n the low-density galactic halo

These and many other findings were

reponed al the recertly held Ulysses

Science Workrng leam and Furopean

Geophysical Society meetings.

Huygens

The first Cassini/Huygens planetary

gravity assist occurred on 26 April. The

spacec.aft flew at the planned altitude ot
284 km over the Venusian surface at
15:52:14 UT. Two science instruments
were switched on during the Venus flyby:

the radar, for an end-to-end signal

bounce test on the surface of Venus, and

the Badio and Plasma Wave Subsystem.
to search for lightning in the Venusian

aLmosphere, The flyby data were played

back to Eafth a week later and are

currenLly being analysed.

The second Huygens Probe in-orbit
checkout was conducted on 27 March

and the results of the preliminary data
analvsis rnrcre rcvipurpd at ESOC On 17

Apr'l All ot the Probe subsyslems and

instruments performed well There was
some noise interference on the two
Huygens .adio receivers, wnich is thought
Lo relate to the need to po nt Cassini s

High-Gain Antenna (HGA) towards Lhe

Sr ,r- to shar-le lre snacecrafl, Whilst it is

^^+i^^ ^^ ^ ^,,^^A^!^ !,,acrrrg as a sunsnaoe ouflng Tne voyage.
lhc HCA :lso nir-ks rrn thg 59191 1gli9
no se and feeds it to the Huygens
receivers in parallel with the RF signal fed
through the umbilical connection. Such a

configuration will not apply during the
Huygens mission phase at Saturn, as the
HGA will then be pointed at Titan.

The Probe Engineering Model (EM) has

been retrofitted by Industry and was
r-lpli,,orpri lo lho H rvncnq p69gg

Ope.ations Centre THPOC) at ESOC in

Darmstadt (D) in February. The EM Probe

Command and Data Management
System (CDN/S) is a replica, in both
hardware and software terms, of the
Flight Model configuration lt will serve as
n tan+ hnrl rl' 'rina tha a 'toar art rico nhaqoO IYDt UEU UUlll 19 Ll lU / -yuur ur urou l.Jr rqou

for validating any modifications to the in-

orbit checko;t sequences that may be
rrat tlrnA nnrl tn ',aliala+^ nnqqihlo nn-lYL.lullYU. ql rU lU VOIIUOLU |.Jvrrru,u vr I

board-software modifications, The EM
Prnhc has hpcn se- r rn next tO the
Hr nrnonq llpelie:-cel Cnnflgl ROOm tn

ESOC and has already been used

successfully in helping to debug the solar-
ro se interJerence by replicating the rn-

flight bel.aviour of the receivers.
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radio de Huygens, qui sont probablement
/r^^^ - /^ -^^^^^i1 i .^ ^lnter I'antenne altYYa a ]a / /guuJJ/rw uu 

^J(haut gain (HGA) de Cassrnr vers le Soleil

atin de maintenu le vehicule spatral a

I'ombre. Tout en agrssant comme pare

soleil au cours du voyage, la HGA capte
egalement le bruit radio du So/eil et
l'envoie dans les recepteurs de Huygens
paralldlement aux stgnal RF transmrs
par la connexion ombilicale. Cette
configuration ne sera pas uLrlisee lors de
la phase de la mission de Huygens a

proximite de Saturne putsque la HGA sera
alar< nainlao qt tr Titan

Le modele d'identification (EM) de la

sonde a ete mis a niveau par I'industrre

et livre en f1vrier au Centre des

op1rations de la sonde Huygens (HPOC)
h l,trqac DnrmJadl /n\ t ^ ^,.^/:,_- i-

tu/ Lo JyaLYI I Io uY

folcr ommanrle cl dtr otrstton des

donn1es (CDMS) du modele
d'identification de la sonde est une

replique de la configuration de vol, tant en
ao at ti ranaarna la mnforial ar p la laoirioluu vu' uv,

ll servira de banc d'essai au cours de la
phase de croisiere de sept ans afin de
valider toute modification qu'il
conviendrait d'apporler aux sequences de
verification en orbite, arnu qu'au logiciel
pmharnt p I o mnddc d tdentrfiCaliOn a

ete installe a proximit6 de la salle de
conLrole de I'LSOC destinee a Huvgens
^t ^ A^;- ;+^ , ,+,ti-^ ^,,^^eL a uela eru url//se dvee succes pour
racat tr.lra la nrahlama ...1c^ :^t^J^-^^^ ^^/oovuuru tv ptvutwtttw udJ ///tY//Y/Y//LU)

dues au bruit solaire en reprodutsanl le

comporlemenl en vol des recepteurs

rso
Les activites se concentrenl acLuellemenL

st tr lp sa tticn dc I'cynloitattOn deS
dannooq l.9O ner ln .nmr71gp7Ltlg Clgg'vv Ys'
aalr^namo< al ar rr /ae nra^^-^t:t^ ^^ ,,. ,^
aJr/vr,urrrcJ LL Ju/ /uo l.JtClJdldLIlJ YI MY

du retraitement, de I'analyse et de
l'interpretation des donnees. qui dureront
3 ans et demi et doivent aboutrr a des

archives definitives en 2001 , dont les

astronomes pourronl faire usage pendant
plusieurs decennies Ces aclrviles,

auxquelles cooperent crnq centres
at tranoan< :ccnniac at tv oat tinoq at ti nnfvv' vyvvl

realise les instruments embarques,

ainsi qu un cenlre americain. sont
.onr(lnnneps nar lc e,cnllg deS dOnnees

ISO a Villafranca, (E) Le retraitement de
l'infanrnlila dac .lnnnaoc qcrcnfilror ics pcf

sr rr lc noinf de rlemarrcr el la verston

initiale des archives devrait 6tre

access/b/e a I automne. En outre, tout
esl mis en cEUVre pour ttrer protil des

connaissances acqulses par les

personnes qui quittent le projet

I ant tiqomont dae rc.*crvqg d heltum

liquide du vehtcule spattal, qui assurait le

refroidissement du telescope ef des

instruments scientifiques a une temperature
nrnr-hr. rlt t zcrn ehsntt t 4 eu lteu le B avrtl
Caffa r-lafa a<l nn<lariat ra da nra<at to ttnvU' YvU'UJ,9Ul

-^ ^ ^^1t^ ^, ,: -,,^,+dt l d LailY gut dvdtL pt YvuY a t vr tgil rv Yt

marque la fin de I'exploitatron courante
d'lSO, qui se so/de par un grand succes

Un programme d essais technologiques a

ensuite ete conduit avec le satellte
pendant envuon un mois. Les resu/lals de
ces essals beneficteront aux futurs

sate//iles de I'ESA comme XMM et
lntegral, qur reprendront ceftains de ses
.nmnnarn/q I o< nr-fitrifcg conduites a

cette occasion ont constste notamment a

tester le fonctlonnement des suiveurs

stellaires d basse altitude, c'est-A-dire
dans /es ceintures de radrations, a utrlrser

/es unrles redondantes de bord qui
^t^+-;^^+ ^^^ ^;^^^^-;.^,n eLatenl pas necessai/us /ors Oes

operation de rouline compte tenu des
performances exceptronnelles du satellite
al A ortah tar la laaiaial ra--nQU pour
rcmcrlicr a dilTcrenlcs nannes de
gyroscope

Au cours des lemps morls du
programme, on a utthse /es delecleurs
rl'nnrlo< /pq n/rc r-ot tr'fcq de I Un deS
cncatrnmptrp< nt ti nat tttgplt fOnCttOnnefvvvvL, vr r

a des temperatures allant jusqu'a 60 K,

pour observer /es speclres de 2,38 a
4,08 microns d'environ 300 etorles afin

d'etablir un atlas de classiticalion
specvale.

XMM's so ar arrays in deployed configuration at

Fokker Space & Systems (NL)

Ge-eraleur solaire de XMM en dep oieaent
ehe fnkkor $6;ne R Svstams
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programmes & operations

rso
Activities are now focussed on suppofting
exploitation of the ISO data by the
astronomical community and on
preparing for a 3.S-year long period of
data re-processing, analysis and

interpretation, with the dm of providing a

final archive of data in 2001 that will be

useful to astronomers for decades to
come. This work is a collaborative effort,

coordinated by the ISO Data Centre in

Villafranca, Spain, and involving five

European centres associated with
the groups that built the on-board
instruments, plus one in the USA. Full-

scale reprocessing of all of the scientific
data is about to start and the initial

version of the archive is scheduled to
open in the autumn. A major effort is also
being made to capture the knowledge of
the people leaving the project.

Depletion of the spacecraft's liquld-helium
supply, responsible for cooling the
telescope and scientific instruments to
a temperature close to absolute zero,

occurred on 8 April. This date was
almost 1 year later than originally foreseen

and brought to an end the highly

successful ISO routine-phase operations.

For approximately the next month, a

technology test programme was carried
out with the spacecraft. Results from
these tests will benefit future ESA

spacecraft such as XMM and Integral,

which use some of the same
components. Activities included testing
the operation of the star trackers at low
altitudes, i.e. in the radiation belts, use of
the on-board redundant units that were

not needed during the routine operations
due to the superb performance of the
satellite, and evaluation of the software
intended to overcome multiple gyro
failures.

During any gaps in the test programme,

the shortest wavelength detectors -
which can operate at temperatures up to
6n K - nf nno nf thc sngg{lgpeterS were
used to observe the 2.38 - 4.08 micron

spectra of nearly 300 stars in order to
generate an atlas of classification spectra.

Two de-orbiting manoeuvres were carried
out on 1 1 and 14 May, respectively, to
lower the perigee from .1 380 km to
715 km. At 1 1 .00 UT on 16 May, a time-
tagged command was used to isolate the
batteries and at 12.00 UT another time-

tagged command switched off the
transmitter, thus ending the operational

life of lSO.

Gluster-ll
The manufacture of all subsystems is on

schedule and they will be ready for the
system integration of the first new
Cluster-ll spacecraft in the third quarter of
1998. The first structure has left

Contraves (CH) and is currently at Matra
Marconi Space in Bristol (UK) being

integrated with the reaction-control
subsystem. As regards the new
equipment, a Critical Design Review has

been held for the solid-state recorder and
a Hardware Design Review for the high-
power amplifier. Delivery of much flight
equipment, such as antennas, valves,

etc., has already taken place.

The payload rebuild is also progressing

satisfactorily. Functional testing of the
experiments comprising the Wave

Experiment Consortium (\/VEC) has been
successfully completed, demonstrating
the validity of all software updates and
the new elements needed due to the
unavailability of the original processors

ano pans.

The technical contract with Starsem for
assessing all mrssion-analysis aspects
of the Soyuz launch has also been

successfully completed and no show-
stoppers were identified. A detailed review
of the launch facilities at Baikonur has
also confirmed that all of the Cluster-ll

launch operations constraints can be met.

As far as the ground segment and Cluster
Science Data System (CSDS) are
concerned, the maintenance/upgrade
activities are going according to plan. lt has

been now decided that the Odenwald (D)

ground station will be moved to Villafranca (E),

where it will serve as the primary ground

station for Cluster-l I operations.

XMM
The test campaigns on the structural and
thermal model and the engineering model
have been completed. The service

modules of both models have been
delivered to Alenia (l) for use within the
Integral project.

Integration of the flight satellite is in
progress at Dornier (D), which has the
task of finalising this step and delivering

the flight satellite for testing by October of
this year. In the meantime, the tests on

the attitude and orbit control system are

approaching completion at Matra Marconi

Space in Bristol (UK). The elements of this
subsystem are now being delivered to
Dornier for final integration into the flight
satellite.

Tests at Centre Spatial de Liege (CSL)

continued with the acceptance-test
sequence for the fourlh mirror module,

which showed excellent performance
parameters. Activities are now
concentrating on the combined testing of
the mirror modules with their associated
X-ray baffles and reflection gratings. At
the Max Planck X-ray facility (PANTER) in

Munich (D), calibration tests on the flight
optics will continue until early July. To

complete the validation of the stray-light
behaviour of the complete optical chain,
wide-angle stray-light tests were
commenced in late June at MBB in

Munich.

Efforts on the experiment side are
concentrated on delivering the flight
equipment as close as possible to the
newly agreed dates. By the end of June,
five of the seven instruments will be at
Dornier. Pre-delivery instrument calibration
is being done in Orsay (F) for the three
EPIC cameras, and at the PANTER

facilities in Munich for the RGS.

Delivery of the first version of the control
software for the ground segment has

taken place as foreseen. The ground-
segment implementation is currently
under review in order to accommodate
the changes required.

Integral
At the end of May. a large shipment of
flight-representative hardware arrived at
ESTEC (NL), from Alenias plant in Turin (l),

for thermal testing in the Large Space
Simulator (LSS). The shipment included
Structural and Thermal Models (STMs) of
the four instruments, of the payload

module (developed specifically for
Integral) and of the service module (re-

used from the XMM programme). lt also
included ground-handling devices for the
nearlv 4 ton soacecraft. The industria

roJ
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Deux maneuvres de d6gagement
d'orbite ont ete executees les 1 1 et 14

mai afin d'abaisser le p6rig6e de 1380 km

d 715 kn. Le 16 mai A 11 h TU, une
p rem idre t6leco m mande p rog ram m 6e

dans le temps a ete utilisee pour rsoler les

batteries, puis une deuxidme e 12 h TU
pour mettre l'emetteur hors service,

mettant ainsi fin d la vie op6rationnelle
d?so.

Gluster-ll
Ious /es sous-sysldmes sont en cours de
fabrication selon le calendrier pr6vu et
seront pr)ts pour l'integration systdme du
premier des nouveaux sale//ltes Cluster-ll
au troisieme trimestre 1998 La premidre

structure a quitte Contraves (CH) et est
en cours d'integration chez Matra
Marconi Space d Bristol (R-U) avec le
sous-sysfdme de commande par
r1action. En ce qui concerne les

nouveaux equipements, une revue

critique de conception a ete organisee
pour I'enregistreur a semi-conducteurs,
ainsi qu'une revue de conception du
materiel pour I' amplificateur haute
puissance. De nombreux 6qurpements de
vol, comme les antennes, les vannes, etc,
^^+ A;t; ^+; t;,,-A^ur rL uold u{u ilvl uJ,

La reconstruction de la charge utile
progresse egalement de maniere
satisfaisante. Les essals fonctionnels des
exp6riences composant le groupe

d'experiences sur /es ondes (WEC) ont
et6 concluants, ce qui prouve la validite

de toutes /es mlses a jour de logiciels et
des nouveaux elements necessaires pour
remplacer /es processeurs et composants
d' origine non disponibles.

Le contrat technique conclu avec
Sfarsem pour 1valuer /es aspecls analyse

de la mission du lancement Soyouz a

6galement mene a bien et aucun 5cueil
majeur n'a ete relev6. En outre, une revue

detaillee des installations de lancement de
Baikonour a confirm6 que toutes les

contraintes opdrationnelles li6es au

lancement de Cluster-ll pourvaient €tre

respecldes.

Fn ao n i .nn.orno lo ca6[ggS SO/ et /eLt 
' 

vv YUI

sysfdme d'accds aux donn6es
scientifiques de Cluster (CSDS), /es

activites de maintenance et de mise a

niveau se d6roulent comme pr6vu ll a

maintenant 6te decide de transf6rer la

stafion so/ d'Odenwald (D) a Villafranca
(E), oi elle servira de slat/,cn so/ princrpale

pour I' exploitation de Cl u ster- I l.

les delais prevus. La mise en ceuvre du
secteur so/ est en cours de reexamen aftn

de tenir compte des modifications
ndcessaires.

XMM
Les campagnes d'essais conduites sur le
modele structurel et thermique et sur le
moddle d'identification ont ete menees a
bien. Les modules de servitude de ces
deux moddles ont ete livr1s a Alenia (l)

pour 6tre ulilrses dans le cadre du projet

lntegral.

L'integration du moddle de vol est en

cours chez Dornier (D), qui est charge de
finaliser cette 6tape et de livrer le modele
de vol du satellite pour une sdrie d'essais
d'ici octobre prochain. Parallelement, les

essais du systdme de contr)le d'attitude
et de correction d'orbite sont en voie

d'achdvement chez Matra Marconi Space
a Bristol (R-U). Les el5ments de ce sous-
sysfdme sont en cours de livrarson chez
Dornier pour int6gration finale sur le
modele de vol du satellite.

Les essais conduits au Centre spatial de
Liege (CSL) se poursuivent avec la serie

d'essals de recette du quatrieme module
miroir, qui ont revele un excellent
comporlement. Les activltds se

co n centrent m at ntenant sur /'essai
combin6 des modules miroirs et des
5crans de protection contre les rayons X
et des rdseaux de diffraction qui leur sont
associes. Des essais d'etalonnage de
I'optique de vol se poursuivront jusque

dbbut juillet dans I'installation rayons X de
I'lnstitut Max Planck (PANTER)a Munich
(D). Afin d'achever la validation du
comporlement en lumidre diffuse de
l'ensemble de la chaine optique, des
essals en lumidre parasite ont debutd fin
juin a MBB, Munich.

Fn aa at ti a^naarna la< avnarianraq la<

efforls porlent en priorite sur la fourniture
des equipements de vol d des dates
aussi proches que possible des nouveaux
delais fixes. Fin juin, cinq des sept
instruments auront et6 livrds chez Dornier.

L'etalonnage des instruments avant la
livraison est realis1 a Orsay (F) pour
/es trois cameras EPIC et dans /es

installations PANTER d Munich pour le
FGS.

La premidre version du logiciel de
controle du secteur sol a 6tO livr6 dans

Int6gral
Fin mai, un imporlant lot de materiels

reprOsentatifs de la configuration de vol

est arrive e /'ESIEC (NL) en provenance

de I'usine d'Alenia a Turin (l) pour subir
des essar.s thermiques dans le grand

simulateur spatial (LSS) Ce lot
comprenait des moddles structurels et
thermiques (STM) des quatre instruments,
du module charge utile (ealis6

sp6cialement pour lnt5gral) et du module
de servitude (epris du programme XMM),

ainsi que des 6quipements de
manutention pour le satellite, dont le
poids approche 4 tonnes. L'5quipe
industrielle a procede rapidement a

I'integration du satellite pour qu'il puisse

etre place dans /es delais prevus a

I'interieur de la chambre du LSS, qui a
ete specialement modifiee pour repondre
aux exigences d' lnt5gral

ll s'agit la d'une etape imporlante du
programme aprds plusieurs anndes d'un
travail minutieux sur les plans scientifique,

technique et logistique. Elle I'est
notamment pour les equipes chargees
des instruments, qui ont eu d r soudre de
delicats probldmes de developpement, et
pour le consorlium industriel, qui a men6
a bien la reutilisation du concept du SVM
et du materiel du STM tous deux empruntes

au programme XMM selon une methode
inedite de r6duction des co0ts.

Des travaux ont et6 conduits en paralldle

sur d'autres aspecls de la mission,

I'evenement le plus notable ayant ete le
choix d'une nouvelle orbite en cas de
lancements sur Proton. Compte tenu des
dernieres decouvertes sur la ceinlure de
rayonnements; on a calcule une nouvelle

orbite permettant d'augmenter au
maximum Ia duree de s6jour du satellite A
plus de 60 000 km au-dessus de la Terre.

Cette nouvelle orbite conduit a une

simplification des premieres phases de
vol au cours du lancement et d une

r5duction du nombre de statrrrns so/

necessaire A la couverlure de la mission.

Le prochain cap sera I'integration et la
campagne d'essais du moddle
d' i d entificatio n / m aq u ette 6l ectri q ue,

dont les pr6paratifs sont en cours.
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toem renir'llr, inron':lor] lho caaeoerrH lnr

ts timely entry into the LSS chamber,

which had been spec al y modif ed to
.rcet I'rtpnr:l's ronr rircmgpfg

This milestone is a significant

achievement for the programme after
rroerq nf narofr rl cniont finr-- -, engrneenng
-^i l^^ ^-t- -#^F '^ ^^nicular. t is anor ru rvv oLru gilur L il r vo
accomplishment for the instrument teams
facing difficult development issues and for
the industrial consodium, which has

sLccessfu ly re-used the XMM SVM

design and XN/N/ STN/ hardware in an
,,^^.^^^i^^+^i ^^^+ ^^',u|.pr eeeue| reu uosr -savln9 exerclse

Olhe. aqncr ls ol lf'e miss On have

been worked on in parallel, the most
notewodhy event being the selection of
a new orbit in the case of the Proton

launch, Because of the lalesl firdings on
radiarion backg'ornd, a new orbiL has
hpan nnnnr lod rnrh,ch naximises lhe

time that the spacecraft spends 'nore
than 60 OOO km above the Eafth This

new o'bit tends Lo s,mplify tle f rst flrght

phases during launch and the number of
ground stations required for coverage of
the mission The next challenge will be
the prn ncprinn clolcntriqgl pglg
integration and test campaign. for

which preparations are in progress

Rosetta
A maio. nai of tho nroiect aCLivlt,es are, ' '''"J"

still focussed on the selection of the
equipnenL supolie.s, which is naking
nnnd nrnnrcqs Tho Rnsglla industfal
consoniLm is expected Lo be fully

conso idated before the summer break,

A nnnlinr rn ra e.rr rlinri nf lho cnanonraft

mass and nnrnre. hr rdne's has been

implen-ented to ensure that the very LighL

constraints on launch mass and available
power are met Other critica technical
issues requiring close altention are lhe

siz ng of the solar arrays and the
spacecraft ther.nal-cont'o design

Representat ves of the Instrument, Industry and

Project teams n front of the Integra Structural

and Therma Mode at ESTEC (NL)

Le moddle structurel et themtque cl'lntegral a

/ LS/FC (Nl , en presenee dP tepresPntants de
la e nmm' tna' ttc ,e ipntifin p de I tndL)Stne e! de

I'equipe de projet

The Science Working Team discussed the
Rosetta mission extens vely in eady May,

A further opt misation of the comet dust
and environment model bas been
nreqcntod and : npr,v v2 Ue o'the cOmet

nucleus' radius, based on recent

astronomical observations, has been

ag.eed. The scienLific co1lmuni[y dso
rannm+onrlar'l calanlina OlaWafa a-d

Siwa as asteroid flyby targets instead of
Mimistrobe and Rodari This change is

mntir,:tor^l hir tho hinh c.ienI fic intereSt in

the Siwa astero d, which is one of the
largest and most primordial of such

bodies,

The defirrtio'r of the ground segmer'I af d
procurement of the new 34 m antenna for
installation at Pedh, in W, Australia, ls

progressrng as pranneo

Artemis
Since its aunch n March. the Silex opLical

terminal onboard Spot 4 has been

Lhoroughly a1d successlully checked-o.rt
This has ncluded verifying correct
operation of the terminal, ensuring its

compatibility with the other Spot 4

instruments, and exercising its tracking
nerfnrmance . rsinn : sorigg 9f Stars Silex

lvill now remain dormant, except for
ncrindin hp:lth nhcekq rlnlil the laUnCh Of

Ademis

The Artemis satellite integration and initial

electrical checkout has now been
r-nmnletcnl :nd thc qetellrte Will be

shipped to ESTEC (NL) in mid-June 1998

for env ronmental testing

EnvisaVPolar
Platform
Envisat-1 system
The Announcement of Oppoftunity (AO)

for Scientfic Data Exploitation and Pilot

Projects has atlracled very high interesl in

the Earth Obsen"iation user community,

with more than 700 proposals having

been submitted The results of the
selection process will be published before

the end of the year.

System activities are now focusing on the
preparatiors for sysLem verilication. in

particular the ground-segment overall

verification, and the preparations for the

toc
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Rosetta
Une bonne parl des activites de l'equipe
de projet porle toujours sur la s6lection
rloq ont tinemenlicrq n i eSt en bOnnevva vYutyvt t tv

voie. Le consorlium industriel de Rosetta

devrait 6tre entrdrement constitue avant
t^^,,^^^^^^^ A'^+^/UJ Vdudl /UgJ U gtu.

Un suivi continu des bilans de masse el
de puissance du satellite a ete mis en
place pour garanlir /e respecl des
contraintes trds sfricfes concernant la

masse au lancement et la putssance

disponible. Le dimensionnement des

reseaux so/aires et le concept de
r1gulation thermrque du satellite

constituent d'autres poinls critiques sur
le plan technrque, qui exrgent une
allanfinn narlirt tliAra

Le groupe de travail scientiftque a

procede a un examen approfondi de la

mission Roseffa d1but mai. Une nouvelle

modelisation optimisee des Tets de
poussidres et de I'envuonnement de la
.nmofa a efa nrcs.'nf..o et Llne nOUVelle

valeur a et6 adoptee pour le rayon du
noyau de la comete sur la base des
dernieres observattons astronomiques.
I oc .her.het tr.q ont cnnlement

recommand6 de retenir Otawara et Siwa

comme objectifs de survol d'ast1roides
au lieu de Ministrobel et Rodari Cette
modification est motivee par Ie grand

int6r0t scientifique que pr6sente

I'ast5roide Siwa, qui est I'un des p/us
gros et des p/us pridtifs parmi les corps
^Al^^+^^ A^ ^^ +,,^^uq/vorqo uv Lo LylJv,

Le definition du secteur sol et
I' approvisionnement de la nouvelle

antenne de 34 m qui doit Ate install1e a

PerTh (Australie occidentale), se deroulent
comme prevu.

Art6mis
Depuis son lancement en mars sur Spol-
4, le terminal optique Srlex a subi avec
succes des essais complets verification

du bon fonctionnement du terminal, de sa

compatibiilte avec les autres rnstruments

du satellite, de sa fonction de suivi au
mn\/cn rl'ttnc scric cl'clniles. Silex festera
en mode 'veille', a I'exception de
contr6les p6riodiques, jusqu' au

lancement d'Artemis.

I integration du satellite et les premiers

controles electriques sont acheves et
Arlemis a ete expedi1 d l'ESTEC a la
m|juh 1998 pour y subu des essais

d'ambiance.

Envisat/Plate-forme
polaire

Systdme Envisat-1
L'Appel a propositions (AO) de projets
pilotes et d'exploitation des donndes
a suscitei un grand interet parmi les

utilisateurs de I'observatron de la Terre qui

ont envoye plus de 700 propositions I es

r6sultats de la procedure de selection
seront publies avant la fin de I'annee.

I cs ncfirtite.q.Srzsfeme sc COnCentfent

maintenant sur la preparation de la
verification du systeme, notamment la

veification globale du secteur sol et la
preparation de I'etalonnage en vol des
instruments ainsi que la validation des
produits deriv6s de niveau 2

Activit6s relatives au satellite
Le program me d' assem blage,

d'integration el d'essais (AlT1 du moddle
d'identification du satellite Envrsaf se
poursuit, avec la realisation de plusieurs

Flinht mnncl nf Fnvis:t's MEFIS nstrument
undergoing vibration testing at ESTEC (NL)

Modele de vol de I'instrument MERIS d'Envtsat
aux essa/S de vibrations e IESTEC

essais foncfionnels du module de charge
utile integre se/on des scenarios
d'exploitation realistes Un test de
pointage d'antenne en bande Ka a
aanlamanl 6ta avoat fta

Les activites AIT sur le modele de vol ont
d6marrd aprds la livraison par DASNDSS
du moddle de vol du comparliment des

1quipements de charge utile (PEB) a

Matra Marconi Space, (Bristol, R-U).

L'integration de la PEB sur la plate forme
a deja commenc1

La question de la compatibilite avec
Arinno-5 an ea at ti .^n.efne la feStstanCev,, vv vu, uv,,vL

aux chocs reste preoccupante et
plusieurs options sont actuellement a

l'etude en vue de resoudrc r:e nrahlAme

Gharge utile Envisat-1
Le dernier modele d'identification de
I'antenne ASAR, un sous-sysldme majeur,

est en cours de fivraison et doit etre
integre au moddle d'identification du
satellite. La plupart des moddles de vol

loo
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in-flight calibration of the instruments, as

well as the validation of the derived level-2
products

Satellite activities
The Envisat satellite engineering model

Assembly, Integration and Test (AlT)

programme has continued, with the
completion of several functional tests
exercising the complete payload with
realistic operating scenarios. A Ka-band
antenna-pointing test has also been
performed.

The flight-model AIT activities have

started, following the delivery of the flight-
model Payload Equipment Bay (PEB) by

DASA/DSS to Matra Marconi Space in

Bristol (UK) Integration of the PEB onto
the payload carrier has already starled,

The issue of shock compatibility with
Ariane-S remains a concern and several
possible options are under investigation to
resolve the problem.

Envisat-1 payload
The last major engineering-model
instrument subsystem, the ASAR

antenna, is being delivered for integration

into the satellite engineering model. Most
flight-model instruments are in the final

instrument integration and testing phase,

The assembly and testing of the ASAR

antenna flight-model tiles is progressing

well, and the antenna's flight-model
structure is undergoing final testing and
will soon be ready to be equipped with
the flight-model radiating tiles.

The DORIS/MWR flight-model composite
has been delivered, after a successful
hardware status review A mechanical
vibration problem has been identified in

the focal-plane assembly of the AATSR

flight model and detailed investigations

are In progress.

Envisat-1 ground segment
Integration of the Payload Data Segment
(PDS) facilities is continuing on the
reference platform at Datamat in Rome (l)

The PDS Test Readiness Review is
planned for end-June 1998.

The 13-m antenna of the User Earth

Terminal for the reception of payload data
via the Ademis data-relay satellite has

been installed at ESRIN in Frascati (l),
The Flight Operation Segment (FOS)

development and integration efforl is

progressing according to plan, the next

malor milestone being the Satellite

Verification Test 1 planned for the end

of 1998.

Meteosat
Meteosat operations
The operational service was transferred to
Meteosat-7 (launched in September 1997)

on 3 June and, all being well, it should

continue to function in that role until the
launch of the Meteosat Second Generation

spacecraft early in the next decade

Meteosat Second Generation
The satellite structural and thermal model
has successfully passed its thermal

testing in the Large Space Simulator
(LSS) chamber at ESTEC (NL) Ihe
accompanying photograph shows the
model whilst still at Aerospatiale in

Cannes (F) during the last assembly and

integration activities. The black, white and
grey 'dots' on the spacecraft's skin are

structurally and thermally representative

dummy solar cells, needed to simulate its

thermal behaviour.

Critical Design Reviews (CDRs) at
equipment and subsystem level are
continuing, releasing more flight hardware
for manufacture. A CDR at system level is

planned for October 1998

The development of the N/SG-1

spacecraft and the procurement of MSG-

2 and -3 are on schedule, with engineering-

model and some flight-model production

in progress at equipment and subsystem
level The SEVIRI instrument for the first

flight model remains on a critical path

The launch of MSG 1 remains on

schedule for October 2000 with N/SG-2

to be launched in 2OO2 and MSG-3 to go
intn qtnrano in 2OO?

MSG-1 structural and thermal model during
integration at Aerospatiale in Cannes (F)

Modele structurel/thermique du MSG 1 en
cours d inleqaLion chez Aerospaliale a Cannes

Metop
Following the kick-off of the main

development-phase (Phase-C/D) activities
in February. an orderly startup of the
Metop industrial consodium, which
consists of some 50 companies (45 of
which have already started work) covering
some 96 disLinct contractual elements,
h^^ k^^^ ^^hi^,,^;I Id- UUUI I dUI IIUVUU

The release of the Invitations to Tender for
the remaining elements of the single

space segment, namely the GRAS and

GOME-2 instruments, is now in progress

A preparatory phase for the latter, a

modified and upgraded version of the
instrument flown on ERS-2, is also

underway.

The main thrust of the activities at satellite

system level is focussed on the
consolidation of the satellite design and

the freezing of its configuration. A major
efforl is being undedaken to finalise the
interface documentation with the
customer-furnished instruments At

subsystem and equipment level, the
detailed design phase is in full swing.
These activities will lead to lower-tier
design consolidation reviews, culminating
in the Preliminary Design Review

scheduled for mid-1 999.

to/
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des instruments ont atteint la phase finale

d'integration et d'essai. L'assemblage et
/es essals des modeles de vol des tuiles
de I'antenne ASAF se poursuivent

correctement et le moddle de vol de la
structure de I'antenne subit actuellement
les derniers essals ; il pourra bient6t )tre
equipe des moddles de vol des tuiles.

Le moddle de I'ensemble DORIS/MWR a
ete livre aprds la revue d'6tat du materiel.

On recherche actuellement /es causes
des v i b ratio n s m ecan i qu es d etectees
dans I'ensemble au plan focal du moddle
de vol de |MTSR.

Secteur sol Envisat-1
L'integration des moyens du systdme de
gestion des donndes de charge utile

(PDS) se poursuit sur Ia plate-forme de
r6f6rence chez Datamat a Rome. La

revue d'aptitude au test du PDS devait
avoir lieu fin juin 1998.

L'antenne de 13 m du terminal terrien

d'utilisateur utilise pour la reception des

donn6es de charge utile via le satellite de
relais de donnes Aftemis a 6te install6e it
/'ESE//V (Frascati, ltalie).

Les travaux de d1veloppement et
d'integration du secteur des op4rations
en vol (FOS) se poursuivent conforme-
ment au calendrier : la grande etape
suivante, /e tesf 7 de verification du
satellitq est prdvue pour fin 1998.

M6t6osat
Exploitations de M6t6osat
Le service opdrationnel a 6te transfere le
3 juin sur Mdteosat (lanc6 en septembre
1997) et devrait €tre assure, si tout va

bien, jusqu'au lancement du premier

satellite M6t6osat de deuxieme g6n6ration

au d6but de la prochaine ddcennie.

M6t6osat de deuxidme g6n6ration
(MSG)

Le modele structurel et thermique du
satellite a subi avec succes ses essais

thermiques dans le grand simulateur
spatn/ (tSS.) de I'ESTEC. On voit ici
Ie moddle du satellite en cours
d' assemblage et d' integration chez
A4rospatiale a Cannes. Les points noirs,

blancs et gris a la surface du satellite

sont des cellules so/alres fictives,

repr6sentatives sur /e plan structurel et
thermique, qui sont n5cessatres pour

simuler le comporlement thermique du
satellite.

Les revues critiques de conception (CDR)

au niveau des equipemenfs el des
sous-sysldmes se poursuivent et
s' accompagnent de nouvelles

autorisations de fabrication du mat6riel de
vol. Une revue CDR au niveau systdme
est pr6vue en octobre 1998.

Les travaux de d6veloppement du satellite

MSG-1 et I'approvisionnement des unitds

MSG-2 ef -3 se poursuivent

conform6ment au calendrier ; la
production du moddle d'identification et
d'une parlie du moddle de vol est en

cours au niveau des equipements et des
sous-systdmes. Le SE/lRl du premier

moddle de vol demeure sur le chemin
critique.

Le lancement du MSG-1 est toujours
pr6vu pour octobre 2000, et celui de
MSG-2 en 2002, MSG-3 etant mis en

stockage en 2003.

M6top
Apres le demarrage de la pilndpale
phase de ddveloppement (Phase C/D) en

fevrier le consorlium industriel Metop,
qui se compose de quelque 50 societ6s
(dont 45 ont dejA commenc1 a travailler)

r6alisant 96 6lements contractuel s
distincts, est entr6 en activit1.

Les appels d'offres pour les autres
elements du secteur spatial unique, a
savoir les instruments GFAS et GOME-2,

sont en cours de diffuson. Ce dernier
instrument, qui est une version modifiee
et mise d hauteur de I'instrument
embarque sur ERS-2, fait I'objet d'une
^h^^^ ^.^^^-^+^;.^Pr raJ|' Pr vPat aLwil w,

Au niveau syslerne du satellite, les travaux

sont concentr6s sur /a consolidation de
Ia conception du satellite et sur le choix
ddfinrtif de sa configuration. Un gros efforl
est entrepris pour compl1ter la

documentation relative aux i nteriaces
avec les instruments fournis par le client.

La phase de conception detaillee, au

niveau des sous-systdmes et des
1quipements, esf en cours d'execution.
Ces activitds conduiront aux revues de
consolidation de la conception des sous-
traitants, pour culminer lors de la revue

de conception pr6liminaire pr1vue pour la
mi-1999.

Pour ce qui est des aspecls programma-

tlques, /es activit1s industielles se
deroulent avec le financement limit1

autorise par les delegues en janvier qui a
permis le d6marrage des travaux mais qui

sera epuise en septembre. La poursuite

du programme EPS/Metop d4pend donc
des rdsulfats de la r6union du Conseil
d'Eumetsat de juillet. Les del5gues a
Eumetsat doivent egalement approuver
I'approvisionnement de I' instrument lASl
qui doit etre mis au point par Ie CNES
grace A un cofinancement d'Eumetsat,
faute de quoi le calendrier de Metop-1
se trouvera touch1,

La souscription de I'Espagne au
programme Metop-1 a 6t6 confirmee en

mai, completant ainsi la participation

anticipee dans le programme de I'ESA,
qui n'attend plus maintenant que

I'approbation du programme EPS

Eumetsat pour 6tre lance.

ERS

Apres plus de trois ans d'exploitation, les
perlormances techniques d' ERS-2 restent
trds bonnes. La charge utile continue de
fournir d'excellentes donn6es tant sur le
plan de la qualite que sur celui de Ia

disponibilit6. Le 3 juin, la mission a

cependant interrompue pendant trois
jours suite d une defaillance de gyroscope
qui a perlurbe le pointage du satellite.

Pour des ralsons de securite, la charge
utile a 6t6 automatiquement mise hors
tension ; aprds une analyse detaillee de la
situation et des mesures de recuperation,
la mission a repris avec la m)me qualit1

de donn1es.

E?S- 7 est en hibernation et les

v5rifications periodiques montrent que les
peiormances de la charge utile sont
preserv5es. Apres la defaillance de
panneaux solaires precedente, I' energie

disponible pour l'exploitation de Ia charge
utile depend des sar,sons, le minimum
etant atteint au moment du solstice d'et6.
On procede actuellement a des essals

complexes pour determiner les capacites
de fonctionnement maximales et
minimales de chaque instrument. ll est
evident que I'althetre radar I'AMI et
I'ATSR ne peuvent plus fonctionner en
parallele : en fonction de l'6poque de

tod
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On the programmatic side, the industrial

activities are running under the limited

funding authorised by Delegations in

January This funding has permitted the
full start-up of the work, but runs out in
September. The outcome of the
forthcoming Eumetsat Council meeting

in July ls therefore crucial to the orderly

continuation of the EPS/Metop
programme. The Eumetsat delegates
must also approve procurement of the
lASl instrument to be developed by CNES

with Eumetsat co-funding, otherwise the

Metop-1 schedule will be impacted

Spain's subscription to Metop-1 was
confirmed in May, completing the
anticipated participation in the ESA
programme, which now only awaits the
approval of the Eumetsat EPS programme

in order to enter fully into force.

ERS

After more than three years of spacecraft
operations, the technical performance of
ERS-2 remains very high. The payload

continues to provide excellent data in

terms of both quality and availability. On

3 June, the mission was however
interrupted for 3 days due to a gyro failure

that affected spacecraft pointing. The
payload was automatically switched-off
for safety reasons, but after a careful

analysis and subsequent recovery

actions, the mission was resumed with
the same data quality.

ERS-1 is in hibernation, but the periodic

check-outs show that its payload

performance is also being maintained.

After the earlier solar-array failure, the
power available for payload operation is

season-dependent, reaching a minimum
at summer solstice. Careful tests are

being performed to determine the
minimum and maximum operating
capabilities for each instrument. lt is clear
that the Radar Altimeter, Active
Microwave Instrument and Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer can no longer be

operated in parallel and, depending on

the time of year, operations have to be

further de-scoped. SAR imaging is also

restricted, but interferometry with the
ERS-2 SAR is still possible, and

consequently the ERS-1/2 SAR

interferometry campaign is continuing
with one or two image pairs per day.

International Space
Station Programme

ISS overall assembly sequence
Revision-D of the assembly sequence
was baselined by the Space Station

Control Board (SSCB) at the end of May.

This revision introduces slippages of one

to six months in key programme elements

- e.g. First Element Launch. Russian

Service Module, Three Persons

Permanent Presence Capability, Last

Element Launch - as well as in the dates
associated with the launches of various

ESA contributions The changed launch

dates for the COF (slippage from October
2OO2Io February 2003) and for Flight

17A, which were proposed by NASA just
prior to the SSCB meeting are still being

discussed. For each of the elements
under its responsibility, ESA will assess

the most cost-effective trade-offs
between the various delivery-date options
and the slipped launch dates.

Columbus Laboratory (COF)
Another round of interface meetings with
NASA has been completed, resulting in
the complete definition of Module to
Hatch, Common Berthing Mechanism
interfaces, and advances in the interface

definition with the overall Space Station,

the International Standard Payload Racks
(ISPRS) and the Space Vision System.

Technical discussions in the power/EMC

field have led to a better understanding of
the Station's overall power stability, and

the first joint ESA/NASA test on the
power interface has been successfully
conducted.

Industry has been authorised to proceed

with the implementation of an External

Payload Facility. This facility will provide

users with four adapters similar to those
of the ISS Express Pallet and will be

managed by the COF system in a similar
manner to the ISPRS. A design and

verification solution to the fire-detection
problem identified during the System

Preliminary Design Review (PDR) has

been agreed. The in-orbit dynamic
mathematical models were delivered to
NASA at the end of March.

The Meteoroid and Debris Protection
System panels have been tested up to
impact velocities of 7 km/sec. The

Laboratory water loop has passed its first

closed-loop control test. Primary structure
manufacturing is underway, and a number

of equipment Critical Design Reviews
(CDRs) have been conducted. The

system Electrical Ground-Supporl
Equipment (EGSE) has passed its CDR

and is currently in qualification testing.

COF launch barter
A second design review has recently been

completed, looking at the functional
architecture of Nodes 2 and 3. Agreement
(between ASI and NASA) on to how to
fund these significant changes is close.

one result being that the industrial return

to Member States will be increased by

about 20 MECU due to the replacement
of former US equipment purchases. A

number of proposed intedace changes
have arisen, some of which affect the
Columbus Laboratory. The Engineering

Support personnel have continued their
work in Houston in the context of Software

Deliveries/DMS-R items/Associated
Sustaining Engineering for NASA.

Cupofa 1 and 2
Following an 'Agreement in Principle' with
NASA, ESA will produce two Cupolas for
the ISS in exchange for the up/down
transportation of 5 Express Pallet-type
external payloads. The technical
specifications for the Cupolas have been

agreed with NASA and the RFQ has been

released to Industry, following approval by

ESA's industrial Policy Committee (lPC)of
the Procurement Proposal.

Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)

A high-level management meeting

regarding the Phase-C/D proposal and

SRR-2 Recovery Plan took place on

1 2 March, with Aerospatiale, DASA-Rl

and ESA participating. Commitments
were made by both companies and

subsequently confirmed in writing, and

fully revalidated proposals based on those
commitments were delivered early in May.

It is planned to submit the ATV Contract
Proposal to the IPC in June. Considering
the positive results achieved so far and

the criticality of the Phase-C/D planning,

the Executive released a Preliminary

Authorisation to Proceed (PATP) in early

April.

The technical and programmatic contents
of an ESA/RSA bafter between AW
integration (RSA/RSC-Energia) and

DN/S-R sustaining-engineering activities
(ESAiDASA-Rl) have been established.

The target is agreement on this barter
before the end of June 1998 but, as

feared, significant difficulties relating
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I'annee, les op6rations doivent donc etre
revues a /a baisse. La fonction d'imageur
du SAR est 1galement limit5e mais
I'inter-ferometrie avec le SAR d'ERS-2
reste possible. En consequence, la

campagne d' interferom1trie SAR d'ERS-
1/2 se poursuit avec une ou deux paires

d'images par jour.

Programme de
Station spatiale
internationale
S6quence d'assemblage de l'lSS
La Revision-D de la s1quence
d'assemblage a 6te preparee par la

Commission de contr6le de la Station
spatiale (SSCB) fin mai. EIIe fait apparaitre
des decalages de un d sx mors pour les

6l6ments cl6 du programme, comme le

lancement du premier 6l6ment, Ie module
de service russe, la prdsence permanente

de trois membres d'1quipage, le

lancement du dernier element, ainsi que

dans /es dates assocides aux lancements
des dlyers contributions de I'ESA. Les

dates de lancement modifiees du COF
(derapage d'octobre 2002 e f1vrier 2003)
et du vol l7A qui ont 6te proposees par
la NASA juste avant la r4union de la
SSCB font toujours l'objet d'un examen.
Pour chacun des el6ments dont elle est
responsable, I'ESA evaluera les meilleurs

compromis sur le plan de la rentabilite
entre les diyerses dates de livraison
possrb/es et /es dates de lancement
modifiees

El6ment orbital Columbus (COF)

La serie de reunions sur les inter-faces

avec la TVASA a ete men6e d bon terme
et toufes les interfaces module-6coutille,
m1canisme commun d'accostage, ont
ete definies et on a progresse dans la
definition des interfaces avec l'ensemble
de la Station spatiale, les ISPR et le
systdme spatial. Les drScussibns techniques

dans le domaine de I'6nergie/EMC ont
conduit a une meilleure compr6hension
du probleme global de stabilite d'6nergie
de la Station et le premier essai conjoint
ESA/NASA sur I'inter-face de puissance a

et6 mene d bon terme.

L'industrie a etd autorisee d poursuivre

ses travaux de mise en euvre d'une
installation de charge utile externe qui

mettra a la disoosition des utilisateurs

quatre adaptateurs similaires a ceux de Ia

palette expresse /SS et qul seront gdres
par le systeme COF selon une methode
similaire a celle des ISPR. Lors de la
revue de conception pr1liminaire du
systdme, les pafticipants se sont mls
d'accord sur une solution de conception
et verification du projet de d6tection
d' incendie. Les modeles math5matiques
dynamiques en orbite ont 6td remis a la
NASA fin mars.

Les panneaux du systdme de protection

contre les meteorites et les debris ont 6t6
teste jusqu'a des yilesse d'impact de
7 km/sec. Le circuit d'eau du laboratoire
a subi son premier lesf de contr)le en
circuit ferme. La structure principale est
en cours de fabrication et on a procede a
un certain nombre de revues de
conception critique des 1quipements
(CDR). L'equipement electrique de soutien
so/ du systeme (EGSE) a pass6 avec
succes le cap de sa CDR et est en cours
de fesl de qualification.

Compensation du lancement du COF
Une seconde revue de conception a 6t6
r6cemment menee d bon terme ; elle se

co n centrait s u r I' arc h itectu re

fonctionnelles des 616ments de jonction
2 et 3. L'accord (entre I'Asie et la NASA)
sur le mode de financemenl de ces
modifications importantes est clos, I'un
des r6sulfats etant que le retour industriel
aux Etats membres sera augment6
d'environ 20 MECU grAce au

remplacement de precedents achats
d' 6quipements americains. Un cerlain
nombre de modifications d' interiaces
propos6es ont 6td apporlees dont
certaines touchent le laboratoire
Columbus. Le personnel charg6 du
soutien technique a poursuivi ses travaux

a Houston dans le contexte des
fournitures de logiciels/elements DMS-R/
lngenierie de soutien assoc/de pour la
AVASA.

Goupoles 1 et 2
Suife a un 'accord de principe' avec la

^VASA, 
/'FSA fabriquera deux coupoles

pour I'lSS en echange de l'achemine-
ment, dans les deux sens, de 5 charges
utiles externes de type Palette Express.

Les sp6cifications lechniques des
Coupoles ont fait I'objet d'un accord avec
la NASA et la demande de prix a ete
diffus1e a I'industrie apres que le Comite
de la Politique industrielle de I'ESA (IPC)

ait approuve la proposition

d'approvisionnement.

V6hicule de transfert automatique
(Arv)
Le 12 mars, Aerospatiale, DASA-RI et
/'ESA se sont rdunis pour etudier, a un
niveau eleve, la proposition de phase C/D
et le plan de recuperation SRR-2. Les
deux societes se sonl engagees et on
ensuite confirme par ecrit et des
propositions entierement revalidees

basdes sur ces engagements ont diffuse
d6but mai. On envisage de presenter la
proposition de contrat de |ATV a la
rdunion de I'lPC en juin. Vu les r6sultats
posltlfs obtenus jusqu'd present et le
caractdre critique du planning de la phase
C/D, I'Executif a diffuse une autorisation
preliminaire d' engagement des travaux
(PATP) debut avril.

Le contenu technrque et programmatique

d'un accord de compensation ESNRM
entre I'integration de I'AW (RKA/RSC-
Energia) et /es actlyif6s de soutien
technique du DMS-R (ESNDASA-RI) a

6t6 defini. ll s'agit d'obtenir un accord
sur cette compensation avant la fin juin

1998 mais, comme on le craint, des
signes evidents de difficult1s se sont
manifestes lors de la r6union de niveau 1

ESNRKA tenue d Moscou le 6 mai,
notamment

Coop6ration relative au v6hicule de
transfert d'6quipa gelX-38
Suife d I'autorisation d'engagement du
nouveau Programme de technologie de
rentr6e appliquee (ART1, la r1orientation
proprement dite du contrat existant
venant en soutien de la coop1ration
ESNNASA relative au X-38 se poursuit

comme prevu.

Lors d'une r1union avec le responsable
du projet X-38 de la /VASA ef le Bureau
des parlenaires internationaux de I'lSS au
Johnson Space Center en f6vrier, la
TVASA a d6clar6 qu'elle souhaitait elargir
au programme CRV la coop6ration
actuelle relative au programme X-38
comme en temoigne une liste d'activit1s
potentielles relatives que I' industrie
europeenne pourrait entreprendre dans
les domaines du X-38 et du CRV.

D6monstrateur de rentr6e
atmosph6rique (ARD)
La recette definitive du secteur spatial de
I'ARD a eu lieu a Bordeaux (fl d la mi-mai,

elle a 6t6 suivie par une c6r6monie de
presentation de I'ARD qui devait 6tre
expedi6 A Kourou debut juin avec la case
d 1auipements d'Ariane-503.
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particulady to the notion of partnership

and resoective resoonsibilities were
evident in an ESfuRSA Level-l meeting

held in Moscow on 6 Mav.

Crew Transfer Vehicle /
X-38 cooperation
Following authorisation to start the new
Applied Reentry Technology (ART)

programme, the full reorientation of
the existing contract in support of the
ESA/NASA coooeration on X-38 is
proceeding as planned.

During a meeting with the NASA X-38
Project Manager and the ISS International

Partners Office at Johnson Space Center
in February, NASA's interest in extending
the oresent coooeration on the X-38
programme to the CRV programme was
confirmed and is reflected in an agreed

list of potential X-38/CRV activities for
European industry.

Atmospheric Reentry Demonstrator
(ARD)
The final ARD flight-segment acceptance
took place successfully in Bordeaux (F) in

mid-May, and was followed by a roll-out
ceremony. The ARD will be shipped to
Kourou in early June, together with the
Ariane-SO3 Vehicle Equipment Bay.

Ground segment development &
operations preparation
As a contribution to the AW orooosal
recovery activities, ESA has strongly
suppoded Aerospatiale in the production

of the AW Operations Reference

Concept. The AW Cargo Accommod-
ation Working Group charged with the
selection of a secondary structure
concept and to the refinement of the
related System Requirements Document
(SRD) has completed its work.

The Flight Automated Procedures
(FLAPS) Software Product Requirements

Review for the COF has been conducted
and work has staded on development of
the flight displays. NASA has released a
version of the Display and Graphics
Commonality Standard (DGCS) for review

by the International Partners.

The definition study of the COF/AW
Operations Support Functions and
Facilities continues to experience serious

delays. Efforts continue to achieve

agreement with ASI on a reasonable

lmolementation Plan.

Utilisation
Promotion
Concerning the later phases of Space
Station utilisation, studies are in
preparation for space-science and Eadh-
observation facilities, namely a Large

X-ray Facility and a Wind Lidar Facility,

respectively. In response to an Invitation

to Tender (lTT) issued for a feasibility

study of assembling an X-ray facility at the
Space Station, three industrial offers were
received and evaluated. Likewise, two
proposals have been received for the
accommodation of the Wind Lidar Facility

on Space Station. Contract proposals for
both studies were submitted to the May
lPC, which approved the Large X-ray

Facility.

Within the Microgravity Applications
Promotion Programme, the Osteoporosis
Prolect with MEDES entered its second
phase. For the Advanced Combustion
Research Project, the University of
Orleans was joined by ZARM (Bremen, D)

and two topical team activities were
initiated. The Manned Space Programme
Board endorsed the Atomic Clock
Ensemble in Space (ACES) project,

including the development of a microwave
link to support time and frequency
transfer.

Preparation
The procurement proposal to initiate the
industrial integration contract for the
pressurised payloads launched with the
COF was approved by the IPC at its
meeting on 12/13 May. Work has

continued with an industrial consolidation
study of the accommodation of payloads
for the five Express Pallet Adapters, which
have been approved for fight in the
framework of the Early Opportunity
Agreements with NASA. The five
payloads selected are: ACES (Atomic

Clock Ensemble in Space, consisting of
three Physical Science Instruments),
FOCUS (an instrument for forest-fire
detection), SOLAR (three solar-science
instruments mounted on a Coarse
Pointing Device), SPORT (Sky Polarisation

Observatory - a space-science
instrument), and TEF fiechnology
Exposure Facility - a modular facility

accommodating various technology and

environmental-monitoring experiments
and instruments).

Discussions continued regarding the
provision by ESA to NASA of two Cupola
flight models in return for the bader offset

of the launch and return costs of the
payloads for these external adapters.

The Space Station User Panel (SSUP)

met on 25/26 March and reviewed the
present situation regarding the promotion

of application-oriented utilisation of Space
Station. ln order to stimulate wider
interest in sciences and applications on

the Space Station and to allow for cross-
disciplinary proposals, the SSUP

recommended that there should be a
single European Space Station

Announcement of Opportunities (AO),

rather than facility-specific AOs.

Planning progressed for the second
Space Station Utilisation Symposium at

ESTEC in November l998. Planning and

definition activities were started for a
Space Station Utilisation Information

Centre, to be established at ESTEC (NL).

Hardware development
The ongoing Critical Design Reviews
(CDR) for the -80 deg C Freezer (MELFI)

and the Microgravity Science Glovebox
(MSG)will be completed in June/July.

The International Standard Payload Rack
(ISPR) procurement effort is on schedule.
The first 5 flight models of the 12 ISPRs

which had been bartered with Japan were
accepted and delivered to Europe in
February. The remaining 7 will arrive in

1 999.

Following approval of the contract
proposal by the IPC in May, the contract
for the development of the European

Drawer Rack (EDR) has been awarded to
a consortium led by Alenia (l).

The Preliminary Design Review for the
Hexapod pointing system is planned for
October 1998. Delivery of the flight unit
to NASA is scheduled for January 2OOl ,

for launch on UF-4 in January 2002.
Prior to the start of Phase-C/D, a short
consolidation phase for the Coarse
Pointing Device was initiated to take into

account the Pallet Adapter configurations
selected.

The developments of the Standard
Payload Outfitting Equipment SPLC,

RPDA and ffffff sps proceeding as
planned, and engineering models will be

delivered in the first half of 1998,

Astronaut activities
In March, the ESA Council approved a

Resolution (see ESA Bulletin No. 94, page
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D6veloppement du secteur sol et
pr6paration des op6rations
L'ESA, dans le cadre de sa contribution
aux activites de reprise de la proposition

relative e lAry a apporle un vif soutien a

Aerospatiale qui travarlle sur le concept
de r1ference des op6rations de l'ATV. Le

Groupe de travail sur l'installation du fret
a bord de I'ATV chargd de choisir un

concept de structure secondatre et
d'affiner le document des imperatifs
sysfeme correspondant a termine ses

travaux.

La revue des imperatifs du logiciel des
proc1dures automatiques de vol (FLAPS)

du COF a 6t6 men6e a bien et les travaux

de d6veloppement des affichages de vol

a commenc6. La NASA a publi6 une

version de la norme sur les communit5s
entre les affichages et les graphiques
(DGCS) que doivent examiner les
paftenai res i nternati on au x.

L'etude de definition des installations et
des fonctions de soutien des opdrations
du COF/ATV continue d subir de graves
rotqrds I es effnrf.q s:e neursLtivent en vue

de parvenir d un accord avec I'ASI sur un
plan de mise en euvre raisonnable.

Utilisation
Promotion de l'utilisation
En ce qui concerne I'utilisation ulterieure

de la Station spatiale, des dtudes sur des

installations de sctence spattale et
d'observation de la Terre, respectivement
une grande installation d' observatron

dans le rayonnement X et un Lidar vents

sont en cours d'execution. En reponse a

un appel d'offres lanc6 pour une 6tude de
faisabilite relative a l'assemblage d'une
installation d'observation dans Ie
rayonnement X sur Ia Station spatiale,

I'Executif a regu et evalue trois offres

d'industriels ll a 6galement regu deux
propositions portant sur l'installation du
Lidar vents sur la Station spatiale. Des
propositions de contrats pour ces deux
6tudes ont ete presentees e llPC r6uni au

mois de mai, qui a approuv6 I'installation
d'observation dans le rayonnement X.

Dans le cadre du Programme de
Promotion des applications de la
microgravite, le projet Ost6oporose avec
MEDES est entr6 dans sa deuxidme
phase. Quant au projet de recherche de
pointe sur la combustion, I'Universit6
r1'Orl6ans a rcct r lc .nncours de ZARM
(Br1me, D) et deux activites specn/iSees
nnt efA p'nna':,...'s I c Conseil difecteur

des programmes spatiaux habites a

adopte le projet ACES (horloge

atomique pour l'espace), y compris le

developpement d' une liaison

hyper-frequences pour le transferl du
signal d'horloge et de la fr5quence.

Preparation de l'utilisation
Lors de sa reunion des 12 et 13 mai,

I'lPC a approuv6 la proposition

d' approvisionnement porlant sur le
ddmarrage du contrat d'integratron par
l'industrie des charges utrTes pressurlsees

lancees avec le COF. Les travaux se sonf
poursuivis avec une etude de
consolidation par I'industrie de
l'installation des charges utiles pour les

cinq adaptateurs de Palletes Express qul

ont et6 approuv6s et qui doivent 6tre

embarquds dans le cadre des accords
d'utilisation initiale avec la NASA. Les cinq
charges utiles selectionnees sonf /es

suivantes: ACES (Horloge atomique pour
I'espace, qui se compose de tror,s

instruments de recherche en science
physique), FOCUS (instrument pour la
d1tection des incendies de foret), SOLAR
(trois instruments de recherche en

sclence solaire mont1s sur un dispositif
de pointage grossier), SPORI
(observatoire de polarisation du Soleil, qui

est un instrument de science spatiale) et
TEF (installation d'exposition au milieu

spatial pour les recherches
technologiques, installation modulaire
acceptant pl u s i eu rs i n stru ments et
exp6riences de surveillance de
l'environnement et de la technologie).

Des dlscussions se sonl poursuivies en

ce qui concerne la fourniture par I'ESA a
/a TVASA de deux moddles de vol de
coupole en compensatton du paiement

des coOls de lancement et de retour des
charges utrles de ces adaptateurs externes.

Le groupe des utilisateurs de la Station
spatiale (SSUP) s'est r6uni les 25 et 26
mars pour passer en revue la situation
actuelle en ce qui concerne la promotion

des utilisations de /a Station spatiale

axees sur les appltcations. Pour
d6velopper I'inErAt envers /es scr'ences el
les applications d bord de la Station
spatiale et pour que des propositions
pl u rid i sci pl i n aires purrssent 6tre
nrpqpnl6pq /p S,S/ /P n reCommande la

preparation d'un avis unique d'offre de
parlicipation europeen A la Station
spatiale (AO) plutot que des avis d'offre
de participation propres a des
installations.

L'etablissement du planning du deuxidme
symposium consacr1 a I'utilisation de la
Statrrcn spatiale pr6vu a l'ESTEC en

novembre 1998 a progress4. Les activit1s
de planning et de d6finition d'un centre
d'information sur I'utilisation de la Station
spatiale, qui sera 6tabli d I'ESTEC (NL),

ont commenc1.

R6alisation des mat6riels
I oq rottt to< arilint p< da annaanfinn

(CDR) en cours pour le congelateur
-BO degres C (MELFI) et pour la boite a

gants seront achevees en juin/juillet.

L' app rov i s io n n em ent des bAti s
internationaux de charge utile normalis6es
(/SPR) esf conforme au calendrier. Les

cinq premiers moddles de vol des douze
ISPR qui font |objet d'un accord de
compensation avec le Japon ont 6te
acceptes et livr6s en Europe en fevrier. Les

sept bdlrs restanfs arriveront en 1999.

Aprds approbation de la proposition de
contrat par I'lPC r6uni en mai, le contrat
de developpement du bati d tiroirs

europ5en (EDR) a et6 attribu1 a un

consortium pilote par Alenia (l).

La revue de conception preliminaire du
sysfdme de pointage Hexapod est pr6vue
pour octobre 1998. L'unite de vol devrait
€tre livr6e d Ia NASA en janvier 2OO1 pour
6tre lanc6e lors du vol UF-4 en janvier

2002 Avant le demarrage de la phase

C/D, il est prevu une petite phase de
consolidation du dispositif de pointage
grossier afin de tenir compte des
configurations retenues pour les

adaptateurs de palettes.

Les travaux de developpement du SPLC
des equipements de charges utlles
standard, du RPDA et de I'AAA se
poursuivent comme prevu et les modeles
d'identification seront fournis dans le
courant du premiers semesfre 7998.

Activit6s des astronautes
En mars, Ie Conseil de I'ESA a approuv6
une r1solution (voir Bulletin ESA n" 94,
page 120) relative a la cr6ation d'un
corps europ)en unique d' astronautes
compose de 16 membres ; ce corps esl
le resultat de la fusion de programmes

nationaux exisfanfs avec le programme

de I'ESA. ll devrait 6tre totalement
constitu6 pour la mi-2000, apres quoi les

activites nationales relatives aux
astronautes cesseronf.

P Dr nt p a commo.nco' son entrainement
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120) on the establishment of a single
European Astronaut Corps, composed
of 16 astronauts, by merging existing

national programmes with the ESA
programme. The Corps should be fully

established by mid-2000, after which
national astronaut activities will cease.

P Duque has begun his formal training for

the STS-95 (Spacehab) mission, which
involves an important ESA payload, At a
ceremony on 24 April 1998 in Houston,
NASA formally confirmed C. Fuglesang

and P Duque as Mission Specialists, both
of them also having received EVA training.

C. Nicollier and J.F. Clervoy are per{orming

collateral duties in NASA, pending their
nomination for a next flight assignment.

Early deliveries
Data Management System for the
Russran Service Module (DMS-R)
Following the successful DMS-R

Qualification Review, the Russian Service
Module contractor RSC-Energia

introduced additional technical
requirements, which are currently being
implemented. During the required

hardware modification of the Fault

Tolerant Computer (FTC), minor
mechanical deviations were observed in

one flight model. The analyses of these
deviations have been successfully
concluded and shipment of this flight
model was completed by the end of May.

The necessary software modifications
both for the FTC and for the Control Post

Computer (CPC) are also being finalised

and shipment of the CPCs and the FTC

spare was completed in early May.

The technical definition of the DMS-R

Long-Term Engineering Support for the
Service Module DMS-B has been agreed

MPLM ECLSS Environmental Control
and Life-Support Subsystem
After the solution of several problems, the
full set of Flight Unit 1 and Flight Spares
hardware has been delivered to
ASI/Alenia (l) for incorporation into the first

MPLM flight model, to complement the
already delivered EQM hardware and the
full sets of Ground Supporl Equipment.

Continuing cooperative discussions with
the MPLM project management has

ensured that the delays have not

impacted upon the delivery date to
NASA of the system, and the system
qualification tests have shown that the
ECLS has performed in accordance with
specifications.

Most of the Equipment Qualification
Reviews have been conducted, and will

be completed in June. The Subsystem
Qualification Review is in currently in

progress, thereby ensuring its completion
before acceptance of the overall MPLM
flight model by NASA, currently scheduled
for late-July. ECLS Flight Unit 2
equipment has started to be delivered,

and Flight Unit 3 is in production. lt is still

anticipated that the contract deliveries will

be completed in the third quarter of this
year.

European Robotic Arm (ERA)

Following the shipment of the ERA

Electrical Interface Model at the end of
1997, a full-size ERA Geometric Model

was shipped in February. This will

be used for mass and geometric
measurements. In addition, the first ERA

flight-equipment delivery has been

completed with the delivery of the
First End-Effector Basepoints.

Further items delivered in April and May
include a ground prototype version of the
lap-top-based "Refresher Trainer", the
flight version of which will be used in orbit
to enable Cosmonauts to rehearse

techniques prior to ERA operations, and
the major element of the Weightless

Environment Test Model (the re-locatable
arm). The latter model has been designed
for use in neutral-buoyancy testing at the
Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Centre.

The ERA schedule indicates a potential

slippage of about 2 months from the
baseline. Efforts are being made to
contain these slippages, but the overall

schedule is now considered critical since
these 2 months are consuming the
project's schedule reserve and could
ultimately endanger the currently agreed
delivery date of July 1999 for the ERA

flight model,

Microgravity
EMIR-1 and EMIR-2
The ESA hardware for the sixteen-day
flight of the ESA Developed Elements for
Neurolab (EDEN) was installed in the
Neurolab Spacelab at Kennedy Space
Center. STS-90 was launched on 17 April,

after a one-day delay due to a Shuttle
computer data-management problem,
and landed on 3 May. The mission was
dedicated to research into the human

neurological and neuro-vestibular systems
under microgravity conditions. The

ESA-provided Vestibular and Visual

Investigation System WIS) - an off-axis
rotating chair to investigate the human

balance system - worked well and the
mission can be considered very

successful for the European scientists
involved and for ESA.

The flight opportunity aboard the Foton-
12 mission for the ESA-developed
Fluidpac for experiments in fluid sciences
has been confirmed for June 1999 The

launch dates for the STS-95 mission

carrying the ESA-developed Facility for
Adsorption and Surface Tension (FAST)

studies and a reflight of the Advanced
Protein Crystallisation Facility (APCF) have

been confirmed for October 1998. This

Spacehab mission will also include the
flight of the Advanced Gradient Heating

Facility (AGHF reflight), Biobox-3 and

MOMO-2 (Morphological Studies on
Model Systems).

Microgravity Facilities for Columbus
(MFc)
The Biolab development effort is
progressing as scheduled and the first

meeting of the Biolab Science Team took
place as planned in April 1998.

The final Phase-B presentation for the
Material Science Laboratory (MSL) was
held in March. A successful preliminary

negotiation took place with the Prime

Contractor for the MSL in the US module
contract. The main contract will include

the Low-Gradient Furnace (LGF) module.

Preliminary Authorisation to Proceed
(PATP) for Phase-C/D was given to the
contractor in April. The option to develop
the Solidification and Quenching Furnace
(SQF) module will be placed at a later

date. MSL is scheduled for a launch on

UF-3 jn February 2002. The industrial
proposal for the development of the Fluid

Science Lab (FSL) was received and
evaluated, and the contract was awarded
in early April.

Activities in the framework of the two
parallel Phase-A contracts concerning the
European Physiology Modules (EPMs) are

in progress at the prime contractors,
Aerospatiale (F) and DASA/Dornier (D).

The mid-term reviews took place in March,

and the final presentations are scheduled
for end-September 1998. @esa
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pour la mrssion SIS-95 (Spacehab) qui

aura a son bord une importante charge
utile de I'ESA. Lors d'une c6r6monie qui

s'est fenue Ie 24 avril 1998 e Houston, la

IVASA a officiellement confirme comme
sp6cra/isfes mlssrron C. Fuglesand et P.

Duque, tous deux ayant reQu egalement
une formation aux A/A. C. Nicollier et J.F.

Clervoy se sont vus confier des tdches
annexes a la NASA en attendant leur
nomination Dour un prochain vol.

Livraisons d cours terme
Systdme de gestion de donn6es pour le
module de service russe (DMS-R)

La revue de qualification du DMS-R ayant
6t6 mende d bon terme, le contractant
charg6 de la r4alisation du module de
service russe (,?SC-Energia) a introdurt
q uel q ues i m peratifs tec h n i q ues

suppl6mentaires qui sont en cours de
mise en @uvre. Pendant les modifications
d apporter au materiel de l'ordinateur d

tol1rance de pannes (FTC), on a constate
de l6geres differences sur le plan

m6canique sur l'un des moddles de vol.

Ces differences ayant ete elucidees, le
moddle de vol a 6t6 expedie fin mai. Les

modifications necessaires du logiciel, pour
le FTC et pour |ordhateur du poste central
(CPC), sont egalement en cours de mise
au point definitive ; le CPC et le FTC de
secours ont 6td expedies d6but mai.

La definition technique du soutien
lng6nieie d long terme du DMS-R du
module de service russe a ete ador:tee.

Sous-systdme de contr6le de
l'environnement et de soutien-vie
(ECLSS)du MPLM
Plusieurs probldmes ayant ete rdsolus,

I'ensemble du materiel de I'unite de vol 1

et des rechanges de vol a et6 livre a

ASI/AIenia (l) pour 6tre int6gr6 au premier

moddle de vol du MPLM, ce qui compldte
le materiel EQM deja ilvre ainsi que les

ensembles complets d' equipement de
soutien so/. Les dr.scusslons avec la

direction du projet MPLM se sonf
poursuivies et il en ressort que /es retards
n'ont pas d'incidence sur la date de
livraison du systdme d /a IVASA. Les

essais de qualification du systeme ont
montre que I'ECLS s'est comporl6
co nform 6ment au x s pecificatio n s.

La plupart des revues de qualification des
1quipements ont 6t6 achev1es en juin. La

revue de qualification des sous-systdmes
est en cours et devrait se terminer avant
la recette par la NASA du moddle de vol

du MPLM pr1vue pour la fin juillet. La

livraison des 5quipement de I'unitd de vol

n"2 de I'ECLS a commence et I'unit6 de
vol n"3 est en fabrication. Les livraisons
prdvues au contrat devraient se faire au
cours du troisieme trimestre.

Bras t6l6manipulateur europ6en (ERA)

L'expedition du moddle d'inbrtace
1lectrique de I'ERA fin 1997 a 6te suivie
par celle du moddle g6om6trique
grandeur nature de I'ERA en fevrier. Ce
modele sera utilis6 pour les mesures de
masse et de la geometrie. En outre, Ies

livrabons des premiers 6quipements de
vol de I'ERA ont 6t6 effectu6es el se sont
terminees Dar celle des aoints d'attache
de I'organe terminal.

D'autres 6quipements ont 6te livr6s en

avril et mai, notamment une version
prototype'sol' du simulateur portable
'Refresher Trainer' dont la version spatiale
sera utilisee en orbite par les

cosmonautes pour revoir cerlaines
techniques avant d'utiliser I'ERA ainsi que

I'6lement principal du modele de WET

bras translatabld. Ce dernier moddle a

6t6 conqu pour 6tre utilis6 lors des essars
en calsson a immersion au Centre de
formation des cosmonautes Gaaarin.

Le calendrier de I'ERA fait apparaitre une
possibilit1 de glissement d'environ deux
mois par rapport d la rdfdrence. On

s'efforce de limiter ce glissement mais le

calendier d'ensemble est d4sormais
consid6re comme critique puisque ces
deux mois sont pris sur la reserve du
projet et pourratent finalement mettre en
peil la date de livraison acceptee de juillet

1999 pour le r:remier de vol de I'ERA.

Microgravit6
EMIR-1 et EMIR-2
Les 6l6ments du Neurolab mis au point
par I'ESA (EDEN) ont 6t6 embarquds
dans le Spacelab Neurolab au Centre
spatial Kenedy pour une mission de 16
jours. Le vol SIS-90 a decolle le 17 avril,

aprds une journ6e de retard due d un
probldme de gestion de donn6es des

ordinateurs de la Navette et a atterri le 3
mai. Cette mlsslon 6tait consacree d des
recherches sur /es systdmes
neurologiques et neurovestibulaires de
I'homme en microgravile. /e Systeme
d' i nvestig atio ns yisuel/es et v esti b u lai res
(/VlS)fourni par I'ESA (sidge tournant

d1centre pour 1tudier /e sysidme
d'equilibre de I'homme) a bien fonctionne
et la mission peut 6tre consider6e comme
un grand succes pour les chercheurs
europ5ens qui y ont pafticipe et pour
I'ESA

ll a et6 confirm6 que le Fluidpac mis au
point par I'ESA pour des experiences en

science des fluides parliciperait d la
mission Foton-l2 en juin i.999. La date
de lancement de la mission SIS-95, avec
d son bord I'lnstallation d'etudes de
I'adsorption et de la tension de surlace et,

de nouveau l'lnstallation de cristallisation

des proteines de pointe (APCF) a ete
confirm6e pour octobre 1998. Le four d
gradient de haute technologie (AGHF), le

Biobox-3 et l'lnstallation pour etudes de
transition morphologique sur des
subsfances moddle (MOMO-2) seront
egalement integres au Spacelab pour
cette mission.

MFC
Les travaux de developpement du Biolab
se poursuivent selon le calendrier et
I'equipe scientifique Biolab s'est r6unie
pour la premidre fois comme prevu en
avril 1998.

La presentation d6finitive de la Phase B
du Laboratoire de science des mat1riaux
(MSL) a eu lieu en mars. Les negociations
preliminaires ont 6t6 men6es d bon terme
avec le maitre d'euvre du MSL en vue du
contrat relatif au module am6ricain. Le

contrat principal portera sur le module
LGF (four a faible gradient). L'autorisation
preliminaire d' engagement des travaux
(PATP) de la Phase C/D a ete donn6e au
contractant en avril. La possibilite de
developper le module SQF (four de
solidification avec trempe) sera propos6e

d une date ulterieure. Le MSL devrait 6tre
Iance sur le vol UF-3 en fevrier 2002.
La proposition industrielle relative au
developpement du FSL (Laboratoire de
science des fluides) a etd reque et evaluee
et le contrat a 6t6 attribu6 debut avril.

Les acfivltes conduites dans le cadre
des deux contrats paralldle de Phase A
portant sur les modules de physiologie

europeens (EPM) se poursuivent chez les

maitres d'euvre, Aerospatiale (F) et
DASNDornier (D). La revue d mi parcours

a eu lieu en mars et les pr6sentations
definitives sont pr6vues pour fin
septembre 1998. @esa
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In Brief

Cluster-ll Launch
Contract Signed
The contract between ESA and Starsem
for the re-launch of the four Cluster-ll

satellites was signed on 24 July at
ESA Headquarters in Paris.

The shareholders in Starsem, a company
founded in Suresnes, France, in August
1996 to exploit the Soyuz launch vehicle

family commercially, are: the Russian

Space Agency (RKA) the Samara Space
Centre, which manufactures the Soyuz

rockets, Aerospatiale, and Arianespace.

The four Cluster satellites will be launched

in pairs from Baikonur on two Soyuz
launchers with Fregat upper stages.

between May and August 2000. The

nominal launch dates, which should not

be more lhan 42 days apad for orbit-
inlection-related reasons, are I5 June and

13 July.

The photograph below shows the launch-

contract signing ceremony at ESA
Headquaders with, seated from left to
right: Roger M Bonnet, ESA's Director for
Science, Jean-Yves Le Gall, Chairman of
Starsem, and Jean-Marie Luton,

Chairman and CEO of Ananespace.
Standing behind, from left to right are:

Helge Weber of ESA's Contracts
Department, Karl-Egon Reuter, ESA's

Head of Cabinet, Jean-Charles Vincent of
Starsem, and Daniel Sacotte, ESA's

Director of Administration, @esa

ESA at ILA in Berlin

The International Aerospace Exhibition
ILA'98 was held in Bedin at Schonefeld
Airport during 1B 24 May 1998. More

than 600 exhibitors from all over the world
attended this international trade fair,

including leading US aerospace
companies and numerous representatives

of the aerospace industry from Russia
and Faslcrn Fr rrnnc as well as trom

many Asian countries.

trSA tnnothor uriih tho GefmanLv/ \' rvvvll

Aerospace Centre (DLR), and the German
Aerospace Industries Association (BDLI),

jointly organised the'Raumfahdhalle' for
the fourlh time. the 2O0O m Space
Activities Hall where current and future
European space activities, as well as

Germany's national space programmes,
were presented to the public. The pavilion

featured exclusive spacecraft models and
s.cnpn/ nf thc Farth anr-l 9f $g[g;p'g
moon Titan. The International Space
Station, a special attraction this year, was
represented by a detailed full-size mock-
rrn of tho Fr rrnnoan tho US and the

Japanese modules. A 1 :l0 model of the
complete Station was suspended
overhead, while a'control centre' fitted
with consoles and computers allowed
visitors to follow a simulated mission from
the ground @esa
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Feeding a Black Hole

Astronomers have obtained an

unprecedented look at the nearest

example of galactic cannibalism: a

massive black hole hidden at the centre
of a nearby giant galaxy that is feeding on

a smaller galaxy in a spectacular collision.

Such fireworks were common in the early

Universe, as galaxies formed and evolved,
h, .+ ^r^ -^-^ +^A^,,uut dtg tqtv Lwuoy.

Although the cause-and-effect
relationships are not yet clear, the views
provided by complementary images from
two instruments aboard the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) are giving

astronomers new insights into the
powerful forces being exerted in this
complex maelstrom. Researchers believe

these forces may even have shifted the
axis of the massive black hole from its

expected orientation.

The Hubble widejield camera visible

image of the merged Centaurus-A galaxy

shows a dramatic dark lane of dust
girdling the galaxy. Blue clusters of
newborn stars are clearly resolved, and

silhouettes of dust filaments are

interspersed with blazing orange-glowing
gas. Located only 1O million light-years
away, this peculiar-looking galaxy contains
the closest active galactic nucleus to
Earth and has long been considered an

example of an elliptical galaxy disrupted
by a recent collision with a smaller

companion spiral galaxy.

Using Hubble's infrared vision,

astronomers have penetrated this wall of
dust for the first time to see a twisted disc
of hot gas swept up in the black hole's
gravitational whirlpool. The suspected
black hole is so dense that it contains the
mass of perhaps a thousand million stars,

compacted into a small region of space
not much larger than our Solar System.

Resolving features as small as 7 light-
years across, Hubble has shown
astronomers that the hot gas disc is tilted
in a different direction from the black
hole's axis. The axis is identified by the
orientation of a high-speed jet of material,
glowing in X-rays and radio frequencies,
blasted from the black hole at 1/1 00th the
speed of light. This gas disc presumably

fuelling the black hole may have formed
so recently that it is not yet aligned to the
black hole's spin axis, or it may simply

176

be influenced more by the galaxy's

gravitational tug than by the black hole's.

"This black hole is doing its own thing.

Aside from receiving fresh fuel from a
devoured galaxy, it may be obilvbus to

the rest of the galaxy and the collision,"
said Ethan Schreier of the Space
Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore,

MD. Schreier and an international team of
co-investigators used Hubbles Near

Infrared Camera and Multi-Object
Spectrometer (NICMOS) to probe deeper
into the galaxy's mysterious heart than

h^^ h^{^.^or tyut tu I toD uYtutu,

The hot gas disc viewed by Hubble
investigators is perpendicular to the
galaxy's outer dust belt, while the black
hole's own internal accretion disc of
superhot gas falling into it is tilted
approximately diagonally to these axes.
"We have found a complicated situation
of a disc within a disc within a disc, all
pointing in different directions," Schreier
sard.

It is not clear if the black hole was always
present in the host galaxy or belonged to
the spiral galaxy that fell into the core, or
if it is the product of the merger of a pair

of smaller black holes that lived in the two
once-separate galaxies.

Having an active galaxy just 10 million

light-years away from Earth rather than
hundreds of millions of light-years distant
offers astronomers a unique laboratory for
understanding the elusive details of the
behaviour of supermassive black holes as

fuelled by galaxy collisions

"Though Hubble has seen hof gas drscs

around black holes in other galaxres, the
infrared camera has for the first time
allowed us to peer at this relatively

nearby, very active, but obscured black
hole region," Schreier added.

The team of astronomers is awaiting
fudher Hubble data to continue its study
of the disc, as well as ground-based

spectroscopic observations to measure

the velocity of entrapped material around

the black hole. This will allow the
astronomers to better calculate the black
hole's mass.

The Hubble Space Telescope is an

ESA/NASA international cooperation
project. @esa

Hubble's infrared /V/CMOS instrument has penetrated the girdle of dust around Centaurus-A for the
fist time, revealing a disc of superhot gas berng swept up by a suspected black hole
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ESA and CERN
Strengthen their
Relationship

ESA's DG, Mr Antonio Rodotd, visited

CERN the European Laboratory for
Particle Physics on 7 May 1998 He was
welcomed by Prof, Chris Llewellyn Smith,
the Director General of CERN, together
with his designated successor, Prof.

Luciano Maiani After fruitful and positive

discussions, the Directors General agreed

on the creation of working groups to
study and propose systematic joint

activities to be conducted on a regular

basis bretween the two organisations

The working groups will reinforce the
existing cooperation between the
organisations in scientific and technical
fields: for example. in data acquisition,
handling and networking The impodance
of communicating the scientific aims and
achievements of both organisations to the
general public was underlined by setting

up new initiatives to take advantage of
joint experience in educational prolects

and outreach activities. Finally, they
agreed [o reinforce lhe exchange ot

information on adminislrative issues. fhe
working groups will present proposals to
the management of the respective
Agencies in September 1998. @esa

European Global
Navigation Satellite
System Receives Go-
ahead
ESA, the European Community (EC) and

the Furopean Organisation for the Safety

of Air Navigation (Eurocontrol) have taken
an impodant step towards the
development of GNSS the Global

Navigation Satellite System tor Furope.

Meeting at the offices of the Council of
the European Union in Luxembourg on

18 June, ESA's Director General, Antonio
Rodota; the President-in-office of the
Council of the European Union (Minister

of Transporl of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Norlhern lreland) Gavin

Strang: Member of Lhe European

Commission, Neil Kinnock; and the
Director General of Eurocontrol, Yves

Lambeft, signed an agreement formalising

cooperation between the three

organisations in the field of satellite

Mr Antonio Rodota (right) with CERN's Prof Chris Llewellyn Smith

navigation systems and services, with the
aim of establishing a satellite navigation

and positroning service for Europe as a
contribution to a global efforl.

The development of GNSS will be carried

out in two main stages, GNSS-I will be
the first-generation system, based on

signals received from the existing

American GPS and Russian GLONASS

constellations, and civil augmentation
systems using space based, ground-

based and mobile autonomous-based
techniques The furopean space-based
augmentation system, EGNOS (European

Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service),

consists of a set of navigation payloads
on board geostationary satellites which
are continuously monitored by ground

stations both within and outside Europe.

The system, lo be compleLed by 2002.
will be developed by ESA GNSS-2 the
second-generation system, will provide

services to civil users, and will be under
civil operation and control by 2Ol O A
decision on how to proceed with GNSS-2
will be taken by mid-1999

Aircraft operators represent one of the
main markets for satellite navigation

systems, which have the potential to
transform air traffic managernent in many

areas. With the services provided by

satellites, it will be possible not only to
improve navigational accuracy, but also to
enhance communication and surveillance

capabilities, thus increasing safety, gaining

time. and reducing fuel consumption and

costs.

Airlines will not be the only beneficiaries.

Companies operating Lransport services
hrr rnaci sea nr rail ncecl to know whefe
their vehicles are at all times. So do
police, ambulance and taxi services

Some European car manulacLurers are

already featuring satellite navigation

systems in their top-of-the-range vehicles

and inexpensive hand-held receivers are

becoming widely used by recreational

sailors, climbers and hikers

As well as improving safety, a European

contribution to a global navigation satellite

system will contribute greatly to improving

economic prosperity, industrial returns,

employment and the quality of life in

Europe @esa
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International Space
Station Revisions

Representatlves of all nations involved in
the International Space Station (lSS) have

agreed to move the official target date for
the launch of the first ISS component
from June to November 1998, and to
revise subsequent launch target dates for
the remainder of the 43-flight Station
Assembly Plan.

In meetings of the Space Station Control
Board and the Heads-of-Agency on

30-31 May 1998 at the Kennedy Space
Center, all station padners agreed to
target launch dates of 20 November for
the Control Module (FGB) - now called
'Zarya' (Russian for 'daybreak') - and

3 December for Shuttle mission STS-88
with Unity (Node-1). Changes in the
construction schedule for the third station
component, the Russian-provided Seryice

Module, led the paftners to reschedule
these first assembly launches.

The rescheduling of the first launch will

have only a minor effect on the target
dates agreed upon for many major ISS

milestones during the latter portions of
the 5-year assembly plan. In addition,
several enhancements to the Station's
assembly have been made, including an

exterior 'warehouse' for spare parts and a
Brazilian-provided carrier for exterior
Station components that are launched
aboard the Shuttle.

The ISS padners set an April 1999 target
launch date for the Russian Service

Module. This module will house the first

Station crews and the ESA-provided Data

Management System (DMS-R). The first

station crew - Commander Bill Shepherd,

Soyuz Commander Yuri Gidzenko and
Flight Engineer Sergei Krikalev - will take
off aboard a Russian Soyuz spacecraft in

summer 1999 to begin a s-month
inaugural stay. Launch of the US

Laboratory Module is set for October
1999. Launches of other laboratory
modules, provided by Europe, Japan and

Russia, will take place later in the
assembly sequence. The Canadian-
provided Space Station Remote
Manipulator System will be launched in

December 1999. Scientific research will

begin aboard the ISS early in 2000.

The expansion from a 3-person crew to
a 6 person capability is planned for
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November 2OO2 and the final launch in

the assembly sequence is set for January
2004, only one month later than in the
previous assembly plan. Some issues in
the assembly sequence remain under
review and will be resolved at a Space
Station Control Board meeting in

September 1998. For example, ESA's

Columbus laboratory is now targeted for
February 2003, but the Agency would
prefer to return to the previously-

scheduled October 2002. Therefore, the
final date is subject to further revision.

NASA continues the development of
an Interim Control Module (lCM) as a
contingency against fudher delays in the
Service Module and to provide a potential
additional propellant capability for a more

robust Space Station. A decision
concerning the configuration of the ICM

will be made later this year.

During the Heads-of-Agency meeting, the
Russian Space Agency (RSA) stated that
the Russian government has made the
ISS its number one civil space priority.

RSA noted that progress on the Service
Module continues to meet the launch
target of April 1999. RSA is also working
to deorbit Mir as early as safely possible,

aiming to have the capability by July
1999. The International Partners

expressed their concern with delays to
the ISS programme to date and brought
to the attention of RSA that it is critical to all

participating nations that the programme

schedule is met. The agencies' leaders also

acknowledged the atmosphere of
cooperation, the accomplishments and the
successful achievements of the Shuttle-Mir
Program (Phase 1) and look fonruard to the
smooth transition to Phases 2 and 3 of the
International Space Station. In addition, they
highlighted the ongoing ISS training under
way for the first four station crews. @esa

ISO 9001 Gertification
Process at ESOC
The Director of Technical and Operational

Supporl (D/fOS) has taken the initiative of
implementing a Quality System certified to
the ISO 9OOl standard at the European

Space Operations Centre of ESA to
substantiate the quality and value of its
products and services in the international

space ooerations market

The ISO 9OO1 standard is an interna-
tionally recognised benchmark for the
management and performance of all

activities necessary to ensure that the
needs of a customer are satisfied. To
prepare for certification, the first phase of
activities are focused on the preparation

of a Quality Manual and internal
procedures to document the work
practices within ESOC.

Since November 1997, the ISO 9001
Working Group has been analysing the
internal functioning of ESOC and
preparing the necessary documents.
The Working Group consists of 16 staff
members from ESOC and ESTEC Quality
Assurance Division, and repods to a
Steering Group composed of 7 members
chaired by Mr David Dale (D/IOS).

In a second phase, the group will work
with all staff to implement the ESOC

Quality System. This will include the
deployment of tools and the provision of
training to support the implementation of
the procedures in ESOC. Internal audits
will be performed to verify and document
that all ESOC staff are working together
to provide outstanding mission operations
services and space data products.

The third and last phase will be an

independent audit of ESOC by an

internationally accredited registrar to
verify compliance with the ISO 9OO1

requirements. A successful audit will
result in a certificate with a validity of
3 years. lt is intended to achieve this
official cedification by the end of 1999.

There are three expected benefits:

to clarify for all existing and future
ESOC staff members the activities to
be pedormed and their relationships to
successfully deliver ESOC's products
and services

to provide a documented baseline for
future analysis and improvement of
methods and procedures used at
trJl_.rtr

to independently attest to the
excellence of the work processes and
staff at ESOC. @esa
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Ariane 108 Launches
Nilesat and BSat
The l OBth Ariane launch (Vl08) was
completed successfully at 22:53 UT on

29 April 1998 from the Guiana Space

Centre in Kourou, French Guiana. The

Ariane-44P vehicle (the '44P' indicating

that it was equipped with four solid-
propellant strap-on boosters) delivered the
Egyptian Nilesat 101 and Japanese BSat-

I b telecommunications satellites into the

required geostationary transfer orbit. @esa
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First European Payload
for Worldwide E-mail
Service Launched

ESA's LLMS (Little LEO Messaging

System) payload was launched with the
Russian Earth observation satellite
'Resours-N4' on 10 July at OB:30 hrs

CEST, from the Baikonur launch site in

Kazakhstan on board aZeniI launcher.

This new telecommunications payload will

orovide a low-cost. worldwide electronic
mail (e mail) commercial service dubbed
lRlS (lntercontinental Retrieval of
Information via Satellite).

The host satellite, on an inclined polar

orbit at an altitude of 850 km, will 'view'

any point on the Earth s surface at leasl

twice a day and will collect and distribute
e-mail Subscribers will need a relatively

inexpensive dedicated small satellite modem
(half the size of a portable PC). Automatic
data collection will also be possible. The

hub station, located in Spitsbergen (N),

will load and retrieve messages from the
satellite once Der orbit and interface with
public data networks to connect users via

a service centre in Brussels (B).

The target customers for the service are

travellers in remote areas or at sea and do
not have access to tenestrial communications.

Large organisations with staff in remote
areas of the world are a typical example

For ESA, this is a new type of small
project for which special efforts have

The LLMS user termtnal

been made to reduce development
duration and costs, and to capitalise on

several years of spread-spectrum
technology development. The contractual
aspects are also innovative, with a

commitment by the prime contractor to
offer a commercial service

Under an ESA ceiling-price, turnkey
contract, the prime contractor SAIT

Systems of Brussels (B), undedook not
only to develop, but also to launch and

commercially operate LLMS/IRlS for an

initial period ot 3 years. This concept is in

line with the evolution of ESA's

procurement approach in which industry
fully assumes the programmatic, technical
and iinancial responsibility for close-to-
market missions.

Development of this advanced
communication payload under the
leadership of SAIT systems, was carried

out by European companies in Belgium

(SAIT Devlonics, Alcatel Bell), Germany
(OHB), Spain (SEMA), and the UK
(Warberry Communications), IMEC vzw,

Barco-Silex and Verhaert D&D, also of
Belgium, were involved at the level of the
LLMS modem, while subcontracts wiih
NPP WNIIEN/ of Moscow (R) and with the
Norwegian Space Centre covered the
payload accommodation with launch and

the hub station installation in Spitsbergen,

@esa
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European Astronaut
Selected for
Third Hubble Space
Telescope Servicing
Mission
ESA astronaut Claude Nicollier from
Switzerland will be aboard the US Space
Shuttle Columbia when it lifts off from
Cape Canaveral in May 2000, on flight
STS-104, for the third servicing mission to
the Hubble Space Telescope. Nicollier has

been selected as one of the four mission

specialists for STS-104, together with
three NASA astronauts - Steven L. Smith,

Michael Foale and John M. Grunsfeld.

The STS-104 crew will rendezvous with
the orbiting Hubble Space Telescope,

capture it using the Shuttle's robot arm,

and secure it in Columbia's payload bay.

Then, working in teams of two, the four
astronauts will leave the Shuttle's
pressurised cabin and venture into the
payload bay, where they will perform a

variety of tasks that will improve both
Hubble's performance and its reliability.

To increase Hubble's scientific capability,

Nicollier and his fellow crew members will

remove the European-buifi Faint Object
Camera (FOC), which has worked
faultlessly since the launch in 1990,

and replace it with a new-generation
instrument known as the Advanced
Camera for Survey. With its three
electronic cameras and complement of
filters, this camera is expected to improve
the telescope's sensitivity tenfold.

Other primary tasks to be accomplished
during the STS-104 mission include the
replacement of the existing solar arrays
with rigid, high-efficiency arrays for which
ESA will deliver the mechanisms,
manufactured by Ddmler-Benz
Aerospace/Dornier, and the replacement
of Fine Guidance Sensor no. 2, one of
three such devices that help to point the
telescope at a celestial target with an

accuracy of O.0OZ arcsec. This is

equivalent to keeping Hubble pointed

at a candle in Amsterdam from Vevey,

Switzerland, about 700 km away, where
Nicollier was born.

Both Smith and Nicollier have previous

in-orbit experience with Hubble: Smith
performed three EVA sorties during the
STS-82 mission to Hubble, and Nicollier

operated the Shuttle's robot arm during
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the first servicing mission on the 5T5-61
mission in 1993. Foale has conducted
EVAs from both the Soace Shuttle and the
Russian Mir soace station. Grunsfeld has

two previous space flights to his credit.

For Nicollier, who was selected by ESA
in 1978 as one of the first group of
European astronauts. it will be his fourth
flight into space, more than any other
European astronaut to date. Prior to
taking part in the first Hubble servicing
mission in December 1993, he was a
Mission Specialist on the August 1992
5T5-46 mission during which Eureca -
ESA's European Retrievable Carrier
platform - was deployed and the first
Tethered Satellite System test flight
conducted. In February 1996, he
participated in STS-75, which carried the
US Microgravity Payload experiments and
undedook the second flight test of the
Tethered Satellite System.

Commenting on Claude Nicollier's

selection, Mr Jorg Feustel-Buechl who, as
ESA Director of Manned Spaceflight and
Microgravity, is responsible not only for
the European Astronaut Corps, but also
for the European participation in the
International Space Station, said:

"Together with the selection of Pedro
Duque for the SIS-95 mirssrrcn in October
this year,......the selection of Claude
Nicollien who is one of ESAS most
experienced astronauts, is a clear signal
of the high esfeem in which IVASA holds

the high professional skills and human
qualities of Claude and the other
European astronauts. This is a sound
basis for fruitful cooperation of mutual
benefit on the lnternational Space Station,
where astronauts from the USA, Russra,

Europe, Japan and Canada will work
together closely as a slng/e integrated
crew. It is also very useful to the
development work on the European-built
Station elements."

Jorg Feustel-Buechl also pointed out that:
"The Hubble servicing mrssion shows that
men and women can significantly
augment the efficiency and lifetime of
complex systems in space. Humans have
tuvo essential 'built-in tools' that make
them superior to any robot: their brain
and their hands. No robot offers a
comparable combination of high
intelligence, adaptability to unexpected
sltuations, mobility, dexterity and tactility.
Robotic syslems can perform pre-defined

routine tasks and even support astronauts
in their work, as the Shuttle's robotic arm
shows, but they soon reach their inherent
Iimitations when it comes to evaluating
results and deciding what to do next,
That is one of the key reasons why we
are building and operating a manned
Space Station." @esa

Emergsat Contract
Signed

The signing of the Emergsat (Emergency

Management satellites) prolect took place
on 15 July at the offices of the Spanish
Delegation (CDTI, Madrid). The contract
was signed by Mr Anthony Dickinson,

representing ESA's Director of
Applications, and Mr Jos6 Martin Fluxd,

CEO of Indra Espacio. Acting as
witnesses were Mr Vicente G6mez, Head
of the Spanish Delegation to ESA, Mr
Juan San Nicol6s, Director General of the
Spanish Civil Protection Agency, Mr Juan
Pedro, Technical Counsellor of the
Spanish Civil Protection Agency and
permanent Correspondent of Spain at the
EUR-OPA Agreement on Major Hazards

and Mrs Emilia Buergo, Director of
Strategic Planning at CDTI.

The aim of the Emergsat prolect is to
demonstrate the use of near-real-time
(space-borne) Eafth observation data in

the management of emergency situations.
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ESTEC Celebrates
30 Years

The festivity at ESTEC was a successful
'family event', prepared by staff for statf.

The full day's activities included spofting
events, demonstrations, entertainment,
international food, and relaxation for both
children and adults, rounded off with
dancing in the evening lt was also a time
for reflection and recognition for the
commitment of all ESTEC staff over the
past 30 years.

People and projects: these are the
keywords when looking back with pride at

the ESA success story in which the
Noordwijk establishment continues to play

a very important part.

A small history exhibition recalled the
many highlights, emphasizing the
European team spirit. Six ESA

Directorates are strongly represented at

tS I LC with their specialists. project
groups and extensive technical suppod
facilities such as the unique Test Centre

Starting with ESRO-1, 39 spacecraft have

been designed and placed into orbit with
the backing of ESTEC expertise. A further
B satellites and various elements for the
International Space Station are under
development at Noordwilk at the present

time.

Thirly years to remember - and still going

strong - with the enthusiasm for a
forluitous future for Europe in space @esa
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in brief

velocity, the solar waves accelerated from
an initial 35 000 km/h to a maximum of
400 000 km/h before disappearing.

"People have looked for evidence of
selsmlc waves from flares before, but they
didn't have a theory so they didn't know
where to /oo( " says Kosovichev. Several
years ago, Kosovichev and Zharkova
developed a theory that can explain how
a flare can generate a major seismic wave
in the Sun's interior. According to the
currently accepted model of solar flares,

the primary explosion creates high-energy
electrons. These are funnelled down into

a magnetic flux tube and generate X-rays,

microwaves and a shock wave that
heats the solar surface. Kosovichev and

Zharkova developed a theory that
predicts the nature and magnitude of the
shock waves that this beam of energetic
electrons should create when they slam

down into the solar atmosphere

Although their theory directed them to
the right area to search for the seismic

waves, the waves they found were 1O

times stronger than they had predicted,
"They were so slrong that you can see

them in the raw dala, " Kosovichev
commented The solar seismic waves
appear to be compression waves like the
'P waves generated by an eadhquake
They travel throughout the Sun's interior.

In fact, they should recombine on the
opposite side of the Sun to create a faint

duplicate of the original ripple pattern,
Kncnrrinharr nror'lintc

Now that they know how to find them,
the SOHO investigators say that the
seismrc waves generated by solar flares

should allow them to verify independently
some of the conditions in the solar interior

that they have inferred from studying the
pattern of waves that continually ruffle the
Sun's sudace @esa

SOHO - Lost and Found

In April, ESA's Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO), launched on

2 December 1995, successfully
completed its nominal two-year mission

to study the Sun's atmosphere, surface

and interior. The major scientific highlights
of this joint ESA/NASA mission have

included: the detection of rivers of plasma

beneath the surface of the Sun; the
discovery of a magnetic "carpet" on the
Sun's surface that seems to account for a

substantial part of the energy that is
needed to cause the very high

temperatures in the corona, the Sun's

outermost layer; the first detection of
flare-induced solar quakes: the discovery
of more than 50 Sun-grazing comets; the
most detailed view to date of the solar

atmosphere; and spectacular images and

movies of Coronal Mass Ejections, which
are being used to improve our ability to
forecast the "weather in space"

SOHO's mission had only recently been

extended to 2003 - to cover the period

of maximum solar activity that is expected
to occur in 2OO1 - when, on 25 June,

during routine maintenance operations.
the ground controllers at NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC) in Maryland

lost contact with SOHO and the
spacecraft went into Emergency Sun

Reacquisition (ESR) mode This mode is

activated automatically when an anomaly
occurs and the spacecraft loses its
orientation towards the Sun, The

spacecraft then tries to point itself

towards the Sun again by firing its attitude
control thrusters under the guidance of an

onboard Sun sensor,

The immediate efforts to re-establish

nominal operations did not succeed and

telemetry was lost Subsequent attempts
using the full NASA Deep Space Network
(DSN) capabilities were also unsuccessful.
A team of expeds from ESA and Matra

Marconi Space, prime contractor for the
SOHO spacecraft, therefore gathered

at GSFC to assist the NASA Flight

Operations Team in assessing the
situation and analysing the spacecraft
status should contact be re-established

The engineers concentrated first on
gaining a complete understanding of the
events that had led to the loss of signal,

information that might help them to
devise procedures which could re-

establish contact with SOHO. Commands

*tr

The SOHO spacecraft shortly before launch

were sent to SOHO about once per

minute, using the DSN's 34 m antennas,

instructing the spacecraft to activate its

transmitters. Based on the last telemetry
data that had been received from SOHO,

the engineers thought it likely that the
spacecraft was spinning slowly in such
a way that its solar arrays were not

receiving adequate sunlight to generate
power. lt appeared, however, that
SOHO's solar panels might be exposed to
increasing amounts of sunlight each day

as it orbited the Sun, in which case within
a few weeks sufficient sunlight might be

shining on the solar panels to generate

enough power to charge the spacecrafts
batteries.

In the meantime, the SOHO incident had

become the subject of a joint ESA/NASA

inquiry, by a Board co-chaired by Prof.

Massimo Trella, ESA's Inspector General,

and Dr. Michel Greenfield, NASA Deputy

Associate Administrator for the Office of
Safety and Mission Assurance, and with
members drawn from ESA, NASA and the
scientific community. This SOHO Mission

Interruption Joint ESA/NASA Investigation

Board focussed in on three errors that
seemed to have led to the loss of
communications with SOHO. The first

error was in a pre-programmed command
sequence that lacked a command to
enable an on-board software function
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designed to activate a gyro needed for
control in Emergency Sun Beacquisition
mode. The second error, which was in a

different pre-programmed command
sequence. resulted in incorrect readings
from nno nf thp qnar.pcfaft'S lhfee
gyroscopes, which in turn triggered an

tSR At that stage of the investigation.

the Board believed that these two
anomalous command sequences. in

combination with an errroneous decision
to send a command to SOHO to turn off

a gyro in response to unexpected
telemetry values. caused the spacecraft
to enter a series of ESRs, and ultimately

led to the loss of control The efforts of
the Investigation Board were then
directed at identifying the circumstances
that had led to the errors, and at

identifying and effecting lhe necessary
changes and pursuing corrective actions
to prevent similar occurrences in the
future.

ESA and NASA engineers still believed

the spacecraft was spinning with its solar
panels nearly edge-on to the Sun, and

thus not generating any power, but that
the power situation would improve over

the next few months, increasing the
probability of successfully establishing

contact In an attempt to recover SOHO

as soon as possible. the tlight Operations
Team at Goddard began uplinking
commands to the spacecraft for
approximately 12 hours every day.

With the encouragement of Dr. Alan

Kiplinger of NOM's Space Environment

Center in Boulder, researchers at the
US National Astronomy and lonosphere
Center in Arecibo, Puerto Rico, used their
facility's 305 m-diameter radio telescope
to transmit a signal towards SOHO on

23 July The DSN's 70 m dish in

Goldstone (USA) acted as a receiver.

locating the spacecraft's echo and

tracking it using radar techniques for
more than an hour, SOHO had finally

been found Preliminary analysis of the
radar data indicated that SOHO was still

in its nominal halo orbit, near the L1

Lagrangian point, and turning at roughly

one revolution per minute

To facilitate the recovery procedure, a
joint team was established at GSFC

under the direction of ESA's Francis

Vandenbussche, the ex-SOHO System

Lngineering Manager. The team consists
of ESA, Matra Marconi Space, NASA and

Allied Signal staff
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On 3 August, signals sent to SOHO via

the DSN station in Canberra, Australia,

were answered aI 22:51 GMT in the form
of bursts of signal lasting from 2 to 1O
qccnndq Thoqo qinn:lq were recorded
both by the NASA station rn Canberra
and ESA's own ground station in Pedh
(W Aus.). Although the signals were
intermitlent and did not contain any data
information, they showed that the
spacecraft was still capable ol receiving

and responding to ground commands.
The slow process of regaining control of
the spacecraft and restoring it to an

operational attitude commenced
immediately, with attempts to initiate data
transmissions and to coax information

from the spacecraft concerning its on-
board status.

The spacecraft initially responded to

the attempts to activate its on-board
telemetry data system only by sending a

simple carrier signal in 1O second bursts.

These signals were. however, tracked
consistently from ESA's Pedh and Redu
(Belgium) ground stations, as well as by
NASA DSN stations around the world.
Initially, the carrier-signal bursts were too
short to allow the sensitive ground-station
receivers to 'lock on' to the signal and

ESA engineers began assessing ways of
obtaining a more continuous signal from
the spacecraft, The intermittent nature of
the signal is caused by the cyclic variation

in the on-board power supply as the

solar arrays are shadowed due to the
spacecraft 's unintentional spin motion

fSA's Head of Scientific Projects. John
Credland, assessed the situation at that
point as follows:

"Recovery will be a slow and careful
operation. The main thing is that the

spacecraft is now responding to us and
we will take one step at a trme to bring it
into a more favourable attitude before
assessrng any damage which may have

been caused by its unforeseen six week
hibernation".

On B August, at 23:15 h GMf, six days
after receiving the first signal from the
dormant SOHO, several blocks of
telemetry data giving the spacecraft's on

board status were acquired, prompting
Roger Bonnet, ESA's Director of Science,
TO Comment:

"Ihis rs the best news l've heard since we
Iost contact with SOHO on 25 June. I

never gave up hope of some recovery of
this fantastic mission. We must just hope
that the damage sustained due to
SOHO's enforced period of deep freeze

does not affect the scientific payload too
much."

Following analysis of the expected on-
board conditions by ESA and Matra
Marconi Space (builders of the SOHO

spacecraft) engineers, a series of
command sequences was up-linked to
the spacecraft to divert all available solar
array power into a partial charging of one
of the on-board batteries. After 1O hours
of such battery charging, SOHO's

telemetry was commanded on and seven
full sets of onboard-status data were

received. Afterlust 1 minute, the
telemetry was switched off again by the
ground controllers in order to conserve
onboard resources. Further data on the
onboard conditions were obtained the
next day (9 August) in two telemetry
acquisitions lasting 4 and 5 minutes,

respectively. These data included payload

temperature and voltage information,

which is currently still being analysed.

With the battery-charging technique
having proved successful, the SOHO

team requested full 24-hour coverage of
the spacecraft in an attempt to achieve
more complete charging. During this
period extensive data sets were obtained
detailing the current onboard status,
including temperatures, which were much
as expected. Further data has been
acquired on the current spacecraft
attitude, following the successful
switching on of one of the Attitude
Control Units. The team is currently
(12 August) working on the next series of
procedures, aimed at thawing out the
spacecraft's hydrazine fuel, currently at
OoC, to enable attitude control to be re-

established. This will only be attempted
once full charging of both onboard
batteries can be confirmed, hopefully in
the next few days. @esa



in brief

Birthday Wishes for a
Former ESA Director
General
from Helmut Schmidt"

When Reimar Lust was born on 25 March

1923, a wave of passive resistance
against the French occupation was
sweeping across the Ruhr region. That
autumn, the old paper currency was
replaced by a new German mark, at the
rate of a million millions to one! Sixty
years on, Lust was appointed Director
General of the European Space Agency
in Paris, where scientists and engineers

from Germany and France work together
in harmony alongside other European

colleagues. Between those two dates lie

the calamities unleashed uoon the
European peoples by Hitler, but also the
process of conciliation generously carried

out by France.

When Lust left ESA at the age of 67, he

might have been justly proud of a life
dedicated to the oursuit of excellence:

as a scientist, as a research administrator,

as a oioneer in Franco-German co-
operation, and as a proponent of
internationalism. But he refused to rest on

these laurels. Today he leads the
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation,

supporting talented scientists from all over
the World who come to Germanv to
conduct their research.

Lust is himself a dedicated research

scientist. He started out in nuclear
physics, then changed his field of work to
plasma physics and astrophysics. He has

an office in the Max-Planck lnstitute that
investigates global climate change. He

has served as Professor at universities in

Germany and the USA. Before going to
Pads, he was Chairman of the Scientific
Council of the Max-Planck Society for
three years running. He headed the
Society as President for a total of twelve
years. In both of these offices he

combined a ouiet. modest manner with
single-minded tenacity, establishing a
legacy that continues to inspire respect.

Lust never yielded to the temptation to
justify basic research (including space
exploration) with the promise of technical,
economic or military spin-offs. Instead, his

main preoccupation has always been the
ouest for scientific advancement. At the
same time, he has worked to promote

international co-operation and exchanges

between research scientists from different
countries. He started to forge personal

ties to Russian scientists in the 1950s
and to Chinese colleagues in the 1970s.

Still, he is a staunch champion of
comoetition in scientific research.
"Competition is indispensable", he says.

When interviewed by FM-
Magazin and asked to flll out their
questionnaire, he described his motto
thus: 'Stay on course, show the flag

whenever necessary fire a shot across
the bows if needed". And yet, Reimar

Lust is a sincere and friendly individual.

He possesses a gift for communicating to
others his enthusiasm for science. When I

first met him, a quarter of a century ago,
it was thanks to the scientific curiosity of
my wife. I remember how Lust showed us

the giant parabolic antenna in Effelsberg

and explained to us how it had been

used to find protein molecules deep in

interstellar space. Since then we have

become firm friends, jointly founding the
German National Foundation for
contributing to the re-emergence of a joint

national identity for Germans from East

and West alike. Much remains to be

done.

To Reimar Lust, my warmest
congratulations - Ad multos annos! @esa

- Translated extract from an article in the
German daily newspaper "Die Zeit" on
27 March 1998

Gassini/Huygens

The Cassini/Huygens spacecraft
performed its first Venus flyby on

schedule on 26 April 1998 so successfully
that the planned 14 May trqectory
correction manoeuvre was not needed.

The spacecraft is continuously monitored
through NASA's Deep Space Network
(DSN) and its health remains excellent.

Over the past few months, Cassini's
routine flight operations have been

devoted mainly to housekeeping and

maintenance activities. The soacecraft
continues to fly with its fixed High Gain
Antenna (HGA) pointing towards the Sun

in order to keep Cassini and the Huygens
Probe in shadow.

The second Huygens Probe check-out
was executed on 27 March in the blind,

as the HGA could not be used for high-
rate communications with Earth. The data

were recorded on the craft's Solid State
Recorder (SSR) and played back to Eadh

during nine DSN passes.

The Probe's housekeeping data
processed at ESOC showed nominal

behaviour exceot for some Automatic
Gain Control (AGC) levels on both receiver

chains: a drop of 3-5 dB and periodic

fluctuations. Similar behaviour was noted
during the first check-out on 23 October
1997 and was already under
investigation. Based on these new
measurements, an investigation team
under project chairmanship was created
and met on 16 Aoril 1998.

The first findings indicated a strong
correlation between the induced solar
noise picked up by Cassini's HGA and the
observed AGC variations during both
check-outs. In order to confirm this
possible cause, a special contingency
check-out with the HGA pointed at least

10 degrees from the Sun was performed

on 28 May. The complete set of test
measurements was successfully retrieved

at ESOC. The AGC values measured on

both chains were found to be highly

stable, with values by far the best ever

obtained during on-ground and in-orbit
tests. These confirmed that both receivers
performed as expected in a radio noise-
free environment and in the oresence of
solar-induced noise.

It can be concluded that the Probe and

associated receivers are in excellent state
of health. The next Huygens check-out is
scheduled ior 22 December 1998. @esa
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Publications
The documents listed here have been issued

since the last oublications announcement in

the ESA Bulletin. Requests for copies should
be made in accordance with the Table and
Order Form inside the back cover

ESA Annual Report

ANNUAL REPORT /
RAPPORT ANNUEL '97
BATTRICK B. & GUYENNE T.D. (EDS,)

BI.LINGUAL ENGLISH/FRENCH, 166 PAGES
NO CHARGE

ESA Newsletters

EARTH OBSERVATION OUARTERLY
NUMBER 59, JUNE 1998
EDS T.D. GUYENNE & D, DANESY
NO CHARGE

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
voLUME 8, NUMBER 2 (JUNE 1998)
ED M PERRY
NO CHARGE

ESA Brochures

STANDARD PAYLOAD COMPUTER FOR
THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
(MARCH 1998)
TAYLOR C., KOENIG H. & SCHLOSSSTEIN U.
(ED, B, BATTRICK)
ESA BR-131 // 14 PAGES
PRICE: 15 DFL

SUPPORTING EUROPE'S ENDEAVOURS
IN SPACE: THE ESA DIRECTORATE OF
TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
(JULY 1998)
STEINZ J.A, & BATTRICK B. (EDS.)

ESA BR-1 32 // 28 PAGES
PRICE: .15 

DFL

Gredit Gard Payments for ESA Publications
It is possible to purchase the Agency's publications from the ESA Publications
Division 'Bookshop' using your corporate or your personal credit card
(Eurocard/Mastercard, Visa or American Express).

You can telephone or telefax your orders to the numbers given below, quoting your
card's number and its expiry date.

The Bookshop (attn. Mr Frits de Zwaan)
ESA Publications Division
ESTEC
Keplerlaan 1

22OO AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands

Telephone: (31) 71 5653405
Telefax: (31) 71 5655433

Other methods of payment are also accepted. Please call or fax for details.

A list of the latest oublications can be accessed via the ESA Publications Division's
Home Page at the following Internet/VWWV address:

http://esapub.esrin.esa. iV
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publications

esa_

40 Ynans
OF'

COSPAR

40 YEARS OF COSPAR (JUNE 1998)
HAERENDEL G,, GRZEDZIELSKI S,,
CAVALLO G & BATTRICK B, (EDS.)

ESA BR-135 // 195 PAGES
PRICE: 15 DFL

ESA Special Publications

ESAs REPORT TO THE 32nd COSPAR
MEETING (JULY 1998)
WILSON A, & PARMAR A, (EDS,)

ESA SP-1219 // 176 PAGES
PRICE: 70 DFL

ANALYSIS METHODS FOR MULTI-
SPACECRAFT DATA (JULY 1998)
INTERNATIONAL SPACE SCI ENCE
INSTITUTE (ISSI)

PASCHIVANN G. & DALY PW (EDS,)

FSAI/SS/ SCIENTIFIC REPORT SR-OOI //
501 PAGES
PRICE: 70 DFL

THE THIRD EURO _ LATIN AMERICAN
SPACE CONFERENCE: PROC.
ESA/COMISION FEDERAL DE
TELECOMMUNICACIONES MEXICO
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE,
10 - 14 NOVEMBER 1997 (MAY 1998)
GUYENNE T.D (ED )

ESA SP-41 2 // 462 PAGES
PRICE: 100 DFL

SPACE POWER: PROC. FIFTH EUROPEAN
SPACE POWER CONFERENCE,
TARRAGONA. SPAIN. 21 -25 SEPTEMBER
-1998 (AUGUST 1998)
HARRTSRA (ED)
ESA SP-41 6 // 2 VOLS 762 PAGES
PRICE: 150 DFL

A CROSSROADS FOR EUROPEAN SOLAR
AND HELIOSPHERIC PHYSICS _ RECENT
ACHIEVEMENTS AND FUTURE MISSION
POSSIBILITIES: PROC. ESA/IAC

CONFERENCE, PUERTO DE LA CRUZ,
CANARY ISLANDS,23-27 MARCH 1998
(JUNE 1998)
PRIEST E R, MORENO-INSERTIS F
& HARRIS R A (EDS )

ESA SP-417 // 372 PAGES
PRICE: BO DFL

SOLAR JETS AND CORONAL HOLES:
PROC. INT. MEETING, GUADELOUPE,
FRANCE, 23-26 FEBRUARY 1998
(MAY 1998)
MARTENS P & GUYENNE T,D (EDS )

ESA SP-421 // 374 PAGES
PRICE: 70 DFL

ESA Procedures, Standards
& Specifications

ECSS SPACE PRODUCT ASSURANCE
_ VERIFICATION AND APPROVAL OF
AUTOMATIC MACHINE WAVE SOLDERING
(JANUARY 1998)
EUROPEAN COOPERATION FOR SPACE
STANDARDIZATION WORKING GROUP
ESA ECSS-O-ZO-O7A // 32 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

ECSS SPACE PRODUCT ASSURANCE -
MATERIAL SELECTION FOR CONTROLLING
STRESS-CORROSION CRACKING
(JANUARY 1998)
EUROPEAN COOPERATION FOR SPACE
STANDARDIZATION WORKING GROUP
ESA FCSS-Q 70 364 // 38 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

ECSS SPACE PRODUCT ASSURANCE -

DETERMINATION OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY
OF METALS TO STRESS-CORROSION
CRACKTNG (JANUARY 1 998)
EUROPEAN COOPERATION FOR SPACE
STANDARDIZATION WORKING GROUP
ESA ECSS-Q-ZO-374 // 36 PAGES
PRICE: 35DFL
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ESA Contractor Reports

ON-BOARD SAR SIGNAL CONDITIONER
DEVELOPMENT (OBSP) - FrNAL REPORT
(ocToBER 1997)
SAAB ERICSSON SPACE, SWEDEN
ESA CR(P)-415O // 36 AND 98 PAGES
(2 VOLS.)
PRICE: 35 DFL AND 50 DFL

PACKET VIDEO TECHNOLOGY _ FINAL
REPORT (MARCH 1998)
DAIMLER-BENZ AEROSPACE, GERMANY
ESA CR(P)-4151 // 89 PAGES
PRICE: 50 DFL

STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF LONG-
WAVELENGTH InGaAs DETECTORS -
FrNAL REPORT (OCTOBER 1997)
IMEC VAV-INTEC, BELGIUM
ESA CR(P-4152 // 1B PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

STUDY OF PASSIVE REMOTE SENSING
OF THE ATMOSPHERE AND SURFACE ICE

- F|NAL REPORT (DECEMBER 1997)
CHRISTIAN-ALBRECHTS-UNIVERSITAET -
KIEL, GERMANY
ESA CR(P)-4153 // 241 PAGES
PRICE: 80 DFL

IMPACT OF SURFACE ANISOTROPIES
ON THE OBSERVATION OF OPTICAL
IMAGING SENSORS - FINAL REPORT
(MARCH 1998)
INRA BIOCLIMAIOLOGIE, FRANCE
ESA CR(P)-41 54 // 178 PAGES
PRICE: 70 DFL

CENTRIFUGE TESTS ON 80 K COOLERS
- F|NAL REPORT (MARCH 1998)
MATRA MARCONI SPACE, UK
ESA CRP)-4155 // 61 AND 13 PAGES
2 VOLS,)
PRICE: 50 DFL AND 35 DFL

FUTURE SATELLITE CONCEPTS,
ARCHITECTURES, TECHNOLOGIES
AND SERVICE CAPABILITIES - EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY (DECEMBER 1 997)
ALEN IA AEROSPMIO, ITALY

ESA CR(P)-4156 // 20, 422 AND 479 qAGES

(s voLS.)
PRICE: 35 DFL, 100 DFLAND 100 DFL

PROTECTION OF FREQUENCY BANDS FOR
FUTURE MISSIONS - FINAL REPORT
(MARCH 1998)
ANETEL, BELGIUM
ESA CRP)-4157 // 87 PAGES
PRICE: 50 DFL

STUDY OF A CLOUD IMAGER FOR
THE EARTH RADIATION EXPLORER
MISSION - FINAL REPORT (AUGUST 1997)
OFFICINE GALILEO, ITALY

ESA CR(P)-4158 // 122 PAGES
PRICE: 70 DFL

DEFINITION ET MISE EN OEUVRE
D'UNE POLITIOUE NOUVELLE EN
MATIERE DE MAITRISE DES RISOUES -
FINAL REPORT (NOVEMBER 1997)
CECAR & JUTHEAU, FRANCE
ESA CR(P)-4159 // 9, 53 AND 24 PAGES
(s voLS.)
PRICE: 35 DFL, 50 DFL AND 35 DFL

HAEDB PROJECT - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(ocToBER 1997)
SMR/SF/EPFL, SWITZERLAND
ESA CRP)-4160 // 2 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

ATTEN UATION OF STRUCTURALLY
RADIATED SOUND - FINAL REPORT
(ocToBER 1997)
DORNIER, GERMANY
TNO, THE NETHERLANDS
OERLIKON CONTRAVES SPACE.
SWITZERLAND
DAIMLER BENZ /DORNIER RESEARCH,
GERMANY
ESA CR(P)-4161 // 267 PAGES
PRICE: BO DFL

INTERMEDIATE CLASS OF MODEL
MISSIONS (ICE, LAND) - EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY (DECEMBER 1 997)
ALENIA AEROSPMIO, ITALY

ESA CR(P)-4162 // 43 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

ENGINEERING MODEL OF A GAUGING
DEVICE - FINAL REPORT (MAY 1998)
DASA. GERMANY
ESA CR(P)-416s // 76 PAGES
PRICE: 50 DFL

ASTP-4: NON-RETURN VALVE - FINAL
REPORT (MAY 1998)
RAUFOSS TECHNOLOGY AS, NORWAY
ESA CRN-4164 // 67 PAGES
PRICE: 50 DFL

A SPECTROSCOPIC DATABASE FOR
MILLIMETRE AND SUBMILLIMETRE
WAVELENGTHS - FINAL REPORT
(MAY 1998)
CNRS, FRANCE
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ESA CR(P.4165 // 165 PAGES
PRICE: 70 DFL

GNSS-BASED ATTITUDE AND ORBIT
DETERMINATION AND VEHICLE
MANAGEMENT FOR LOW-EARTH
OBSERVATION SYSTEMS _ FINAL
REPORT AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(FEBRUARY 1998)
GMV/SENER, SPAIN
ESA CR(p,-4166 // 148 AND 7 PAGES
PRICE: 70 DFL AND 35 DFL

INTERCOMPARISON AND IMPROVEMENT
OF SAR OCEAN IMAGING INTERACTION
MODELS - FINAL REPORT AND EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY (MAY 1998)
NANSEN ENVIRONMENTAL & REMOTE
SENSING CENTER, NORWAY
ESA CR(P)-4167 // 120 AND 11 PAGES
PRICE: 70 DFL AND 35 DFL

DETAILED DEFINITION OF INTERMEDIATE
CLASS OF MODEL MISSIONS - FINAL
REPORT (MAY 1998)
MATRA MARCONI SPACE, FRANCE
ESA CR(p]-4168 // 157 AND 264 PAGES
2 VOLS.)
PRICE: 70 DFL AND B0 DF

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM STUDY
(MSBN & PRODAT)- FINAL REPORT
(FEBRUARY 1998)
INDRA ESPACIO, SPAIN
ESA CR(pJ-4169 // 22 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

ADA TECHNOLOGY RECOMMENDATION
- EXECUTTVE SUMMARY (MAY 1998)
MATRA MARCONI SPACE, FRANCE
ESA CR(P-4170 // 20 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

CONTROLLER FOR MEDIUM-VOLTAGE
SPACECMFT POWER SYSTEMS - FINAL
REPORT (JANUARY 1998)
FIAR. ITALY AND ETCA. BELGIUM
ESA CRN-4171 // 12 PAGES AND 21 PAGES
(2 voLS )
PRICE: 35 DFL AND 35 DF -

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW STORABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE SOLID PROPELLANT

- FINAL REPORT (NOVEMBER 1997)
AEROSPACE PROPULSION PRODUCTS
BV/PRINS MAU RITS LABORATORY-TNO,
THE NETHERLANDS
ESA CRP)-4172 // 50 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

ROBOTICS END EFFECTOR FOR EXTERNAL
SERVICING: POWER AND DATA
INTERFACES - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(MAY 1998)
CASA, SPAIN
ESA CR(P)-417s // 62 PAGES
PRICE: 50 DFL

HIGH-SPEED FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION
AND VITERBI DECODING _ FINAL REPORT
(MARCH 1ss8)
TECHNICAL UNIVERSIry OF DENMARK
ESA CRP-4174 // 372 PAGES
PRICE: BO DFL

Contractor Reports
There are two types of Contractor
Reports: CR(P)and CRffi reports.

ESA CR(P) documents are available
on microfiche from either of the
following addresses:

British Library - Doc. Supply Centre
Customer Service
Boston Spa
Wetherby, West Yorkshire
LS23 7BQ
England

Universitaetsbibliothek und Tl B
Welfengaften 1B
D-30167 Hannover
Phone: (+a9) 51 1 /762-2268
Fax: (+49) 51 1/715936

ESA CRQQ documents have
restricted distribution and are not
available on microfiche. Printed
copies can be requested via ESA
Publications Division

4 K LIFE-TEST COOLER - FINAL REPORT
(MAY 1998)
RUTHERFORD APPLETON LABORAIORY UK
ESA CR(P-4175 // 31 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

ATOS-3: ADVANCED MISSION PLANNING
INFRASTRUCTURE - FINAL REPORT (APRIL
1 998)
SASA/EGA, BELGIUM
ESA CRP-4176 // 50 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

PAYLOAD INTERFACES FOR EXTERNAL
ROBOTICS SERVICING - FINAL CONTRACT
(MAY 1ss8)
TNO-TPD, THE NETHERLANDS
ESA CR(P)-4177 // 51 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

PREPARATION FOR INDUSTRIALISATION
OF HNF BASED ADVANCED SOLID
COMPOSITE PROPELLANT - FINAL
REPORT (APRIL 1998)
AEROSPACE PROPULSION PRODUCTS BV.

THE NETHERLANDS
ESA CR(P-4178 // 53 PAGES
PRICE: 50 DFL
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The Hfippqrc@s qmd Tycho Gqf,qlogucs

The Hipporcos Mission
The Hipparcos space astrometry mission was accepted
within the European Space Agency's scientific
programme in 1980. The Hipparcos satellite was
designed and constructed under ESA responsibility by a
European industrial consortium led by Matra Marconi
Space (France) and Alenia Spazio (ltaly), and launched by
Ariane-4 on 8 August 1989. High-quality scientific data
were acquired between November 1989 and March 1993.

The scientific aspects of the mission were undertaken by

nationally-funded scientific institutes. All of the scientific
goals motivating the mission's adoption in 1980 were
surpassed, in terms of astrometric accuracy, photometry,
and numbers of stars.

The global data analysis tasks, proceeding from nearly
1000 Gbit of satellite data to the final catalogues, were
undertaken by three scientific consortia: the NDAC and
FAST Consortia, together responsible for the production
of the Hipparcos Catalogue; and the Tycho Consortium,
responsible for the production of the Tycho Catalogue.
A fourth scientific consortium, the INCA Consortium, was
responsible for the construction of the Hipparcos
observing programme. The production of the Hipparcos
and Tycho Catalogues marks the formal end of the
involvement in the mission bv ESA and the four scientific
consortia.
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The Hipporcos qnd Tycho
Cotologues
The final products of the European Space Agency's
Hipparcos mission are two major stellar catalogues,
the Hipparcos Catalogue and the Tycho Catalogue.

Each catalogue includes a large quantity of very high
quality astrometric and photometric data. The astrometric
data in the Hipparcos Catalogue is of unprecedented
accuracy: positions at the catalogue epoch (J1991.25),
annual proper motions, and trigonometric parallaxes,
have a median accuracy of approximately 1 milliarcsec.
The Hipparcos Catalogue includes annexes featuring
variability and double/multiple star data for many
thousands of stars discovered or measured by the
satellite. The Hipparcos and Tycho Catalogues will
remain the definitive astrometric stellar catalogues for
many years.
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Celestia 2000
Celestia. 2000 is a CD-ROM
package containing the
HipDarcos and Tycho
catalogues, plus related
annexes, in compressed
binary format, along with
dedicated software permitting
interrogation, sample
construction and information
drspiay.

It has been designed and constructed with both the professional and amateur asironomer in mind.

*
€*

The package is designed for IBM PC ancj compaiibles running under Windows 3 1, Windows 95, or Windovrs NT.



Order Form

Please reserve for me the following (prices include post & packing):

..... set(s) of the 16-volume printed catalogue (with ASCII CD-ROMs) @ 650 Dfl ($400) per set

...,. subset(s) of Introduction & Guide to the Data only, with ASCII CD-ROM set @ 165 Dfl ($tOO)
oer set

..... set(s) of Celestia 2000 @ 80Dfl ($SO1 per se

t\cU I tti.

Address:

Signature: Date:

An invoice will be sent and on receipt of payment your requested product(s) will be delivered to
the address filled in above.
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Publications Available from ESA Publications Division

Publication Number ot

rssues per year
Scope/Contents Source

Periodicals

ESA Bul etin

Earth Observat on Ouarterly

ECSL News

Reach ng for the Skies

lVicrogravity News

Preparing for the Future

trQA'c nr m:nr maoazino

Remote-sensing news

News f rom the European Centre for

Space Law (under the ausprces of ESA)

4 ESA's Space Transportat on Systems news

3 N/icrogravity Programme news

4 fechnology Programme news

Freeof charge ESA Publ cations Division, c/o ESTEC

2200 AG Noordwilk, The Netherlands

Monographs Code

Onnforanna P/^^aodin^a,,uussu,,,eo (Sp-xxx) Collectionof paperspresentedatan Pricesvary ESAPubl cationsDiviston,c/oESTEC

ESA conference 2200 AG Noordwiik' The Netherlands

Special P,rblications (SP.xxxx; Delai ed monograpns on

post-graduate level subjects

Brochures (BR-xxx) Concise summaries on

specrf ic subjects

Scientif c & Technical Reports (STR-xxx) Graduate level reflecting ESA'S

position on a given subject

Scientific & Technical N/lemoranda (STM-xxx) Graduate leve - latest but not f nal sed

thinkrng on a grven subject

Procedures,Standards& (PSS-xxx) Definttiverequtrernents nsupportof
Specifications conrfacts

Training lvlanuals (TM-xxx) Ser es for education of users or potentia

users of ESA programmes, services or

facilit es

Public-relations material Genera literature, posters,

photographs, f ilms, etc

ESA Publrc Relatrons Service

8-10 rue l\,4ario-Nikis

75738 Paris 1 5, France

All periodicals are a so ava lable via the Internet at:

http ://esapub. esri n.esa. it/esapub. htm I

Selected public relations materlal and other ESA information is available at:

http ://www.esri n.esa. it
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rOrder Fornt Jor ESA Prgbl]cqlito.rs
Without receipt of payment no publications are sent. All payments in Dutch Guilders (Dfl). Within Europe, marling is free of charge

Outside Europe, airmail is free of for orders over Dfl. lO0; smaller orders are sent sea mail
D-,-^ ^^-I rrLc PEI

Order Subtotal:

Discount for orders over Dfl. L 0O: less lOo/o of subtotal:

Total amount:

MAILING ADDRESS
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Function

Address

Town & Postal Code

Date

(please prlnt carefu|ly) :

PAYMENT tlck one box:

O Cheque enclosed (made payable to
return order form wlth cheoue to:

Organisation

uvur rLr /

Signature

ESA Publications Division)
ESTEC - Finance Division (EFA/P)

P.O.Box 299 - 2200AG Noordwiik - The Netherlands

O ltems ordered are
:ll frcc af r^6,aroc

Credlt Card; O Eurocard/Yastercard

Card No.

Name Card Holder

O AmEx

Division - ESTEC

FAX: +3 | - (0)7 | 555 5433
return form to; The Bookshop (attn, Mr. Frits de Zwaan) -

P.O.Box 799 - 2200AG Noordwiik - The
ESA Publications

Nethedands;

7t 565 3405orders (and further information) : +31
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